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This dissertation is a proposal for foot structure in Québécois that uniformly 

accounts for high vowel distribution with respect to tenseness, devoicing and deletion 

within a single prosodic framework. The complementary distribution of tenseness in the 

final syllable and the variable realizations in the non-final syllable are shown to be 

regulated by the proposed foot structure. A grammatical, sonority-based surface weight 

distinction is assumed for vowels: tense high vowels are associated to a full mora µ, 

along with non-high vowels, while lax high vowels are associated to a hypomora λ, a 

weight value less than µ. This grammatical weight is regulated at the level of the 

minimally monomoraic foot. The final, Head Foot is necessarily monosyllabic. Thus, a 

final hypomoraic rime is quantitatively insufficient to host a foot projection, resulting in 

a monomoraic, tense vowel in an open syllable. The foot expands to include an adjacent 

syllable in words consisting of more than two syllables, following the Trochaic 

Markedness Hierarchy, based on the following three principles, in the order of priority: 

1) quantitative minimum: light and heavy rimes are preferred to superlight (λ) rimes, 2) 

quantitative evenness: even trochees are preferred to uneven trochees, and 3) 

quantitative dominance: the left branch that is heavier than the right branch is preferred 

to the left branch that is lighter. A form like /kamizᴐl/ surfaces with a monomoraic, 

tense vowel in the left branch of the trochee, (ska. wmi)(szᴐl), given that an even foot 

(L L) is preferred to an uneven foot with a hypomoraic branch, (L SL). The trochaic 

instantiation (H) is also better-formed than (L SL), preferring deletion to a hypomoraic 
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rime: (kam)(zᴐl). In the Optimality-theoretic analysis, variation is modeled via the 

mechanism of a Floating Constraint (Reynolds 1994): a constraint whose ranking status 

can be varied with respect to a set range of a fixed ranking of constraints, within a 

single grammar. The variation in question is shown to be largely a function of the 

floating status of the constraint regulating the grammatical weight association of vowels, 

(Son-Weight), and its relative ranking with respect to the Trochaic Markedness 

constraints. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Data and topics  

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

 The traditional view of the prosody of Standard French (SF) attributes very low 

functionality to the prosodic units of mora and foot. Open syllables are functionally 

indistinguishable in the phonology of the language from syllables that contain a coda or 

closed syllables with long nuclei the way they are in languages in which the distinction 

between heavy and light syllables plays a crucial role, primarily for stress assignment.  

SF is a syllable-timed language with fixed phrase-final stress (cf Delattre 1966). To the 

extent that the foot can be of relevance, it is largely viewed to be redundant in that it is 

co-extensive with the syllable (cf Selkirk 1978). For example, a tetrasyllabic word 

„alligator‟1 is metrified as follows – (a)(li)(ga)(tᴐr). In this dissertation, I claim that the 

well-known phenomenon of the variable realization of high vowels in the non-final 

environment in Québécois – the tense/lax alternation, optional devoicing and optional 

deletion – is best accounted for with the prosodic category of the foot. To this end, I 

propose quantity-sensitive foot structure for this dialect of French, spoken in the 

Canadian province of Québec. In brief, I develop an analysis in which a vowel‟s 

sonority as basis for weight assignment and its position in the foot determine its surface 

realization. Optional surface realizations result from more than one possible foot shape 

allowed by the grammar for a given constituent.  

This dissertation is a formal analysis of a variable phenomenon within 

phonological theory, with social-linguistic aspects of variation lying outside its scope. 

The proposed account of high vowel distribution in Québécois is treated in the 

                                                 
1
In this dissertation, I present data items by providing their IPA transcriptions and the orthographic form 

the first time an item is introduced. The glosses are provided in the Appendix – this is done for the sake of 

brevity, given that the meaning of the data items has no bearing on the phonological analysis of the 

phenomenon a given form illustrates. The phonetic forms are given with high vowels specified as tense in 

open and lax in closed syllables, following the unmarked distributional pattern, unless otherwise 

necessitated by the point illustrated, which will then be clearly indicated. 
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Optimality-theoretic framework, which is deemed here to be particularly fitting for an 

analysis in which various grammatical pressures are responsible for competing surface 

realizations within a single grammar. In sum, the contribution made by this dissertation 

is twofold: first, it presents the first complete analysis of the variable distribution of 

high vowels in Québécois that is not derivational in nature and is not harmonically 

determined, and second, it puts forth a proposal for quantity-sensitive foot structure for 

a dialect of French, a language traditionally assumed to be a footless language. 

 The demarcative, fixed nature of phonetic stress renders the foot irrelevant for 

ᴐr) receives stress, as does the last 

taking account of the composition of the 

rime.  To account for the word-final prominence, the type of foot most often proposed 

is a right-branching structure, or an iamb (cf Archibald 1996, Charette 1991, Phinney 

1980, Paradis and Deshaies 1990). 

 Despite the wide-spread assumption that SF prosody is not generally 

characterized by quantity-sensitivity, there are a number of length-related phenomena 

and prosodic-morphological processes that have been analyzed quantitatively: a timing-

slots based account of masculine final rimes (Plénat 1987), Voiced Continuant 

Lengthening and Schwa Compensatory Lengthening (Montreuil 1992, 1995), truncation 

and reduplication processes (Scullen 1997) and, critically for the present work, 

Québécois high vowel distribution in monosyllables (Montreuil 2004b). In this 

dissertation, I follow the assumption of Montreuil (2004b) that the mora is a relevant 

prosodic unit in analyzing the variable distribution of high vowels in Québécois.  

Consistently interesting and interestingly inconsistent, the distribution of the 

surface variant pairs of high vowels in Québécois French – [i]/[ ɪ], [y]/[ʏ] and [u]/[ᴜ] –  

has received a great deal of attention from phonologists in the last five decades. This 

interest has resulted in an extensive body of proposals accounting for some aspects of 

the behavior of these vowels. Any unified analysis is potentially complicated by the fact 

that their distribution in regards to tenseness is complementary in one type of position 

(word-final environment), and appears to be in free variation in another (non-final 
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environment). In word-final syllables, high vowels are lax if the syllable is closed and 

tense if it is open: [ami] „ami‟ and [gamɪn] „gamine‟. In the non-final environment, the 

same tendency is observed, but there is alternation: [ny/ʏ.me.ro] „numéro‟, [vɪ/ik.tᴐr] 

„Viktor‟. Furthermore, in a significant number of words with an obligatorily lax high 

vowel in the final closed syllable and at least one other high vowel in a non-final open 

syllable, the latter may also surface as lax: [bᴜ.tɪk] „boutique‟, [ɪ.ne.dɪt], „inédite‟, 

[sɪ.mɪ.lɪ.tʏd] „similitude‟. The presence of a non-final lax high vowel in these types of 

forms is commonly viewed in the literature as high vowel laxing harmony, triggered by 

the high segment in the final syllable (Dumas 1976, Walker 1984, Poliquin 2006). In 

addition to variation in tenseness, high vowels may also surface as devoiced or fail to 

surface altogether in a subset of non- nal environments: [ekᴜ te] „écouter‟, [kamzᴐl] 

„camisole‟.  

The proposed solutions include a multitude of rule-based treatments, consisting 

of a series of derivational transformations rooted in syllable structure (Dumas 1976 etc), 

a metrical template analysis positing rimes of varying prominence (Déchaine 1991), a 

proposal based on sonority-based weight number minima at the level of the syllable 

(Montreuil 2005), and an asyllabic, segmental link-based account (Côté 2008). These 

analyses, while contributing to our overall understanding of the behavior of high 

vowels, treat either a subset of forms or a subset of environments. For example, a rule-

based approach in Dumas (1976) focuses on a dataset with a possible laxing harmony 

analysis, i.e. lax high vowels in non-final open syllables in forms that contain a high 

vowel in the final syllable, the potential harmony trigger. This type of analysis is able to 

account for the optional presence of a lax high vowel in forms like [rᴜtɪn] „routine‟, 

containing an obligatorily lax high vowel in the final closed syllable, and those derived 

from such forms: [rᴜtɪnje] „routinier‟, in which the morphological boundary preserves 

the closed syllable cut of the related form that provides the correct structural description 

for laxing: rᴜtɪn|je . It also extends to forms which contain a high tense vowel word-

finally, [mɪdi] „midi‟, positing a dissimilatory effect. However, forms with no high 

vowel in a syllable to the right or a morphologically related form, such as [pɪlᴐte] 
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„piloter‟ or [kamɪzᴐl], are left out of the account. Côté (2008), searching for a syllable-

independent solution, sets aside harmony-motivated forms and proposes an insightful 

analysis based on the link between a vowel and a following consonant, but restricts her 

dataset to the VC1C2V environment as in [vɪ/iktᴐr] or [sʏ/ylt   ], closed syllables in the 

traditional, syllabic, approach.  

The challenge for a unitary solution consists in developing a single framework 

for the three processes which will fully account for the varying distribution in the final 

vs. non-final environment on the one hand, and the variation in the non-final 

environment on the other, within a single analytic framework. This dissertation proposes 

such an analysis: the first unified prosodic solution that establishes a relationship 

between foot structure and possible surface realizations of high vowels in Québécois. 

Unlike the previous multi-level, serial treatments, this is a surface-based, transparent 

account formalized within the framework of Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and 

Smolensky 1992/2003/2004, Archangeli and Langendoen 1997, Kager 1997). 

This analysis is based on existing datasets from Dumas (1974, 1976, 1978, 

1981), Walker (1984), Déchaine (1991) and Poliquin (2006).2 The previous treatments 

of high vowels provide an analyst with a great deal of data. Given the uncontroversial 

nature of the word-final environment, the forms illustrating the distribution in this 

environment are often repetitive across treatments, with only a slight point of 

divergence concerning the nature of the vowel in a syllable closed with a voiced 

continuant, where two variants are posited: 

and in a much more limited fashion, a lax diphthong, e.g. [ɪi]. It is the non-final 

environment, the locus of optional realizations, that hosts a significant amount of 

divergence on the reporting of the distribution. The datasets for different analyses 

contain contradictions and often do not lend themselves easily to clearly defined 

generalizations. The position assumed in this dissertation is that yet another dataset, 

inevitably converging with some subset of some datasets and conflicting with others, is 

                                                 
2
 Along with glosses, the Appendix provides the original source for each data item. 
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not likely to contribute to our understanding of the behavior of Québécois high vowels. 

Instead, I set out to propose a new solution based on the existing data.  

Additionally, the literature on the subject is characterized by the scarcity of 

quantitative studies, with the exception of the judgment-task based study of harmonic 

realization of high vowels in non-final open syllables in Poliquin (2006) and the 

phonetic study of the non-realization of high vowels in non-final syllables in Couturier 

(1998). Likewise, this dissertation does not aim at outlining speaker preferences in 

quantitative terms. However, the literature does contain impressionistic references to 

intuitively uncontroversial judgments in terms of what is a more common pattern of 

realization of high vowels as function of syllable cut, e.g. high vowels are more likely 

to be tense in non-final open syllables. I will refer to, cite, and follow these non-

quantitative assumptions in my discussions and analysis.  

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a view of 

phonological weight assumed here for Québécois, largely rooted in the traditional view 

of Moraic Theory (Hayes 1989), supplemented for Québécois with an introduction of 

the notion of a hypomora – a weight value lower than one mora to reflect the inherent 

lower sonority of high vowels. Based on this view of segmental weight, a unary, 

minimally monomoraic foot is posited as the canonical foot in Québécois, 

corresponding to a Minimal Prosodic Word. The parameters of this foot and the 

resultant surface realizations of the vowels in question are motivated in OT tableaus. 

Chapter 3 develops the current view of variable patterns in the non-final 

environment, based on a careful examination of the existing data; distributional 

tendencies are established and motivated. These realizations are then shown to be 

derived on the basis of the quantity-sensitive, left-edge trochee introduced in this 

chapter. I introduce this prosodic unit with trisyllabic forms, that, unlike other forms, 

contain the three types of prosodic positions argued for here: the final, strong Head foot, 

the head of the weak foot (or the initial syllable), and the weak branch of the weak foot 

(the medial syllable). I then extend the proposed foot structure to disyllabic and 

tetrasyllabic candidates. The foot structure is analyzed in OT.  
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 Chapter 4 demonstrates, in OT framework, how the proposed foot structure 

yields the attested non-final distributional patterns for high-vowels in Québécois. The 

prosodic markedness constraints responsible for foot construction interact with 

segmental prosodic markedness constraints. Additionally¸ faithfulness constraints come 

into play in the analysis of devoicing and deletion. To account for variable realizations, 

I invoke the notion of a Floating Constraint (Reynolds 1994, Nagy and Reynolds 1997): 

a constraint that can change its ranking status with respect to a set range of a fixed 

ranking of constraints, within a single grammar. I show that by designating two 

constraints as floating, a single grammar can yield the predicted varying surface 

realizations of high vowels. The question of the floating rankings translating into the 

frequency of realization of a given variant is not considered in depth, given the lack of 

quantitative data in the literature and the disputed status of frequency of evaluation 

capacity of the Floating Constraint mechanism. 

 The central goal of Chapter 5 is to address the role of harmony in forms with 

multiple high vowels in non-final open syllables. Namely, I show that an analysis can 

be developed in which the constraints representing prosodic pressures on the one hand, 

and featural agreement and contour constraints on the other, are a part of the same 

grammar. Additionally, I consider a residual issue of non-final Voiced Continuant 

Lengthening, analyzed as Output-to-Output correspondence. I conclude the chapter by a 

general summary and evaluation of the proposal developed in this dissertation, 

addressing possibilities for further investigation of the subject. 

 

1.2 Overview of the proposal 

 

In contrast to Standard French, the surface vocalic inventory of Québécois 

French, (henceforth SF and Québécois), is highly symmetrical with respect to the 

feature [tense]: at each level of aperture, every tense oral vowel has a lax phonetic 

counterpart.  In SF, this symmetry is only present for the mid and low vowels, albeit 

marginally for the latter, with high vowels completely excluded from the tense-lax 
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opposition. As such the tense/lax alternation3 of high vowels is absent from SF. The 

vocalic inventory of SF assumed in this dissertation is as follows: 

 

(1.1) Surface vowels of Standard French  

 

  (front)  (back)  

[-nasal]  [-round] [+round] [-round] [+round] 

[+high] [+tense] i y  u 

 [-tense]     

 [+tense] e ø  o 

  [-tense] ɛ œ  ɔ 

[+low] [+tense]   ( )  

 [-tense] a    

[+nasal] [+tense] ɛ      ᴐ  

 

 I adopt a view of the French vowel system which recognizes three degrees of 

height: high, mid and low. Following Plénat (1987) and Montreuil (1992), the two series 

of mid vowels, mid-high and mid-low, are distinguished by the feature [tense]. For 

peripheral vowels, the distinction of tenseness is not relevant: in the low tier, the tense 

low unrounded vowel [ ] has practically vanished from SF (in parentheses), while for 

the high tier, lax variants are entirely absent. In Québécois, the distinction in the feature 

[tense] is active for peripheral vowels. In the low tier, this distinction is phonemic. In 

the high tier, it yields a fully functional set of non-contrastive tense/lax allophones. The 

surface vowels of Québécois, as assumed for this dissertation, are show in (1.2) below.  

 

 

                                                 
3
 In this dissertation, I will replace the familiar term of high vowel laxing with a more theory-neutral 

designation: tense/lax alternation. 
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(1.2) Surface vowels of Québécois  

 

  (front)  (back)  

[-nasal]  [-round] [+round] [-round] [+round] 

[+high] [+tense] i y  u 

 [-tense] ɪ ʏ  ᴜ 

 [+tense] e ø  o 

  [-tense] ɛ œ  ɔ 

[+low] [+tense]      

 [-tense] a    

[+nasal] [+tense] ɛ  œ     ᴐ  

 

This symmetric use of vowel space has given rise to structural hypotheses with 

overly broad implications. Dumas (1976: 163) views the presence of the tenseness 

contrast at all levels as an indication of “an overall simplification in the vowel system.” 

While the tense/lax contrast is clearly more pervasive in Québécois than in Standard 

French, the distribution of the tense/lax pairs is significantly short of systematic. A great 

number of minimal pairs are still attested for [e] – [ɛ] and [ ] – [a], and the rounded 

mid-vowels are not in perfectly complementary distribution in the final syllable. 

Crucially, however, what distinguishes the high series from the rest of the vowels is that 

the former are in perfectly complementary distribution in the final syllable.  

In sum, a potential examination of the diachronic pressures that balance, or 

simplify, the Québécois vocalic system is beyond the scope and interest of this work. At 

the present time, I assume a stable phonemic contrast for the open-mid and close-mid 

vowels, and the two low vowels, while the tense/lax high vowel series are viewed as 

allophonic variants. 

The distribution of high vowels in Québécois is briefly illustrated in a 

representative data set in (1.3), reproducing well-known examples from Dumas (1976), 

Walker (1984) and (Déchaine 1991): 
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(1.3) Brief summary of distribution of high vowels in Québécois 

 

a. [-tense] 

route   [rᴜt]4  *[rut]      

Beyrouth   [bɛj.rᴜt] *[bɛj.rut] 

 

b. [+tense] 

vie    *[vɪ]   [vi]     

envie    *[  .vɪ]   [  .vi]  

 

c. [+tense, +long] 

mur    *[mʏr]  *[mʏ:r] [my:r] / [myyr] 

allure    *[a.lʏr] *[a.lʏ:r] [a.ly:r] / [a.lyyr] 

 

d. [+tense] ~ [-tense] : open σ 

pillule    [pi.lʏl] ~ [pɪ.lʏl]    

tribu    [tri.by] ~ [trɪ.by]  

mitaine    [mi.tɛn] ~ [mɪ.tɛn]  

 

e. [-tense] ~ [+tense] : closed σ 

rupture    [rʏp.ty꞉r] ~ [ryp.ty꞉r]    

Victor    [vɪk.tᴐ꞉r] ~ [vik.tᴐ꞉r] 

 

f. [+tense, -long] ~ [+tense, +long] 

rempirer   [r  .pi.re] ~[r  .pi .re]  *[r  .pɪ.re]   

(<pire  [pi꞉r] related form) 

 

                                                 
4
 The phonetic variants of /r/ in Québécois are as follows: a uvular fricative, a uvular liquid with a single 

tap, a weak apical stop, and in some cases, an alveo-palatal retroflex fricative, as in English (Dumas 1974: 

19). All these variants are lengthening consonants. For typographical convenience, I will represent all these 

variants with the symbol [r]. 
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But: 

tourtière  [tᴜr.tjɛ꞉r] ~ [tur.tjɛ:r]  *[tu꞉r.tjɛ꞉r] 

(no related form [tu:r]) 

 

g. [+vce] ~ [-vce] 

étouffement  [e.tuf.m  ] ~ [e.tu f.m  ]   

                                      

h. [+tense] ~ [tense] ~ 0 

camisole   [ka.mi/ɪ.zᴐl] ~ [kam.zᴐl]       

 

The obligatory „laxing‟ environment is the final closed syllable: high vowels in 

final closed syllables are shown to surface as lax, (1.3a). If the final syllable is open, the 

high vowel is tense, (1.3b). The data points in (1.3c) exemplify Voiced Continuant 

Lengthening, common to all varieties of French and all vowels: the high vowel in the 

final syllable closed by a voiced continuant – /v, z, ᴣ, r/ in SF and Québécois – is tense 

and lengthened.  

It is the non-final syllable, closed as well as open, that introduces a significant 

amount of complexity into a potentially uniform analysis of high vowel distribution. 

(1.3d) illustrates the tense/lax alternation found in non-final open syllables, whether the 

final syllable contains a lax high vowel, a tense high vowel, or no high vowel at all. In 

(1.3e), a lax high vowel alternates with a tense high vowel in a non-final closed 

syllable. (1.3f) demonstrates that in non-final syllables, the high vowel preceding a 

voiced continuant may lengthen when a morphologically related form contains an 

obligatorily long segment. Finally, (1.3g) and (1.3h) are examples of optional devoicing 

and complete non-realization of high vowels, which seems to be largely a medial 

syllable phenomenon, with the total exclusion of final syllables. Devoicing occurs when 

at least one adjacent consonant is voiceless and is not conditioned by the type of 

syllable closure. Deletion takes place in open syllables.  
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A large number of previous treatments are grounded in Derivational Theory. 

These early studies5 approach the realizations of high vowels in a fragmented fashion, 

positing a separate rule to account for a given realization in a given environment. The 

variation is accounted for by stipulating an optional vs. an obligatory application of a 

rule. The contribution of these analyses to our understanding of the behavior of high 

vowels in Québécois is primarily descriptive. They outline possible realizations of high 

vowels, correctly identify whether the process is obligatory or optional, and provide 

accurate structural descriptions. Crucially, these treatments converge on the importance 

of prosodic factors in conditioning these processes: the presence of stress, always in the 

final syllable of a phonological phrase or a prosodic word in French, and the type of 

syllabic closure.  

Likewise, the analysis presented in this dissertation attributes a critical role to 

prosody: I invoke the prosodic units below and above the syllable on the Prosodic 

Hierarchy (McCarthy and Prince 1986, 1990, Selkirk 1984, Zec 1988), to posit foot 

structure that is sensitive to the quantity of syllable rimes. This proposal is inspired by 

the analysis of high vowel distribution in final syllables in Montreuil (2004b), which 

assumes a distinction in surface moraic association of lax (lighter) and tense (heavier) 

high vowels in Québécois. In Montreuil‟s analysis, the weight of word-final syllables 

must be at least µ. High vowels, however, must be underlyingly associated to a lower 

weight value due to their lower sonority. In word-final syllables, codas contribute 

weight to the word-final rime, thus ensuring that the minimal weight requirement is met. 

The underweight high vowel surfaces as lax. When there is no coda, a high vowel must 

be associated to an augmented weight value, µ, in which case it is phonetically 

interpreted as tense. A formalization of this proposal is illustrated below: 

 

 

 

                                                 
5
 The core non-metrical, pre-OT literature on Québécois high vowels, referred to in this dissertation as 

“derivational treatments”, consists of the following well-known studies: Gendron (1966), Dumas (1974b, 

1976, 1978, 1981), Légaré (1979b), Reighard (1979b), Walker (1984), McLaughlin (1986), and Picard 

(1987). 
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(1.4) High vowels in the word-final syllable (Montreuil 2004a, 2004b) 

 

[li] „lit‟, [pɪp] „pipe‟ 

 

a.        µ                     γ (half-mora)6  

           |                     |   

/li/ :    li [li]        *  li       *[lɪ]  insufficient weight  

        

  b.          γγ                          µγ     

               ||                       || 

/pip/ :     pip     [pɪp]      *[pip]       sufficient weight, no augmentation   

                                              

In my proposal, I follow Montreuil‟s sonority-based distinction in weight for 

high vowels. The distribution of tense high vowels in final open syllables patterns after 

that of non-high vowels, i.e. they can appear in an open syllable (with the exception of 

constraints imposed by the Loi de position for rounded mid-vowels7). I thus assume that 

on the surface, tense high vowels are associated to the traditional unmarked moraic 

value for vowels – a full mora µ. Lax high vowels, however, are associated to a weight 

value that is less than µ, designated here as a hypomora. This is a relative, not a 

categorical value that I will represent with the symbol λ „lambda‟, the Greek letter 

immediately preceding the „mu‟, µ, in the alphabet. Its relationship to the conventional 

basic unit of syllable weight is simply that it is less than µ, a minimally necessary 

deviation from the traditional view of syllabic weight (Hayes 1989). This weight is 

assigned by the grammar – there is no underlying weight association for high vowels; 

                                                 
6
 The half-mora of Montreuil (2004b), later replaced by weight numbers, with high vowels said to be 

associated to the lowest degree, 1, per sonority-based markedness (Montreuil 2005). To satisfy certain 

prosodic conditions, high vowels undergo weight augmentation, raising their weight number by one step, 

to degree 2. This weight augmentation corresponds to tensing on the surface. 
 
7
 Rounded mid-vowels [œ] and [ᴐ] are excluded from final open syllables. The parallels between the 

distribution of high vowels and that of non-high vowels in final syllables, i.e. the tendency toward 

complementary distribution of the tense/lax pairs of non-high vowels in Québécois and its potential 

implications for a prosodic analysis are discussed in Chapter 2. 
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only inherently long vowels have an underlying association -- bimoraic. Under the 

current proposal, this grammatical weight is regulated at the level of the foot: the foot 

imposes a minimally monomoraic requirement, in light of the easily made argument for 

a monomoraic Minimal Prosodic Word in French (cf Scullen 1997, to be discussed in 

Chapter 2). The proposed formalization of the treatment of the tense/lax alternation in 

word-final syllables, re-cast from (1.4) in a foot-based framework argued for here, is 

illustrated below. 

 

(1.5) High vowels in word-final foot: Current proposal8 

 

[li], [pɪp] 

 

a.                µ             λ  

              |              |   

          [F(li)]     *[F(lɪ)]     insufficient weight, weight augmentation    

necessary 

              

b.                λµ              µµ 

                  | |              | | 

           [F(pɪ p)]    *[F(pi p)]  sufficient weight, no weight augmentation   

          necessary 

 

I argue that the foot-based analysis in (1.5) can be extended to the non-final 

environment and account for the variable distribution observed in that environment: this 

is the central contribution of this dissertation. The variable realization of tenseness in 

the non-final environment constitutes a significant challenge for the earlier derivational 

treatments which are rooted in laxing harmony affecting open syllables. Under the 

harmony-based approach, the lax vowel in the non-final open syllable is said to be 

                                                 
8
 The tree formalism is employed for presentation purposes only,  here to maintain an expository parallel 

with Montreuil (2004) shown in (1.4). 
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harmonized for the feature [-tense] or [-ATR] with the obligatorily lax vowel of the 

final closed syllable, see (1.6a) below. While this analysis appears straightforward at 

first glance, a further consideration of forms with no apparent harmonic trigger, (1.6b) – 

(1.6d), leads to a very complicated derivational analysis with multiple ordered rules and 

opaque rule-ordering (cf Walker 1984, Poliquin 20069). In (1.6b), the lax high vowel in 

the medial open syllable is derived from the morphologically related form with an 

obligatorily lax high vowel in the final closed syllable. In (1.6c), the harmony trigger is 

the harmonized medial vowel in the form in (1.6b). What is not considered, and what 

harmony appears to have nothing to say for, are forms in which there is only one high 

vowel in the non-final environment with no potential harmonic trigger or a 

morphologically or paradigmatically related form, on the one hand, or one or multiple 

high vowels in the non-final environment without a possibility of a morphological 

analogy, on the other (illustrated in 1.6(f)).  

 

(1.6) Harmony in trisyllables 

 

a. Canonical harmony    [a.bʏ.zɪf] „abusif‟ 

 

b. Harmony via morph. analogy  [tri.bʏ.nal] : [tri.bʏn] „tribune/-al” 

 

c. Harmony via a harmonized form [trɪ.by.nal]: [tri.bʏ.nal]  

 

d. Paradigmatic analogy   [fɪ.ni] : [fi.nɪs]  „fini‟, „finisse‟ 

 

e. Harmony is non-iterative  [i.lɪ.sɪt]   „illicite‟ 

   non-adjacent [ɪn.e.dɪt]  „inédite‟ 

    non-adjacent, non-iterative  [ɪ.li.sɪt] 

                                                 
9
 The initial pass of Poliquin‟s analysis of high vowel harmony is rule-based, although versions of OT-

based analyses are also expounded, only to expose their inadequacy in the face of Québécois high vowel 

harmony opacity. 
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f. No harmony analysis possible  [trɪ.kᴐ.te] „tricoter‟ 

  [ak.sɪ.d  ]  „accident‟ 

[fɪ.lɪ.gran] „filigrane‟ 

 

 

(1.7) Harmony in disyllables 

 

a. Harmony     [pɪ.tᴜn] „pitoune‟ 

 

b. Dissimilation    [mɪ.di], [sᴜ.ri]  „midi‟, „souris‟ 

 

c. No harmony analysis possible  [mɪ.tɛn] „mitaine‟ 

[nʏ.me.ro] „numéro‟  

[bᴜ.tɛj]  „bouteille‟ 

 

A straightforward harmony analysis based purely on surface generalizations is only 

possible for the forms exemplified in (1.6a) and (1.7a). In (1.6b-e) and (1.7b), a 

harmony analysis relies on additional stipulations, such as analogy with a related form 

(1.6b-d), or dissimilatory (1.7b) interaction between segments, rather than assimilatory. 

Additionally, allowances for non-iteration and non-adjacency must be made (1.6e). 

Finally, (1.6f) and (1.7c) illustrate a large subset of forms which contain a single high 

vowel, for which no harmony analysis is available.  

It must be noted that the rule of Initial Syllable Laxing, proposed in Dumas 

(1976) and adopted in Walker (1984) does posit lax high vowels in initial open syllables 

without reference to harmony, although no analysis is offered. The results in Poliquin 

(2006: 44) show forms like [mɪ.tɛn] as unattested, which may hold for the twelve 

subjects in the study but cannot be generalized beyond that. 

In this dissertation, I argue that the behavior of high vowels in the non-final 

syllable must be primarily based on the forms such as those in (1.6f) and (1.7c), i.e. 

independently of a potential harmonic trigger, but within a prosodic framework. This 
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analysis can then be extended to forms with multiple high nuclei, and the role of 

harmony re-examined in light of the new prosodic analysis. In other words, I maintain 

that a mere agreement in the feature [-tense] between a high vowel in an open syllable 

and another high vowel to its right, does not constitute harmonization, nor must laxness 

in the open syllable necessarily result from it. Harmonic influence is indeed present in 

the grammar of Québécois in the form of agreement or contour of features. However, 

these conditions are in competition with prosodic well-formedness conditions which 

regulate the foot structure.  

Only one proposal to date treats the form types presented in (1.6) and (1.7) 

without resorting to a harmony analysis: Déchaine (1991). This is also the first non-

derivational treatment that sets out to analyze the high vowel tense/lax alternation, 

devoicing and deletion within a single framework. This ground-breaking solution is 

based on a metrical template: the realization of high vowels is connected to the relative 

prominence of rimes, determined by the (peripheral) location of primary and secondary 

stress. The analysis developed in this dissertation resonates with the general assumption 

of Déchaine that the realization of high vowels in Québécois, underlyingly lax in her 

analysis, is dependent upon the relative prominence of positions within a Prosodic 

Word: a strong prosodic position, representing the primary (word-final) stress and 

secondary (word-initial) stress in her proposal, and a weak, unstressed, prosodic 

position. These final and initial strong positions are restrictive – they disallow devoicing 

and deletion, while weak positions are frequent loci of these processes. In my analysis, 

the former are footheads, the latter are non-footheads.  Moreover, the final position is 

also restrictive in regards to the tense/lax alternation – it is strictly complementary. I 

designate the most restrictive position for high vowel distribution as the Head foot of 

the PrWd. This analysis considers each word in isolation, and does not deal with phrase-

level stress of an utterance: phrase-internal words show the same pattern of high vowel 

distribution as phrase-final words that receive phonetic stress. For example, /pøtit/, in 

„C‟est ma petite maiˈson‟ surfaces with a lax vowel that is not subject to devoicing or 

deletion, although the syllable in question is not phrase-final and does not receive 
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phonetic stress10. Instead, I will view this PrWd prominence as phonological stress, in 

the tradition of Montreuil (1993) in his foot-based analysis of surface realizations of the 

underlying schwa. Lastly, unlike Déchaine, I attribute little significance to the 

distinction between primary and secondary phonetic stress, and view the proposal for 

the latter, however viable, as falling outside the scope of this work.  

Another important divergence between my analysis and that of Déchaine (1991) 

is that here, laxing is not viewed as a weakening process on par with devoicing and 

deletion. I allow tense vowels in Déchaine‟s weak medial rimes, which enables me to 

account for the presence of tense variants in forms like [ʃarite] „charité‟, without 

invoking the mechanism of cyclic stress assignment, which, as I will discuss in Chapter 

2, complicates the analysis of the two weak-position phenomena: devoicing and deletion 

and can only apply to forms with an internal morphological boundary11.  

As such, I will show that the following forms are subject to the same prosodic 

constraints:  /trikᴐte/12 and /kamizᴐl/ with a single, non-final lax high vowel, /tribynal/ - 

with a possible morphological analogy, and /filigran/, without one, both with two 

adjacent non-final high vowels, and /difisil/, with all high nuclei, including the 

obligatorily lax one in the final syllable. The variable realization of high vowels in the 

non-final environment for all three form types is derived from the interplay of prosodic 

conditions imposed at the foot level.  

At the core of my proposal is a quantity-sensitive foot. The domain of this foot 

is the Prosodic Word. The final foot is a monosyllabic, minimally monomoraic foot. 

Non-finally, this foot is also minimally monomoraic, but not obligatorily monosyllabic.  

The main assumptions behind the proposed foot structure in Québécois are summarized 

in (1.8): 

                                                 
10

 Additionally, the realization of the high vowel as lax is not affected by phrase-internal re-syllabification: 

„petite amie‟ would surface as [pe.tɪ.ta.mi], with a lax vowel in a surface-open syllable. The vowel in the 

final syllable still surfaces as lax, as it would in „petite‟ considered in isolation or phrase-finally. 
11

 Déchaine (1991: 113). Her applications of the mechanisms of weight gain and cyclic stress assignment to 

Québécois data are both discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, when I consider proposals for metrical 

structure in French.  
12

 Underlying vowels with no mora association and thus no tenseness specification are represented with 

lower-case italicized symbols: i, y, u. 
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(1.8) Main assumptions for Québécois foot  

 

a. High vowels associated to µ on the surface are tense.  

b. High vowels associated to λ on the surface are lax. 

c. H =µµ: heavy syllables are bimoraic. 

d. L ≥µ: light syllables are minimally monomoraic (to allow for λµ association to be 

considered L) 

e. The final syllable constitutes the Head foot.  

f. Foot ≥ µ: feet are minimally monomoraic (FTMin). 

g. The foot corresponds to a single syllable, provided that (f) is satisfied. 

 

 A hypomoraic syllable rime, e.g. [trɪ], [mɪ], is superlight, SL, and does not 

satisfy (1.8f). When non-final, this rime combines with an adjacent rime – to the left or 

to the right at the exclusion of the final syllable, to form a left-dominant foot (footheads 

are underlined). This is illustrated below with a trisyllabic form. Disyllabic and tetra+ 

syllabic forms are discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

(1.9) Branching trochee in tri-syllabic words 

 

a. (tri.kᴐ)(te) ~ (trɪ.kᴐ)(te)  (L L)(L) ~ (SL L)(L) 

b. (ka.mi)(zᴐl) ~ (ka.mɪ)(zᴐl)   (L L)(H) ~ (L SL)(H)  

 

 A branching foot satisfies (1.8g) and allows for both possible realizations of 

tenseness for the high vowel in the left branch, (1.9a) and the right branch (1.9b). As 

stated previously, lax vowels can freely appear in the strong branch and tense vowels in 

the weak branch of the foot. 

A branching foot can generate quantitative configurations other than those 

exemplifying the forms in (1.9), depending on whether the branches are SL, L, or H. 

The acceptability of a given realization is determined by the proposed foot well-
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formedness hierarchy, based on the following principles, listed in the other of priority: 

SL-rimes are marked (quantitative minimum), quantitative evenness is preferred to 

quantitative unevenness, the strong branch must be no lighter than the weak branch 

(quantitative dominance). The hierarchy is designated here as the Trochaic Markedness 

Hierarchy and is presented below: 

 

(1.10) Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy 

 

(L), (L L), (H)>>(H L), (L H)>>(L SL), (H SL)>>(SL L), (SL H)>>(SL SL)>>{SL} 

 

The application of the hierarchy to representative forms in (1.6) is contrasted 

with the treatment of these forms in harmony-based approaches in (1.11) below: 

 

(1.11) Foot structure for /trikᴐte/, /tribynal/ and /ilisit/ 

 

a. /trikᴐte / 

Prosodic analysis   Harmony 

(tri.kᴐ) (te) (L L) (L)  n/a 

(trɪ. kᴐ) (te) (SL L) (L)  n/a 

 

b. /tribynal/ 

Prosodic Analysis   Harmony 

(tri.by) (nal)  (L L) (H)  none 

(tri.bʏ) (n|al)  (L SL) (H)  local non-iterative (opaque rule-order) 

(trɪ.bʏ) (n|al)  (SL SL) (H)  across-the board13 (opaque rule-order) 

(trɪ.by) (n|al)  (SL L) (H)  non-local, non-iterative (opaque rule-order) 

 

 

                                                 
13

 The terms for the three attested types of harmony in tri-syllabic words  in Québécois are reproduced from 

Poliquin (2006).  
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c. /ilisit / 

Prosodic Analysis   Harmony 

(i.li) (sɪt) (L L) (L)  none 

(i.lɪ) (sɪt) (L SL) (L)  local non-iterative  

(ɪ.li) (sɪt) (SL L) (L)  non-local, non-iterative  

(ɪ.lɪ) (sɪt) (SL SL) (L)  across-the board 

 

The illustration in (1.11) demonstrates that the proposed prosodic analysis can 

account for all possible realizations for the three respective forms, while the harmony 

analysis can do that for only a subset of forms, and an even smaller subset in a 

transparent fashion. 

In summary, the core proposal of this dissertation is that the distribution of 

Québécois high vowels can be derived from foot structure. In other words, the proposed 

foot determines the possible realizations of high vowels in given prosodic environments 

with respect to the feature [tense], i.e. whether the vowel surfaces as associated to a 

hypomora, as called by the grammar, or to a full mora, as a result of prosodic pressures. 

Critically, the relative ranking of a given form‟s foot projection on the Trochaic 

Markedness Hierarchy is shown to be closely aligned with the distributional tendencies 

observed in the non-final environment. Deletion and devoicing are analyzed as a weak 

branch phenomenon, also regulated by the shape of the foot.  

The remainder of Chapter 1 is organized as follows. The following section 1.2 is 

a presentation of the existing data for high vowel distribution in Québécois. I delineate 

the relevant patterns for the distribution of tenseness, for devoicing and deletion, and 

discuss the points of commonality and divergence across datasets. Critically, based on 

this data synthesis, I outline the main generalizations to be accounted for in the analysis. 

Section 1.3 is a recapitulation of the contribution of derivational treatments, addressing 

Closed Syllable Laxing (final syllable, [pɪp]), Voiced Continuant Lengthening (final 

syllable, [pi:r]), Pre-tonic Lengthening (non-final closed syllable [vʏlgɛ r]), and Initial 

Syllable Laxing (non-final open syllable, [nʏmero]). Laxing Harmony is discussed in 
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detail, including the issue of Opacity. Namely, two instances of over-application of 

Laxing Harmony, of the type [mɪsi:v], where the high vowel in the initial syllable is 

tense and lengthened, and of the type [mʏzikal], where harmony is counter-bled by 

open-syllable tensing zɪ→zi, after the concatenation of the morpheme -al, originally 

expounded in Poliquin (2006), are addressed. Crucially, throughout Section 1.3, I 

demonstrate that the current proposal can account in a unified fashion for the high 

vowel distribution patterns previously analyzed via a series of derivational 

transformations and harmonic assimilation. Section 1.4 addresses the nature of variation 

and presents a systematic way of approaching the distributional variability in question. 

Namely, I propose a model of variation that divides Standard Québécois into two 

registers: Formal Québécois (Grammar I), and Popular Québécois (Grammar II). The 

two grammars are based on the same prosodic principles, with Grammar II hosting a 

great deal of variation in non-final open syllables, including devoiced and deleted 

realizations of high vowels. The final section 1.5 concludes this chapter and presents a 

brief summary of the forthcoming chapters. 

 

1.3 High vowel distribution 

 

This section compiles a representative dataset, based on the forms supplied in a 

range of well-known treatments. Distributional generalizations on which the current 

analysis is based are formulated and motivated.  

 

1.3.1 Distribution of tense and lax variants  

The distribution of high vowels in final syllables is regular and lends itself to a 

set of straightforward descriptive generalizations.  

 

(1.12) Tense/lax alternation in the final syllable 

 

a. In open syllables, high vowels are tense. 
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b. In syllables closed by any consonant or a cluster other than a voiced 

continuant or the cluster -vr, high vowels are lax. 

c. In syllables closed by a single voiced continuant or the cluster -vr, high 

vowels are tense and lengthened. 14  

 

These generalizations are illustrated in datasets presented below: 

 

(1.13) The coda is a stop, an unvoiced fricative, or a cluster15  

 

                [ɪ]        [ʏ]                   [ᴜ] 

[pɪp] „pipe‟  [ʒʏp] „jupe‟  [crᴜp] „croupe‟ 

[vɪt] „vite‟  [bʏt] „butte‟  [crᴜt] „croûte‟ 

[ɛlεktrɪk] „électrique‟ [tʏk] „tuque‟  [bᴜk] „bouc‟ 

[lɪb(r)]16 „libre‟ [tʏb] „tube‟   [adᴜb] „adoube‟ 

[vɪd] „vide‟  [rʏd] „rude‟  [sᴜd] „soude‟ 

[lɪg] „ligue‟  [fʏg] „fugue‟  [ʒᴜg] „joug‟ 

[vɪf] „vif‟  [bʏf] „buffle‟  [sᴜf] „souffle‟ 

[vɪs] „vice‟  [ʒʏs] „juste‟  [pᴜs] „pousse‟ 

[rɪ∫] „riche‟  [rʏ∫] „ruche‟  [tᴜ∫(l)] „touche‟ 

[rɪt(m)] „rythme‟ [plʏm] „plume‟ [bᴜm] „boum‟ 

[rasɪn] „racine‟ [lʏn] „lune‟  [pitᴜn] „pitoune‟ 

[vɪl] „ville‟  [nʏl] „nul‟  [fᴜl] „foule‟ 

 

                                                 
14

 The generalizations in (1.12a) and (1.12b) do not have exceptions and are fully corroborated in the 

literature. In regards to (1.12c), see (1.14) below.  
 
15

 The forms in (1.13) - (1.15) are reproduced from Walker (1984), with the exception of „rythme‟ (Coté 

2008) and „souffle‟ (mine). Many of Walker‟s forms are previously reproduced from Dumas (1974, 1976, 

1978).  

 
16

 /lɪbr/ → [lɪb] Word-final complex coda cluster reduction is a widespread phenomenon in Québécois (cf 

Coté 2004) It is of limited interest to this study, and the forms are transcribed with the simple coda where 

applies. 
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(1.14) The syllable is open  

 

             [i]       [y]                [u] 

[li] „lit‟   [ʒy] „jus‟   [bu] „boue‟ 

[pᴐli] „poli‟   [pwaly] „poilu‟  [vwaju] „voyou‟ 

 

In syllables closed by a voiced continuant, including -vr, the high vowel is 

normally reported as tense and lengthened. 

 

(1.15) The coda is a voiced continuant or -vr 

 

[i꞉]         [y꞉]        [u꞉] 

[pri꞉z] „prise‟   [ʒy꞉ʒ]  „juge‟       [su꞉r] „sourd‟ 

[pi꞉ʒ] „pige‟   [my꞉z] „muse‟    [lu꞉v(r)] „Louvre‟ 

[vi꞉v] „vive‟    [ky꞉v] „cuve‟   [bu꞉ʒ] „bouge‟  

 

There are cases, however, when the high vowel in this environment is said to be 

(Walker 1984), lax and diphthongized (Dumas 1976), or tense and diphthongized 

(McLaughlin 1986a,b).  

 

(1.16) [vi꞉v] ~ [vɪjv] ~ [vijv] „vive‟ 

 

What is of essence is that with these three variations, the lengthening is always present: 

high vowels are never lax and short, or tense and short in this environment. 

Furthermore, the lax and lengthened variant fails to surface. 

 

(1.17) *[vɪv]    *[viv]   *[vɪ꞉v] 
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When the voiced continuant following a high vowel is the first member of a 

complex coda, with the exception of the cluster -vr17, high vowels surface as lax and 

short. 

 

(1.18) Complex coda  

 

[ɪ] 

[ε  fɪrm] „infirme‟ 

 [flɪrt] „flirt‟ 

 

     [ʏ] 

[apsʏrd] „absurde‟  

[pʏrʒ] „purge‟  

[ʏrl] „hurle‟  

 

      [ᴜ] 

[sᴜrd] „sourde‟       But :   [su꞉r] „sourd‟ 

[lᴜrd] „lourde‟                  [lu꞉r] „lourd‟   

[kᴜrt] „courte‟                  [ku꞉r] „court‟   

[kᴜrs] „course‟       

 

It appears that a complex coda and a simple coda are functionally identical 

environments for the high nucleus: in both environments, regardless of the manner of 

articulation of the consonant in a complex coda immediately following the high vowel, 

the high vowel surfaces as lax and short. 

 In non-final syllables, the distribution of high vowels is considerably less 

regular. While the presence of an alternation between the tense and the lax variants in 

the non-final environment is not disputed, there is divergence in reporting of the data 

                                                 
17

 The status of the cluster -vr in relation to other all continuant clusters that behave differently with respect 

to VCL (-rz, -rʒ, -rv) is addressed in Chapter 2. 
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for what is a possible surface realization of the high vowel in a given environment. 

With the exception of Déchaine (1991), most treatments report that in closed syllables, 

high vowels can surface as either tense or lax, with laxness not conditioned by 

segmental restrictions barring a morphological analogy.  

 

(1.19) Closed syllable 

 

a. Walker (1984): In pre-tonic closed syllables, high vowels are 

optionally lax. 

 

 [ɪ]     [ʏ]     [ᴜ] 

[fɪltre] „filtrer‟   [vʏlgεr] „vulgaire‟  [bᴜlvar] „boulevard‟  

[pɪstole] „pistolet‟  [skʏlty:r] „sculpture‟  [fᴜr∫εt] „fourchette‟  

[rɪske] „risqué‟  [difikʏlte] „difficulté‟  [kᴜrtje] „courtier‟            

[mɪstεr] „mystère‟  [repʏlsi:v] „répulsive‟  [rᴜlmã] „roulement‟  

 

 

b. Déchaine (1991): In word-initial and word-medial closed syllables, 

high vowels are obligatorily lax.  

 

 [glɪs.mã] „glissement‟ 

 [nʏl.mã] „nullement‟  

 [grᴜp.mã] „groupement‟  

 

Déchaine does not provide any forms in which the high-vowel headed syllable is 

not stem-final. This may put in question the absolute prohibition of tense vowels in non-

final closed syllables, as there are no cases in which the laxness of the vowel cannot be 

attributed to the possibility of a morphological analogy:  [glɪs|mã] < [glɪs], where in 
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the stem-only form the laxness of the high vowels is obligatory due to its location in the 

final syllable of the word.  

 In addition to optional laxness in closed syllables, high vowels may surface as 

lax in non-final open syllables. The forms that lend themselves to the most 

straightforward interpretation in the literature are those that contain a lax high vowel in 

the final syllable. In this case, the high vowel in the non-final open syllable is said to 

optionally harmonize for laxness with the vowel in the non-final syllable.  

 

(1.20) Walker (1984) 

 

[abyzɪf]~ [abʏzɪf] „abusif‟   

[bisɪk]~ [bɪsɪk] „bicycle‟  

[ʃukrᴜt]~ [ʃᴜkrᴜt] „choucroute‟  

[klinɪk]~ [klɪnɪk] „clinique‟  

[kuzɪn]~ [kᴜzɪn] „cousine‟  

[kutʏm]~ [kᴜtʏm] „coutume‟  

[abitʏd]~ [abɪtᴜd] „habitude‟  

[minɪs]~ [mɪnɪs] „ministre‟  

[mɪnʏt]~ [minʏt] „minute‟  

[filɪp]~ [fɪlɪp] „Philippe‟  

[pilʏl]~ [pɪlʏl] „pilule‟  

[pypɪt]~ [pʏpɪt] „pupitre‟  

[sukᴜp]~ [sᴜkᴜp] „soucoupe‟  

[turɪs]~ [tᴜrɪs] „touriste‟  

 

There are, however, forms, in which the high vowel in the non-final syllable is lax, 

without a harmonizing trigger in the final syllable.  
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(1.21) Déchaine (1991) 

 

[salyte]~ [salʏte] „saluter‟   

[mitεn]~ [mɪtεn] „mitaine‟  

[vites]~ [vɪtes]  „vitesse‟   

[amitje]~ [amɪtje] „amitié‟  

[bude]~ [bᴜde] „bouder‟   

 [degute]~ [degᴜte] „dégoûter‟  

       

In Déchaine (1991), it is simply stated that in initial and medial open syllables, tense 

high vowels alternate with lax high vowels, with no reference to the presence of a lax 

high vowel in the final syllable. Déchaine provides a number of examples, (1.21), where 

the pre-tonic high vowel can be lax with no laxness harmony trigger. Walker (1984) 

also provides this type of forms, e.g. numéro [nʏmero], as an example of the application 

of Initial Syllable Laxing (Walker 1984: 59). 

In Poliquin‟s analysis, non-final laxness results from the harmonic propagation 

of laxness, as long as the rightmost lax trigger is present at any level of representation.  

 

(1.22) Harmonic laxness (Poliquin 2006):  

    

[filɪp]~[fɪlip] „Philɪppe‟    

[stypɪd]~[stʏpɪd] „stupide‟   

[minʏt]~[mɪnʏt] „minute‟   

[mykʏs]~[mʏkʏs] „mucus‟  

[disᴜt]~[dɪsᴜt] „dissoute‟   

[tymᴜʃ]~[tʏmᴜʃ] „tue-mouche‟  

[purɪt]~[pᴜrɪt] „pourrite‟  

[kutʏm]~[kᴜtʏm] „coûtume‟  

[ʃukrᴜt]~[ʃᴜkrᴜt] „choucroute‟  
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The forms with no lax high trigger in the final syllable are excluded from alternation.  

 

(1.23) Variants with no lax trigger (Poliquin 2006):  

      

[mitεn]  *[mɪtεn] „mitaine‟ 

[ʒymεl]  *[ʒʏmεl] „jumelles‟ 

[sigar]    *[sɪgar] „cigarre‟  

[kylᴐt]   *[kʏlᴐt] „culotte‟ 

[gidõ]    *[gɪdõ] „guidons‟ 

[frygal]  *[frʏgal] „frugal‟ 

[butõ]   *[bᴜtõ] „bouton‟ 

[gulõ]   *[gᴜlõ] „goulon‟ 

[kute]   *[kᴜte] „coûter‟ 

 

While a number of informants exclude these variants as a possible surface realization, 

they should not be excluded from a unified analysis. Following Déchaine (1991), I 

assume that the forms containing lax variants are indeed possible and are to be 

accounted for. It is the tense variants, however, that are expected here under the 

proposed analysis, with lax variants more marked in this prosodic environment. 

 Another type of data to be considered is multiple consecutive high nuclei 

occurring non-finally. A pair of frequently cited examples of tri-syllabic words with 

four possible realizations is reproduced below from Dumas (1981: 24):  

 

(1.24) Possible realizations for /dɪfɪsɪl/, „difficile‟ and /rɪdɪkʏl/ „ridicule‟ 

 

 [dɪfɪsɪl] ~ [difɪsɪl] ~ [dɪfisɪl] ~ [difisɪl] 

 [rɪdɪkʏl] ~ [ridɪkʏl] ~ [rɪdikʏl] ~ [ridikʏl] 
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Under the current view, the forms above show the effects of the same prosodic 

constraints as an analogous form that does not contain a lax high vowel in the final 

syllable, e.g. /finira/, which can potentially be realized with the same alternating pattern 

exemplified in (1.24). There is no clear consensus on which realization is more 

frequent, more natural. Dumas (1981) offers a merely impressionistic account, stating 

that the preferred pronunciation seems to be the one with the alternating pattern, 

positing dissimilation, while the laxness across the board seems less natural. Poliquin 

(2006) finds that the preference for one pattern over another is largely individual, with 

the quantitative results of his study indicating the following preference scale: tense-lax-

lax > lax-tense-lax > lax-lax-lax. I will show that Poliquin‟s findings and Dumas‟ 

observation in regards to the unnaturalness of the across-the-board pattern are consistent 

with the prosodic approach developed here, i.e. that the tense/lax configurations 

preference shown by his subjects align with the realizations yielded by the Trochaic 

Markedness Hierarchy. This is not consistent with the aforementioned observation by 

Dumas in favor of an alternating pattern. If it is a valid generalization, this can be 

analyzed via feature agreement and contour effects (see Chapter 5). 

  

1.3.2 Devoicing and deletion   

The type of syllable closure is not the only relevant variable: the position of the 

syllable in the word is equally important. The syllable‟s position within the Prosodic 

Word is critical for describing the phenomena of devoicing and deletion of high vowels. 

Unlike the high vowel distribution in regards to laxness, the optional weakening 

processes of devoicing and deletion do not yield varying interpretations in the literature. 

While some instances of devoicing can be found in initial syllables, it normally occurs 

in medial syllables between two voiceless consonants. Most a ected syllables in the 

data are open, although no analysis explicitly restricts devoicing to open syllables.  s 

such, the medial nucleus in [rɛs.trɪ  k.sjᴐ ] is subject to devoicing. Given the 

predominance of open syllables in French, this type of form is much more infrequent. 

High vowel devoicing as it occurs in medial open syllables is exemplified in (1.25). 
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(1.25) Optional high vowel devoicing: Walker (1984: 65-6) 

 

[eki  pe] „équiper‟    

[eti  kεt]  „étiquette‟    

[kõ  ty:r] „confiture‟  

[klasi  fje] „classifier‟   

[eki  te] „équité‟    

[prati  ke] „pratiquer‟   

[profi  tab] „profitable‟   

[depy te] „député‟    

[dispy te] „disputé‟   

[ᴐky pe] „occupé‟   

[kapy ʃᴐ ] „capuchon‟   

[  py te] „amputé‟   

[deku pe] „découper‟   

 

Devoicing can also occur if only one adjacent consonant is voiceless: [ruti  nje], 

„routinier‟, [skrypy l ], „scrupuleux‟ (Déchaine 1991: 109). These forms also 

demonstrate the significance of the prosodic position: in words with more than one high 

vowel adjacent to a voiceless consonant, it is the high vowel in the weak prosodic 

position – the medial syllable – that undergoes devoicing: ru.ti  .nje.  

Like devoicing, high vowel deletion occurs overwhelmingly in medial syllables. 

Unlike devoicing, the deletion of high vowels is limited to open syllables: deleting a 

nucleus from a closed syllable will likely force the adjacency of three consonants and 

the impossibility of re-syllabification: *[fakl.te], „faculté‟, due to the fact that the cluster 

[klt] cannot be syllabified in French. High vowel deletion from medial open syllables is 

illustrated in (1.26). 
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(1.26) Optional high vowel deletion: Walker (1984: 68) 

 

[ɛlɛktriste] „électricité‟  

[ynvɛrste] „université‟    

[myzkal] „musical‟  

[kᴐmte] „comité‟   

[pᴐltɪk] „politique‟   

[habɪlte] „habilité‟   

[maɲfɪk] „magnifique‟   

[pᴐplasjᴐ ] „population‟   

[tapse] „tapisser‟   

[degze] „déguiser‟   

 

The process of deletion seems to strongly favor high front vowels, with [u] largely 

unaffected. 

  

1.3.3 Recapitulation of data  

The main sources of the data for high vowel distribution analyzed in this 

dissertation are Gendron (1966), Dumas (1974b, 1976, 1978, 1981), and Walker (1984), 

Déchaine (1991) and Poliquin (2006). Additional data for high vowel deletion is drawn 

from Couturier (1998).  

All data reports are consistent with respect to the complementary distribution of 

tense and lax high vowels in the final syllable. This is not the case for non-final 

syllables. The points of divergence among the datasets are as significant as the points of 

convergence. The table in (1.27) below provides a summary of the QF high vowel 

distribution, as function of the type of syllable cut and position. Three main data sets are 

considered: (1) – Walker (which is consistent with Dumas, (2) – Déchaine and (3) – 

Poliquin.  
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(1.27) Québécois high vowel distribution in non-final syllables: lax vs. tense 

 

 Word-initial Word-medial 

Data set Open Closed Open Closed 

(1) Walker tense, lax tense, lax tense, lax tense, lax 

(2) Déchaine tense, lax lax tense, lax lax 

(3) Poliquin tense, lax* -- tense, lax* -- 

*provided a harmonizing trigger in the final syllable or related form 

-- no data/ does not discuss 

 

 Data set (1.27-1) is the least conservative: it allows for tenseness variation in the 

non-final environment unrestricted by the type of syllabic closure and the position of the 

syllable within the word. Data set (1.27-2) allows for variation in any open non-final 

syllable, but closed syllables contain lax high vowels. Data set (1.27-3) is the most 

conservative: open syllables can contain lax high vowels only when the final syllable of 

the same word or a morphologically related word also contains a high vowel.  Closed 

syllables are not considered in (1.27-3). The facts in (1.27) demonstrate that all 

interpretations of Québécois high vowel data allow for variation in non-final open 

syllables, while closed syllables are a bit more controversial.  

The significance of dataset (1.27-2) can be demonstrated by comparing the 

distribution it illustrates with that of final syllables. The table in (1.28) below combines 

the facts in (1.27) with the facts of the distribution found in the final syllables, and the 

facts of devoicing and deletion.  
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(1.28) Possible realizations of QF high vowels 

 

 Word-initial Word-medial Word-final 

Data set Open Closed Open Closed Open Closed 

(1)  tense, lax 

 

tense, lax tense, lax 

devoiced, 

deleted 

tense, lax 

devoiced 

tense lax, 

 

(2)  tense, lax 

 

lax 

 

 

tense, lax 

devoiced, 

deleted 

lax 

devoiced 

tense lax, 

 

(3) tense, lax 

 

-- tense, lax 

 

-- tense lax, 

 

tense  = tense and lengthened 

 

Based on the facts presented in (1.28), the distribution of high vowels in Québécois as 

function of syllable closure and position is contained in the following generalizations: 

 

(1.29) Distributional generalizations: all environments 

 

a.  The distribution in the final syllable is complementary: tense in open, 

lax in closed (expt. voiced continuants) 

b. In the final syllable, high vowels are tense and lengthened or lax and 

diphthongized before voiced continuants (This can happen non-finally 

when a morphological analogy is present, recall (1.3f)); 

c. Open syllables tend to contain tense high vowels, while closed syllables 

tend to contain lax high vowels; 

d. The variation in the non-final open syllable is significantly greater than 

the variation in the non-final closed syllable, where high vowels tend to 

be lax;  
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e. High vowels in medial syllables may devoice or fail to surface. High 

vowels in final and initial syllables are voiced and fully-realized. 

 

Crucially, for the tense/lax alternation, the distribution in non-final syllables tends to 

emulate that of the final syllable, with the tendency significantly stronger in closed 

syllables. For devoicing and deletion, the initial syllable patterns after the final syllable. 

 

1.4 High vowel Distribution in DT 

 

The majority of the previous rule-based analyses of the behavior of high vowels 

delineate two distinct environments: the final syllable and the non-final syllable(s).  The 

processes affecting high vowels in the final, stressed syllable are obligatory, while being 

optional in non-final syllables. As such, the rule of Final Closed Syllable Laxing 

accounts for obligatory laxness of the vowel in the final closed syllable and, conversely, 

the tense vowel in the final open syllable. In addition, final syllables closed by a voiced 

continuant surface as tense and lengthened, perVoiced Continuant Lengthening. The 

optional lax realization in the non-final environment is handled by Laxing Harmony, 

Initial Syllable Laxing and Pre-tonic Laxing. In this section, I will outline the main 

findings of the previous non-metrical proposals, focusing on the following foundational 

treatments: Gendron (1966), Dumas (1974b, 1976, 1978, 1981), Légaré (1978b), 

Reighard (1979), McLaughlin (1986a,b), Picard (1987). The treatments are reviewed 

using the rule-based formalism of the original works. 

 

 1.4.1   The final syllable: Closed Syllable Laxing and Voiced Continuant 

Lengthening 

High vowels are lax in closed syllables, unless the coda is a voiced continuant, 

which lengthens the tense vowel instead of laxing it. Walker (1984) posits two rules: 

one to account for obligatory lengthening of all vowels before voiced continuants (1.30) 
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and another to account for lax vowels in syllables closed by a consonant other than a 

voiced continuant (1.31). In final syllables, vowels are long before voiced continuants: 

 

(1.30) Voiced Continuant Lengthening (Walker 1984: 50)   

 

                     V  →  [+long] / ___ C [+cont, +vce]# 

 

Before all other consonants, stressed high vowels are lax. 

 

(1.31) Laxing (Walker 1984: 53)  

 

   V [+high, +stress]  →  [-tense] ___ Cx#   

(x=all consonants except voiced continuants) 

 

Short high vowels are lax in final syllables closed by a consonant other than a 

voiced continuant. 

 

 Inherent in the derivational, rule-based model, rule-ordering must be considered. 

At first glance, it appears that (1.30) and (1.31) are not in competition for the same 

target, given that the structural description of the respective environments is 

complementary. However, as pointed out in Walker (1984: 54), for forms like [su:r]/ 

[sᴜrd], „sourd‟ masc./ „sourde‟ fem., an incorrect realization of the high vowel obtains 

instead of the attested [sᴜrd], if laxing applies before lengthening:  

 

(1.32)     Closed Syllable Laxing and Voiced Continuant Lengthening: Incorrect 

rule order          

 /sur/                   /surd/ 

                          laxing                  ---                       --- 

                          lengthening          [su:r]                *[surd]  
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Walker proposes to order laxing before lengthening (Walker 1984: 54): 

 

(1.33) Closed Syllable Laxing and Voiced Cont. Lengthening: Correct order 

 

                                                    /sur/               /surd/               /sit/ 

                          lengthening         [su:r]                ---                  --- 

                          laxing                  ---                 [sᴜrd]              [sɪt] 

 

The result in (1.33) allows Walker to re-state the original Laxing rule as follows 

  

(1.34) Final Closed Syllable Laxing (Walker 1984: 54) 

 

         V [+high, -long, +stress]  →  [-tense] ___ C #   

      

Short high vowels are lax in final closed syllables. 

 

Given that lengthening has already applied, it is not necessary to make any reference to 

the type of consonant following the high vowel.  

The formulation of the lengthening rule in (1.33) and the laxing rule in (1.34), as 

uncontroversial as they appear, is far from standard across the analyses. McLaughlin 

(1986b) astutely points out that the only point of agreement across treatments is the 

existence of the following two ordered rules, reproduced in the form below from 

McLaughlin (1986b: 23): 

 

(1.35) High vowel distribution in the final syllable  

 

a. i, y, u → i:, y:, u: /  ___   {r  z  v  ʒ}  

 

b. i, y, u → ɪ , ʏ, ᴜ  /  ___ C1 
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 The complete set of surface variants of high vowels, as function of tenseness and 

length, are reported to be as follows:  

 

(1.36) Possible realizations of high vowels in the final syllable 

 

a. [ɪ ], [ʏ], [ᴜ] 

b. [i], [y], [u] 

c. [i:], [y:], [u:] 

d. [ɪi], [ʏy
], [ᴜ

u
]  inter-speaker alternation with (c) before voiced cont. 

e. [i 
j
], [yᶣ], [u

u
] hyper-corrective variants in closed σ (Dumas 1974: 38) 

 

For Gendron (1966), high vowels are distinguished in terms of length and aperture: the 

vowels in (1.36a) are open and short, (1.36b) closed and short, and (1.36c) closed and 

long. Gendron‟s study being phonetic and largely descriptive in nature, no rules are 

explicitly stated, and no reference to features is made. Nonetheless, the lax variants are 

viewed as a result of opening, while lengthened variants undergo a process of 

lengthening before lengthening consonants. The more conventional conceptualization of 

Québécois high vowels is contained in Walker (1984), who follows Dumas (1978 etc), 

Reighard (1978) and Légaré (1978a). In this view, the vowels in (1.36a) are 

distinguished from the vowels in (1.36b) by the feature [tense]: short tense vowels 

undergo laxing and become [-tense, 

-long], and are lengthened to produce [+tense, +long].  

Légaré (1978b) proposes to connect tenseness and length and to designate the 

vowels in (1.36b) as [-ATR], or not tense, with the long vowels (1.36c) as the only 

tense ones. The vowels in (1.36a) are distinguished from those in (1.36b) via anteriority: 

[i], [y], and [u] are [+ant], while [ɪ], [ʏ], [ᴜ] are [-ant]. The advantage of such an 

approach is that it establishes a redundancy relationship between tenseness (ATR) and 

length: length is derived from tenseness. However, this leads to the necessity to add 

another feature, [ant], to properly distinguish the series of high vowels, resulting in 
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essentially the same analytic scenario as the view based on [tense] and [long]. Thus, the 

high vowel receives [+ATR] specification in front of voiced continuants, resulting in 

length, while [ɪ], [ʏ], [ᴜ] result from attributing [+ant] to non-tense ([-ATR]) vowels. 

In sum, this four-feature view, offering an alternative interpretation to the somewhat 

traditional duo of features – tense and length – appears significantly more cumbersome 

and obfuscates the relationship between featural tenseness and surface realizations. In 

 

Reighard (1979) is another proposal for an alternate view of the Québécois 

vowel system, maintaining that at every degree of aperture, there is a phonemic pair 

distinguished, underlyingly, by tenseness. Tenseness and length are partially related: all 

tense vowels are redundantly long, while not all surface-long vowels are tense. The 

] before any consonant are underlyingly [+tense], and thus 

long, given the redundancy relationship. The series [ɪ], [ʏ], [ᴜ] and [i], [y], [u] are both         

[-tense]. Reighard states that the advantage of positing more lexically specified inputs is 

an analysis in which no rule ordering is required and that contains no exceptions 

(Reighard 1979: 282).  ccording to Reighard, his more „concrete‟ approach allows for a 

less complicated phonological analysis with more complicated underlying 

representations, as opposed to a more “abstract” analysis of Dumas (1978), which is 

less complicated underlyingly but is more complicated in the analysis (Reighard 1979: 

282).  

 The feature and the feature specification debate, albeit relevant in a rule-based 

framework of analysis, is of less consequence to a prosodic account. In the current 

prosodic analysis, the lax, the tense, and the lengthened version of each series are 

distinguished prosodically and only on the surface, i.e. via association to values of 

phonological weight. The view of phonological weight association for high allophones 

is developed in Chapter 2. 
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1.4.2   The non-final environment I: Laxing Harmony  

 High vowels in non-final open syllables may surface as lax when the final 

syllable contains a lax high vowel (in a closed syllable laxed by Final Closed Syllable 

Laxing). A representative sample of the data in question is reproduced below (Walker 

1984: 58): 

 

(1.37) Laxing by Harmony 

 

[klinɪk] ~ [klɪnɪk]  „clinique‟ 

[abyzɪf] ~ [abʏzɪf]  „abusive‟ 

[turɪs] ~ [tᴜrɪs]  „touriste‟ 

 

The forms such as those in (1.37), are analyzed in the literature as a process of 

harmonizing assimilation, where the feature [-tense] assimilates from the final closed 

syllable to non-final syllables. The derivational rule proposed based on Walker‟s 

analysis is as follows:  

 

(1.38) Optional Laxing Harmony (based on Walker 1984: 59) 

 

V [+high]  →  [-tense]  / ___ C0 $ V [-tense]      

                                               

High vowels may lax in open syllables when the following syllable contains a 

lax vowel. 

That this is indeed harmony is said to be confirmed by the existence of the 

distribution exemplified in (1.39): 

 

(1.39) No Harmony 

  

a. [poziti:v]  „positive‟ Walker 1984: 59 
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b. [mitɛn] ~ *[mɪtɛn]    Poliquin 2006: 7 

c. [ʒymɛl] ~ *[ʒʏmɛl]  

d. [butᴐ ] ~ *[bᴜtᴐ ]  

  

  In (1.39a), Walker claims that the laxing rule may fail to apply in forms like 

(1.39a) due to the absence of the trigger in the final syllable. In (1.39b-d), Poliquin 

posits obligatory tensing in the initial open syllable, also due to the absence of the 

trigger in the final syllable.    

 Two issues arise concerning the forms in (1.39). First, forms like [poziti:v] can 

indeed surface with a lax variant in the syllable in question: [pozɪti:v]. Poliquin (2006: 

11) cites an analogous form with an alternation: [misi:v] ~ [mɪsi:v], „missive‟, and puts 

forth a harmony-based analysis. The lax realization of the initial-syllable vowel is 

treated as a case of opacity, in which the rule of harmony and the rule that laxes the 

high vowel in the final syllable are in counter-bleeding order. The derivation is 

reproduced from Poliquin (2006: 12) below: 

 

(1.40) Derivation of [mɪ.si :v]  

 

UR      /misiv/ 

 

Laxing Rule     [mi. sɪv] 

 

Harmony Rule    [mɪ. sɪv] 

                                                                               Counter-bleeding order 

Pre-fricative Tensing Rule   [mɪ. siv] 

 

Lengthening Rule    [mɪ. si:v] 

  

SR      [mɪsi:v] 

 

 It is clear that if pre-fricative tensing applies first and renders the final-syllable 

high vowel tense, the harmony trigger is no longer present and harmony fails to apply 

altogether. The order of rules shown in (1.40) does yield the desired outcome. However, 
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as Poliquin correctly points out, non-surface true generalizations are very problematic 

for an Optimality-Theoretic analysis. In his view, OT must be enhanced to be able to 

handle a scenario such as the one in (1.40). I argue that the scenario in (1.40) is to be 

forgone altogether: a harmony analysis that leads to rule-ordering is not necessary in 

order to account for the presence of the lax vowel in the initial syllable of „missive‟. 

Under the analysis proposed here, the presence of the lax high vowel is yielded by the 

quantitative organization of the syllable in Québécois. 

  In sum, it appears that the forms of the type (1.40) can be accounted for with a 

Harmony analysis that includes an opaque order of rule application. While this approach 

yields a more unified analysis, it evokes intermediate levels of realizations and non-

surface true structural descriptions for rule application.   

 The second issue to be addressed is the ungrammaticality of the lax variants in 

forms (1.39b-d). It appears that the realization of those forms with lax variants in the 

initial open syllable is possible. Recall Déchaine (1991), which supplies a number of 

forms of this type with an attested lax variant, presented earlier in (1.21). No Harmony 

analysis appears to be possible for forms such as [nʏmero] or [mɪtɛn].  

 Walker (1984) runs into a problem with forms in which the high vowel to be 

harmonized is not in the syllable adjacent to the final syllable: the harmony rule only 

applies in that environment. For Walker, forms like [bʏbᴐnɪk] are obtained via Initial 

Syllable Laxing, dicussed below in 1.3.4. Dumas (1974: 33), posits for each high vowel 

in a non-final open syllable an independent relationship with the lax trigger in the word-

final syllable, resulting in non-local harmony. Poliquin (2006) contains a thorough 

account of non-locally harmonized forms, i.e. where the trigger and the target high 

vowel are not adjacent: [inedɪt] ~ [ɪnedɪt]. This is non-local harmony. This type of 

harmony is also possible in forms with multiple adjacent targets: /ilisit/. Three types of 

realizations are posited: 
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(1.41) Harmonic realizations of /ilisit/ (Poliquin 2006) 

 

a. [ilɪsɪt]  local non-iterative 

b. [ɪlisɪt]  non-local 

c. [ɪlɪsɪt]  across-the-board 

 

As these are common instantiations of harmonic assimilation processes, Poliquin‟s 

analysis fully accounts for all three possible realizations of tri-syllabic words with three 

potential targets for laxness.   speaker‟s choice of which pattern to apply to a given 

form is subject to constraints that seem to not be very-well understood in the literature. 

 s such, Walker (1984) simply states that “there may be a considerable amount of 

individual, social or regional variation in their application” (Walker 1984: 58). Walker 

continues to point out that for some words, their semantic nature is at play. That is, 

more learned words such as „primitif‟, „humide‟, „typique‟ are resistant to harmony, 

while in words like „pupitre‟, harmony almost always applies (Walker 1984: 58).  

As an alternate account of the presence of this variation, Poliquin (2006) 

proposes an explanation based on the concept of nanovariation (originally in Nevins 

2004), which states that if a speaker is not exposed to enough positive evidence to 

determine how to set parameters of their grammar correctly, this underdetermined data 

results into a range of grammars. The speaker may choose any of these grammars, 

resulting in inter-speaker and intra-speaker variation. In the case of high vowel 

harmony, Poliquin (2006: 9) affirms that there is indeed insufficient data for tri-syllabic 

and tetra-syllabic forms for the speakers of Québécois to set their parameters one way 

or another, with less than 100 words containing more than one high nucleus non-finally. 

Based on this idea, the grammar(s) for tetra-syllabic data seems to be based on the 

grammar established for their more frequent, tri-syllabic counterparts. Poliquin finds 

that tetra-syllabic forms with three potential targets are shown to display the same 

patterns as attested for tri-syllabics: no harmony, across-the board, non-local, adjacent 

non-iterative: 
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(1.42) Poliquin (2006: 74): harmonic patterns in tetra-syllabics 

 

a. no harmony     si.mi.li.tʏd ✔ 

b. across-the-board    sɪ.mɪ.lɪ.tʏd ✔ 

c. non-local     sɪ.mi.li.tʏd ✔ 

d. local non-iterative    si.mi.lɪ.tʏd ✔ 

e. local 2 iterations    si.mɪ.lɪ.tʏd ✘ 

f. non-local non-initial    si.mɪ.li.tʏd ✘ 

g. non-local non-initial iterative  sɪ.mɪ.li.tʏd ✘ 

h. non-local & local non-iterative  sɪ.mi.lɪ.tʏd ✘ 

 

The findings positing a parallel in the distribution of tri-syllabic and tetra-

syllabic forms are very compelling: they endorse the nanovariation hypothesis as 

applied to this data and allow the harmony-based analysis proposed in Poliquin (2006). 

Indeed, the treatment developed in Poliquin (2006) provides a rather elegant account of 

harmonic realization of the forms in (1.42a-d). Forms (1.42a) and (1.42b) are extreme 

instantiations of harmony: none and all. (1.42d) also lends itself to a harmony-based 

account: the immediately adjacent segment receives the harmonizing feature 

specification, without further propagation. (1.42c) is less easily accounted for via 

harmony: the two segments that are closer to the trigger are skipped. Poliquin‟s solution 

is to start the application of harmony at the left edge, without propagation. This analysis 

is problematic for harmony: the intervening segments are as eligible to be harmonized 

for tenseness as the peripheral segment, but fail to undergo harmony. Additionally, it is 

difficult to justify that the propagation of harmony either targets all three eligible 

segments or just one. Why targeting two segments as an option is excluded is not 

entirely clear. 

Upon further examination, Poliquin‟s interpretation of the non-local pattern in 

(1.42c) as equivalent to the non-local pattern in tri-syllabics merits a closer look. In tri-

syllabics, the configuration of lax-tense-lax, although correctly described as non-local, is 
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also an alternating pattern. If non-locality were a deciding factor, then the non-local 

forms (1.42f), (1.42g) and (1.42h) would be potentially plausible. That is not the case. 

Following the generalization of Dumas (1981), alluded to earlier, one can assume that it 

is a dissimilatory effect that is at the core of alternating realizations. This view poses a 

problem for (1.42c), as the nuclei of the two internal syllables fail to display a contour 

of tenseness, while promoting (1.42f) as a possible candidate. 

Poliquin‟s recourse to nanovariation as an explanation for variability in multiple 

high nuclei realization is intuitively valid: due to the lack of sufficient input for 

parameter-setting, tetra-syllabic forms are based on the parameters of tri-syllabic forms. 

His data do seem to support that hypothesis, setting aside (1.42c) for a moment. 

However, an alternative explanation for the parallels in the realization of tetra-syllabic 

and tri-syllabic forms would simply state that the three realizations, (1.42a), (1.42b), 

and (1.42d) follow predictable patterns of harmony application: none, all, or adjacent, 

with (1.42c) subject to additional effects of dissimilation, competing with other 

pressures, such as prosodic ones (see Chapter 5). Despite Poliquin‟s findings, although 

extremely useful, they are the only such findings and are very limited in scope, given a 

small sample provided by twelve speakers. The current analysis treats the tetra-syllabic 

words such as „similitude‟ as follows: it generates all possible tense-lax configurations 

from the proposed prosodic structure, and based on that structure, devises a grammar 

that juxtaposes prosodic pressures with harmony-related pressures, such as AGREE and 

CONTOUR, to account for the observed preferences in terms of locality, iterativity and 

alternation, as reported in Poliquin (2006). 

 Harmony also fails to account for laxness in non-final closed syllables. Poliquin 

(2006: 26) mentions that high vowels in non-final closed syllables are optionally lax, 

and the reasons for each speaker‟s preference for laxing in a given word are not 

understood. Unlike for open syllables, Poliquin‟s harmony analysis is not able to 

establish a connection between the high vowel in the final syllable and the high vowel 

in the non-final closed syllable. The analysis developed in this dissertation is able to 

achieve just that: a connection between the high vowel distribution in the final syllable, 
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regardless of the type of syllabic closure, and the distribution in non-final syllables, 

also, regardless of the type of syllable closure.  

 The final aspect of a harmony-based analysis of non-final laxness to consider is 

forms with tense high vowels in the final open syllable and lax high vowels in the non-

final open syllables: [mi.di] ~ [mɪ.di] „midi‟. These forms are analyzed via a mechanism 

of dissimilation (Dumas 1976, Déchaine 1991, Poliquin 2006), which calls for opposing 

values of the feature [tense] in the final syllable and the adjacent non-final syllable. 

Thus, the unified nature of the harmony-based analysis is disrupted by the dissimilation 

hypothesis.  

 I propose an analysis that can uniformly account for all of the disyllabic 

configurations: 

 

(1.43) Treatment of disyllabic forms: Harmony vs Current Proposal 

 

Harmony   Current proposal 

[pᴜ.tɪn] assimilation   prosodic structure 

[mɪ.tɛn] doesn‟t exist   prosodic structure 

[mɪ.di]  dissimilation   prosodic structure 

[mɪ.si:v] assimilation, opaque    prosodic structure 

  

Deriving the [-tense] specification of the non-final high vowel from prosodic structure 

does not mean that Harmony plays no role. The OT framework allows for the presence 

in the grammar of both the constraints that regulate prosodic markedness, or foot-

wellformedness, and constraints calling for feature agreement (AGREE). In the current 

view, a given ranking of the prosodic markedness constraints yields the attested surface 

realizations of high vowels. It is possible that these constraints are not at odds with 

AGREE for a given form, i.e. both prosodic markedness and AGREE are respected. For 

example, a form like [mi.di], in which both vowels are tense, respects both prosody and 

 GREE.   form like [pᴜ.tɪn] respects AGREE, but does not respect prosody. However, 
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the laxness in the initial syllable is crucially not a result of adhering to AGREE, but a 

result of the correct hypomoraic weight association appropriated for high vowels. 

Critically, [pu.tɪn] respects prosody, with a licit left-edge foot (L), but violates AGREE, 

which allows us to establish the ranking in which prosodic markedness dominates 

harmonic assimilation: Prosody >>  GREE. For a form like [mi/ɪ.tɛn],  GREE is 

irrelevant, it is entirely Prosody as it competes with the weight-assignment mechanism 

that determines which variant surfaces. The advantage of an OT approach is that it 

allows us to represent all relevant effects and phenomena that may be at play, and rank 

their impact of the surface result, i.e. on how a high vowel is realized on the surface. 

 

 

1.4.3   The non-final environment II: Opacity, Initial Syllable Laxing, Pre-tonic 

Laxing  

 An alternative to identifying a harmony trigger as the source of non-final 

laxness, is to simply posit the existence of lax high vowels in non-final syllables. As 

such, high vowels in initial open syllables are lax per Initial Syllable Laxing, while non-

final closed syllables are lax per Pre-tonic Laxing. 

Any lax vowel in a non-final open syllable can result from the application of the 

rule of Initial Syllable Laxing (Walker 1984: 59): 

 

(1.44) Initial Syllable Laxing (optional) 

 

V [+high]  →  [-tense] / ___ $ 

 

High vowels may lax in initial open syllables.  

e.g. /myzik/ → [mʏzɪk], /numero/ → [nʏmero], /kɥizinje/ → [kɥɪzɪnje] 

 

It was shown in the previous section that forms containing a lax high vowel in 

the final closed syllable, such as [bʏbᴐnɪk], may be analyzed via non-local harmony: a 
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lax variant in the initial open syllable obtains as a result of non-local harmony, rather 

than a separate rule of Initial Syllable Laxing.  

 Forms like [mʏzɪk] can result from either the application of Initial Syllable 

Laxing or Laxing Harmony. The preference should probably be given to Laxing 

Harmony, which has some explanatory power. Forms like [nʏmero] can only be 

obtained via Initial Syllable Laxing, which is of no explanatory value. Forms like 

[kɥɪzinje] „cuisinier‟ are interesting in that they are morphologically related to a form 

that contains a harmony trigger, in this case [kɥizɪn] „cuisine‟. Dumas (1976) treatment 

of the forms of this type is summarized in (1.45): 

 

(1.45) The effects of a morphological boundary (Dumas 1976: 164-5) 

 

ri. dɪ. kʏ. l | i. ze   < ri. di. kʏl          „ridiculiser‟ , „ridicule‟ 

mʏ.zɪ. k | al < my.zɪk   „musical‟, „musique‟   

 

What complicates the distribution in (1.45) is the possibility of the tense variant in the 

medial syllable of „musical‟. In fact, for Poliquin, only a tense stem-final variant is 

possible here (1.46c). 

 

(1.46) a.  my. zi. kal ~  b.  mʏ. zi. kal        

c.  *mʏ. zɪ. kal  (Poliquin 2006: 101) 

 

 To account for the lax vowel in the initial open syllable, (1.46b), Poliquin 

develops an opaque rule-ordering analysis. The opacity results from the fact that the 

harmonizing trigger, the lax vowel in the adjacent syllable, is not present due to tensing 

resulting from re-syllabification after affixation: mʏ. zɪk+al → mʏ. zi. kal.  s in the 

case of [mɪ.si:v], harmony overapplies. Poliquin designates the concatenation of -isme 

or -iste as belonging to the first sublevel, and other suffixes, like -al, to the second 
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sublevel.18 He invokes the Strict Cycle Condition, dictating that only those high vowels 

that have undergone resyllabification on the level 2 cycle undergo the cyclic rule of 

open-syllable tensing, which accounts for the non-application of the rule for 

[i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm]. Thus, the rules of Harmony and Tensing are in counter-bleeding order: if 

Tensing applies first, Harmony would yield a tense variant in the initial syllable. The 

derivation of /ilyminism/ → [i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm], „illuminism‟ and /myzikal/ → [mʏ.zi.kal] 

„musical‟, is reproduced below from Poliquin (2006: 149).  

 

(1.47) Derivation of [i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm] and [mʏ.zi.kal] 

 

Stem cycle 

Inputs    [[ilymin]ism]    [[myzik]al] 

Syllabification   [[i.ly.min]ism]   [[my.zik]al] 

 

Word cycle 1 

Inputs   [[i.ly.min]ism]   [[my.zik]al] 

Syllabification  [i.ly.mi.nism]    [[my.zik]al] 

Laxing   [i.ly.mi.nɪsm]    [[my.zɪk]al] 

Harmony   [i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm]    [[mʏ.zɪk]al] 

 

Word cycle 2 

Inputs    [i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm]    [[mʏ.zɪk]al] 

Syllabification  [i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm]    [mʏ.zɪ.kal] 

Laxing   satisfied    ---------------------- 

Harmony   satisfied    ---------------------- 

Tensing   ----------------------  [mʏ.zi.kal] 

 

Outputs   [i.ly.mɪ.nɪsm]    [mʏ.zi.kal] 

                                                 
18

 A similar treatment, based on cyclical affixation, is proposed in Bouchard (1980). 
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Although this cyclical analysis obtains the correct realization for two different 

types of forms, this overly restrictive view of what is possible on the surface for 

„musical‟ produces an overly complex analysis. The treatment of the four possible 

forms in the proposed prosodic framework is illustrated below: 

 

(1.48) „musical‟ 

 (L L) >> (L SL) >> (SL L) >> (SL SL)   see (10) 

 

Surface  Foot Shape  

a. (my.zi) kal  (L L)        unmarked  

b. (my.zɪ) kal  (L SL)  

c. (mʏ.zi) kal  (SL L)     

d. (mʏ.zɪ) kal  (SL SL)   

 

The order of prosodic markedness in terms of the well-formedness of the foot shape, 

once again corresponds to Poliquin‟s view of acceptability and the frequency of 

occurrence of these forms. The realization with both vowels as tense, (1.48a), is, 

naturally, the most commonly accepted. Poliquin does not comment on the existence of 

the realization in (1.48b). However, it is endorsed in Dumas (1976: 164-165), as a 

word-internal but morpheme-final laxing in a closed syllable, checked by the morpheme 

boundary. This form appears to lend itself to higher acceptability due to that fact that it 

serves as the input to the form in (1.48c): (1.48c) is impossible without first accepting 

(1.48b). The initial lax vowel and the medial tense vowel in (1.48c) is the form that 

results in Poliquin‟s multi-cycle analysis. The laxness in both syllables in (1.48d), the 

most marked under the current analysis, is downright rejected by Poliquin‟s study. 

However, it seems unlikely that a speaker for whom the morphological boundary is 

analogous to the final closed syllable, applies an optional rule (initial syllable laxing), 

but not the obligatory rule (final closed syllable laxing). Given that this is the only such 

categorical non-acceptance of these forms, I will assume for the purposes of this 
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analysis that the form of the type (1.48d) can exist, in which case it can be viewed in 

the derivational framework as a result of harmonic propagation of laxness from the 

medial but morpheme-final syllable to the initial syllable, relying on the morphological 

boundary, such as in (1.48b).  

To sum up, under the prosodic analysis, any instantiation of a high vowel is 

possible within the left-edge foot, given that as a double-branching constituent, the foot 

minimality is satisfied automatically. However, not all feet are created equal, leading to 

different frequencies of occurrence and rates of acceptability for various forms, as 

illustrated in Poliquin‟s analysis. 

 long with the lax vowel in the initial syllable of „musical‟, Initial Syllable 

Laxing is not necessary to account for forms such as [pʏ.ni] „puni‟, [pᴜ.ri]  „pourri‟ and 

[kᴜ.zɛ ] „cousin‟, where a paradigmatic analogy is invoked: 

 

(1.49) Paradigmatic analogy (Dumas 1976) 

 

pʏ. ni < py. nɪs  „punisse‟ 

pᴜ. ri < pu. rɪs  „pourisse‟ 

kᴜ.zɛ  < ku. zɪn  „cousine‟ 

 

Under the current analysis, the realization of the initial vowel as lax is simply due to the 

sonority-based grammatical weight association to a hypomora, which results in a 

degenerate foot {SL}. The fully moraic, tense variant, resulting in a licit foot (L) is 

correctly predicted by the prosodic analysis as the unmarked, more frequent realization: 

(L) >> {SL}, i.e. (py) (ni) >> {pʏ}(ni). 

 Sonority-based grammatical weight association also eliminates the need for 

stipulating the rule of Pretonic Laxing.  
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(1.50) Pretonic Laxing (Walker 1984 : 55) 

Short high vowels may be lax in pre-tonic closed syllables. 

 

[pɪs.tᴐ.le] „pistolet‟   

[vʏl.gɛr] „vulgaire‟ 

[ɛ.pᴜs.tu.fle] „époustouflé‟ 

 

Under the current proposal, the left-edge foot is well-formed when the vowel is 

lax, resulting in (L), given that a high nucleus and a coda form a light syllable L. 

 

(1.51) Pretonic laxness in closed syllables under the current proposal 

 

Surface  Foot Shape  

a. (pɪs)tᴐle  (L)    

b. (vʏl)gɛr  (L)   

c. ɛ(pᴜs)tufle  (L)   

  

According to Walker, the application of this rule is optional, but is characterized 

as applying “in a frequent fashion” (Walker 1984: 54). The distribution in the closed 

syllable environment is significantly more straightforward than that of open syllables: 

the same rule applies in the final or in the non-final environment, with the only 

difference that it is optional in the non-final environment. Walker zeroes in on the 

uniform nature of the closed syllable distribution and appropriately formalizes it in a 

single rule for high vowel laxing in closed syllables: 

 

(1.52) High vowel laxing (generalized) (based on Walker 1984: 56) 

 

      V [+high, -long]  →  [-tense] / ___ C $/ ___ C $# 
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Short high vowels are lax in closed syllables, optionally for unstressed vowels, 

obligatorily for stressed vowels. 

 In sum, the realization of high vowels in closed syllables is neutralized to lax in 

the word-final position, and tends to be lax in the non-final position. In other words, the 

unmarked realization of high vowels in closed syllables is lax. This allows us to posit 

high vowels as associated to lower phonological weight: they are supported by weight-

contributing coda when evaluating it for satisfaction of minimality conditions. 

Conversely, high vowels in open syllables are not supported by the coda, and are 

subject to weight modification under the pressure of various constraints, which accounts 

for significantly greater variation in their surface realization. 

  

1.5 Model of Variation 

 

What is commonly referred to as Standard French is difficult to align with any 

discernible linguistic reality. In the same way, Québécois is also a fairly generalized 

term. In this dissertation, it is used as a term of reference to the variety of French 

characterized by high vowel laxing, devoicing, and deletion, without taking into account 

the regional variation within and outside Québec. Indeed, many distinctive syntactic, 

lexical, and morpho-phonemic features of Québécois that distinguish it from SF display 

some degree of variation across francophone communities in Québec. In regards to high 

vowel distribution, it is undisputed in the literature that lax high vowels and their 

devoiced variants on the one hand, and the non-realization of these vowels on the other, 

are common to all varieties of Québécois (and Canadian French, for that matter, at the 

exclusion of Acadian French). I am only aware of one tentative proposal for a 

geographical dimension to the variable realization of lax high vowels in non-final open 

syllables (Dumas 1987), and it appears that the author left this proposal as just that – 

tentative and inconclusive.  

 It has been amply recognized in the literature that much of the morpho-

phonemic variation in Québécois is not geographical, or regional, but social and 
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individual (Walker 1984, Déchaine 1991). Walker (1984) states that the rules laxing 

high vowels in non-final syllables are “optional or variable, with all the social, 

individual, lexical and geographic fluctuation implied by the term”, whereas Final 

Closed Syllable Laxing is “obligatory dialect-wide, although it may be consciously 

over-ridden if the speaker attempts to switch to a more formal register” (Walker 1984: 

59). There is slight lexical conditioning observed, with a possible generalization of more 

elevated vocabulary being more resistant to laxing. Just as in more formal vocabulary 

tense variants are preferred, more formal situations and speakers from milieus 

positioned higher on the social scale opt for tense variants. In addition to the socially-

conditioned variation, there is a significant amount of inter-speaker and intra-speaker 

variation that does not seem to be conditioned by social factors but appears to be strictly 

individual (cf Poliquin 2006).  

While social and geographical variation is easily accounted for in OT by simply 

establishing a different fixed order of relevant constraints, constituting a separate 

grammar, individual variation presents a challenge. I reject the notion of multiple 

grammars at the disposal of a single speaker. Instead, I opt for a single grammar with a 

small number of relevant constraints that do not have a fixed position within a subset of 

the constraint hierarchy. To develop this grammar, I adopt the mechanism of a Floating 

Constraint (Reynolds 1994, Nagy and Reynolds 1997). It is precisely the position of this 

constraint, or its landing site, and the corresponding constraint order, that determines the 

realization of the high vowel. Different landing sites lead to different ranking orders, 

yielding different surface forms, resulting in variation within the same speaker‟s output. 

In order to make sense of the data in a systematic fashion, I propose a model of 

variation that streamlines the patterns of distribution into registers, or formal grammars. 

Some speakers obtain tense high vowels in final closed syllables. This grammar is 

highly marked in Québécois, and mimics the surface distribution of SF. I will refer to 

this type of marginal grammar as Hyper-Corrective Québécois. For Québécois proper, I 

posit two grammars: Formal Québécois (FQ) and Popular Québécois (PQ). In FQ, lax 

variants only occur in the obligatory environment: the final closed syllable (the head 
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foot). In non-final syllables, high vowels are tense. In OT, this register is analyzed 

within a separate ranking order of constraints.  

In PQ, the most common distribution for non-final syllables is the 

complementary distribution observed in the final syllable. This distribution is 

prosodically unmarked. However, there is variation both in open and in closed syllables. 

In addition, in medial syllables, high vowels are susceptible to devoicing and deletion. 

The present view of Québécois grammar as function of registers is summarized below: 

 

(1.53) A proposal for a Model of Variation in high vowel distribution  

 

I. Hyper-corrective Québécois 

All high vowels are tense 

 

II. Standard Québécois  

Final syllable: lax in closed, tense in open 

 

Non-final syllable:                                    
     
 

Formal Québécois   - Grammar I                       Popular Québécois  -  Grammar II 

 

Tense in all                            Tense~lax in open, lax~tense in closed 

    No devoicing, no deletion             Medial: voiced ~ devoiced ~ ∅ 

                                                                                                                      

                                                                        

Normally in OT, the grammars of formal and informal registers differ in terms 

of the ranking of faithfulness over markedness: in the formal register, F >> M, while 

in the informal register, M >> F (cf Van Oostendorp 1998). Given that under current 

analysis, lexical weight exists only for long vowels, and weight associations for high 

vowels are purely grammatical, faithfulness does not come into play. Here, the variation 

in the non-final environment will be shown to result from a complex interplay of 

competing forces: constraints representing Prosodic Markedness at the level of the foot 

on the one hand, and constraints representing Prosodic Markedness, as well as other 

type of markedness at the level of the segment, on the other. The following chapter 
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outlines the proposal for the phonological weight in Québécois, which will serve as the 

basis for the prosodic analysis of the variable realization. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Phonological weight and the unary moraic foot in Québécois  

 

 

2.1 Introduction and chapter overview  

   

 A notable proposal for a French foot beyond the simple foot consisting of a 

syllable or the final iamb, is a binary foot that accounts for the distribution of the 

schwa, initially developed in Selkirk (1978) and elaborated in Montreuil (1993, 2002a). 

This foot has nothing to say about phonological prominence manifested as phonetic 

stress, but is instead based on what Montreuil (2002a: 1) refers to as “deeper, more 

“phonological stress”. Selkirk proposes a derived binary foot that combines a deficient 

schwa-headed syllable with a full syllable to the left: (du.sə)(m  ). The weak-branch 

schwa obligatorily deletes, unless preceded by more than one consonant: e.g. 

(du.sə)(m  ) → (du.sə)(m  ), resulting in [dusm  ] on the surface. Montreuil extends the 

Selkirkian foot to include consecutive deficient syllables: e.g. a(lə.tə)m   → [alɛtm  ], 

„alètement‟. This type of foot determines the surface realizations of the schwa 

depending on its position within the foot and the foot‟s position within the word.    

 In this dissertation, I develop a proposal for a type of foot for Québécois that is 

aligned with the Selkirk/Montreuil proposal based on phonological stress, i.e. the 

prosodic function of this type of foot is not stress assignment. Instead, this foot 

regulates the weight associations of rime constituents, from which the surface 

realizations of high vowels in this language are derived. I posit a unary moraic foot as 

the canonical foot of Québécois, corresponding to a Minimal Prosodic Word 

(MinPrWd). While positing quantity-sensitivity for the foot is superfluous for SF, the 

distributional facts of high vowels in final syllables in Québécois merit a quantitative 

approach. I assume that this quantity-sensitive foot is minimally monomoraic, consistent 

with the size of the MinPrWd in French. Given this minimality requirement, this foot is 

coextensive with a single syllable, aligned with the wide-spread assumption about the 
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simple French foot. Its domain is a phonological word considered in isolation, with the 

word redundantly corresponding to a phonological phrase. In monosyllabic words, the 

word is the foot. In polysyllabic words, I show that the final foot cannot branch at the 

syllabic level (cf Bullock 1994 for an analogous proposal for schwa-related feet). In 

sum, all things being equal, the canonical Québécois foot is a single syllable, minimally 

monomoraic.   

 In the current view of phonological weight in Québécois, coda consonants are 

moraic (also proposed for French in Scullen 1993, Montreuil 2005). The two-way 

distinction between monomoraic short vowels and bimoraic long vowels, posited in 

Classic Moraic Theory (Hayes 1995), is not sufficient to represent the proposed 

phonological weight of Québécois vowels. Following Montreuil (2004a, b, 2005), I 

adopt the view that in order to account for the facts of Québécois, Moraic Theory must 

be expanded to include segmental sonority as a factor distinguishing the weight 

contributed by vowels in this language. Crucially, sonority-based prominence alone is 

shown here to be insufficient to fully and uniformly account for the distributional facts 

in question, with sonority encoded as weight serving as a necessary step for proper foot 

construction. As a result, a tripartite system of phonological weight is established, with 

the added notion of a hypomoraic (λ) representation of phonological weight, assigned 

by the grammar to inherently less sonorous high vowels. Syllables headed by high 

nuclei and not containing a coda are seen as superlight, SL, by the grammar –

insufficient for a well-formed foot. As such, the high vowel is associated to a full mora 

on the surface, under the prosodic pressure of minimal foot size. A monomoraic high 

vowel surfaces as tense. Feet with hypomoraic syllable nuclei are well-formed on the 

surface when a weight-contributing coda is present; these feet are light, (L). While all 

consonants are assumed to be associated to a mora in the coda position, voiced 

fricatives are opposed to all other consonants in that they are able to share their mora 

(adopted from Montreuil 2005).  
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 In this dissertation, the analysis of the surface realization of high vowels is 

formalized in the Optimality-theoretic framework19 (Prince and Smolensky 1993, 

McCarthy and Prince 1993b). Optimality Theory is a grammatical framework, 

generative in nature, in which surface forms are viewed to be a result of conflict 

resolution among competing structural demands, or forces, expressed in the form of 

constraints. These constraints are universal, critically, violable. The optimal surface 

forms necessarily violate at least some constraint in the grammar of the language, but 

they incur the least violations. Constraints are organized into hierarchies expressed in 

constraint rankings: a violation of higher-ranked constraints is penalized more heavily 

than a violation of one or several lower-ranked constraints. The two major types of 

constraints are markedness constraints and faithfulness constraints. Markedness 

constraints militate for unmarked structures, while faithfulness constraints call for 

structure preservation.  

 An OT grammar is an input-output device, in which a number of candidate 

surface forms (Candidate  ,B, … N) are generated for a given input. The Lexicon 

component of the OT grammar contains underlying forms which serve as the input. 

Output candidates, based on the input, are generated by the Generator component of the 

grammar. The Evaluator, or a hierarchical ranking of a set of constraints (C1 >> C2 

>> … Cn), selects the optimal candidate among the potential outputs. These 

constraints only apply to the ouput, with no constraints holding over underlying forms, 

the principle known as Richness of the Base. 

 The form that is the most harmonic with the ranking, i.e. incurring the least 

number of violations of the higher ranked constraints, is the optimal output. A lower-

ranked constraint may be violated in order to comply with a higher-ranked constraint. 

An illustration of an OT grammar expressed in an OT tableau is illustrated below: 

 

 

                                                 
19

 The following brief introduction to the Optimality Theory as used in the present work is based on the 

discussion in Kager (1999: 1-49) 
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(2.1) OT tableau: example 

 

/Input/ C1 C2 C3 

Candidate A *!   

Candidate B  *!  

Candidate C    ✓   * 

 

In the above tableau, Candidate A violates the highest ranked constraint in the hierarchy 

and is thus eliminated. A fatal violation is indicated by an exclamation point in the 

tableau. Candidate B violates a constraint that is higher-ranked than the constraint 

violated by the Candidate C, with the latter selected as optimal. The selection of 

Candidate C over Candidate A is ensured via the principle of Transitivity of Ranking: if 

C1 >> C2 and C2>>C3, then C1>>C3.  

 The line between C1 and C2 and C2 and C3, respectively, indicates the crucial 

ranking of these constraints. Not all constraints are crucially ranked: in this case, a 

selection of the optimal candidates based on the ranking of the two constraints in 

question is not possible. The non-crucial ranking is represented with a dotted line. For 

instance, if C2 and C3 are not crucially ranked, C3 can no longer be selected as a winner. 

The conflict must be resolved based on another constraint, C4 in the illustration below.  

 

(2.2) Non crucial-ranking: C1 >>C2, C3 >> C4 

 

/Input/ C1 C2 C3 C4 

Candidate A *!    

Candidate B  *  *! 

Candidate C    ✓   *  

 

The fatal violation of C4 is incurred by Candidate B, thus eliminating it from the 

running. Candidate C is selected as the winner.  
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 Since the optimal output necessarily violates some constraint, it is possible that it 

incurs more violations of a low-ranked constraint or constraints than the non-optimal 

candidates.  

 

(2.3) Violations of multiple low-ranked constraints 

 

/Input/ C1 C2 C3 C4 

Candidate A *!    

Candidate B  *!   

Candidate C    ✓   * * 

 

Even though Candidates A and B violate only one constraint each, while Candidate C – 

two constraints, the constraints violated by the latter are lower-ranked. This scenario is 

due to the principle of Strict Domination, according to which satisfying lower-ranked 

constraint does not promote a candidate that violates a high ranked constraint. 

 The OT framework of analysis is chosen for the treatment of high vowels in this 

dissertation primarily due to the possibility of representing various grammatical 

pressures, encoded as constraints, within a single grammar. The surface realization of 

high vowels in final syllables is shown to result from an interplay between two 

markedness constraints that regulate segmental weight – a constraint calling for all 

vowels to be monomoraic (V-µ) and a constraint assigning weight based on sonority 

(SON-Weight), on the one hand, and the constraint that imposes a minimum foot size 

(FTMin-µ), on the other. In brief, OT allows to formally express and prioritize the 

various forces of markedness whose complex interplay leads to the variable surface 

realizations. Furthermore, the variable realizations of high vowels are represented in 

different possible candidates provided by Gen. When the optimal form is selected under 

a specific ranking, one or more of the losing candidates, although fatally penalized in a 

given tableau, is a form alternating with the winner.  
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 Chapter 2 is organized as follows. Section 2.2 motivates the proposal for a 

Minimal Prosodic Word in French – a single light syllable. In Section 2.3, I outline the 

two previous weight-based treatments of some aspects of high vowel behavior in 

Québécois: Déchaine (1991) and Montreuil (2004a,b, 2005). I also demonstrate that 

sonority-to-weight encoding cannot be bypassed in favor of a direct link between 

sonority and prosody, in order to fully account for the facts of Québécois. In Section 

2.4, I develop the current proposal for phonological weight in Québécois, as supported 

by the facts of high vowel distribution. Section 2.5 presents a theory of foot for 

Québécois: a unary moraic foot. The parameters of the foot and the distribution of high 

vowels in this foot are analyzed in an Optimality-Theoretic framework. Section 2.6 

briefly summarizes the proposal and concludes the chapter. 

 

2.2 The Minimal Prosodic Word in French  

 

The prevailing consensus in the literature posits absence of foot structure in 

French. To the extent that feet can be constructed, a foot is assumed to correspond to a 

syllable on the surface. Phrase-final stress infallibly falls on the last syllable, or simple 

foot, of the phrase-final prosodic word, regardless of the constitution of the syllable 

rime, the quality of the nucleus, or the number of syllables in the word.  

 

(2.4) Redundant foot structure of „carnet‟, „carême‟, „calqué‟, „caribou‟ 

 

 (ka nɛ)  (ka rεm)      (kal) ke)   (ka) (ri)  ) 

  

The above examples demonstrate that for the purposes of stress assignment, the concept 

of foot is superfluous in this syllable-timed language. Additionally, the distribution of 

stress shown in (2.4) is not reflective of the Weight-to-Stress Principle (Prince 1990): 

simple rimes, regardless of the quality of the nucleus, and branching rimes attract stress, 

as long as they are final. Thus, neither foot structure beyond the redundant syllable-
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based foot nor quantity-sensitivity is of utility in the phonology of French in terms of 

the behavior of stress. 

 Given the absence of motivation to posit foot structure based on the location of 

stress, two other kinds of feet have been proposed in French: an uneven trochee to 

account for the distribution of the underlying schwa (Selkirk 1978, further elaborated in 

Montreuil 1993 and Bullock 1994), and an iambic foot that serves as the mapping 

template for outputs of prosodic-morphological operations such as abbreviations, 

acronyms, hypocoristics and reduplication (Scullen 1997), discussed below in Section 

2.3.  

In Selkirk (1978), a simple, i.e. redundant, foot demonstrated in (2.4) is 

contrasted with a derived foot. The core assumption behind a derived foot is that no 

syllable with a schwa-nucleus can constitute a foot of its own. Thus, if a nucleus 

contains a schwa, the syllable is combined with the syllable to the left to form a foot. A 

schematic representation of obligatory foot formation with corresponding examples is 

reproduced below.20  

 

(2.5) French Foot Formation (Selkrik 1978: 107-8) 

 

a. The Simple Foot                                                     

 C0 V C0  →  (C0 V C0)        

          (mal) „mal‟ 

 

b. The Derived Foot 

C0 V C0. C0 ə C0 # X →  (C0 V C0 . C0 ə C0)    

        ku (lœ. vrə) „couleuvre‟  

        pro (mə. nə) „promène‟ 

 

                                                 
20

 Selkirk (1978) originally uses tree-structure formalism for representing foot-formation, simplified here 

and presented as a footing algorithm. This is also done in subsequent presentations of previous work, unless 

noted otherwise. 
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 The rightmost syllable containing the schwa is a dependent syllable: the schwa 

in the dependent syllable of the derived foot deletes, provided that it is separated by a 

single consonant from the preceding vowel, i.e. does not produce an unsyllabifiable 

cluster. This type of analysis allows Selkirk to state the stress rule in terms of feet: the 

last foot in the word is stressed (Selkirk 1978: 110). The stress is realized on the full 

vowel contained in the left, strong branch of the foot.  

 Selkirk‟s assumption of the monosyllabic foot is endorsed in Bullock (1994). 

However, for Bullock, Selkirk‟s dependent syllable is a degenerate foot which deletes if 

the onset consonant can be mapped into the previous foot.  

 

(2.6) Refooting (Bullock 1994: 7) 

 

(d y) (r ə)  →  (d y) (r ə)  →  (d y r) 

    ə-deletion 

 

The resultant foot [dyr] obeys the canonical syllable template in Bullock‟s analysis: it 

can include a single coda consonant at most. Thus, schwa deletion is motivated by foot 

structure, i.e. elimination of the degenerate foot in favor of a unary foot.  

 In Bullock (1998), schwa-elimination is analyzed as weak-branch elimination in 

the binary foot, much like the earlier dependent syllable of Selkirk, in favor of a unary 

one. Under Bullock‟s analysis, schwa-final feet can resolve the degenerate nucleus via 

two strategies: strengthening it by turning it into a full vowel or deleting it altogether. 

 

(2.7) Resolving the uneven foot (Bullock 1998: 64) 

 

a. Weak Branch Phonemicization: 

[σ x] => [σ σ], where the weak branch σ is [ ] 

  (for.ʒə)(rᴐ ) => (forʒø)rᴐ     (Bullock 1998: 58) 
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b. Weak Branch Elimination (Bullock 1998) 

 [σ x] => [σ] 

       maiso(ne.tə) => maiso(net)  „maisonnette‟ (Bullock 1998: 57) 

 (e.∫ə)lᴐ => (e∫)lᴐ  „échelon‟ (Bullock 1998: 58) 

 

 The surfacing of the underlying schwa as the front rounded mid-vowel, as 

opposed to schwa-elimination, in (2.7a), is motivated by phonotactic restrictions: the 

resultant three-consonant cluster is prohibited. As a result, the trochee is even and the 

Trochaic Law is thus respected by the surface foot structure. This is a word-internal 

phenomenon. If there are no such restrictions, or when the uneven trochee is word-final, 

Bullock argues that French resolves the uneven trochee by eliminating the offending 

branch, as in (2.7b). The weak-branch elimination strategy applies to a significantly 

greater number of disyllabic lexical items, and results in a great number of 

monosyllabic words. It is thus this unary monosyllabic unit that constitutes the Minimal 

PrWd in French, according to Bullock.  

 A proposal for a quantity-sensitive minimal word in French is offered in Scullen 

(1997) – an extensive analysis of outputs of prosodic-morphological operations in 

French. Based on the final-syllable distribution of tense/lax variants of mid-vowels in 

SF (Loi de position), Meridional French, and in Québécois21, as well as the distribution 

of high vowels in Québécois, Scullen posits moraic coda consonants in French. She 

argues that the output of truncation in French, exemplified in the formation of 

abbreviations, acronyms, hypocoristics etc., conforms to an iambic template, which 

consists of one or two of the following foot shapes: (H), (LL), and (LH).  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
21

 See Scullen (1997: 26-37). Scullen reports the most robust correlation between the tenseness 

specification of mid vowels and the presence of the coda in Meridional French, followed by Québécois, 

with “a fairly regular generalization”, and by the “suggestive” (Scullen 1997: 29) facts of SF. The status of 

this correlation in Québécois is discussed here following a table with representative data in (23). 
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(2.8) Prosodic abbreviations in French (Scullen 1997: 94) 

 

[fakylte] → [fak] (H) „faculté‟/ „fac‟ 

[labᴐratwar] → [la.bo] (LL) „laboratoire‟/ „labo‟ 

[manifɛstasjᴐ ] → [ma.nif] (LH) „manifestation‟/ „manif‟ 

 

 Abbreviations can also contain more than one foot, or one foot and an unfooted, 

light syllable: e.g. „météo‟ – (LL) L, and „distrib‟ – (H)(H), respectively. For Scullen, 

this iambic foot and its three instantiations constitute a Minimal Prosodic Word in 

French. The foot proposed by Scullen is in compliance with moraic binarity. However, 

an important contradiction arises: a large number of lexical items in French violate the 

iambic minimality (examples reproduced from Scullen 1997: 102):  

 

(2.9) Monomoraic violations of foot binarity 

 

pot  [po]  „container‟ eau  [o]  „water‟ 

loup  [lu]  „wolf‟  rue  [ry]  „street‟ 

lait [lɛ]  „milk‟  feu  [fø]  „fire‟ 

clé  [kle]  „key‟  sang  [sã]  „blood‟ 

rat  [ra]  „rat‟  nom  [nᴐ ]  „name‟ 

 

 As Scullen correctly points out, these words cannot be considered function 

words, which are cross-linguistically accepted violations of word-minimality. These 

forms can potentially be accounted for as lexical exceptions to foot minimality (cf 

McCarthy and Prince 1993b), with word-minimality holding for the rest of the lexical 

entries in a language. Alternatively, the binary word minimality can be said to be 

limited to truncation. Scullen, following Itô and Mester (1992), assumes that it is only 

lexical items derived from some prosodic-morphological processes, labeled as “p-

derived words” in their work, that are subject to the binarity condition, i.e. the iambic 
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foot is active only in prosodic-morphological operations. As such, the principle of 

binarity does not apply to the rest of the lexicon in French. 

 The prosody of the language determines whether binarity is interpreted at the 

moraic or the syllabic level, the latter for quantity-sensitive languages and the former 

for quantity-insensitive languages. French, viewed as a quantity-insensitive language, 

does not appear to meet this requirement at either level of analysis: many words are 

monosyllabic with a short vowel as the only constituent of the rime. Languages that 

depart from this principle are ones that do not have a foot structure, also commonly 

assumed for French. In light of these observations, it appears that French, a quantity-

insensitive language with no foot structure, fails to show word minimality effects.  

 The point of departure of the current analysis is that foot structure does have a 

place in French prosody and that some distributional patterns of Québécois, specifically 

high vowels, suggest that quantity-sensitivity may be a factor. In sum, although foot 

structure and quantity-sensitivity are not appropriate descriptors for French in the 

traditional sense, they can be posited to account for a subset of phenomena.  

 As such, if it is assumed, by hypothesis, that French displays word minimality 

effects, it remains to be determined what the parameters of the minimal word are. 

According to McCarthy and Prince (1993b), word minimality is not represented in a 

separate constraint in the grammar – it is instead a combination of two prosodic 

pressures: the Prosodic Hierarchy demanding for each PrWd to dominate a foot and 

Foot Binarity. When both of these constraints are undominated, only binary words are 

optimal. To allow subminimal, monomoraic, and thus monosyllabic, words to constitute 

PrWds, Foot Binarity must be dominated by Prosodic Hierarchy. No augmentation is 

observed as a way of enforcing binarity. A brief OT illustration is shown below:  
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(2.10) Absence of binarity effects in Minimal PrWd in French 

 

 Exhaustivity(FT): Prosodic words dominate feet (Selkirk 1995) 

 

 FTBin: Feet are binary at either syllabic or moraic level of analysis (Prince and  

 Smolensky 1993) 

 

DEP: Every mora and segment in the output has a correspondent in the input 

(MCarthy 1997) 

 

„lait‟ 

/lɛ/ Exhaustivity(FT) DEP FTBin 

a. lɛ *!   

b. (lɛµ) ✓  * * 

c. (lɛµµ)  **!  

d. (lɛµtµ)  **!  

 

The footed candidate (2.10b) does not augment to satisfy FTBin and surfaces as the 

winner. Candidates (2.10c) and (2.10d) satisfy FTBin at the expense of the more highly 

ranked DEP, and are thus eliminated. Candidate (10a) respects DEP but has no foot 

projection – a fatal violation. Under the ranking of PrWd, DEP >> FTBin, 

monomoraic feet are shown to have a foot projection despite the violation of binarity. 

 The tableau in (2.10) analyzes French as a language that displays minimal word 

effects based on a foot projection. With short vowels projecting a mora, I assume that 

the MinPrWd in French is a single light syllable L: 

 

(2.11) MinPrWd = L 

 

 (miµ) „mie‟  (lɛµ) „lait‟  (bᴐ µ) „bon‟  (drαµ) „drap‟ 
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 French is a language characterized by open syllabification: the majority – 75% 

of syllables in French are open (Delattre 1966). This means that if codas are posited to 

be weight-bearing in French, resulting in H as the prosodic shape of the word, the 

majority of French syllables still conform to the shape L.  

 In sum, although cross-linguistically the minimal word is binary at either the 

syllabic or the moraic level of analysis, violations of putative binarity in French are 

abundant – many lexical items are monosyllabic, monomoraic forms. The minimal word 

size for French is assumed here to be a single light syllable. 

 

2.3 Weight-based treatment of Québécois high vowel distribution 

 

The first weight-based treatment of the distribution of Québécois high vowels is 

a unified treatment of the tense/lax alternation, devoicing, and deletion in Déchaine 

(1991). Déchaine proposes a metrical template based on relative prosodic prominence of 

syllables, with initial secondary stress is assumed for Québécois. Rimes associated to 

primary and secondary stress positions undergo weight-gain, represented via the 

mechanism of mapping to root nodes. Another weight-based account of high vowel 

behavior, Montreuil (2004b), also looks at surface tense high vowels as phonologically 

heavier than their lax counterparts, but quantifies the weight distinctions within the 

framework of Moraic Theory (Hayes 1995), slightly modified for the facts of 

Québécois. These treatments supply two fundamental assumptions underlying the 

current proposal: (1) lax high vowels and tense high vowels are phonologically distinct, 

and that distinction is weight-based, and (2) there is a prominence relationship among 

the rimes of polysyllabic words. The intermediary of weight between sonority and foot 

structure is essential to a complete foot-based account of high vowels behavior in 

Québécois. 
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 2.3.1 Déchaine (1991) 

At the core of the proposal contained in Déchaine (1991) is the posited length 

distinction between high tense and high lax vowels. Tenseness is a derivative of length, 

or the number of root nodes to which the high vowel is associated. Short (lax) high 

vowels are mapped to a single root node, while long (tense) high vowels, to two. These 

assumptions are represented below, reproduced from Déchaine (1991: 108): 

 

(2.12) Representation of weight in Déchaine (1991)22 

 

a. N      b. N 

 

x  x x 

 

Rt  Rt 

[-tense] [+tense] 

 

In (2.12a), the vowel is mapped to a single root node underlyingly, while in (2.12b), the 

vowel is mapped to two root nodes as a result of weight gain, represented by a dotted 

line. Weight gain is obligatory in strong rimes, or rimes exhaustively dominated by [s], 

but is optional in rimes non-exhaustively dominated by [s]. No weight gain may take 

place in weak rimes, under this analysis. The proposed metrical template is as follows: 

 

(2.13) Metrical template (Déchaine 1991: 108) 

 

 

w    s        

 

      s (w)   s 

                                                 
22

 The original formalism is preserved here and in (2.13) and (2.14) for the sake of a clear and precise 

exposition of the author‟s proposal. 
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The rightmost strong rime, exhaustively dominated by an s-node, represents the position 

of primary stress. In this position, a high vowel associated to a single root node must 

gain weight, as shown in (2.12b). The leftmost strong rime is not exhaustively 

dominated by an s-node, which means that the weight gain is optional, and the vowel 

may remain associated to a single root node, i.e. surface as lax. The vowel in the weak 

rime, i.e. the medial one, may not augment and surface as tense. According to this 

analysis, a word like „lit‟ /li/ can only surface as [li], whereas a word like „mijoter‟ 

/miʒᴐte/ can surface with a lax high vowel [mɪʒᴐte] and with a tense vowel [miʒᴐte]. 

However, for Déchaine, a word like „camouflage‟ /kamuflaʒ/ cannot surface with a 

tense vowel [kamᴜflaʒ], but *[kamuflaʒ], unless such a vowel is word-medial but 

morpheme-final. This generalization, prohibiting tenseness in weak medial rimes in 

which a morphological boundary cannot be posited, is problematic and is not supported 

by any other data reports in the literature.  In fact, medial tense high vowels in open 

syllables are not only largely attested but are expected. A discussion of this 

contradiction in data will be undertaken in Chapter 3, with the current chapter limited to 

high vowel behavior in final syllables or monosyllables.  

In Déchaine‟s analysis, the final syllable – a rime exhaustively dominated by [s] 

– is the most prominent metrical position in the word: it is the location of primary stress 

where weight gain is obligatory, and no segmental weakening can take place. 

 For a high vowel to surface as lax, i.e. without branching the root node, the rime 

must contain an additional, distinctive root node. This root node may be occupied by a 

consonant:  

 

(2.14) C-final [s]-rimes (Déchaine 1991: 110) 

 

  s 

            R 

x        x 

    Rt (ɪ)     Rt (s)  e.g. [pᴐ.lɪs] 
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 This analysis appears to imply that there is a size minimality restriction on the 

final metrical constituent: [s]-rime under [s]-node at the word level. This restriction 

seems to be two skeletal slots – x  x, whether under a branching root node resulting 

from weight gain, or from two underlying root nodes. An alternative interpretation of 

the minimal size imposed on the final syllables, in terms of weight units, is undertaken 

in Montreuil (2004a,b, 2005). 

 

  2.3.2 Montreuil (2004a,b, 2005) 

 Montreuil (2004a,b, 2005) establish a framework in which the surface realization 

of high vowels is derived from syllabic weight. Montreuil‟s analysis is based on a 

proposal for a relationship between inherent segmental sonority and phonological 

weight. Québécois vowels are divided into three tiers of height with corresponding 

degrees of sonority: high vowels (Deg1), mid vowels (Deg2), and low vowels (Deg3)23. 

Deg2 and Deg3 vowels are associated to the unmarked weight value of -µ. The split 

between Deg1 vowels and Deg2 and Deg3 vowels is viewed as phonologically 

significant. To represent this distinction within Moraic Theory in his earlier work, 

Montreuil uses a half-mora with a notation of γ to encode the inherent weight of high 

vowels (Montreuil 2004a,b).  

 

(2.15) Sonority-to-Weight for Québécois -- vowels  

 

Vowels:        Deg3              Deg2                      Deg1 

                low vowels     mid vowels             high vowels 

                                

                                 µ                                        γ 

 

                                                 
23

 For an example of an analysis that relates vowel height and syllable weight, see the treatment of the 

diachronic change in Finnish – the analogical leveling of the genitive plural formation, in Anttila and Cho 

(1998). Predictably, Anttila and Cho posit a universal constraint hierarchy in which heavy syllables prefer 

low vowels while light syllables prefer high vowels. Their hypothesis is supported by the observation that 

both vowel height and syllable weight correlate with duration.  
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According to Montreuil, consonants are also weight-bearers in Québécois. All 

consonants outside the class of voiced continuants are inherently weightless, while 

voiced continuants are associated to the half-mora γ. This sonority distinction between 

voiced continuants and all other consonants is based on the fact that the former 

constitutes a group of lengthening consonants: high vowels preceding them surface as 

tense and lengthened or lax and diphthongized. 

 

(2.16) Sonority-to-Weight in Québécois – consonants  

 

Consonants:       Deg4                       Deg3               Deg2             Deg1 

                   +vce, +cont            -vce, +cont      +vce, -cont      -vce, -cont  

 

                          γ                                                   0 

 

In coda position, consonants‟ inherent weight is augmented to the next weight 

value, contributing weight to the total weight of the rime – positional weight. Thus, 

voiced continuants become fully moraic, while all other consonants become associated 

to v. The fully moraic voiced continuants participate in µ-sharing: 

 

(2.17) µ-share (Montreuil 2005:12) 

 

          µ        µ                                        γ        µ 

 

p a r    [pa:r]  p i r   [pi:r] 

 

Montreuil posits a quantitative minimum for word-final syllables: they must be 

heavier than γ. Lax high vowels, linked to a number that is too low, are unable to 

constitute a PrWd on their own, illustrated in (2.18c) below. In syllables containing a 

coda, the minimum is achieved and high vowels surface as lax, given that high vowels 
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are associated to v and laxness is said to be redundant on weight (2.18b). In (2.18a), a 

high vowel in an open syllable meets the weight minimum via association to a full 

mora, which on the surface corresponds to tenseness. 

 

(2.18) Weight minima in high vowel surface distribution (Montreuil 2004a) 

 

a.                            b.                                        c.     

µ   γ  γ                            γ 

 

l i   p  ɪ  p  *l ɪ 

  

 In Montreuil (2005), degrees of sonority correspond to degrees of weight, 

instead of moraic associations. The half-mora is equivalent to the weight number 1, i.e. 

lax high vowels are associated to 1. This means that the total syllable weight number 

must exceed 1. This can be achieved either by an association to 2, posited for all non-

high vowels and surface-tense high vowels, or by a weight-contributing coda. Voiced 

continuants are associated to 2, while all other consonants to 1. Long vowels are 3.  

 Doing away with moraic associations in favor of weight numbers avoids the 

need to work with potentially controversial fragmented weight. However, the analysis is 

still based on the quantity-sensitivity of Québécois syllables, which is traditionally 

expressed in terms of moraic associations. Conversely, it can be very well argued that 

the step of sonority-to-weight encoding is less than necessary to analyze the distribution 

of these vowels: positing a minimum sonority threshold and working solely with 

degrees of sonority, without translating them to weight, may be sufficient. This issue is 

explored in the following section. 

 

2.3.3  To weigh or not to weigh?  

Before outlining the proposal for phonological weight in Québécois, at the core 

of which are weight distinctions between vowels based on their relative sonority, I will 
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motivate the weight-based approach. I will show that bypassing weight and constructing 

a prosodic account on sonority alone is not a viable analysis for the facts of Québécois. 

In other words, Sonority → Prosody → Surface Form is not the correct approach, while 

Sonority → Weight → Prosody → Surface Form is. 

 Bypassing weight has a number of advantages for a potential analysis. It yields a 

simpler grammar, eliminates the need to posit quantity-sensitivity, controversially for a 

dialect of French, and with it, the need to posit an inherent quantitative distinction 

between high and non-high vowels.  

  A direct relationship between segmental sonority and prosodic structure is 

explored in Zec (2003). In her analysis of Mordwin, Zec finds that non-high vowels 

consistently receive stress, while high vowels are stressable only if no non-high vowel 

is available: tuc‟än‟ä, „cloud‟, „tušχndat24 „you go away‟, but „kuli‟ti „in that ash‟ (Zec 

2003: 128). Zec puts forth a principle of Prosodic Peak Transparency, which states that 

prosodic constituents higher on the hierarchy impose more restrictive sonority 

thresholds than those subordinated to them. As such, given the facts of Mordwin, she 

concludes that the Minimal Sonority Threshold imposed by the foot is [-cons, -high], 

while that imposed by the syllable is [-cons]. A representation of this analysis is shown 

in (2.19) below: 

 

(2.19) Minimal Sonority Threshold: SON-µ, SON-σ, SON-F (Zec 2003) 

(h-constituent head) 

      F   SON-F 

     σh   SON-σ 

µh µ  SON-µ 

 

s1 s2 s3 

 

                                                 
24

 In Zec (2003) [χ] is a high, central, unrounded vowel 
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Segment s3 is under the jurisdiction of SON-µ, while segment s2 is under all three SON 

constraints: if a segment meets the sonority threshold imposed by the foot, it also 

satisfies those imposed by lower prosodic units, SON-σ and SON-µ. 

 It can be suggested that in Québécois, as in Mordwin, the least sonorous vowels 

are subject to restrictions in the final syllable, if a further sonority distinction is posited 

between tense high and more centralized lax high vowels. The critical difference, 

however, is that in Mordwin, low-sonority vowels are not permitted in the foothead, or 

stressed syllable position, while in Québécois they are excluded from that position only 

if the syllable is open, but are fine when the syllable is closed: [sɪt], [ku.tʏm], [ʃu.krᴜt]. 

By contrast, in Mordwin, the presence of a coda does not lead to stressability of the 

high-vowel headed syllable: [sa.sχn.dat] „you arrive‟.  

 A similar alternative analysis with the same outcome is provided by the 

Stringent Markedness approach and its Stringent Sonority constraints (Prince 1998): a 

foothead containing a vowel whose sonority is too low is penalized,*HdF/ɪ,ʏ,ᴜ. While 

this works for a language like Takia (Ross 2002): [nanun], „child-3sg‟, *nanun, [sobul], 

„feast‟, *[sobul], this generalization does not hold in Québécois, given, once again, that 

low sonority vowels are perfectly licit in the final syllable, when that syllable is closed. 

In Takia, the stressability status of a syllable headed by a high vowel is not altered by 

the presence or absence of a coda, while in Québécois, a coda is what allows high 

vowels to surface as lax in final stressed syllables.  

 In sum, mechanisms restricting the sonority of the nucleus fail to account for the 

facts of Québécois: low sonority-vowels are allowed in head prosodic positions as long 

as the syllable is closed. Conversely, a weight-based approach proposed here can 

evaluate the total moraic count of the rime and thus account for the grammaticality of 

forms like [sɪt] – the total weight of the rime exceeds the monomoraic requirement for 

the minimal size. 

 As a reasonable objection to the above conclusion, it can be proposed that a coda 

be incorporated into the evaluation of the rime via another mechanism, i.e. one other 

than quantity. An example of this kind of analysis is found in Crowhurst and Michael 
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(2005). In their analysis of Nanti, Crowhurst and Michael posit a quality-based peak 

prominence hierarchy for foot-level stress, according to which the syllable‟s 

stressability is determined by the quality of its nuclear vowel: a >e,o,u >i (Crowhurst 

and Michael 2005: 54). However, in non-primary feet, the presence of a coda overrides 

the quality of the vowel – a closed syllable (C)VN is stronger than any (C)V syllable, 

even if the vowel in the latter is stronger on the prominence scale. Instead of attributing 

weight to the coda via Weight-by-Position, the authors opt for a weightless analysis. In 

short, preference is given to stressed syllables with a branching mora. To represent the 

relative prominence of closed syllable in comparison with open syllables, the following 

constraints are proposed: 

 

(2.20) Analysis of closed syllables without weight – Crowhurst and Michael  

 (2005: 69) 

 

* PFT/MON: No foot peak has a nuclear mora dominating a single  

                   [-consonantal] root node. 

* PFT/DIPH: No foot peak has a nuclear mora dominating two  

                   [-consonantal] root nodes.  

 

In this analysis, *PFT/MON outranks *PF/DIPH. When *PF/MON is also ranked above 

the sonority prominence requirement, the desired effect is achieved: (C)VN >(C)V and 

(C)VVN >(C)VV.25 While this analysis is driven by selecting the most prominent 

syllable for stress assignment, it can potentially be transferred to the high vowel 

distribution in the final syllable: instead of stressability, the minimality of the syllable 

(foot) can be evaluated.  

 This approach cannot be applied to the facts of Québécois. On a more general 

level, closed syllables are not preferred to open syllables in French: as previously 

                                                 
25

 For the structural representation of CV, CVN, CVV and CVVN rimes on which these generalizations are 

based, see Crowhurst and Michael (2005). 
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discussed, French is characterized by open syllabification. Positing a highly-ranked 

constraint that rules out an unmarked structure is hardly analytically sound (cf 

discussion of lenient constraints in Gouskova 2003).  

 Let us assume that the first objection is disregarded and pursue this line of 

analysis.  The form [pi] can be successfully selected over *[pɪ], on the basis of sonority, 

if the following sonority scale is assumed for high vowels: i, y, u >ɪ, ʏ, ᴜ . (*PFT/ ɪ, ʏ, 

ᴜ >> PFT/ i, y, u, modeled on *PF/Hi in Crowhurst and Michael 2005: 69). For the 

sake of an OT illustration, high vowels are analyzed here as lax underlyingly, which 

leads to violations of identity to the input value of tenseness (IDENT-IO[tense]26). An 

OT tableau for *[pɪ] vs [pi] is shown in (18) below: 

 

(2.21) *PFT/ ɪ, ʏ, ᴜ >> *PFT/ i, y, u >> IDENT-IO[tense] 

 

/pɪ/ *PF/ ɪ, ʏ, ᴜ  *PF/ i, y, u IDENT-IO[tense] 

a. pɪ  *!   

b. pi  ✓  * * 

 

In the analysis presented in (2.21), the candidate with a lax vowel, (2.21a) is fatally 

penalized for constituting the worse foot peak due to its lower sonority. The tense 

candidate violates a less highly ranked peak constraint, as well as faithfulness, and wins.  

 When the syllable is closed, the candidate with the lax variant must win. This is 

the point at which this type of analysis runs into a problem. In Crowhurst and Michael, 

*PFT/MON outranks *PF/ Height constraints and yields the correct winner because the 

choice is between an open and a closed syllable, i.e. a simple and a complex mora. 

Here, however, the choice is between two candidates with complex moras, which 

                                                 
26

 IDENT-IO[tense]: A segment has identical specification of the feature [tense] in the input and the 

ouput. One violation per segment that violates this condition. 
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equally satisfy *PFT/DIPH. The result is the incorrect selection of the more sonorous, 

tense candidate, unattested in the closed syllable. 

 

(2.22) *PFT/MON >>*PF/ ɪ, ʏ, ᴜ >>*PF/ i, y, u >> IDENT-IO[tense] 

 

/pɪp/ *PFT/MON *PF/ ɪ, ʏ, ᴜ  *PF/ i, y, u IDENT-

IO[tense] 

a. pɪp    *!   

b. pip ✓   * * 

 

Changing *PFT/MON into *PFT/DIPH, or re-ranking them, will not accomplish the 

desired objective, given that the candidates compared have the same structure in terms 

of the complexity of the mora. 

 Aside from obtaining lax vowels in closed syllables, a sonority-based account 

that bypasses weight is problematic for the realization of high vowels as tense and 

lengthened as opposed to lax and short when the coda is a voiced continuant. Sonority 

alone cannot establish a phonological relationship between the type of coda and the 

nucleus that results in the lengthening of the latter. A weight-based account achieves 

this via a mechanism of µ-sharing (see (2.17)). 

 To sum up, a weightless, sonority-based analysis is not possible to completely 

account for the distribution of high vowels in the final syllable in Québécois. While 

sonority-based prominence peak constraints can rule out low-sonority high vowels in 

favor of high sonority high vowels, as in (2.21), it is unable to predict the realization of 

lax vowels in closed syllables, (2.22), given that a weightless mechanism does not 

appear to be able to establish the necessary relationship between the nucleus and the 

coda. Conversely, a single weight-based mechanism is able to do so and yield the 

correct realization of tense vs. lax as function of the presence of the coda: weight 

differentiates between the two types of high vowels and compares the sum of that 
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weight and the coda, on the one hand, and the proposed minimum for the rime, on the 

other. Thus, tenseness becomes either an absolute quantitative necessity, as in (2.21), or 

an unnecessary quantitative luxury where minima are met by other means, resolving 

(2.22). 

 Sonority allows us to posit an inherent phonetic split between high and non-high 

vowels, and translate it into an inherent phonological split, the lower grammatical 

weight assigned to the former. This achieves phonological alignment between tense high 

vowels and non-high vowels that reflects important commonalities in their distribution 

in regards to size minima: they may surface in the final open syllable (and are preferred 

in non-final open syllables, as the subsequent chapters will show). Furthermore, a 

sonority-based analysis would miss the generalization of phonological equivalency 

between open syllables containing tense high vowels and closed syllables with lax high 

nuclei – minimally L. 

 As subsequent discussions will show, the distributional facts of high vowels in 

the non-final environment also lend themselves to a unified weight-based account, 

consistent with the assumptions posited for the final foot. Given the current view that 

sonority alone cannot account for the distribution in the final foot, a pure sonority-based 

account cannot be successfully transferred to analyze the non-final environment. This 

will be further illustrated in Chapter 3, where the non-final environment is analyzed. 

 In light of this discussion, the following model for the prosodically-motivated 

distributional pattern of high vowels in Québécois is adopted for this dissertation. 
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(2.23) High vowel processor 

 

                            HEIGHT ⇒ SONORITY   

high vowels are less sonorous 

⇓ 

               WEIGHT 

                                less sonorous vowels are lighter, hypomoraic 

                    ⇓ 

POSITION (foot structure) 

all syllables are dominated by minimally monomoraic feet 

⇓ 

WEIGHT (adjusted for foot)  

hypomoraic vowels surface as monomoraic to satisfy foot minimality 

⇓ 

                    SURFACE REALIZATION 

hypomoraic high vowels are realized as lax, monomoraic vowels are realized as tense 

  

To sum up, to weigh or not to weigh? To weigh.  

 

2.4 A proposal for phonological weight in Québécois  

 

 2.4.1  A sonority-based phonological split in Québécois vowels 

 Kenstowicz (1996) outlines two phonetic properties determining vocalic 

sonority: height and peripherality. Lower vowels are more sonorous than high vowels, 

and peripheral vowels are more sonorous than central vowels.  
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(2.24) Vocalic Sonority scale (Kenstowicz 1996) 

 

a. Height : a, æ,  > e,o > i,u   (low>mid>high) 

b. Peripherality: a, æ, e, o, i, u > ə (peripheral>central) 

 

Both (2.24a) and (2.24b) are of phonological import for the distribution of high 

vowels in Québécois: the former allows us to posit a phonological split between high 

and non-high vowels, while the latter establishes the basis for the phonetic interpretation 

of higher sonority (heavier) high vowels as tense and lower sonority (lighter) high 

vowels as lax. The assumption that lax high vowels are less sonorous is based on the 

fact that these vowels are more centralized. A thorough phonetic study of these vowels 

in Gendron (1966) finds that the lax high front vowels [ɪ] and [ʏ] are more posterior in 

their articulation than their tense counterparts (Gendron 1966: 30-32). Given the lack of 

descriptive data for the lax high back vowel in terms of centrality27, I assume here that it 

is phonologically aligned with the other two high vowels, based on the commonalities in 

phonological behavior and the cross-linguistic generalization that [ᴜ] is more anterior 

than [u] (cf Ladefoged 2001). As such, a further investigation into the precise phonetic 

nature of these vowels in Québécois would be of essence to the current proposal. The 

following vowel sonority hierarchy is posited here for Québécois: 

 

(2.25) Vocalic Sonority scale for Québécois 

 

                a.    Inherent Markedness  

 

Non-high > i, y, u > ɪ, ʏ, ᴜ  

                                             

                               b.     Positional Markedness  

                                                 
27

 In terms of [ᴜ], nothing substantial is mentioned in Gendron (1966) that would allow to make an 

inference about the point of articulation of this vowel in terms of centrality. The hand-drawn figure 

comparing the articulation of [u] and [ᴜ] also fails to provide a definite conclusion (Gendron 1966:186, 

Fig.17).  
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The split in (2.25a), labeled Inherent Markedness, is a height-based distinction, 

opposing high vowels and non-high vowels. In the current analysis, this inherent 

markedness requires that weight be assigned based on relative sonority, which is itself 

based on height. This means that high vowels are assigned lower weight than the rest of 

the vowels. The split in (2.25b), labeled Positional Markedness, aligns tense high 

vowels with non-high vowels. This means that under prosodic pressures, tense high 

vowels are phonologically equivalent to non-high vowels, i.e. have the same surface 

weight.   

 The assumption that the phonological weight distinction deriving tenseness for 

high vowels is premised on height (via sonority), as opposed to tenseness across high, 

mid, and low vowels is of critical import to the analysis of high vowel facts in 

Québécois. In other words, the lower sonority value and consequently, in this model, 

lower weight, distinguishes lax and tense vowels only in the high tier. Based on the 

distributional facts of mid and low vowels, a robust, consistent quantitative distinction 

driven by tenseness cannot be motivated. The distributional facts of Québécois oral 

vowels as function of syllable cut are summarized in the table in (2.26) below. 
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(2.26) Distribution of tense vs. lax segments across vowel heights  (sample 

forms) in Québécois 

 

  Front  Back  

  -round +round -round +round 

High +tense li „lit‟ ly „lu‟  lu „loup‟ 

  *lit „lit‟ *lyt „lute‟  *lup „loupe‟ 

 -tense *lɪ „lit‟ *lʏ „lu‟  *lᴜ „loup‟ 

  lɪt „lit‟28 lʏt „lute‟  lᴜp „loupe‟ 

Mid +tense le „lait‟ fø „feu‟  so „sot‟ 

  *les „laisse‟ møt „meute‟  sot „saute‟ 

 -tense lε „lait‟ *fœ „feu‟  *bɔ „beau‟ 

  lεs „laisse‟ fœj „feuille‟  bɔt „botte‟ 

Low +tense   p  „pas‟  

    p t „pâte‟  

 -tense ma „ma‟    

  mat „matte‟    

  

 The data presented above clearly demonstrates that high vowels are found to be 

in complementary distribution as function of syllable type, while neither the mid vowels 

nor the low vowels as a class display this kind of distributional symmetry. 

In Montreuil (2004a), discussed previously, the distinction in surface weight 

association of high lax and high tense vowels is captured via γ vs µ, or, in the later 

analysis, via weight numbers – 1 vs 2. Hyman (1985) claims that “syllable weight is 

<…> necessarily tied to the existence of vowel length (vowel tenseness) opposition” 

(Hyman 1985: 6). When discussing syllable weight, Hyman systematically refers to 

long, or tense, and short, or lax vowels. A juxtaposition of tenseness and length easily 

lends itself to positing a weight distinction for Québécois high vowels: tense vowels are 

                                                 
28

 Alternative pronunciation of „lit‟ in Québécois, [lɪt] 
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longer while lax vowels are shorter. In such a case, tense vowels may be represented as 

branching, bimoraic structures, while lax vowels are singly associated. Under this view, 

the following representation may be adopted for Québécois: 

 

(2.27) Possible representation of lax vs tense vowels (not retained) 

 

                          μ                                μ    μ 

  

                          V [+high, +tense]            V [+high, -tense] 

 

 The view of tenseness as structurally bi-positional and laxness as uni-positional 

is adopted in Déchaine (1991): lax high vowels are represented as associated to a single 

root node, while tense high vowels to two. However, no structural analysis is provided 

for the tense vs lax vowels of the non-high tiers. Such an analysis is found in Scullen 

(1993), who proposes a weight distinction between lax mid and high vowels on the one 

hand and tense mid and high vowels on the other in order to motivate final coda 

moraicity in French. Relying on representative data from Meridional French, where Loi 

de position29 applies categorically, Scullen shows that the non-occurrence of tense 

vowels in a final closed syllable is conditioned by the bi-moraicity of the rime: if a coda 

is moraic, as she claims, then the moraic value of the nuclear vowel cannot exceed one 

mora. Therefore, tense vowels must be bimoraic while lax vowels are monomoraic, 

since a trimoraic syllable count is not desirable.  

 While this analysis is very convincing given the facts of Meridional French, the 

Loi de position is not as robust as neither in SF nor in Québécois, where it represents 

merely a tendency in stressed syllables, and much more strongly manifested in the 

rounded mid-vowels, with the unrounded pair highly contrastive in open syllables 

(examples provided in (2.26)).  Furthermore, Dumas (1974) reports that Québécois 

dialects allow the occurrence of the three tense mid vowels before [r] and more 

                                                 
29

 The Law of Position, describes the distributional tendency for mid-vowels in French: open-mid in closed 

syllables, close-mid in open syllables. 
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generally, before other consonants in closed stressed syllables, where they are 

absolutely prohibited in SF. For example, the Montréal dialect of Québécois contains 

the following alternations, whereas only the second member of the pair is allowed in 

SF: [ed] ~ [ɛd] for „aide‟, [p :r] ~ [pœ:r] for „peur‟ (Dumas 1974: 39). It appears that in 

Québécois, even more so than in SF, the relationship between the syllable cut and the 

vowel specification for tenseness is less than categorical for mid-vowels, while applying 

without fail to the high vowel series. In sum, the contrast in distributional facts of mid-

vowels vs high vowels makes proposing an analogous phonological distinction for the 

tense and lax series in the two tiers rather problematic. 

 Although the correlation between the syllable cut and the tenseness specification 

of the vowel is not as robust, bimoraicity of the French rime and the status of coda as 

moraic merit further consideration. Féry (1999) also endorses the relationship between 

vowel length and quality in French as a function of syllable cut. For Féry, as for 

Scullen, rimes are minimally and maximally bi-moraic, i.e have exactly two moras. 

When both moras are associated to a vowel in a surface-closed syllable, such as [kᴐ t] 

„conte‟ and [kart] „carte‟ (Féry 1999: 13), the consonant following a tense vowel is 

excluded from this syllable, while in a syllable headed by a lax vowel only one 

following consonant is included. The material that cannot be accommodated by the bi-

moraic allowance of the rime, is pushed into the following nucleusless constituent. Féry 

proposes to analyze this constituent as a semisyllable: a syllable with no nucleus in the 

word final position30. Examples are reproduced from Féry (1999) below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
30

 This view resonates with the an analysis of French rimes as containing at most one consonant followed 

by an onset in Dell (1995) and the view that French rimes are maximally bi-positional, with the two slots 

occupied by sonorants only in Plénat (1987). 
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(2.28) Syllabification in French: core syllable + semisyllable 

 

a. fᴐr. t 

b. kal. k 

c. pi. tr  

d. ar. br 

e. sjεk. l 

f. du. bl 

 

Codas are only permitted in syllables where the nucleus is lax: examples (2.28a), 

(2.28b), (2.28d) and (2.28e). Conversely, in the examples (2.28c) and (2.28f), the 

nucleus is tense, both moras of the bimoraic rime are occupied, the post-nuclear 

consonant is syllabified into the onset of the following semi-syllable. The structure of 

the core syllable and the semisyllable is shown below:  

 

(2.29) Syllable structure in French (Féry 1999: 13) 

 

      Core syllable                +              Semisyllable       

            σ                                                            σ 

   

Onset         Rime                                     Onset 

 

           µ                 µ 

 

   k                ᴐ                                             t 

   k       a                 r                                   t   

 

 The bi-moraic core syllable and the moraless semisyllable are units of 

phonological organization, in the spirit of the distinction discussed in Lowenstamm 

(1981: 575-7), in which such phonological (“theoretical”) syllables are distinguished 
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from low-level (“intuitive”) syllables. Unlike in Féry‟s analysis, a semisyllable for 

Lowenstamm  can also be moraic – an unsyllabifiable mora (see Kiparksy (2003): an 

analysis of syllabification in three dialects of Arabic). The distinction between a moraic 

and a moraless semisyllable is not critical here. In the current analysis, I assume that 

rimes in French are maximally binary, but I also propose to distance away from the 

abstract notion of the core syllable. To avoid trimoraic rimes, I will follow the analysis 

of conflation proposed in Scullen (1993): the moras of the last two pronounced 

consonants are combined into a single mora, dominating both segments. An example is 

reproduced from Scullen (1993: 50) below: 

 

(2.30) Representation of „fisc‟ in SF [fisk]    

  

                              σ 

 

                          µ       µ 

 

               f          i       s   k 

 

 I will assume the same representation for complex codas – a coda can license 

exactly one mora. This view is aligned with the analysis of French rimes as maximally 

binary, and analyzes French codas as moraic.  

 To return to discussing vowel moraicity as a function of the composition of the 

coda, Féry derives the moraic association for vowels from the structure of the coda: a 

vowel is monomoraic if it allows a tautosyllabic consonant in the rime, and it is 

bimoraic if it doesn‟t. Conversely, Scullen derives coda moraicity based on the 

assumption that tense vowels are bimoraic while lax vowels are monomoraic. 

Whichever direction of the analysis is more sound, the behavior of mid-vowels in 

Québécois presents an additional challenge. Unlike SF, Québécois hosts a phonemic 

length opposition between [ɛ] and [ɛ꞉]: [bɛl] „belle‟ – [bɛ꞉l] „bêle‟, [fɛt] „fait‟, „faites‟ – 
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[fɛ꞉t] „fête‟, [mɛtr] „mettre‟ – [mɛ꞉tr] „maître‟ (Walker 1984: 46). The long mid-vowel is 

necessarily a bimoraic constituent, which, in Féry‟s analysis, pushes the coda into the 

onset of the semi-syllable. This is highly problematic for Québécois, which 

diphthongizes long (tense or underlyingly long) vowels in, crucially, closed syllables: 

[fɛ
i
t], [mɛ

i
tr]. In addition, the bimoraic [e] is phonologically 

in the above words – another strike against bi-positional tenseness across the board for 

Québécois. 

 For Scullen, a problem arises when an underlyingly long vowel in above 

examples, bimoraic, is followed by a tautosyllabic cluster. Given that the current view 

assumes the structure in (2.30) for complex codas, a trimoraic syllable results. Thus, I 

will admit a single instance of trimoraic syllables into my analysis: underlyingly long 

vowels followed by a branching coda.  

 

(2.31) Moraic s 31 

 

                          µ      µ      µ 

 

      m       ɛ       t     r 

                  

 The low vowels of Québécois, [a] and [ ], also fail to lend themselves to the bi-

positional tenseness analysis. While it is true that Québécois tends to exclude the lax 

variant [a] from final open syllables, both are allowed in final closed syllables: [r p ], 

*[r pa] for „repas‟, but [gr ] ‟gras‟/ [gr s] „grasse‟. The latter scenario is ruled out for 

high vowels.   

 In sum, while there is a pronounced tendency to neutralize the tense-lax 

opposition in open syllables for mid-vowels, specifically the rounded series, and a 

weaker tendency for low vowels, the neutralization is only partial. For high vowels, this 

                                                 
31

 The moraic representation and the respective syllable structure for long and lengthened nuclei will be 

discussed further in greater detail throughout section 2.4.2. 
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neutralization is complete. This renders a unified structural analysis based on the 

tense/lax distinction problematic.  

 An illustration of a phonological split based on tenseness across all vowel 

heights can be supplied by the distributional and stress facts of Dutch. Dutch has a 

tense-lax opposition for mid and low vowels. Below is the vocalic inventory of Dutch, 

reproduced from Van Oostendorp (1999: 78):  

 

(2.32) Vocalic tenseness distribution in Dutch  

 

     Tense         Lax 

[high]        i    y    u 

                e         o               ɪ     ʏ    ᴐ 

[low]     a    ε                                 α   

 

 Van Oostendorp analyzes rimes containing a short, lax vowel as light, while the 

rimes containing a long, tense nucleus or a coda are heavy. Primary stress falls on the 

antepenultimate syllable, but only if the penultimate syllable has a lax vowel, i.e. is 

light, and on the penultimate syllable when that syllable is heavy: [ˈtremᴐlo], but 

[aˈxεnda]. For Van Oostendorp, lax vowels are monopositional while tense vowels are 

bi-positional.  s in Féry‟s analysis, syllabic rimes are viewed as exactly bi-positional. 

Unlike in Québécois, vowels across the three high tiers behave identically with respect 

to this structural analysis. 

 Interestingly, in Dutch, lax vowels [ɪ] and [ʏ] do not alternate with [i] and [y], 

respectively, but with [e] and [ø]. Several claims have been made that the lax high 

vowels in Québécois are perceptually identical to the close-mid series (cf McLaughlin 

1986). However, in Québécois, these vowels are without a doubt phonologically 

[+high], as recoverable from morphological alternations (p ti/ p tɪt) and assimilation 

processes premised on height (pøt
s
ɪt).  
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 The analyses of tenseness and laxness via mono- and bi-positionality in French 

and in Dutch suggest that the tenseness specification is not to be treated as a primitive 

but is instead derived. Tenseness is assigned based on the number of slots, positions, or 

moras occupied by the vowel: quality is derived from quantity. 

 The main problem with this view as reflected in monopositional laxness and 

bipositional tenseness is that it cannot account for the tense/lax distribution of 

Québécois high vowels in relation to the rest of the vowel system: a uni-positional, 

monomoraic lax high vowel cannot constitute a well-formed stressed rime – *[lɪ], while 

a monomoraic mid (unrounded) and a monomoraic low vowel can – [lɛ] „lait‟, [drα] 

„drap‟. In addition to the fact that these examples constitute exceptions to the minimal 

bi-positionality, lax high vowels on the surface must be phonologically inferior to their 

lax non-high counterparts that can constitute a licit rime. In light of these facts, a 

ternary weight distinction system is proposed. The unmarked weight association for 

vowels being a single mora, most nuclei are monomoraic. Two types of nuclei are not: 

inherently long and lengthened vowels are heavier, longer, hence, bimoraic, while lax 

high vowels must be lighter, shorter, hence, less than moraic, >µ: 

 

(2.33) Nuclear surface associations in Québécois32: 

 

                                µ                                  µ         µ                      >µ     

 

unmarked: V               long:    V     too small:  V 

 

 To sum up, high vowels in Québécois are distributionally unique. The 

phonological analysis and structural representations that may work for the non-high 

vowels, e.g. µ vs µµ length distinction, are not applicable to these vowels. In addition to 

their distributional distinctiveness with respect to the tense/lax alternation in the final 

                                                 
32

 In this dissertation, for expository purposes, the segmental and syllabic weight is represented using the 

formalism of association lines from the segment to the moraic and/or the syllabic tier(s), in the tradition of 

Hyman (1985) and Hayes (1989a,b, 1995) 
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stressed syllable, these vowels are the only ones to undergo devoicing and deletion – 

something that other vowels, lax or tense, are not subject to. The following section 

presents a theory of segmental weight for Québécois, which will serve as the basis for 

the prosodically-motivated analysis of these distributional facts. 

 

 2.4.2  Segmental weight  

 The view of segmental representation of a syllable adopted here is grounded in 

the main tenets and analytic tools of the Moraic Theory (Hayes 1995). A mora is a unit 

of phonological weight that captures the contrast between light and heavy rimes. As 

such, segments are represented as being associated to one or two moras – for short or 

long vowels, respectively. As a language-specific parameter, coda segments can be 

prosodically active in some languages via Weight-by-Position, i.e. CVC syllables can be 

regarded as heavy for various other phonological processes.  

 Vowels associated to a mora are able to constitute a sufficient rime for a 

Minimal Prosodic word, L, in Québécois.  As data show, not all surface vowels are able 

to constitute sufficient rime material for L: lax high vowels. Such rimes must be 

superlight – SL (by analogy with „superheavy‟). In terms of moraic encoding, this 

implies that on the surface, lax high vowels must be associated to weight value that is 

less than a mora. I propose to designate this value of fragmented weight as a hypomora, 

λ. This designation and this notation captures the key assumption from which this 

analysis departs: anything less than a mora is insufficient, given the minimally 

monomoraic prosodic requirement, thus re-interpreting for the context of Québécois, 

where the MinPrWd is L, the conventional view of minimality based on the principle of 

binarity.  
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(2.34) Representation of a superlight syllable under current analysis 

 

 Superlight syllable: hypomoraic 

  

σ 

  

 λ                          

   

  C      V 

 

The notion of a hypomora is novel and at first glance appears highly 

questionable. In what follows, I define its properties and demonstrate that this is a 

useful, workable construct that deviates from the conventional view of moraic 

representation only to the extent that it is necessary to capture a given aspect of the 

analysis.  

While a mora is viewed as the elementary, basic unit of weight in traditional 

Moraic Theory, there are treatments that opt for splitting a mora into a smaller unit.33 

Much like the demi-beats and the demi-syllables34, demi-moras have a place in 

phonological analysis. Abu-Abbas, Al-Kadi and Al-Tamimi (2010) in their analysis of 

imposition-type language games in Arabic, invoke the notion of a demi-mora. In 

imposition-type games, a consonant is imposed on the prosodic peak of the vowel. The 

point of departure is a demi-syllable (cf Fujimura 1979, Clements 1988): the first demi-

syllable consisting of the onset and the vocalic peak, e.g. in the word [pi꞉s] „peace‟, [pi] 

while the second demi-syllable consists of the peak and the coda [iis]. Abu-Abbas, Al-

Kadi and Al-Tamimi show that in Japanese, a quantity-sensitive language, the 

imposition occurs on every mora. For example, in the word [hai] „yes‟, the imposition 

of the consonant -b confirms to the following demi-mora structure: 

 

                                                 
33

 The most relevant one, Montreuil (2004a,b) treatment of Québécois monosyllables using a half-mora, is 

discussed earlier in Section 2.2. 
34

 To be distinguished from semi-syllables, as discussed earlier for Féry (1999), also see Cho and King 

(1999), where semi-syllables are described as units that have no mora, are prosodically invisible and do not 

contribute to foot construction and stress assignment. 
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(2.35) Japanese b-imposition on demi-moras, reproduced from Abu-Abbas, Al-

Kadi and Al-Tamimi (2010: 84) 

 

Word      Demi-moras    b-imposition 

hai      h a a i i    habaibi 

 

Following Morén (2003), I assume that Québécois follows the cross-linguistic 

pattern of having two types of weight – distinctive and coerced. Distinctive weight is 

defined as “underlying moraicity reflected in a surface contrast”, while coerced weight 

is defined as “a restriction on minimal or maximal surface moraicity in some 

phonological contexts” (Morén 2003: 284). Distinctive moraicity is said to be 

exemplified by underived geminates for consonants and underived vowel length for 

vowels. Under the current analysis, vowels are not associated to weight underlyingly – 

weight is assigned by the grammar based on sonority. Therefore, this is not distinctive 

weight, given that distinctive weight results from an interaction of markedness and 

faithfulness constraints. As such, the only distinctive weight in Québécois is the 

underlying bimoraicity of inherently long vowels: these vowels are underlyingly 

associated to two moras.  

In order to encode distinctive moraicity in OT terms, the following constraints 

are necessary: a familiar faithfulness constraint preserving the moraic affiliation from 

the input to the output form, and a markedness constraint requiring vowels to be 

associated to a mora. The latter constraint, adopted here following Montreuil (2004a), is 

essentially a counterpart to the markedness constraint prohibiting long vowels,  

*Long V. Unlike the constraint against bimoraic vowels, although present in the 

grammar, the proposed constraint allows to distinguish among three types of moraic 

association for vowels under the current view: hypomoraic, monomoraic and bimoraic. 
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(2.36) Constraints for distinctive moraicity 

 

FAITH-µ:  The moraic association of a segment in the input is identical to that 

in the output. One violation per segment that fails to satisfy this condition. (After 

McCarthy and Prince 1995) 

 

V-µ: The moraic association of a vowel must be a single mora. One violation 

per vowel that is associated to something other than a single mora. 

 

In order to evaluate the weight association of vowels, it must be clarified what is meant 

by weight association. I view the weight association of a vowel to be the totality of 

weight values associated to a given vowel. For example, the weight association of an 

inherently long vowel is two moras (see 2.37). The weight association of a short mid 

vowel is a single mora. The weight association of a high vowel is a hypomora. Weight 

associations acquired via mora-sharing with the tautosyllabic voiced continuant are 

discussed in upcoming sections. 

 

(2.37) Distinctive moraicity in Québécois: inherently long vowels35 

  

 

        µ    µ       FAITH-µ>>V-µ 

              (faithfulness to input > unmarked weight µ)             

  f     ɛ             t 

                     p                  t 

 

Unlike distinctive weight, coerced weight is not underlying but is a result of weight 

alteration due to some prosodic restrictions. Morén states that under coerced moraicity, 

a vowel augments in weight beyond the traditional monomoraic minimum of syllable 

                                                 
35

 This representation is based on the representation of CVCC heavy syllables presented in Hayes (1995: 

52) 
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nuclei. High vowels, under the current analysis, are assigned by the grammar a weight 

value that is less than one mora. However, I argue that due to prosodic pressures, high 

vowels may surface with a monomoraic association – coerced weight.  

Morén further delineates three major patterns for coerced moraicity: “no vowels 

are forced to be moraic in some environment, only the more sonorous vowels are forced 

to be moraic in some environment, or all vowels are forced to be moraic in some 

environment” (Morén 2003: 286). Québécois constitutes the third pattern of coerced 

weight: all vowels are forced to be moraic in some environment. Namely, all vowels, 

including high, are coerced to be moraic when the vowel is the nucleus of a non-

branching syllable in a simple foot. (Section 2.5 will posit a foot minimality restriction 

as the source of coerced weight). In OT terms, coerced moraicity is expressed in the 

following constraints: a constraint requiring a grammatical word to constitute a PrWd 

and a constraint proposed here following Montreuil (2004a), requiring that the vowel‟s 

moraic association be based on its degree of sonority, i.e. for high vowels, the proper 

weight association is hypomoraic. 

  

(2.38) Constraints for coerced moraicity 

 

GrWd=PrWd: A grammatical word must be a prosodic word. One  

violation per output that violates this condition. (Kager 1999: 152) 

 

SON-Weight (after Son in Montreuil 2004b): A vowel‟s surface weight 

association corresponds to its degree of sonority, i.e. mid and low vowels 

are monomoraic, high vowels are hypomoraic. A vowel that surfaces 

with an improper weight association incurs a violation. 

 

SON-Weight, as defined above, does not militate for vowels to be associated to some 

weight – it assigns appropriate weight associations for vowels. This means that a vowel 

that has no weight does not violate SON-Weight. That vowels have weight is compelled 
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by a different constraint (see further discussion.) As such, SON-Weight penalizes high 

vowels that are monomoraic, their low sonority requiring them to be associated to a 

hypomora. This may appear problematic for the markednes-based analysis of weight: if 

the unmarked association for vowels is µ, then SON-Weight, a markedness constraint, 

calls for a marked, hypomoraic association for a subset of vowels. To clarify, in the 

current view, the monomoraic association is unmarked, while the hypomoraic is clearly 

marked (later expressed in a constraint against hypomoras, *λ). SON-Weight serves as 

the means for the grammar to mediate between the two markedness statements. In other 

words, while monomoraic is generally unmarked, the low-sonority high vowels are 

unable to meet the monomoraicity criterion, and must thus be lower in weight in the 

present analysis. What is unmarked for high vowels is marked for non-high vowels, and 

vice versa.36  

 

(2.39) Coerced moraicity in Québécois: current proposal for high vowels 

 

a. Grammatical weight - λ (Inherent Markedness) 

 

λ   SON-Weight >> V-µ                                  

 (sonority-based weight >>unmarked weight µ)  

i        [ɪ]   e.g. [sɪt], *[lɪ] 

 

b. Weight imposed by Minimal PrWd (Positional Markedness) 

 

µ   L >>SON-Weight >> V-µ 

    (minimal word size >>sonority-based weight) 

i [i] e.g. [li] 

 

                                                 
36

 As another possibility, SON-Weight can be replaced with a constraint simply requiring high vowels to be 

hypomoraic, with V-µ essentially taking care of the non-high vowels‟ monomoraic association. The 

adopted formulation of the constraint, however, clearly communicates the sonority-to-weight insight on 

which the current work is based. 
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If a high vowel is coerced into a monomoraic association via prosodically-

induced weight augmentation, under the traditional view of moraicity, it implies that the 

vowel in question is not associated to any weight by the grammar. As such, a possible 

alternative to a representation translating to less-than-a-mora would be a moraless 

nucleus. This type of approach to vowel reduction is found in Crosswhite (2000b), in 

which she proposes to account for extreme vowel reduction in Russian by positing non-

moraic nuclei outside an iambic foot (Crosswhite 2000b: 116). These nuclei are 

contained in unfooted syllables and are thus not guaranteed to attain a minimum 

duration, resulting in a short, devoiced, or deleted vowel on the surface: domovoj → 

də(maµ.voµj), „house spirit‟ (Crosswhite 2000: 120). In contrast, the moraic penultimate 

vowel inside the iamb only undergoes moderate reduction: o→a. While positing 

moraless and moraic nuclei allows Crosswhite to distinguish between extreme reduction 

outside the foot and moderate reduction within the foot, it is not deemed here to be a 

viable alternative for Québécois high vowels on a number of important counts.  

First, under the current proposal, high vowel, both tense and lax on the surface, 

will be shown to be located not outside, but inside a foot, often serving as the head 

nucleus of the foot. In contrast, non-moraic segments are treated as units that are 

prosodically invisible and do not contribute to foot construction and stress assignment 

(cf Cho and King 1999). 

Second, non-moraic segments are normally viewed as word-edge phenomena (cf 

Féry 2003 analysis of German word-final schwa-headed syllables and onsetless semi-

syllables). High vowels in Québécois are found in a variety of positions within a word. 

Additionally, the process of compensatory lengthening, as demonstrated in the 

dataset in (2.41) and the discussion that follows, serves as additional evidence of high 

vowels being necessarily weigh-bearing. 

In sum, the view of high vowel moraicity adopted here is that it is more marked 

for these vowels to be non-weight-bearing than to be associated to a weight value less 

than one mora.  
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The view of vocalic moraicity retained here is that all vowels are weight-

bearing, but not all vowels are moraic, if moraic is defined as being associated to 

exactly one mora. Long vowels are inherently bimoraic in Québécois, per distinctive 

weight, non-high vowels are monomoraic, and high vowels, hypomoraic grammatically, 

are coerced into a monomoraic surface association, per coerced weight.   

To sum up in Morén‟s terms, who represents coerced weight with the following 

ranking -- *MORA[Seg1] >>BEMORAIC >>*MORA[SEG2] (Morén 2003: 290), 

grammatical weight assignment in Québécois can be captured as follows, with an 

addition of BEWEIGHT-BEARING, by analogy with BEMORAIC: 

 

(2.40) Coerced moraicity in Québécois: all vowels 

 

BEWEIGHT-BEARING>> *MORA[+high] >> BEMORAIC >> *MORA [-high]  

where BEWEIGHT-BE RING must be defined as “ ll vowels must be 

associated to some weight.” 

 

If a high vowel is said to be weight-bearing, but less than moraic, a weight value 

that is less than one mora is necessitated for the analysis. Two logical routes ensue: split 

the mora in half and work with a half-mora, as in the previously discussed Montreuil 

(2004a), or reduce the mora in a different, less precise way, i.e. the proposed hypomora. 

Although a more precise value, such as half-mora, may seem to stand out as a better 

alternative in that it can lend itself more easily to operations of addition and subtraction, 

given its precision, I reject this route. I stated previously that the new construct of 

hypomora must deviate minimally from the traditional view of weight units, i.e. only 

insofar as it is necessary. The proposed analysis necessitates only this: a weight unit that 

is less than one mora, to represent insufficient weight to satisfy minimal prosodic 

requirements, but weight nonetheless, to motivate the presence of underweight vowel 

nucleus (and possible foot head) positions. 
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An additional argument for positing hypomoraic weight association for high 

vowels is found in the process of consonantal lengthening: the deletion of a high vowel 

is accompanied by the lengthening of the preceding consonant, [s]. 

 

(2.41) High vowel deletion and [s]-lengthening in Québécois (Walker 1984: 69) 

 

a. électricité [elɛktris꞉te] 

b. université [ynivɛrs꞉te] 

c. citation [s꞉tasjᴐ ] 

d. préciser [pres꞉ze] 

 

 No [s]-lengthening, however, occurs in [stasjᴐ ] „station‟, where no underlying 

high vowel exists and, thus, no vowel deletion takes place as it does in (2.41c). These 

facts are strongly suggestive of the process of mora-reassignment under the mechanism 

of compensatory lengthening (Hayes 1989a):  

 

(2.42) Compensatory lengthening in Québécois  

 

                             λ                            µ    λ           

                             - 

p    r   e.  s   i.   z  e → p    r   e   s.         z  e 

 

 The consonant receives a hypomora from the deleted high vowel and is 

associated to a mora via WBYP due to re-syllabification. The µλ-association of the 

consonant manifests itself phonetically as a lengthened consonant. The hypomoraic 

association of the high vowel, as opposed to a full mora, permits establishing a 

phonological distinction between a lengthened, bimoraic, vowel and a lengthened 

consonant. Interestingly, while in (2.41a-b) the lengthened [s] can be assumed to be in 

the coda position, in (2.41c) the lengthened consonant is in the onset position, 
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traditionally not a weight-bearing syllable constituent. Arguably, this is another 

advantage of a hypomoraic association for high vowels: a hypomora is more easily 

accepted into an onset than a full mora.  

The compensatory lengthening of [s] illustrates that a hypomora can spread – an 

important property which it shares with the mora. Despite the absence of a precise value 

of the reduced mora, or a hypomora, proposed here, it can participate in spreading and 

sharing operations, and can be inserted or removed, just as the traditional mora. It was 

just shown that µλ is an association that results in a lengthened consonant. This 

association signifies that the lengthened consonant is longer than an unlengthened 

consonant in the coda position, but is shorter than a long vowel, which is plausible. The 

determination of the precise moraic value appears to be unnecessary. 

To sum up, the surface weight associations for high vowels in Québécois 

discussed up to this point are as follows:  

 

(2.43) Surface weight associations 

 

  λ      µ         µµ 

ɪ ʏ ᴜ           i y u   ɛ:  : o: 

lax, short          tense, short  non-high, long 

            non-high, short 

  

In order for the high vowel to be associated to λ on the surface, the weight 

assigned by the grammar, (SON-Weight), must outrank the requirement for vowels to 

be monomoraic (V-µ). The tableau below shows how this ranking plays out for abstract 

syllables: /ti/ and /tit/. Only vocalic weight is evaluated at this stage. 
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(2.44) SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

/ti/ SON-Weight V-µ 

a. tɪλ
 37

             ✓  * 

b. tiµ                         
*!  

/tit/   

c. tɪλ
 t             ✓  * 

d. tiµt                    
*!  

 

Candidate (2.44a) and (2.44c) both win in the absence of context, given that they both 

respect the weight association assigned by the grammar to high vowels – a hypomora. 

According to (2.44), high vowels are realized as lax regardless of the type of syllabic 

closure. However, high vowels in open monosyllables do not surface as lax, (2.44a). In 

the current proposal, this is ensured by a restriction imposed by the constraint 

GrWd=PrWd, requiring every PrWd to minimally constitute a light syllable.  

 

(2.45) GrWd=PrWd >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

  

/li/ GrWd=PrWd SON-Weight V-µ 

a. lɪλ                    
*!  * 

b. liµ           ✓   
 *  

 

In (2.45), the tense variant is selected: while violating the sonority-based weight 

assignment, it respects the higher ranked GrWd=PrWd. In monosyllables that contain a 

coda, the high vowel surfaces as lax, i.e. with a hypomoraic association. This means 

that GrWd=PrWd is satisfied.  n alternate phonetic form of the word „lit‟ is [lɪt], 

                                                 
37

 Moraic associations are now marked in superscript in the lower right, for visual clarity and convenience. 
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pronounced with the so-called spurious -t (cf Déchaine 1991). This suggests that the 

presence of a coda enables a rime to satisfy L, endorsing the current assumption that 

codas in Québécois are moraic. This is assured by the Weight-by-Position constraint 

(Hayes 1989b): 

 

(2.46) Weight-by-Position (WbyP): Coda consonants are associated to µ on the  

  surface. One violation per coda consonant that is not projecting a mora. 

 

This constraint is undominated, as is L. 

 

(2.47) GrWd=PrWd, WbyP >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

/lit/ GrWd=PrWd WbyP SON-Weight V-µ 

a. lɪλtµ      ✓               
   * 

b. lɪλt   
*! *  * 

c. liµtµ                        
  *!  

 

The tableau shows that assuming coda moraicity leads to the satisfaction of the 

GrWd=PrWd constraint by (2.47a): the combined weight of the rime is sufficient to 

avoid the SON-Weight violation that would lead to a monomoraic association of the 

high vowel, as in (2.47c). When WbyP is not invoked, the minimal size constraint 

cannot be satisfied, as in (2.47b).  

 For the sake of simplicity and consistency with the Moraic Theory, the weight 

value to which a coda consonant is to be associated is µ. Given that a hypomora is a 

construct used to represent a relational weight contrast between two sets of vowels, and 

not an elementary unit of weight, it is avoided in the representation of consonantal 

weight. Furthermore, it allows us to avoid adding two hypomoras for candidates with a 

hypomoraic nucleus: lɪλtλ, which would force a re-conceptualization of the hypomora as 
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a precise unit of weight, unnecessarily complicating the analysis. In the current view, a 

closed syllable with a lax high nucleus, structurally corresponding to (2.47a) on the 

surface, constitutes L, given that it is minimally monomoraic but is short of bimoraic to 

constitute H. 

There is, however, a distributional distinction among consonants that is of 

essence and must be represented prosodically. Voiced continuants are a natural class of 

consonants known as lengthening consonants in French. Any vowel preceding a voiced 

continuant in a word-final coda position lengthens, amply demonstrated for high vowels 

in Chapter 1. This is clearly a phonological process: different phonetic variants of the 

same voiced continuants behave the same phonologically. Dumas (1974: 19) points out 

that /r/ can have the following phonetic variants: uvular fricative, uvular liquid, an 

apical stop, an English r, or absent from the output, while /ʒ/ can be palato-alveolar or 

laryngeal, with an extreme case of non-realization. All these variants are phonologically 

identical with respect to triggering lengthening of the preceding vowel, and are 

therefore subject to the same phonological processes. Due to this, Voiced Continuant 

Lengthening must be analyzed as a phonological process within the current weight-

based approach. Thus, I propose to associate voiced continuants, independent of their 

phonetic instantiation on the surface, to one mora as well, but posit the µ-sharing 

condition, exemplified earlier in (2.17). 

The current assumptions regarding consonantal moraicity of Québécois are 

summarized below: 

 

(2.48) Consonantal moraicity in Québécois – summary 

 

a. Consonants are inherently amoraic. 

b. Consonants are moraic in coda position. 

c. Voiced Continuants share their mora with the preceding vowel. 

 

The respective associations are shown below: 
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(2.49) Consonantal moraicity in Québécois – schematic representation 

 

a. Surface weight [-cont], [+cont; -voice]      b. Surface weight [+cont; +voice] 

 

  λ       µ     µ       µ 

 

V      C                                  V      C 

                [s   ɪ       t]             

 

µ-sharing Ⅹ    µ-sharing  ✓ 

 

Both configurations satisfy L, due to the mora contributed by the coda.  

 When a non-high vowel shares the mora projected by the following coda, the 

resultant vowel is phonologically identical to inherently long vowels, i.e. bimoraic, 

(2.49b). When the coda and the high nucleus share a mora, the association that results is 

λµ, short of bi-moraic. A comparison is shown in (2.50) below: 

 

(2.50) µ-sharing in Québécois: [+high] 

 

λ        µ           λ        µ 

 

V  r    →    V        r  

  

 While the result of µ-sharing in (2.50) is a λµ association, on the surface VCL 

yields tense long and lax diphthongized variants38: e.g. [i꞉] and [ɪj]. In the current view, 

consistent with the Moraic Theory, length is represented as bimoraic on the surface. 

                                                 
38 It must be recalled from Chapter 1 that for many speakers, words such as /vɪv/, /pʏr/, and /kᴜr/ are 

realized with a diphthongized lax vowel: [vɪjv], [pʏᶣr], [kᴜwr].  These variants are often ignored in 

treatments in favor of tense and lengthened variants. 
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The current assumption about the moraic structure of length in Québécois is 

summarized below: 

 

(2.51) Moraic structure of length in Québécois 

  

a.   Underlyingly long – open σ                        c.   Lengthened by µ-sharing  

  

               µ     µ                               µ         µ 

 

  p  a   [pa꞉] „pas‟    p   a     r   [pa꞉r]  

 

b.   Underlyingly long – closed σ 

     

                               µ     µ                              

                        

                         p                 t   [p   

 

In (2.51a), the vowel projects two moras, while in (2.51c), the vowel projects a mora 

and shares one with the coda consonant. In (2.51b), the second mora of the binary rime 

dominates two segmental positions.  

 Underlyingly long vowels are bimoraic at the input level, per distinctive weight. 

This means that faithfulness to the input moraic association outranks the sonority-to-

weight encoding and the unmarked monomoraicity for vowels. For underlyingly long 

high vowels, which occur rarely, this means that both SON-Weight and V-µ are 

violated. The following tableau illustrates the selection of the long and tense variant for 
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(2.52) FAITH-µ >> SON-Weight >> V-µ  

 

/piµµ/ FAITH-µ SON-Weight V-µ 

 a.    p i µµ    ✓  * * 

b.     p i λµ     *! * * 

c.     p i λλ     
*! * * 

 

All candidates violate SON-Weight, given that none is associated to a hypomora, 

consistent with SON-Weight, (2.52b) and (2.52c) fatally violate faitfulness.  

 When representing high vowels lengthened by µ-sharing, faithfulness does not 

come into play, given that there is no underlying weight. In order to activate µ-sharing, 

codas must be moraic, hence WbyP. The µ-share constraint is defined in (2.53). 

 

(2.53) µ-share: Voiced continuants in final coda position share their µ with  

the preceding nucleus. One violation per voiced continuant that does not 

share its µ. 

 

Non-high vowels, monomoraic when short, are bimoraic when lengthened by 

sharing a mora with the following voiced continuant. This establishes a phonological 

equivalency between underlyingly long and lengthened vowels. The OT constraint 

ranking that yields a bimoraic lengthened vowel is shown in (2.54) below: 
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(2.54) µ-share, WbyP >> SON-Weight >> V-µ : non-high vowels 

 

/par/ µ-share WBYP SON-Weight V-µ 

a.    p aµ r   *! *   

b.    p aµ rµ   *!    

c.    p aµ rµ
39   ✓   * * 

 

Candidate (2.54a) is well-formed with respect to both constraints regulating vowel 

moraicity, but is eliminated because its coda is not weight-bearing and thus cannot 

participate in µ-sharing, resulting in a short vowel on the surface. Candidate (2.54b) 

respects WbyP, but is unable to obtain surface length due to the absence of µ-sharing. 

Only candidate (2.54c) yields a nucleus associated to two moras, and thus wins, despite 

the violation of V-µ. Crucially, candidate (2.54c) violates SON-Weight, complying with 

µ-share: if the non-high vowel is associated to µµ, instead of µ, it violates SON-Weight. 

A crucial ranking must be posited between µ-share and SON-Weight.  

 A problem arises when the same analysis is applied to high vowels. 

 

(2.55) µ-share, WbyP >> SON-Weight >> V-µ : high vowels 

 

/pir/ µ-share WbyP SON-Weight V-µ 

a.    p iλ rµ    [pɪr]    
*!   * 

b.    p iµ rµ   [pir] *!  *  

c.    p iλ rµ        * * 

d.    p iµ rµ      * * 

 

                                                 
39

 The arrow below the weight symbols denotes sharing 
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The contrast between (2.55a) and (2.55c) in satisfaction of SON-Weight further 

illustrates the claim made above regarding the evaluation of SON-Weight compliance: 

in (2.55a), the nucleus is exclusively associated to λ, while in (2.55c), µ-sharing leads to 

a λµ-association of the nucleus. The former satisfies SON-Weight, the latter violates it.  

The grammar appears to be unable to select between (2.55c) and (2.55d), since the 

weight associations by the nucleus resulting from µ-sharing – λµ and µµ respectively, 

violate both SON-Weight and V-µ. To resolve this, I propose to introduce a simple 

constraint that is aligned with the pressure exerted by V-µ, and represents the marked 

status of hypomora. I designate this constraint as *λ. 

 

(2.56) *λ: vowels must not be associated to λ. One violation per λ in the  

 vowel‟s weight association. 

 

In order to allow high vowels to respect their sonority-based weight and surface as 

hypomoraic in closed syllables, *λ must be ranked below SON-Weight. 

 

(2.57) SON-Weight >> *λ, V-µ 

 

/pir/ SON-Weight *λ V-µ 

a.    p i µ rµ   ✓ *  * 

b.     p i λ rµ * *! * 

 

The tableau in (2.57) generates µµ as the association for high vowels participating in 

VCL, a result that is aligned with that in (2.54), where the lengthened non-high vowel is 

associated to µµ. This allows us to represent lengthened high vowels as bimoraic, 

consistent with the traditional representation of long vowels. As shown in (2.55), 

inherently long high vowels, also tense, are bimoraic on the surface. The bimoraic 

winner of (2.57) is also tense, consistent with the distribution of high vowels in 
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syllables closed by voiced continuants. In sum, the long vowels in Québécois, regardless 

of the source of length, are bimoraic.  

 There is now a remaining issue of lax and diphthongized variants and their 

representation. It can be argued that for these speakers, the nuclei of closed syllables 

must necessarily contain a lax vowel – tenseness is to be avoided at all costs where 

quantitatively permitted. The following representation of these vowels is proposed, 

corresponding to the candidate (2.57b) above. 

 

(2.58) Surface association of lax diphthongized vowels in Québécois 

  

 λ        µ       

 

  i          r   →  [p ɪj r] 

 

For speakers with this realization, the nuclear mora of the diphthong must be a 

hypomora. I propose the following positional variant of the SON-Weight constraint, 

undominated in the grammar of a speaker with lax and diphthongized variants: 

 

(2.59) SON-Weight(N): The weight association of the nuclear mora must be  

  based on sonority.  

 

(2.60) SON-Weight (N), SON-Weight >>*λ >> V-µ  

 

/pir/ SON-Weight (N) SON-Weight *λ V-µ 

a.     p i µ rµ    *! *  * 

b.     p i λ rµ    ✓  * * * 

c.     p i λ rλ  
 * **! * 
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A candidate that violates SON-Weight(N) necessarily violates SON-Weight – no critical 

ranking is necessary between the two constraints, since SON-Weight(N) can only 

penalize a candidate that also violates SON-Weight. The bimoraic candidate (2.60a) is 

eliminated in favor of (2.60b). A speaker of this type appears to be more compliant with 

the sonority-to-weight scale, given that the only time a high vowel is monomoraic on 

the surface is when the minimal size L is threatened. 

 The last candidate in the two previous tableaus is associated to two hypomoras. 

The only remaining phonetic instantiation unaccounted for is the ungrammatical lax and 

lengthened variant. The proposed ranking rules it out, a result that is well-aligned with 

the dataset. Under the current analysis, there is no mechanism that allows for a segment 

to be associated to λλ, with a hypomora on the right, since we posited no hypomoraic 

consonants. 

 The Weight-to-Phonetic form scale is now complete for high vowel associations 

in Québécois: 

 

(2.61) Weight-to-phonetic form scale for Québécois high vowels  

 

  λ     µ        *λλ    λµ             µµ 

ɪ ʏ ᴜ  i y u   *ɪ꞉ ʏ꞉ ᴜ꞉         ɪj ʏᶣ ᴜw i꞉ y꞉ u꞉         

                 ɛ:  : o:40 etc 

 

 A number of issues vis-à-vis length remain to be addressed. When the voiced 

„sourd‟ and [sᴜrd] „sourde‟.  ccording to Montreuil (2004a), µ-sharing does not take 

place when the voiced continuant is not final in the word. The current view of µ-sharing 

in regards to finality is shown below, based on Montreuil (2004a). 

 

                                                 
40

 This type of moraic association for non-high lengthened vowels leads to a bimoraic representation of 

non-high diphthongized vowels, abundant in Québécois, as well. Given that the relationship between 

tenseness and quantity is not the same for high vowels as it is for the rest of the vowel system, the different 

analysis of diphthongized high vowels on the one hand and non-high on the other, is logical and expected. 
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(2.62) [su r] vs [sᴜrd]: Montreuil (2004) 

 

a.  µ µ  b.  λ  µ  

 

 s u r   s ᴜ r d 

 

 In [surd], (2.62b) the voiced continuant is not weight-bearing. Only voiced 

continuants in the word-final position are able to participate in µ-sharing with the 

preceding nucleus, (2.62a). The rime meets the minimality requirement, the high 

nucleus surfaces hypomoraic, i.e. lax.   

 I propose a different approach, based on the assumption that the coda position 

can license only one mora (recall (2.31)). A mora dominating two segments can be 

prohibited from participating in µ-sharing by positing a configurational constraint 

against „double-branching‟. Montreuil (2001) uses a constraint against double-branching 

structure at the syllable level to rule out gliding in nuclei that follow branching onsets. 

An example is provided below:  

 

(2.63) No double-branching (Montreuil 2001) 

                               σ    

                           σ                                 

                                  

                   *            N        

 t    r      u      a              *[trwa] „trou+a‟  

 

In (2.63), the syllable branches at two different nodes, thus prohibiting the structure and 

the glided realization of the u+a. In the same manner, double-branching can be 

prohibited at the moraic level: 
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(2.64) No double branching at the moraic level 

   

   µ     *µ      

                                          Double-branching 

                                               µ 

  

 s ᴜ       r      d   

 

The condition against double-branching is assumed here to be as follows: 

 

(2.65) *Double-branching (*DB): A mora that dominates two segments cannot  

 be shared with the preceding nucleus. 

 

The advantage of positing this type of condition is that it does not specify whether the 

voiced continuant is initial or final in the cluster. Thus, the same analysis applies to 

forms in which the voiced continuant is final in the word but is preceded by another 

consonant in the cluster: 

 

(2.66) Blocking of µ-sharing in a voiced-continuant-final cluster 

 

                                µ             *µ 

          µ      

 

 a. s ʏ      k              r   „sucre‟ 

 b. p ʏ      r              ʒ „purge‟ 

 

Whether the consonant immediately preceding the nucleus is a voiced continuant, as in 

(2.66b), or it isn‟t, as in (2.66a), is irrelevant for the application of double-branching 

prohibition.  
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 Interestingly, this prohibition does not apply to the cluster -vr, which 

phonologically seems to act as a single segment for VCL. Given this, a representation in 

which the cluster connects to the mora with a single association line, will be compatible 

with *Double-branching. Representing -vr under a single root node, analogous to 

representations of complex segments with two oral articulator features (cf McCarthy 

1988), will allow for the prosodic tier to view it as a single, non-branching constituent.41  

 

(2.67) Lengthening preceding cluster -vr:       

 

      λ      µ 

                            RN 

l    r 

 

With the representation in (2.67), the µ-node is analyzed as participating a single 

instance of branching, with only two association lines projecting from it toward 

segmental nodes. Additionally, this cluster, as many others, tends to be simplified in 

informal speech, reducing to [v], which can legitimately participate in VCL.42 

 Below is a brief summary of the proposal for phonological weight in Québécois. 

 

(2.68) Phonological weight in Québécois 

 

a. All vowels are weight-bearing: the grammar assigns µ to non-high 

vowels and λ to high vowels.  

                                                 
41

 It is difficult to motivate representing -vr under a single segmental node, while another voiced continuant 

cluster, -rʒ, for instance, is represented as two distinct nodes, each connecting to the mora with its own 

association line. A potential motivation can come from positing a smaller sonority distance between v and 

r, which then leaves unexplained the fact that -rv does not trigger lengthening, unless sonority distance is 

evaluated directionally. Given that -vr is a licit onset in French, while -rv  is not, it can be concluded that v 

is less sonorous than r, which, then also explains why the -vr  cluster simplifies word-finally, while the -rv 

cluster does not: it is driven by improving the sonority profile of the syllable. 
42

 For an analysis of cluster simplification in Québécois, see Côté (2004). 
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b. Tense high vowels are phonologically equivalent to non-high vowels: 

they are monomoraic on the surface. 

c. Lax high vowels are hypomoraic on the surface. 

d. Long and lengthened vowels are phonologically indistinct: both bi-

moraic, while lax and diphthongized vowels are associated to λµ. 

e. All consonants are monomoraic in coda position, which licenses exactly 

one mora; voiced fricatives participate in µ-sharing. 

f. Minimal PrWd=L 

 

 Two of these assumptions about the phonological weight of segments in 

Québécois give rise to an apparent contradiction that must be addressed: the weight of a 

high nucleus, λ, is lower than the weight of a coda consonant, µ. This seems consistent 

with the premise that weight is derived from sonority: if the nucleus is the most 

sonorous constituent of the rime, it should also be the heaviest. Based on the sonority 

driven hierarchy of syllable peaks, V>L>N>O, any vowel constitutes a better 

candidate for moraicity than any consonant: µ/V >µ/L >µ/N > µO. However, under 

the current analysis, µO>µV [+high]. In order to account for this apparent logical 

incongruence, Québécois sonority threshold scale must be applied separately to the 

nucleus and the coda in the VC-rime, i.e. to the head mora µh, and the second mora µ. 

The mora threshold for the latter is less restrictive, given that it is a syllable margin – 

the least sonorous segments, obstruents, are allowed to be associated to a mora. 

However, the threshold for µh is more restrictive, allowing for only non-high vowels to 

be associated to a full mora. In light of this view, the following sonority threshold on 

the underlying mora is proposed for Québécois: 
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(2.69) Grammatical weight association in Québécois (SON-Weight) 

 

 µ/V[+high] > µ/V[-high] > µ/L > µ/N > µ/O  

                                                                          µ   (coda)                                          

                              µh  (nucleus)         

  

 In sum, the apparent contradiction between the moraic status and the sonority 

underlying it between the head mora and the second mora, is resolved here by imposing 

independent but consistent sonority thresholds on the two constituents.  

 The following section presents a proposal for a quantity-sensitive, monosyllabic 

final foot in Québécois, based on the view of phonological weight developed in the 

current section. The structure and parameters of this final head foot fully account for the 

distributional facts of Québécois high vowels in the final syllable, and for the high 

vowel realization in the final environment, as will be shown in the subsequent chapters. 

  

2.5 High vowel distribution in the head foot 

  

 To follow the previously discussed assumptions about the French foot, this 

simple non-derived foot corresponds to a surface syllable. This type of foot is cross-

linguistically marked: feet must be binary at the syllabic or moraic level of analysis. 

This means that the FTBin constraint is low-ranked in French. To reflect this language-

specific scenario in an OT grammar, a pair of constraints of the Alignment family must 

be introduced. These constraints, first proposed in McCarthy and Prince (1993a), 

militate for edge-alignment of prosodic constituents: ALIGN(PCat, PCat). The 

constraint  LIGN(F,R,σ,R) can assure that the right edge of a foot is aligned with the 

right edge of a syllable, while  LIGN(F,L,σ,L) serves as its left-edge counterpart. In 

order to achieve a monosyllabic foot, the two alignment constraints must act together on 

the same syllable. I propose to conjoin the two constraints into a single constraint, 
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referring to the same syllable:  LIGN(F,R,σ,R)&  LIGN(F,L,σ,L)43. The precise 

formulation is shown below in (2.70). Additionally, to represent the condition that the 

final syllable is the the head foot of the PrWd, RIGHTMOST is used. Exhaustive 

footing is assured by Parse-σ.  

 

(2.70) Constraints for monosyllabic foot in Québécois  

 

 LIGN(F,R,σ,R)& ALIGN(F,L,σ,L): The right edge of a foot 

corresponds to the right edge of a syllable, the left edge of a foot must 

correspond to the left edge of the same syllable (based on McCarthy and 

Prince 1993a). One violation per foot that violates this condition. 

  

 PARSE-σ: Syllables are parsed by feet. One violation per  

  Syllable not dominated by a foot node. (Prince and Smolensky 1993) 

 

RIGHTMOST (Align Hd-Ft, Right, PrWd, Right) 

The head foot is rightmost in PrWd. One violation per candidate whose 

Head foot is not final in the word. (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

 

 LIGN(F,R,σ,R)&  LIGN(F,L,σ,L) is a constraint specific to the French language, 

representing the low functionality of the metrical foot in the prosody of the language. 

This constraint is in competition with the binarity principle, yielding the following 

constraint ranking:  LIGN(F,R,σ,R)&  LIGN(F,L,σ,L) >> FTBin. Let us recall that 

in Québécois, a simple foot is not binary: the MinPrWd is set at L in this language. All 

syllables are dominated by feet, via PARSE-σ. Finally, the final foot, resistant to 

variation and weakening is the head foot (underlined) of the PrWd. 

 

 

                                                 
43

 This insight is contributed by Megan Crowhurst. 
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(2.71)  LIGN(F,R,σ,R)&  LIGN(F,L,σ,L)44, PARSE-σ >> FTBin  

 

 RIGHTMOST ALIGN PARSE-σ FTBin 

a. *pa. no. ra. (ma)   *!** * 

b. *(pa.no) (ra.ma)  *!*   

c. (pa) (no) (ra) (ma) *!   **** 

d. (pa) (no) (ra) (ma)✓     

 

The winning candidate (2.71d), fully parsed with four unary feet, only violates FTBin, 

which is very low ranked constraint in French. (2.71a) is eliminated due to an 

incomplete parse, (2.71b) due to the violation of the alignment constraint requiring a 

foot to be no bigger than a single syllable, (2.71d) has an incorrect word-level 

dominance structure, with the leftmost head foot. 

 The PrWd-level constraint GrWd=PrWd, requiring a minimal word in French to 

correspond to a light syllable, applies at the level of the Prosodic Word and needs only 

to reference the level of the syllable – the content of the rime must be equal or greater 

than L. Two critical facts arise that put into question the sufficiency of a minimality 

requirement imposed by the syllable on the one hand, and the PrWd on the other. First, 

word-internally, superlight rimes are permitted: [pɪ.lᴐ.te], [ha.rɪ.ko], [dɪ.fɪ.sɪl]. This 

indicates that a purely quantitative syllable-level requirement is not sufficient to account 

for the insufficient size of final rimes. Second, to satisfy the L-requirement in words 

longer than one syllable, the non-final syllable is not combined with the final syllable 

into a prosodic unit for the satisfaction of the weight requirement: fᴜλ.tyµ, but *fᴜλ.tʏλ, 

„foutu‟. This indicates that the size minimum is not imposed by the PrWd, in which case 

a form like fᴜλ.tʏλ, with two hypomoraic syllables, would be perfectly grammatical.  

The final syllable stands out as prosodically distinct. I propose to move from the level 

of the syllabic rime to the level of the foot. 

                                                 
44

 In tableaus, this constraint will be represented as ALIGN, for brevity. 
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 As such, the canonical foot of French is a minimally monomoraic, light syllable 

(L). Any monosyllable constitutes a well-formed foot. The final syllable constitutes the 

head foot, corresponding to the assumptions about the prominence of the final syllable 

in French.  

 

(2.72) Québécois foot 

  MinPrWd=Foot≥µ, (L), (H), *(SL) 

 

Given the current assumption about the size of the MinPrWd, the quantitative minimum 

at the level of the foot in Québécois is a single mora, resulting in another language-

specific deviation from cross-linguistic prosodic generalizations in regards to binarity. It 

has already been established that FTBin, which is a constraint combining two conditions 

– minimal and maximal binarity – is of low functionality in the prosody of Québécois. 

In order to represent the proposed monomoraic minimality in this language, I propose to 

divorce the minimality stipulation from FTBin and set its value to a single mora.  

 

(2.73) FTMin-µ: feet are minimally monomoraic. One violation per foot with  

 the total moraic association lower than µ. 

 

Given the cross-linguistic understanding of unmarked foot structure, i.e. binary, FTMin-

µ as defined in (2.73) appears to be calling for a marked prosodic constituent. While 

this is an accurate cross-linguistic insight, it must be remembered that in Québécois, the 

minimal word size is unary at both the syllabic and the moraic level of analysis. This 

means that the unary nature of the foot is sanctioned by the prosody of this language 

and can be viewed as unmarked in this language. 

 The current view of the correspondence of moraic content and the quantitative 

status of the rime that includes hypomoraic associations, i.e. SL, L, or H, is shown in 

(2.74) below: 
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(2.74) Moraic content and quantitative status of the rime: high vowels 

 

*λ µ *λλ λµ/ λµ *µλ µµ/ µµ 

(SL) (L) (L) (L) (L) (H) 

*lɪ li *lɪ  lɪt/ lɪ
j
r *lit  

 

The asterisk for quantitative configurations and surface realizations is assigned here 

based on the distribution in the head foot. SL-rimes violate FTMin-µ, while (L) and (H) 

rimes satisfy it. Based on (2.74), a minimally monomoraic foot is any foot whose 

weight association exceeds a single λ.   bi-hypomoraic association, while not figuring 

in final monosyllabic feet, is present in non-final feet (Chapter 3). This association is 

viewed as (L) and satisfies FTMin-µ. 

 The parameters of a simple foot are analyzed in an OT tableau below. The 

tableau shows that the foot projection does not appear to be critical for the realization of 

non-high vowels.  

 

(2.75) FTMin-µ, ALIGN, Parse-σ >> FTBin : non-high vowels 

 

/pa/ FTMin-µ ALIGN Parse-σ FTBin 

a. (paµ)✓    * 

b. paµ   *! * 

 

The winning candidate (2.75a) satisfies all the constraints except FTBin, which is very 

low ranked in French, as discussed previously. Monomoraic underlyingly, the low 

vowels surface monomoraic without the pressure exerted by FTMin-µ. The picture is 

dramatically different for high nuclei: FTMin-µ is violated by a hypomoraic vowel, but 

satisfied by a monomoraic vowel, leading to a violation of SON-Weight. 
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 When a moraic association is inserted in the input, DEP is violated. It is 

designated here as DEP-W(eight), to include the insertion of both λ and µ. 

 

(2.76) DEP-W: every mora and hypomora has an input correspondent. One  

 violation for each inserted weight value. 

 

This formulation allows us to treat a hypomora the same as a mora when possible, to 

minimize deviation from the traditional understanding of weight, as claimed at the 

outset of the hypomora proposal.  dditionally, given that no segment is associated to λ 

in the input, there is no need to determine what is being inserted when λ in the input 

goes to µ in the output.  Once again, the analysis remains consistent with the 

assumption that setting an exact value of λ is an unnecessary step. 

 The realization of high vowels in open syllables is analyzed with the following 

constraint ranking: 

 

(2.77) FTMin-µ, PARSE-σ >>DEP-W>> SON-Weight  >>FTBin 

 

/li/ FTMin-µ PARSE-σ DEP-W SON-

Weight 

FTBin 

a. lɪλ  
 *! *  * 

b. (lɪλ) 
*!  *  * 

c. (lɪ λλ) 
  **! *  

d. (lɪjλµ)   **! *  

e. (l µµ)   **! *  

f. (liµ) ✓   * * * 
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Candidate (2.77a) is not footed, and therefore cannot augment under the pressure of 

FTMin-µ. Candidate (2.77b) is footed but fails to satisfy FTMin-µ with a hypomoraic 

vowel. Candidate (2.77c), (2.77d) and (2.77e) incur two violations of DEP-W. 

Candidate (2.77f) incurs only one violation of DEP-W, and is thus more harmonic with 

the ranking than the three previous forms. Comparing the winner with (2.77b), which 

also has only one violation of DEP-W, the tableau shows that although both candidates 

are equally penalized for the insertion of different moraic material -- µ vs λ, the 

candidate with the former satisfies FTMin-µ, while the candidate with the latter fatally 

violates it. In other words, although DEP-W is not specific enough to distinguish 

between the two, it does not need to do so – the ranking of FTMin-µ >> SON-Weight 

accomplishes this objective.  

 The evaluation of FTBin in the proposed hypomoraic system merits a special 

mention: given the goal of treating a hypomora the same as a mora when possible, a 

hypomora is treated equal to a mora in terms of constituting a weight value analyzed 

separately for the evaluation of binarity. In other words, candidates like (2.77c-e) are to 

be viewed as binary at the foot level. This being said, the low-ranking status of FTBin 

renders this distinction as functionally irrelevant. 

 For (2.77b) to be selected as the winner, i.e. for the high vowel to surface as 

hypomoraic, i.e., when both FTMin-µ and SON-Weight are satisfied, another rime 

constituent must contribute to the total weight of the rime. While the coda contributes to 

the total weight of the rime, it does not share its weight, given that it is not a voiced 

continuant. A complementary constraint to µ-share must be introduced. 

 

(2.78)  *µ-share: Segments that are not voiced continuants do not share their  

mora. One violation is incurred by a segment that is not a voiced 

continuant but shares its mora. 

  

The grammar producing a lax vowel in a closed syllable is shown below: 
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(2.79) FTMin-µ, *µ-share, WBYP, PARSE-σ >> DEP-W, SON-Weight >>  

          FTBin 

  

/lit/ FTMin-

µ 

*µ-

share 

WBYP PARSE-σ DEP-W SON-

Weight 

FTBin 

a. lɪλtµ     *! **   

b. (lɪλt) 
*!  *  *  * 

c. (lɪλtλ) 
    ** *!  

d. (lɪλtµ) ✓     **   

e. (lɪjλtµ)  *!      

f. (liµtµ)     ** *!  

g. (li µµtµ)     ***! * * 

h. (liµ tµ)  *!   ** *  

 

In this tableau, candidate (2.79d), with the hypomoraic association and in compliance 

with both µ-share and WBYP, and thus, FTMin-µ, is now the winner. 

 In polysyllabic forms, FTMin-µ can potentially be satisfied by footing the 

hypomoraic rime with the syllable to the left.  
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(2.80) FTMin-µ, ALIGN, PARSE-σ >> SON-Weight, FTBin 

 

/ʒᴐli/ FTMin-µ ALIGN  PARSE-σ SON-

Weight 

FTBin 

a. (ʒᴐµlɪλ) 
 *!    

b. (ʒᴐµliµ)  *!  *  

c. (ʒᴐµ) (lɪλ) 
*!    * 

d. (ʒᴐµ) (liµ) ✓    * * 

 

Candidates (2.80a) and (2.80b) satisfy foot minimality but crucially violate a highly-

ranked alignment constraint. Crucially, (2.80b) violates SON-Weight gratuitously – it 

can satisfy FTMin-µ without violating SON-Weight. Candidate (2.80c) has the correct 

foot structure, but fails to augment to satisfy FTMin-µ. Candidate (2.80d) is the winner: 

the correct foot structure motivates augmentation to satisfy FTMin-µ.  

 The nucleus is in the head foot is not only resistant to variation, but also to 

weakening: no devoicing or deletion is allowed in this position. This is easily accounted 

for via positional IDENT constraints, prohibiting altering the voicing specification and 

the deletion of a segment from the foothead. Crucially, limiting this to the head foot, 

instead of the foothead, will preclude a later analysis of the resistance to weakening in 

the initial syllable. Given that the head foot has only one branch, this branch is the 

foothead. A foothead projection is assured with FT-to-Head (Crowhurst 1996: 417),  

(2.81) below. A general IDENT-voice-IO constraint (2.82) is low-ranked, given the 

systematic devoicing of high vowels in medial positions.  

 

(2.81) FT-to-Head: Every foot dominates a head element. One violation per  

 headless foot.  
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(2.82) IDENT-voice-IO(Head): The foothead nucleus has the same voicing  

specification in the input as in the output. One violation per nucleus. 

 

IDENT-voice-IO(Head) is competing with a constraint calling for voice assimilation of 

the vowel with an adjacent segment: AGREE-voice (2.83). MAX-V(Head) is competing 

with a constraint that eliminates marked, hypomoraic vowels (2.85).  

 

(2.83) IDENT-voice-IO(Head), PARSE-σ >>  GREE-voice, IDENT-voice-IO 

 

/ekut/ HEAD IDENT-voice-

IO(Head) 

PARSE

-σ 

AGREE

-voice 

IDENT-voice-  

IO 

a. ekᴜ t    *!  * 

b. (e)(kᴜ t) *!    * 

c. (e)(kᴜ )  *!   * 

d. (e)(kᴜt) ✓    *  

 

 Candidate (2.83a) is unparsed into a foot, and thus fails to fall under the 

protection of IDENT-voice-IO(Head). It does violate a constraint protecting the input 

voicing specification, but it is a general constraint, not specific to the prosodic head 

position. Candidate (2.83b) devoices the vowel in question without violating the highly 

ranked IDENT-voice-IO(Head) due to the absence of a head projection, incurring a fatal 

violation of HEAD. Candidate (2.83c) has a devoiced vowel in the foothead – fatal 

violation. Candidate (2.83d) is the winner, both the most well-formed prosodically and 

maintaining identity to voice. 

An analogous ranking is used to analyze the absence of deletion in the foothead 

position. The relevant faithfulness constraint is a positional MAX constraint, which 

must outrank a general MAX constraint. 
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(2.84) MAX-V(Head): The vowel in the Head foot in the output has a  

correspondent in the input. One violation per vowel that violates this 

condition. 

 

Here, instead of AGREE-voice, the deletion is driven by the need to eliminate a marked 

vowel, i.e. all vowels must be monomoraic, or V-µ, countered, once again, by SON-

Weight. 

 

(2.85) MAX-V(Head), PARSE-σ, SON-Weight >> V-µ, MAX-V 

 

/peryk/ HEAD MAX-

V(Head) 

PARSE-

σ 

SON-

Weight 

V-µ MAX-V 

a. pe.rk   *!   * 

b. (pe)(rk)  *!     

c. (pe)(rk) *!     * 

d. (pe)(ryk)    *!   

e. (pe)(rʏk) ✓     *  

 

As in the case of devoicing, (2.85a) and (2.85c) are unprotected due to the absence of a 

foot projection for the former and of a foothead projection for the latter. Candidate 

(2.85b) is fatally penalized for losing the nucleus out of the foothead. Candidate (2.85d) 

eliminates the marked hypomoraic vowel by augmenting weight to a mora, for which it 

is fatally penalized as well by SON-Weight. Candidate (2.85e), while violating only V-µ 

due to the hypomoraic vowel, is the winner. 

 In summary, the prominent phonological position, encoded via a foothead 

projection on the final syllable, protects the vowel in the final syllable from identity and 

faithfulness violations, i.e., devoicing and deletion.  
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2.6 Conclusion 

 

 Chapter 2 is a proposal for an account of high vowel distribution in the final 

syllable – the Head foot of the PrWd. This is a prosodic treatment: sonority distinctions 

are translated into weight distinctions. The proposed quantity-sensitive foot structure 

imposes a number of prosodic conditions which may alter the underlying weight 

association of high vowels. Thus, their surface realization is a result of a complex 

interplay among prosodic markedness constraints for tenseness and between 

identity/faithfulness and prosodic markedness for devoicing and deletion. 

 This account is based on a model of phonological weight developed here for 

Québécois. This model follows Déchaine (1991) and Montreuil (2004a,b, 2005) in a 

number of critical assumptions. Namely, high vowels are viewed as inherently less 

sonorous than the rest of the vowel system. Thus, they are hypomoraic per inherent 

markedness, a weight value set as less than one mora µ. Given the constraints imposed 

by the foot, a unary minimally monomoraic unit, high vowels either remain associated 

to a hypomora and surface as lax, or they are associated to a higher weight value to 

satisfy a higher ranking minimality constraint and surface as monomoraic, tense. The 

tense/lax distinction translating into a moraic distinction is only active in the high tier. 

Non-high vowels are monomoraic.  

 A canonical foot of Québécois is coextensive with a single syllable. All syllables 

must be parsed into unary feet: PARSE-σ and  LIGN are unviolated. This foot is 

quantity-sensitive, the minimal weight is µ: the FTMin-µ constraint is unviolable. In 

order to satisfy FTMin-µ, a vowel‟s underlying weight-association may be changed to a 

higher value, thus sacrificing grammatical weight: FTMin-µ >> SON-Weight. 

However, the pressure to associate a vowel to unmarked weight, V-µ, is ranked below 

SON-Weight: high vowels stay true to their inherent lower weight association unless a 

foot-level condition (FTMin-µ) requires otherwise. The central ranking argued for here 

is FTMin-µ >> SON-Weight >> V-µ (in bold print in the diagram below). Finally, 

FTBin is ranked below FTMin-µ, given that MPW in French is not binary, but 
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constitutes (L). Additionally, foot binarity is sacrificed to foot-syllable alignment and to 

exhaustive parsing: PARSE-σ,  LIGN>> FTBin. 

 

 The Hasse diagram below recapitulates the OT analysis. 

 

 

(2.86) Hasse diagram 

 

IDENT-voice-IO(Head)  µ-share RIGHTMOST     FTMin-µ  PARSE-σ  ALIGN         MAX-  

                                 *µ-share  WBYP                                                          V(Head)    
Agree-Voice          

 

IDENT-Voice-IO                                                                                           MAX-V 

   

 

                                                 DEP-W           SON-Weight 

 

                  *λ       V-µ  FTBin 

                  

The table below provides a summary of the evaluation of hypomoraic weight 

associations for rimes containing high vowels by relevant constraints, compared to the 

traditional moraic associations: 
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(2.87) OT-Evaluation of candidates with rimes containing λ 

 

 FTMin-µ FTBin SON-Weight SON-

Weight(N) 

V-µ *λ DEP-W 

µ ✓ * * * ✓ ✓ * 

λ * * ✓ ✓ * * * 

*µµ ✓ ✓ * * ✓ ✓ ** 

λµ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ * * ** 

*λλ ✓ ✓ ✓*(nuc.+coda) ✓ * ** ** 

*µλ ✓ ✓ ** * * * ** 

µµ ✓ ✓ * * * ✓ ** 

λµ ✓ ✓ * ✓ * * ** 

*λλ ✓ ✓ **(nuc.+coda) ✓ * ** ** 
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CHAPTER 3  

Non-final foot structure 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction and chapter overview 

    

 Previous treatments of high vowel distribution in the non-final environment have 

generated a large amount of data. These data sets, while converging on the existence of 

variable realizations, are not always consistent in regards to some aspects of this 

distribution.  For example, all studies uphold the generalization that high vowels surface 

as tense or lax in non-final open syllables. For many, however, laxness, is viewed to be 

exclusively a result of harmonic assimilation (or dissimilation) with a lax high vowel in 

the final syllable or in a morphologically related form (Dumas 1974, 1976, Poliquin 

2006): e.g. [pᴜtɪn] „poutine‟, [my/ʏzɪkal] < [myzɪk] „music/al‟. Crucially, alongside 

these treatments are ones that provide forms that cannot be analyzed in terms of 

harmony: [mɪtɛn] „mitaine‟, [nʏmero] „numéro‟ (Déchaine 1991 and Côté 2008).45  

 In closed syllables, most treatments posit optional realization of high vowels as 

lax. Given that closed syllables fall outside the purview of harmony, these forms are, for 

the most part, not discussed beyond a statement reducing the generalization to optional 

laxness in non-final closed syllables. In a small number of treatments, more specific 

reports are attested. For Walker (1984), high vowels are laxed in closed syllables in a 

frequent fashion; for Déchaine (1991), they are always lax. Côté (2008) connects the 

probability of high vowel‟s realization as lax to the strength of the perceptual link 

between the high vowel in question and the following consonant. A strong correlation is 

found between the closed nature of the syllable and the laxness of the vowel: the more 

                                                 
45

 This leaves open the question of the role of harmonic assimilation for alternating pairs like [putɪn] ~ 

[pᴜtɪn], i.e. whether the lax variant is more likely in a form like [pᴜtɪn] than in a form like [mɪtɛn], 

because of the presence of the harmonic trigger in the former. This type of prediction lies outside the 

scope of the current analysis, which only maintains that prosodically, either type of form is more well-

formed with a tense variant. 
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likely a consonantal cluster to form an onset of the following syllable, the more likely 

the vowel is to be tense, and vice versa. 

 With respect to devoicing and deletion, the literature unanimously limits this 

phenomenon almost exclusively to medial syllables. While no quantitative data is 

available for devoicing, a study in Couturier (1998) offers findings that juxtapose the 

rates of deletion among non-final syllables: the first syllable has the lowest rate of 

deletion, with the second syllable showing a higher rate of deletion than retention in 

trisyllabic, tetrasyllabic, and pentasyllabic words. 

 The position adopted in this dissertation is that the distributional tendency of 

high vowels in the non-final environment tends to emulate the complementary 

distribution in the final environment: frequently lax in closed syllables and frequently 

tense in open syllables, with a fairly pervasive alternation in the latter. I further argue 

that some of this distribution is register-dependent. In the Model of Variation I propose 

for Québécois, the language is divided into Hyper-corrective and Standard Québécois. 

Hyper-corrective Québécois is identical to the grammar of Standard French with respect 

to high vowel tenseness: all high vowels are tense. Standard Québécois is characterized 

by the complementary distribution of tense and lax high vowels as function of the 

syllable closure in the final syllable. In Formal Québécois, all high vowels are tense in 

non-final syllables, and no devoicing or deletion takes place. In Popular Québécois, high 

vowels alternate in non-final open and closed syllables, to a varying degree in each 

environment. In medial syllables, high vowels may surface as devoiced or fail to surface 

altogether. A representative data set for each register of Standard Québécois is provided 

below. 
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(3.1) Representative data sets: Standard Québécois 

 

a. Formal Québécois 

[li]   tense in final open 

[sɪt]   lax in final closed 

[pu.tɪn]   tense in non-final open 

[mi.tɛn] 

[fil.tre]      tense in non-final closed 

*[kaptɛn]  no deletion 

*[kapi  tɛn]  no devoicing 

 

b. Popular Québécois 

[li]    tense in final open 

[sɪt]    lax in final closed 

[pu.tɪn] ~ [pᴜ.tɪn]  tense or lax in final open 

[mi.tɛn] ~ [mɪ.tɛn]  

[fɪl.ter] ~ [fil.tre]  lax or tense in non-final closed 

[ka.pi.tɛn] ~ [kap.tɛn]  optional deletion 

[ka.pi.tɛn] ~ [ka.pi  .tɛn]   optional devoicing 

   

 To account for the realization of high vowels in the non-final environment, I 

propose to extend the prosodic analysis developed for the final foot in Chapter 2 to 

include another type of foot projection: a branching, quantity-sensitive, left-dominant 

foot (moraic trochee) that combines a minimally monomoraic syllable with a 

hypomoraic syllable, or two consecutive hypomoraic syllables. The strong branch of 

this foot is resistant to weakening, i.e. devoicing and deletion, consistent with the 

analysis of the Head Foot (shown in (3.2a) below). The weak branch, however, allows 

for devoicing and deletion of vowels for which the Sonority-to-Weight scale assigns a 

hypomoraic association. 
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 The left dominance of the foot is based on the following facts and assumptions, 

discussed and motivated in this chapter: (1) even feet are preferred on the surface to 

uneven feet, (2) left-heavy feet are preferred to right-heavy feet, and (3) left branches of 

initial feet resist weakening. In the current proposal, foot heads are always aligned with 

an edge of a PrWd. As such, medial feet do not have internal dominance structure: both 

branches of such feet are weak. This means that in words longer than three syllables, 

internal feet are flat (cf Crowhurst and Hewitt 1995, Crowhurst 1996). With this 

approach, hypomoraic vowels can be excluded from strong non-initial positions, 

allowing for weakening phenomena to occur in any medial syllable.  

 A brief illustration of the proposed foot structure is presented below: 

 

(3.2) Headship in Québécois branching trochee 

 

a. (s – w) 

     (σ   λ) (σ) 

     (λ   σ) (σ) 

 

b. (w – w) flat feet 

     (σ) (λ  λ) (σ)     

      (σ) (σ  λ) (σ)    

      (λ   λ) (σ) 

 

 Let it be recalled that a canonical French foot is said to be coextensive with a 

syllable: (mɛ)(zᴐ ) „maison‟, (na)(sjᴐ)(nal) „national‟, (al)(ba)(tros) „albatros‟. A syllable 

with a hypomoraic rime cannot constitute a foot on its own due to insufficient weight, 

and therefore combines with an adjacent syllable: (tri.kᴐ)(te), (ka.mi)(zᴐl). A degenerate 

foot is posited for the initial hypomoraic syllable of disyllabic words: {pu}(tin), 

{mi}(tɛn). This foot projection is associated with a prominent position and protects the 

nucleus from weakening. Under the current analysis, degenerate feet are preferred to 
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unfooted syllables, given the stabilizing role of the foot projection. This analysis is not 

only critical for disyllables, but also for tetrasyllabic words with consecutive high 

nuclei, which may contain an initial hypomoraic rime. 

 In words longer than three syllables, a hypomoraic rime may be adjacent to a 

full syllable on the left and on the right side: e.g. [kᴐ.mʏ.nᴐ.te] „communauté‟. Unlike 

in trisyllabic examples, where the hypomoraic rime combines with whatever syllable is 

available, the hypomoraic rime above may combine with the syllable to its right, 

(mʏ.nᴐ), and a syllable to its left, (kᴐ.mʏ).   preference for one foot shape over 

another can result from the Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy proposed here. This 

hierarchy is based on the following three principles, in the order of priority: 1) 

quantitative minimum: L- and H-rimes are preferred to SL-rimes, 2) quantitative 

evenness: even trochees are preferred to uneven trochees, and 3) quantitative 

dominance: the left branch that is heavier than the right branch is preferred to the left 

branch that is lighter. Some foot shapes are grouped together on the hierarchy, despite a 

possible differentiation based on one of the above principles, due to the lack of 

empirical surface distinction between them. The resultant hierarchy is presented below: 

 

(3.3) Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy for Québécois 

 

(L), (L L), (H)>> (H L), (L H) >> (L SL), (H SL)>>(SL L), (SL H)>>(SL SL)>>{SL} 

 

 The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents a discussion of the 

relevant data reports. Based on this discussion, a set of distributional generalizations is 

motivated for the non-final environment and presented in the framework of the Model 

of Variation developed here for Québécois (Standard Québécois = Formal + Popular 

Québécois). In Section 3.3, I discuss left-edge prominence in Québécois and posit the 

initial syllable as a phonologically prominent position, alongside the final syllable. 

Section 3.4 develops a proposal for foot structure that accounts for the distribution of 

high vowels. I begin with tri- and disyllabic words and continue to tetrasyllabic words 
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(with brief examples of pentasyllables). The foot structure is analyzed in an Optimality-

Theoretic framework, reflecting the interplay of prosodic markednes conditions. The 

final Section 3.5 concludes the chapter. 

 

3.2 Variation in high vowel distribution in the non-final environment 

  

 In Chapter 1, it was shown that while all treatments of Québécois high vowels 

report variable realizations in the non-final environment, the account of the facts can 

vary. More specifically, while the generalizations with respect to devoicing and deletion 

are consistent throughout the literature, the same cannot be asserted for the tense/lax 

alternation. All reports concur on the existence of lax variants in closed syllables and 

tense variants in open syllables in the non-final environment. The two distributional 

aspects that lend themselves to inconsistent reporting are the occurrence of tense high 

vowels in closed syllables and, more significantly, of lax high vowels in open syllables 

without a harmonic trigger present, either in the surface form itself or in a related form. 

Crucially, these disputed variants are a mirror image of the straightforward 

complementary distribution in the final syllable.  In order to arrive at a master data set 

that reflects all the reported trends, I will synthesize the relevant data sets into a single 

set of clear generalizations. I will claim that some aspects of the pattern are register or 

style-dependent, and will show how the master data set is aligned with my Model of 

Variation. 

 

 3.2.1  Tense/lax alternation 

 The view assumed in the majority of the treatments of Québécois high vowels 

(discussed in Chapter 1) is that these vowels are tense underlyingly and will surface as 

such unless the syllable is closed and is, crucially, stressed. Under this view, the default 

variant for the non-final, or unstressed, syllables is tense. Laxness in this environment 

results from the closed nature of the syllable, while laxness in open syllables is said to 

be a result of harmonic assimilation. This view is summarized in (3.4) 
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(3.4) Traditional view of tense/lax alternation (cf Dumas 1974 etc, Walker 

1984) 

 

Open σ  Closed σ  

Variant Source Variant Source 

tense underlying tense underlying 

[ku.zɪn]  [fil.tre]  

lax 

[kᴜ.zɪn] 

harmony, trigger is 

lax high vowel in 

final syllable 

lax 

         [fɪl.tre] 

syllable is closed; 

adjusted for syllable 

cut 

    

 

 As a result, both variants are permitted in both open and closed non-final 

syllables, but under different conditions. The closed syllable environment is fairly 

straightforward: the closed nature of the syllable serves as the source of high vowel 

laxness. In fact, as discussed earlier, Déchaine (1991) asserts that laxness is obligatory 

instead of optional in this environment. Déchaine‟s illustration of this assertion is 

somewhat problematic: she does not supply forms in which there is no possibility of a 

morphological boundary accounting for obligatory laxness: [kᴐmɪk|m  ] „comiquement‟, 

[anʏl|m  ] „annulement‟, [ʃatuj|m  ] „chatouillement] (Déchaine 1991: 109). The forms 

supplied by Walker (1984), however, allow for the distributional generalization made by 

Déchaine independently of morphology: [bᴜl.var] „boulevard‟, [vʏl.gɛr] „vulgaire‟. The 

lax variant can appear in an initial or a medial closed syllable: [kᴐ s.trʏk.sjᴐ ] 

„construction‟, [re.pʏl.siv] „répulsive‟. In sum, it is sufficient for a non-final syllable to 

be closed in order to surface with a lax high vowel, aligning with the distribution in the 

final syllable, in which laxness is obligatory.  

 The behavior of high vowels in open syllables is significantly more complicated.  

The only possible source of assimilatory laxness is another high vowel – in the most 

straightforward cases, the obligatorily lax high vowel in the final closed syllable. 

Chapter 1 discusses all types of harmony as analyzed primarily in Poliquin (2006): local 

non-iterative – [ilɪsɪt], non-local – [ɪlisɪt], and across-the-board – [ɪlɪsɪt] („illicite‟). Non-
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local harmony also includes cases with transparent vowels: [ɪnedɪt] „inédite‟. The 

harmony analysis runs into a problem when the harmonic trigger is not present in the 

final closed syllable. Two distinct configurations are analyzed: the final syllable 

contains a tense high vowel (3.5), the final syllable does not contain a high vowel (3.6). 

 

(3.5) Tense high vowel in final syllable 

 

a. [mɪ.si:v] „missive‟ 

b.  [fɪ.ni]  „fini‟ 

c. [tᴜ.pi]  „toupie‟ 

 

 

(3.6) No high vowel in final syllable 

 

a. [bᴜ.de]  „bouder‟ 

b. [nʏ.me.ro] „numéro‟ 

 

With forms such as (3.5a), Poliquin (2006) invokes a derivation in which Final Closed 

Syllable Laxing and Laxing Harmony take place before Voiced Continuant 

Lengthening. With forms like (3.5b), Dumas (1976) invokes harmony via a 

morphologically related form that does contain a trigger: fɪ.nɪs „finisse‟. Forms such as 

(3.5c) are accounted for via dissimilation of tenseness (Dumas 1976: 166). For no high 

vowels in the final syllable, (3.6a) can also be treated with morphological analogy: 

[bᴜ.de] ~ [bᴜd] („boude‟, „boudes‟, „boudent‟).  

 It is forms exemplified in (3.6b), with no possibility of a harmonic analysis, even 

if supported by morphological analogy, that present the biggest challenge in the current 

literature. The language contains a plethora of polysyllabic words which contain only 

one high vowel in an open syllable, with the rest of the vowels non-high. Based on the 

examined data treatments, three main types of accounts can be extended to these forms. 
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First, high vowels are assumed to be lax underlyingly, as in Déchaine (1991), and 

surface as such. Second, non-final laxness is accounted for via Open Syllable Laxing in 

Walker (1984). Walker, however, limits this process to initial syllables of trisyllabics 

only, with medial syllables accounted for by adjacent Laxing Harmony (thus requiring a 

morphological relationship with a form containing the appropriate trigger). Third, the 

lax variants in such words can simply be rejected, as in Poliquin (2006).  Poliquin 

excludes the possibility of a lax high vowel in a pre-tonic open syllable, if there is no 

lax high vowel (or a high vowel) to trigger laxing by a type of harmony. Thus, /mitɛn/, 

has only one possible realization: [mi.tɛn], at the exclusion of [mɪ.tɛn]. However, 

[mɪ.tɛn] is perfectly acceptable for Déchaine (1991: 111).  

 An analysis that fully accounts for the behavior of high vowels in the non-final 

environment must include all reported realizations of these vowels in a unified and 

systematic fashion. The same analysis must be able to treat the tense/lax alternation in 

both open and closed syllables, independent of the presence of a harmony trigger or a 

possibility of establishing morphological analogy. Crucially, forms like [mɪ.tɛn] must be 

included into the analysis: they are of critical importance. I will assume that any high 

vowel in a non-final open syllable can surface as lax, as can any high vowel in a non-

final closed syllable.  

 This being said, not all lax high vowels in the non-final environment are created 

equal. The realization of high vowels as tense in non-final open syllables is viewed as 

the dominant realization in the ensemble of literature. This tendency is fairly 

uncontroversial and is trivially endorsed in all relevant studies (cf Dumas 1974, 1976, 

Walker 1984, McLaughlin 1986, Déchaine 1991, Poliquin 2006 and others).  

 In non-final closed syllables, the tense variant is competing with the variant 

expected in a closed syllable, lax. Unlike the clear tendency for tenseness in open 

syllables, the tendency for laxness in closed ones is less definitive. The only argument 

for categorical laxness in this environment is assumed in Déchaine (1991). Gendron 

(1966), a phonetic study, demonstrates that high vowels are realized as open (lax) in 

stressed (final) and unstressed (non-final) closed syllables, with the exception of 
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syllables closed with a lengthening consonant.46 In unstressed syllables, this is a 

tendency rather than a rule, dependent on the particular word or the individual speaker. 

The assessment of the distribution in Walker (1984: 54) also points to the conclusion 

that this is a tendency: high vowels in pretonic (non-final) closed syllables are laxed in a 

“variable but frequent fashion”.  

An alternate take on high vowel realization in non-final closed syllables is found 

in Côté (2008). The distribution of high vowels in the non-final environment is treated 

outside the construct of the syllable – in an asyllabic framework.47 The relationship 

between the nucleus and the coda is reinterpreted as a relationship between a vocalic 

segment and the following consonant in words with the shape VC1C2V. Côté finds that 

the possibility of a lax vowel is a function of the strength of the perceptual link that 

exists between the vowel and the following consonant: the stronger the link, the higher 

the possibility of the lax variant on the surface. Côté‟s findings are based on the 

following hierarchy: 

 

(3.7) Hierarchy of perceptual links (reproduced from Côté 2008: 8) (P-stop, O-

obstruent) 

 

VrCV, VNCV  > VlCV  >  VPCV  >  VFCV  >  VOLV  >  VCV 

    turban, bingo        sultan        pygmée     piston        coutelas     Simon 

 

Strength         6                     5                4              3                2              1  

 

The words like „turban‟ and „bingo‟, with the strength factor 6, are more likely 

to surface with a lax high vowel than words with the strength factor 5, like „sultan‟, etc. 

This finding contradicts the assertion in Gendron (1966), which puts forth strong 

                                                 
46

 More precisely, Gendron states that in unaccented syllable the timbre of high vowels “can be more or 

less open” (Gendron 1966: 22, translation mine). One clear tendency is open timbre in front of strong 

consonants.  
47

 Côté cites the following sources for the asyllabic approach: Steriade 199b, Kochetov, Ahn 2000, Côté 

2000, 2008a, Blevins 2003, McCrary 2004, Samuels 2008, Shattuck-Hufnagel 2008 (Côté 2007:8) 
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consonants as the ones more likely to follow a lax high vowel. No other study presents 

findings based on distinctions within consonants, aside from the lengthening set of 

voiced continuants. While the results of the distribution of lax high vowels based on the 

distinctions within consonants are of significance, the phonologically relevant factor for 

the present study is the presence of a consonantal segment in the coda position, 

regardless of the type of consonant (with additional stipulations made for voiced 

continuants). In this sense, the scale in (7) indicates that high vowels are more likely to 

surface as lax in non-final closed syllables than in open syllables, with the cut-off 

between strength factors 1 and 2. A cut-off can also be posited between 3 and 2, if the 

OL-cluster is instantiated with a different cluster, e.g -bl-, -tr-, which potentially 

syllabifies into the onset of the second syllable and leaves the high nucleus in an open 

syllable. For Côté, it is the quality of the high vowel that determines the syllabi cation 

judgment, and not vice versa: [si.lvɛ ] but [sɪl.vɛ ] „Sylvain‟, [tu.ndrᴐ] but [tᴜn.drᴐ] 

„tundra‟ (Côté 2008: 7). Under this view, it is not that high vowels surface as lax in 

closed syllables, but that the syllable is closed if the high vowel surfaces as lax. 

Crucially for the current analysis, both formulations lend support to the existence of a 

link between lax high vowels and the closed nature of the syllable. Moreover, Côté‟s 

approach endorses a relationship between the distribution in the final syllable and that in 

the non-final syllable: high vowels should not be tense in a closed syllable; when the 

high vowel surfaces as tense, the coda is kicked off into the onset of the following 

syllable. As such, one of the core assumptions of the current analysis is upheld under 

this view: the quantitative equivalency between [si.] and [sɪl.], [tu.] and [tᴜn.] of the 

above examples. In sum, Côté‟s analysis endorses two important assumptions in regards 

to closed syllables in the non-final environment: 1) high vowels are more likely to be 

lax in closed than in open syllables, and 2) tense high vowels should not appear in 

closed syllables, *[sil], *[tun].   

Based on the discussion of the findings in Gendron (1966), Déchaine (1991), 

Walker (1984) and Côté (2008) with respect to high vowel realization in non-final 

syllables, I posit the following distributional tendencies: 
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(3.8) Variable distribution of high vowels in non-final syllables  

 

a. In non-final open syllables, the dominant realization of high vowels is tense.  

b. In non-final closed syllables, the dominant realization of high vowels is lax. 

 

An important aspect of the distribution that remains to be examined is whether 

(3.8a) applies equally to initial and medial syllables. Previous studies supply 

contradictory evidence in this regard. Walker (1984: 57-8) states that the process of 

high vowel laxing is favored in initial syllables. Déchaine (1991: 107) favors the medial 

syllable for the lax realization: the distributional generalization she provides allows for 

both tense and lax variants in the initial position, and for only lax variants in the medial 

position, i.e. only weak vowels can appear in a metrically weak position. The only 

instance of quantitative findings is presented in Poliquin (2006: 58-73). In his study of 

harmonic patterns in words in which all vowels are high, e.g. /ʒyridik/ „juridique‟, 

Poliquin finds that two out of 12 speakers opt for the across-the-board pattern, [ʒʏrɪdɪk], 

three give higher acceptance rates to a non-local pattern, preferring the initial syllable, 

[ʒʏridɪk], and four speakers prefer the adjacent non-iterative pattern, [ʒyrɪdɪk]. The 

remaining three speakers are said to not display a distinctive pattern that can be 

classified. These numbers do not clearly point to one pattern being overwhelmingly 

more favored over others. Interestingly, however, although inconclusive, more speakers 

prefer the adjacent non-iterative pattern, the least marked instantiation of harmony. 

Dumas (1987) confirms the existence of the three patterns, but states that the preferred 

pattern is the alternating one, corresponding to Poliquin‟s non-local. These facts do not 

easily lend themselves to a generalization setting the medial or the initial syllable apart 

as a more likely host of laxness for high vowels. In light of this discussion, I will 

assume that all things being equal, lax variants are as plausible in medial as they are in 

initial positions. 

To sum up, the generalizations outlined in (3.8) are at the core of the current 

view of high vowel distribution in non-final syllables. Based on a thorough review of 
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the existing datasets, I conclude that the categorical complementary distribution in the 

final syllable is a distributional tendency in non-final syllables. Below is a 

representative dataset for the current view of the tense/lax alternation in non-final 

syllables, consisting of familiar data items originating from Walker (1984), Déchaine 

(1991) and Poliquin (2006). This dataset does not make a distinction between forms that 

contain a potential laxness trigger and those do not, reflecting the unitary nature of the 

prosodic approach developed in this dissertation. 

 

(3.9) High vowel alternation in non-final syllables: data under current view 

 

I. In non-final open syllables, high vowels are likely to be realized as tense. 

Tense variants alternate with lax variants. 

 

a. A single non-final high vowel 

 

[mi.nʏt] ~ [mɪ.nʏt]   „minute‟ 

[pi.lʏl] ~ [pɪ.lʏl]    „pilule‟ 

[vi.tɛs] ~ [vɪ.tɛs]    „vitesse‟ 

[mi.tɛn] ~ [mɪ.tɛn]    „mitaine‟ 

[ʃi.nwa] ~ [ʃɪ.nwa]   „chinois‟ 

[sty.pœr] ~ [stʏ.pœr]   „stupeur‟ 

[ʒy.mɛl] ~ [ʒʏ.mɛl]   „jumelle‟ 

[tu.rɪst] ~ [tᴜ.rɪst]    „touriste‟ 

[ku.zɪn] ~ [kᴜ.zɪn]    „cousine‟ 

[bu.de] ~ [bᴜ.de]    „bouder‟ 

[tu.pi] ~ [tᴜ.pi]    „toupie‟ 

[bu.tɛj] ~ [bᴜ.tɛj]    „bouteille‟ 

[di.na.mɪk] ~ [dɪ.na.mɪk]   „dynamique‟ 

[a.mi.tje] ~ [a.mɪ.tje]   „amitié‟ 

[ny.me.ro] ~ [nʏ.me.ro]   „numéro‟ 

[kᴐ.my.nɪs] ~ [kᴐ.mʏ.nIs]   „communiste‟ 
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[sa.ly.te] ~ [sa.lʏ.te]   „saluter‟ 

[a.bu.tɪs] ~ [a.bᴜ.tɪs]   „aboutisse‟ 

[de.gu.te] ~ [de.gᴜ.te]   „degoûter‟ 

 

b. Multiple consecutive non-final high vowels 

 

[my.zi.sjɛ  ] ~ [my.zɪ.sjɛ  ] ~ [mʏ.zi.sjɛ  ] ~ [mʏ.zɪ.sjɛ  ]   „musicien‟ 

[difisɪl] ~ [difɪsɪl] ~ [dɪ.fi.sɪl] ~ [dɪ.fɪ.sɪl]    „difficile‟  

[si.mi.li.tʏd] ~ [si.mi.lɪ.tʏd] ~ [sɪ.mi.li.tʏd] ~ [sɪ.mɪ.lɪ.tʏd] 48  „similitude‟ 

 

In I(a), the leftmost form is the more common realization. In I(b), the order of 

the forms with at least one lax realization reflects the results of Poliquin (2006), 

discussed earlier: local non-iterative > non-local > across-the-board. 

 

II. In non-final closed syllables, high vowels are likely to be realized as lax. Lax 

variants alternate with tense variants. 

  

[fɪl.tre] ~ [fil.tre]    „filter‟ 

[pɪs.tᴐ.lɛ] ~ [pis.tᴐ.lɛ]   „pistolet‟ 

[rɪs.ke] ~ [ris.ke]     „risquer‟ 

[vʏl.gɛr] ~ [vyl.gɛr]   „vulgaire‟ 

[glɪs.m  ] ~ [glis.m  ]   „glissment‟ 

[kᴐ s.trʏk.sjᴐ ] ~ [kᴐ s.tryk.sjᴐ ]  „construction‟ 

[re.pʏl.siv] ~ [re.pyl.siv]   „répulsive‟ 

[sʏl.t  ] ~ [syl.t  ]    „sultan‟ 

[nʏl.m  ] ~ [nyl.m  ]   „nullement‟ 

[bᴜl.var] ~ [bul.var]   „boulevard‟ 

                                                 
48

 It must be recalled from a discussion of harmony in Chapter 1, that the study in Poliquin (2006) limits the 

possible realizations of „similitude‟-type words to these four forms. For Poliquin, these forms mimic the 

harmonic patterns of tri-syllabics.  
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    „fourchette‟ 

[grᴜp.m  ] ~ [grup.m  ]   „groupement‟ 

 

A speaker of Québécois may at some point produce each type of variant in each 

type of environment, despite individual preferences for certain patterns. The dataset in 

(3.9) illustrates the overall distributional tendency in the language. The question to 

explore is whether the distribution can be constrained further.   

In his treatment of Québécois vowel harmony, Poliquin (2006) finds his speakers 

to be “consistent in their preferences” on the one hand, and “almost never 

prefer<ing> one given pattern to the total exclusion of all others”, on the other. For 

Poliquin, this translates into “probabilistic preference” on the part of the speaker for one 

pattern: “preference for a given pattern across speakers merely indicates that this pattern 

is possible for a certain type of word. <…> there exists at least one grammar that can 

generate it” (Poliquin 2006: 14). In other words, according to this view, a speaker 

possesses a probabilistic grammar that will frequently generate one pattern of 

realization, but will sometimes prefer another. Crucially, both the strongly preferred and 

the seldom selected pattern are a part of the grammar. 

Poliquin (2006: 70) states that harmony is associated with a “more casual 

register”. By extension, high vowel laxness is associated with a lower register, given 

that for Poliquin, lax variants in non-final open syllables are only possible via harmony.  

This being said, a general assumption relegating all lax high vowels to the lower 

register in Québécois is incorrect. It has been amply stated that high vowels in the final 

syllable surface as lax for speakers across a variety of education profiles (Poliquin 2006, 

Hammond 1980, Cedergren and Simoneau 1985). Generalizing tense high vowels to a 

higher register is likely to result from the perceived influence of the grammar of 

Standard French, in which lax high vowels are not permitted. This type of association 

leads some speakers to avoid lax high vowels in words of „learned‟ flavor‟: Walker 

(1984: 58) provides a number of examples: „primitif‟, „unique‟, „typique‟. In Québécois, 

however, lax high vowels are not only permitted but are required in final closed 
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syllables. Thus, for a speaker of this language, lax high vowels are natural and expected 

in final closed syllables. In fact, Dumas‟ analysis of hypercorrection (Dumas 1974), 

demonstrates that when speakers attempt to hypercorrect and eliminate a short, lax high 

vowel from the final closed syllable, they obtain a long, but lax and diphthongized 

variant, instead of a tense one. Gendron (1966: 20) asserts that this <tense in closed 

syllables> realization of high vowels is perceived as very unnatural by speakers of 

Québécois, and is looked upon as arrogant and pretentious. Furthermore, in oral media, 

often viewed as the carrier of standardized pronunciation, lax variants are preferred by 

most in this environment.   

Based on this discussion, I propose to designate the distributional tendency 

outlined in (3.9) as Popular Québécois (PQ): the grammar employed by most in most 

situations and some in casual situations. Another grammar available to the speaker is a 

significantly more formal style of grammar, in which the tense/lax alternation is only 

permitted in final syllables, designated here as Formal Québécois (FQ). These two 

grammars comprise Standard Québécois, the defining characteristic being the 

complementary distribution in the final syllable, common to all non-hyper-corrective 

speakers of the language.  This view of the grammar of Québécois is summarized in 

(3.10) below: 

 

(3.10) The Grammar of Québécois: high vowel realization 

 

Hyper-corrected Québécois    Standard Québécois 
      Final σ: tense in open σ, lax in closed σ 

             Formal Québécois   Popular Québécois  
       

All high vowels are tense,        Non-final σ: tense; tense~lax in open σ 

identical to Standard French      lax~tense in closed σ; 

      no devoicing,   devoicing, deletion 

      no deletion  in medial syllables 

Poliquin (2006) Déchaine (1991) 

                                                                    Dumas (1974, 1976, 1981, 1987) 

                                                                                Walker (1984) 
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This partitioning of Québécois into three registers with respect to high vowel 

distribution is modeled in part on the tradition begun in Fouché (1959), which 

distinguishes three different registers in French: an informal style (conversation 

familière), a formal style (conversation soignée), and a very formal style (discours et 

lecture). The three styles of French map onto Standard Québécois, with Hyper-corrected 

Québécois lying outside these registers. FQ may be said to be roughly analogous to the 

very formal style in French with some overlap with the formal style, while PQ 

corresponds to the informal style of French, with significant overlap with the formal 

style, given the pervasive nature of the tense-lax alternation and weakening across 

speakers and social contexts. 

The complementary distribution in the non-final syllable is critical to the 

grammar of Standard Québécois. The dominant trend in PQ is aligned with this 

distribution. This grammar is closely reflected in the dataset argued for in Déchaine 

(1991). However, as previously shown, Déchaine‟s assumption about closed syllables 

containing only lax variants is widely disputed in other data reports. Given this, I posit a 

strong tendency for laxness in non-final closed syllables, with tense variants also a 

possible realization. 

 In summary, while Déchaine and Poliquin represent two extremes of data 

interpretation for Québécois, a large number of data sets fall between these two views – 

the generalizations in (3.9). A way to account for this is to assume that these grammars 

represent register-dependent patterns, and that a speaker may access the grammar of FQ 

while operating on the PQ. In this dissertation, FQ and PQ will each be subject to a 

separate analysis. 

In addition to the tense/lax alternation in open syllables, Popular Québécois is 

characterized by the alternation of fully realized variants and devoiced and non-realized 

variants.  
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 3.2.2 Deletion and devoicing 

In the discussion of data in Chapter 1, it is shown that in the non-final 

environment, high vowels may also devoice and delete. In brief, devoicing is favored 

between two voiceless obstruents, but the presence of one is sufficient for this process 

to occur. Deletion takes place primarily in open syllables with a simple onset, preferably 

also followed by a syllable with a simple onset, making re-syllabification possible. 

These two phenomena share a crucial prosodic restriction: the medial syllable is by far 

the more frequent locus, with the initial syllable largely excluded. A representative data 

sample for devoicing and deletion in the medial syllable is presented below: 

 

(3.11) Deletion and devoicing 

 

a. Deletion 

 

[mʏz.kal]  <   /my.zi.kal/  „musical‟ 

[kᴐm.te]    <   /kᴐ.mi.te/  „comité‟ 

[pᴐl.tɪk]     <   /pᴐ.li.tik/   „politique‟ 

[maɲ.fɪk]   <   /ma.ɲi.fik/  „magnifique‟ 

[tap.se]   <   /ta.pi.se/  „tapisser‟ 

[deg.ze]    <   /de.gi.ze/  „déguiser‟ 

 

b. Devoicing 

 

[ɛ .si  .te]  „inciter‟ 

[de.py .te] „député‟  

[ka.py .sɛ  ] „capucin‟ 

[de.ku .pe] „découper‟ 

[e.ku .te] „écouter‟ 

[e.ki  .pe] „équiper‟ 
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On the segmental level, deletion is said to be favored between two fricatives or 

two consonantal clusters with opposing values for [cont] (Dumas 1977: 98). Cedergren 

and Simoneau (1985) also find that syncope is favored in the [-voice] context, and that a 

following stop favors deletion, resulting into a cluster of opposing values for [cont]: e.g. 

univer[st]e. For devoicing, (Dumas 1977: 96) reports that high vowels preceded by [s] 

or [ts] are more likely to delete, then those preceded by any other fricative, then a stop. 

The same applies to high vowels that are followed by these segments, with the most 

favorable context thus being [s]__[s]. More generally, devoicing can occur as long as one 

of the adjacent consonants is voiceless. Cedergren and Simoneau (1985) are in slight 

divergence with these findings: for them, the context favoring devoicing is subject to 

the following scale: [s], other voiceless fricatives, and voiceless stops. In other words, 

the surrounding context must be entirely voiceless, and one of the consonants must be a 

fricative: e.g. scienti  fique, disci  pline.  

The autosegmental context of the surrounding environment is significantly more 

critical to high vowel devoicing than it is to high vowel deletion. Devoicing is an 

assimilatory process, in which [-voice] of an adjacent consonant assimilates to the 

vowel in question. The role of prosody is minimal: voicing assimilation is blocked in 

prominent positions. In the case of deletion, the segmental environment of the high 

vowel is of secondary importance: a high vowel may fail to surface in a prosodically 

weak environment regardless of its segmental surroundings.  

A valuable quantitative account of high vowel deletion that sheds light on the 

locality constraints is found in Couturier (1998), a phonetic study. In a corpus of 

isolated words, Couturier (1998: 159) finds that the rate of realization of high vowels 

under stress, i.e. the final syllable, is 100%. Of the high vowels in the non-final 

environment, 37% are syncopated. The distribution of these vowels across the syllabic 

positions reveals a pattern: the higher rates of syncope vs retention are found in the 

second syllable of tri-, tetra-, and pentasyllabic words, while the rates of retention are 

higher in the first syllable of di-, tri-, and tetra- and pentasyllabic words (Couturier 
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1998: 160)49. The clear trends revealed by these findings are as follows: 1) final 

syllables are completely resistant to deletion, and 2) initial syllables are strongly 

resistant to deletion.   less clear tendency arising in Couturier‟s results seems to be that 

in tetrasyllabics, the vowel in the second syllable is more likely to drop than the vowel 

in the third syllable: 47,4% of syncope, e.g. „resupporter‟, vs 33.3%, e.g. „licenciement‟. 

The gap in percentage is reduced to 7% smaller once the reduced vowels are included. 

For Couturier, this is consistent with proposals for the presence of secondary phonetic 

stress in Québécois: the vowel immediately following the stressed vowel is the most 

likely to delete. Given the scarcity of empirical evidence and the inconclusive nature of 

the quantitative result in regards to Couturier‟s findings on the distinction between the 

second and the third syllable, I do not adopt the generalization that the second syllable 

is more favorable to high vowel deletion than the third. On the other hand, the findings 

with respect to the first syllable resisting deletion and the medial syllables allowing it 

are confirmed in the ensemble of the literature on the subject. In sum, the larger 

uncontroversial trend is that the final and the initial syllables are resistant to weakening, 

while the medial syllables allow it. 

The first study to relate the locus of deletion to abstract phonological structure is 

Cedergren and Simoneau (1985). For these authors, the two processes of vowel 

reduction, deletion and devoicing, are a result of the interaction between underlying 

phonological structure and phonetic surface realization (Cedergren and Simoneau 1985: 

57-8). This view strongly resonates with the prosodic account developed in this 

dissertation – the interaction between abstract phonological structure and phonetic 

realization. The findings in regards to the position favoring deletion are at first glance 

surprising: the initial position of the rhythmic group is the most likely to host deletion 

of a high vowel. However, a closer look reveals a critical distinction between function 

                                                 
49

 Couturier‟s precise results are as follows: final syllables: 0 dropped, 100% retained; 2-syllabic words 1/2 

-- 4 vowels dropped, 10 retained; 3-syllabic words: 1/3 – 3 vowels dropped, 12 retained; 2/3 – 8 vowels 

dropped, 7 retained; tetrasyllabics: 1/4 – 5 vowels dropped, 10 vowels retained; 2/4 – 9 vowels dropped, 10 

vowels retained, 3/4 – 2 vowels dropped, 4 retained; pentasyllabics: 1/5 – 0 vowels dropped, 3 retained; 2/5 

– 7 vowels dropped, 8 retained. *1/2 = 1
st
 syllable in a 2-syllable word; retained = weak + realized. The 

results look somewhat different is the weak vowels are combined with the retained ones, but the pattern 

remains the same across the findings. 
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and lexical words. That is, of the 18 items exemplifying syncope (Cedergren and 

Simoneau 1985: 70-1), 10 contain an unrealized high vowel in the initial syllable, but 8 

of the 10 are function words, for the most part not presented in isolation. Of the 9 

lexical items, 8 contain the syncopated vowel in a medial syllable. These facts point in 

the direction of the validity of the generalization that deletion is largely limited to 

medial syllables of PrWds. Interestingly, the analysis foregoes incorporating this 

generalization into the proposal for prominence structure. Instead, the authors opt for 

adopting the notion of the metrical grid, developed for French in Selkirk (1984). This 

grid is based on the prominence relationship among syllables, expressed in rhythmic 

beats: full vowels receive a demi-beat and a basic beat, while schwas – only a demi-

beat. Cedergren and Simoneau extend this analysis to high vowels in Québécois. High 

vowels only receive a demi-beat, unless they are located in the last syllable of a lexical 

word, or in a closed syllable, in which case they are assigned a full beat. Under this 

view, the following rule of high vowel deletion is proposed: a high vowel deletes when 

it is not assigned a basic beat.  

A problematic aspect of this type of analysis, as alluded to earlier, is that 

although it is able to oppose high vowels in open syllables (hypomoraic rimes) to all 

other rimes, it does not relate the position of such a vowel in the word to the locus of 

deletion. In other words, it is impossible to distinguish between the initial position 

resistant to deletion and the medial position that allows it. What can accomplish this 

objective is an analysis that establishes a prominence relationship among syllables based 

on a higher prosodic constituent, assuring that this abstract phonological structure is 

consistent across words and is thus able to reliably predict the locus of deletion. Such a 

constituent – a foot – is at the core of the prosodic account developed in this 

dissertation.  
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3.3 Non-final prominence  

 

 In the previous section, it was shown that devoicing and deletion are subject to 

an important prosodic restriction: the initial syllable is resistant to these phenomena. 

The initial syllable‟s resistance to weakening can be tied to the proposal for the 

existence of stable secondary phonetic stress in Québécois. The current section explores 

some relevant findings (cf Gendron 1966, Walker 1984, Déchaine 1991, Scullen 1997), 

with the goal of establishing a relationship between the initial prominence and prosodic 

headship of the initial syllable. 

Stress in French can be regarded as fairly simple in that it is fixed and 

demarcative, always final in the rhythmic unit. The stress facts become rather 

complicated when one goes beyond the final stress. A number of proposals have been 

put forth in that regard. Non-final prominence in Standard French is often connected to 

the so-called „accent d‟insistance‟, or emphatic stress, targeting primarily the initial 

syllable (Delattre 1966: 65ff). While the main perceptual feature of final stress in 

French is duration, emphatic stress is characterized by increased intensity and a higher 

frequency of the vowel. The onset consonant of the emphatically stressed syllable will 

often geminate (Côté 2005: 138). Delattre continues to insist on the distinct nature of 

the two stresses pointing out that the final stress never leaves the final syllable, while 

the position of the emphatic stress can vary. When the initial consonant is not available, 

this stress can be realized on the second syllable. The emphatic stress is exemplified in 

the following forms, reproduced from (Côté 2005: 139). 

 

(3.12) Emphatic stress 

 

C‟est épouvantable! C‟est épouvantable! 

un résultat fondamental 

une personne aimable, souriante, enjouée 
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Fouché (1959: lxii) notices the increasingly frequent realization of the emphatic 

stress on the initial syllables in French, and laments a possible stabilization of that stress 

in the future. The forms in (3.13) exemplify this type of stress, reproduced from Scullen 

(1993: 16), who attributes them to Fónagy (1979). 

 

(3.13) Examples of initial stress in French 

 

[    ̍ b  .do] „bandeau‟ 

[ˈd  .se]  „danser‟ 

[ˈbar.bje] „barbier‟ 

[ˈdar.de] „darder‟ 

 

For Scullen, these forms represent a stress shift from the final syllable. Heavy syllables 

are shown to attract secondary stress. Scullen (1993: 17) provides a number of forms 

from Fónagy (1979) and Dell (1984), which exemplify secondary stress placement on 

initial syllables containing heavy rimes. Under Scullen‟s quantity-sensitive analysis, 

heavy rimes are closed syllables and open syllables containing tense nuclei. Although 

not all initial heavy syllables are stressed, all stressed syllables are heavy. 

 

(3.14) Secondary stress, quantity-sensitive 

 

[   .pli.ˈtyd]  „amplitude‟ 

[ kᴐr.d . ˈlɛt] „cordelette‟ 

[ o.pe. ˈra]  „opera 

[ de.plɛ. ˈz  ] „déplaisant‟ 

[i. nɛs.pe. ˈre] „inespérée‟ 

[s  . ti.m  . ˈto] „sentimentaux‟ 
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Scullen correctly points out that the first four examples constitute an intonational pattern 

referred to as an accentual arc: the first and the last syllables are stressed. 

Despite several intriguing proposals for a possible (non-emphatic) stress shift in 

Standard French, its scope and status in the language is highly speculative. Mainly, it is 

not clear that under these claims, this secondary stress is not confused with emphatic 

stress. These findings do not furnish sufficient evidence for positing non-final 

phonological prominence. I now turn to a discussion of the prosodic status of non-final 

syllables in Québécois. 

Similar claims have been made for a stress shift in Québécois. In an 

investigation of stress assignment in Québécois, Paradis and Deshaies (1990) find that 

although the final syllable of polysyllabics is favored by the subjects‟ perception of 

stress, it is “far from being categorically perceived as stressed” (Paradis and Deshaies 

1990: 142). The factors tested as influencing the perception of stress at the word level 

are the structure of onset, coda, and nucleus, the position of the syllable within a word, 

and the sonority of the nucleus. Based on the statistical results, three rules of rhythmic 

beats assignment on the metrical grid are proposed: 

 

(3.15) Rules of rhythmic beat assignment (Paradis and Deshaies 1990) 

 

1. Assign one demibeat to every syllable 

 

2. Assign a basic beat when one of the following conditions is met: 

a. The nucleus is neither schwa nor a high vowel 

b. The coda is non-null 

c. The onset is branching 

d. The nucleus is branching (i.e. long) 

e. The syllable is in the final position 

 

3. Assign a third level beat to the heaviest syllable 
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Word stress is assigned to the syllable that can accumulate the most beats, i.e. has the 

most of the favorability factors under Rule 2. The finding concerning high vowels is of 

particular importance. High vowels are shown to be distinct from other vowels on the 

basis of sonority: unlike their non-high counterparts, they are not prominent enough to 

receive a rhythmic beat. This result lends support to the phonological weight proposal at 

the core of the analysis developed in this dissertation, distinguishing high vowels from 

the rest of the vowels on the basis of sonority. As the least sonorous vowels, they do not 

receive a rhythmic beat under the analysis of Paradis and Deshaies, as they are not 

assigned a mora under the current analysis. Crucially, while beats can distinguish 

between an open and a closed syllable, they have no way of distinguishing between high 

lax and high tense vowels, the former prohibited in final open syllables. Consequently, 

the current prosodic prominence analysis based on weight can account for high vowel 

distribution in final syllables, while a prominence-based account without the 

intermediary of weight cannot. Stress assignment under the algorithm outlined in (3.15) 

is exemplified below: 

 

(3.16) Stress assignment: Paradis and Deshaies (1991: 145) 

„parti‟ and „décrasse‟ 

 

x    x  Word stress 

x x  x x  Basic beat 

x x  x x  Demibeat 

 par ti  dé crasse 

 [ˈpar] [ti]  [ˈde] [kras] 

 

The syllables [par] and [kras] accumulate a greater number of beats than their 

unstressed counterpart, as they fulfill more conditions in (3.15-2-a). 

 In summary, these findings reveal that word-level prominence in Québécois may 

not be exclusively edge-driven, but is sensitive to the internal composition of the 
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syllable. However, these results do not provide evidence for stable phonological 

prominence of any non-final position, in opposition to all others, in a PrWd. 

As feared by Fouché (1959), Walker (1984: 106) asserts that the initial emphatic 

stress has generalized to a more stable secondary initial stress in Québécois. Walker 

further claims that Québécois displays a rhythmic pattern that differs from that expected 

in syllable-timed languages, such as Standard French. Namely, unstressed syllables in 

Québécois are not of equal duration and prominence, as they are in Standard French. 

Gendron (1966: 149ff) provides a comparative analysis of the rhythmic 

organization of utterance in Standard French („parisien‟ in Gendron) and Québécois 

(„canadien‟). He claims that articulatory energy is not distributed in the same way 

across an utterance in the two languages. Québécois, that keeps its pretonic vowels 

semi-long, demands more effort in production than French, whose pretonic vowels are 

shorter. For Gendron, this may be the cause of a perception of stress shift in Québécois. 

Gendron‟ findings show that in final, stressed syllables, there is no difference in 

duration between the two variants of French. In unstressed syllables, the initial and the 

final syllables appear the longest and the loudest, while in Standard French only the 

final syllable is prominent. Gendron‟s findings are summarized below: 

 

(3.17) Rhythmic organization of Québécois and Standard French 

 

     Québécois   Standard French 

Disyllables   (–  –)50     (U – ) 

Trisyllables  (– U –)    (U U –) 

Tetrasyllables  (– U U –)   (U U U –) 

 

                                                 
50 What is more, Vinay (1955) reports that pre-tonic vowels of QF can be longer than the stressed vowel of 

the last syllable: e.g „maison‟ [mε.zõ] -- -, „poteau‟ [po.to]  -- - (in Paradis and Deshaies 1990). The 

phenomenon of vowel-lengthening in any open syllable in Québécois has been discussed previously.   
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Gendron relates the weakness of the medial positions to the devoicing and deletion of 

high vowels in this position.  

 Unlike the findings of Paradis and Deshaies in which the location of non-final 

stress is variable, Gendron claims that non-final prominence in Québécois is stable: the 

initial syllable. The initial prominence is previously exploited in Déchaine‟s (1991) 

proposal for the metrical structure of Québécois words containing high vowels (see 

Chapter 2 Section 2.3.1). In her analysis, secondary stress protects high vowels from 

weakening in that position, which also includes laxing. In the current analysis, I follow 

the assumption that Québécois displays initial phonological prominence, and argue that 

this prominence must be expressed in phonological headship at the level of the foot. 

 

3.4 A proposal for foot structure in the non-final environment 

   

Previous proposal for foot structure in Québécois include a single iamb at the 

right edge (Charette 1991), right-branching metrical structure at the level of the 

Phonological Phrase and the foot (Phinney 1980), and both iambic and trochaic feet: a 

left-edge trochee and a right-edge iamb (Goad and Buckley 2006). Crucially, these 

proposals are based on the location of primary and, for some, secondary stress in 

Québécois. The type of foot proposed here also posits prosodic headship on the basis of 

the initial and final phonological prominence: foot heads are aligned with positions of 

phonological prominence. The present work deals with more abstract, phonological 

prominence rather than rhythmic stress, and the current foot proposal is more aligned 

with the schwa-based trochees developed in Selkirk (1978) and Montreuil (1993). The 

grouping of the syllables into feet is independent of the location of these prominence 

positions. Namely, I propose to group non-final hypomoraic syllables with an adjacent 

syllable to form a left-dominant quantity-sensitive foot. A hypomoraic rime will attach 

itself to the syllable on the left, if available, then to the syllable on the right. The foot 

configuration is trochaic: the strong left branch prosodically stabilizes the high vowel in 

the nucleus. The weak branch corresponds to the site of weakening – devoicing and 
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deletion of high vowels. The branching foot allows high vowels to surface as 

hypomoraic, i.e. lax, in both the strong and the weak branches of the foot, without 

resorting to obligatory weight augmentation characterizing the final syllable. The 

current section develops and motivates the proposed foot projection. I begin with a 

discussion of tri- and di-syllabic words, then continue to tetrasyllabics. 

 

3.4.1 Left-edge foot : tri- and disyllabic words  

In the current view, a minimally monomoraic rime constitutes a well-formed 

foot. These rimes include open and closed syllables with non-high nuclei and closed 

syllables with high nuclei. For non-high vowels, inherently minimally monomoraic, the 

foot projection is redundant, given that its main function is to impose the minimum.  

 

(3.18) Footing of syllables with non-high nuclei 

 

a. (traµ) (vaµ) (jeµ)  „travailler‟ 

   L     L     L 

b. (dᴐµkµ) (tᴐµ) (raµ)  „doctorat‟ 

      H     L    L 

c. (kᴐ µ) (traµkµ) (sjᴐ µ) „contraction‟ 

                   L       H      L 

d. (ᴐµ ) (nɛµtµ)  „honnête‟ 

   L       H 

 

In the examples above, open, monomoraic syllables are light, closed, bimoraic 

syllables are heavy. Crucially, all syllables, whether they are L or H, bi- or trimoraic, 

are equivalent for assigning a foot projection: each syllable σ corresponds to a well-

formed foot. Let us recall that this footing is in compliance with the proposed foot 

minimality requirement (FTMin-µ), the foot-to-syllable alignment (ALIGN), and the 

condition for exhaustive parsing (PARSE-σ).  
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 The OT tableau in (3.19) illustrates the constraint ranking that yields the 

canonical foot structure posited here for Québécois: a maximally monosyllabic, 

minimally monomoraic foot. This notion is first explored in the tableau in (2.71), where 

the selection of foot-to-syllable aligned candidate (pa)(no)(ra)(ma) is illustrated. In 

(3.19), FTMin-µ is included in the tableau, to show that syllables with non-high nuclei – 

σ – satisfy the monomoraic minimality requirement.  

 

(3.19) All syllables are minimally monomoraic and maximally monosyllabic:  

FTMin-µ, ALIGN, PARSE-σ >>FTBin 

 

/σ σ σ/51 FTMin-µ ALIGN PARSE-σ FTBin 

e. σ σ σ   *!**  

f. (σ σ) (σ)  *!  * 

g. (σ) (σ σ)  *!  * 

h. (σ  σ σ)  *!  * 

i. (σ) (σ) (σ) ✓    *** 

 

All the constraints to the left of the crucial ranking are satisfied by the winning 

candidate (3.19e). Candidates (3.19b-d) violate the highly ranked Alignment conjunction 

ALIGN – the polysyllabic foot edges are not aligned with the respective edges of the 

same syllable. Candidate (3.19a) is eliminated due to the absence of a foot projection. 

FTMin-µ is an inactive constraint for candidates containing minimally monomoraic 

rimes.  

 Following the standard assumption that every foot must have a head (Hayes 

1995), the only syllables of the monosyllabic feet in the winning candidate (3.19e) are 

foot heads. The constraint FT-to-Head, first introduced in (2.81), is incorporated into the 

ranking to produce monosyllabic, monomoraic feet that all have heads. Additionally, let 

                                                 
51

 A minimally moraic syllable (open or closed), is represented with σ, while λ stands for a syllable with 

a hypomoraic rime. 
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us recall that the final foot is the head foot of the PrWd, expressed via RIGHTMOST 

(introduced and analyzed in (2.71)). 

 

(3.20) All monosyllabic, minimally monomoraic feet have a head, σ; the final 

foot is the head of the PrWd, (σ): 

RIGHTMOST, FTMin-µ, ALIGN, PARSE-σ, FT-to-Head >>FTBin 

 

/σ σ σ/ RIGHT 

MOST 

FTMin

-µ 

ALIGN 

 

PARSE-σ FT-to-

Head 

FTBin 

a. (σ) (σ) (σ)     *!* *** 

b. (σ) (σ) (σ)     *! *** 

c.  σ   σ  (σ)    *!*  * 

d. (σ) (σ) (σ) ✓      *** 

 

Candidate (3.20a) has only one headed foot – the head of the PrWd, and thus incurs two 

violation marks. Candidate (3.20b) has two headed feet: each aligned with a PrWd edge, 

with the headless medial foot causing the candidate to incur a violation mark. Candidate 

(3.20c) satisfies FT-to-Head, but at the expense of containing unfooted syllables: Parse-

σ is undominated in French due to the exhaustive footing posited under the current 

analysis. Candidate (3.20d) has three feet and three foot heads, and is thus selected as 

the winner.   

 The syllable considered in the above talbeaus is minimally monomoraic: this 

means that its rime exceeds a hypomora, or is heavier than SL. Final closed syllables 

with high vowel nuclei are analyzed as light syllables, L: a rime must be bimoraic to be 

heavy. Given that in the current view, high vowels in non-final closed syllables tend to 

be lax, as they are obligatorily in final closed syllables, the same foot projection is 

posited for the non-final environment as for the final. 
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(3.21) Footing of closed syllables with high nuclei 

 

a. (fɪλlµ) (traµ) (sjᴐ µ)  „filtration‟ 

   L        L      L 

b. (vᴐµ) (lʏλpµ) (teµ)  „volupté‟ 

   L        L      L 

c. (dɪλsµ) (traµkµ) (sjᴐ µ)  „distraction‟ 

   L          H        L 

d. (ɛ µsµ) (trʏλkµ) (tœµrµ)  „instructeur‟ 

        H        L          H 

 

The examples in (3.19) illustrate that closed syllables with high nuclei are subject to the 

same footing analysis as their non-high counterparts.   

Unlike high vowels in closed syllables, with the coda contributing the weight, in 

open syllables, hypomoraic high vowel rimes are not able to host a licit foot projection. 

If each syllable is footed on its own, per ALIGN, the syllable with a hypomoraic rime is 

an {SL} foot. In trisyllabic forms, this would lead to the following foot structure: 

 

(3.22) Footing of open syllables with high nuclei: alternative not retained 

 

a. {triλ} (kᴐµ) (teµ)   „tricoter‟ 

  SL        L      L 

b. (kaµ) {miλ} (zᴐµlµ)  „camisole‟ 

   L      SL     H 

c. {muλ} (tᴐµnµ) (m  µ)  „moutonnement‟ 

   SL          H        L 

d. (baµlµ) {byλ} (sjeµ)  „balbutier‟ 

             H        SL       L 
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The foot structure that maps a foot to a single syllable yields {SL} feet that do not meet 

the monomoraic minimality requirement. Since the final foot must be footed on its own, 

the only grouping alternative is to attach the hypomoraic rime to another syllable, thus 

forming a branching constituent that satisfies the monomoraic minimality requirement.  

 

(3.23) Footing of open syllables with high nuclei 

 

a. (triλ .kᴐµ) (teµ)  „tricoter‟ 

  SL  L      L 

b. (kaµ .miλ) (zᴐµlµ)  „camisole‟ 

   L   SL      H 

c. (muλ.tᴐµnµ) (m  µ) „moutonnement‟ 

  SL    H       L 

d. (baµlµ.byλ) (sjeµ)  „balbutier‟ 

        H    SL      L 

 

This foot structure satisfies the critical foot minimality requirement. This means that the 

principle of foot-to-syllable equivalence is violated in favor of satisfying foot 

minimality. Thus, branching feet are allowed in Québécois when one of the branches 

contains a hypomoraic rime. This approach is not without precedent in French. Selkirk 

(1978), which also posits that a simple foot is coextensive with a syllable, combines a 

deficient syllable containing a schwa with a full syllable to the right: (sa.mǝ) (di) 

„samedi‟. The resultant left-dominant foot loses the deficient vowel in the weak branch: 

[sam.di]. This is analogous to high vowel deletion in medial open syllables. Unlike in 

the analysis of the schwa, in trisyllabic words, high vowels can attach themselves to 

either a syllable on the right or a syllable on the left, whichever is available. The initial 

syllable, corresponding to a strong phonological position, constitutes the strong branch 

of the foot. The right branch, the locus of weakening in trisyllables, is the weak branch. 

An illustration is provided below: 
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(3.24) Hypomoraic nuclei in branching rimes 

  (kaµ .         miλ)                   (zᴐµlµ) 

                     s-branch     w-branch             s-branch (and only branch) 

  Foot head     Foot head 

 

High vowels that are subject to devoicing and deletion are mapped to the weak branch 

of a strong foot. This structure allows us to distinguish between the behavior of high 

vowels in open and in closed syllables with respect to these two processes. A high 

vowel in an open syllable that follows the initial syllable, given the hypomoraic status 

of the rime, always finds itself in the weak branch of a strong foot, as shown above.  

     Under the current analysis, the foot minimality requirement is satisfied by 

grouping the hypomoraic syllable with another syllable, thus extending the foot from a 

single syllable to two syllables. An alternative to violating the foot-to-syllable 

equivalence principle may be to augment the vowel to satisfy foot minimality: {Vλ}→ 

(Vµ). The high vowel then surfaces as tense, which is the more common realization in 

an open syllable. The problem with this type of analysis is that it fails to account for the 

possibility of both realizations of high vowels – the hypomoraic, lax, and the 

monomoraic, tense – under the same foot structure. In order for the high vowel to 

surface as lax, either a degenerate foot must be posited, which violates the foot 

minimality condition, or the syllable is to be left unfooted. Both solutions have 

significant disadvantages to the one proposed here. First, FTMin-µ is a very high-

ranking constraint in French. Second, assuming a grammar in which sometimes a 

syllable is footed and sometimes is not, leading to different surface realizations, is 

highly ad hoc in nature. An illustration is provided below: 

 

(3.25) To branch or not to branch? Rejected non-branching footing alternatives 

 

a. (ka)  miλ (zᴐl)  triλ (kᴐ) (te) 
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b. (ka) {mi λ } (zᴐl)   {triλ} (kᴐ) (te) 

c. (ka) (mi µ) (zᴐl)  (tri µ) (kᴐ) (te) 

 

In the forms in (3.25a), the syllable with a high nucleus is unfooted. With respect to 

deletion, the unfooted syllable may lose its nucleus, which works for the form with a 

high nucleus in the medial syllable, but contradicts the distributional facts for the form 

with a high nucleus in the initial syllable. It would present an analogous problem for 

protecting the initial syllable from devoicing. Without FTMin-µ exerting the pressure to 

augment the weight of the vowel, the vowel cannot surface as tense, since SON-Weight 

outranks the markedness condition for all vowel to be monomoraic, V-µ. The form 

containing a degenerate foot, in (3.25b), resolves the issue with devoicing and deletion 

for forms like {tri}(kᴐ)(te), by protecting the vowel from deletion. Tenseness can be 

obtained from a foot optimization-type process: a degenerate foot is promoted to a well-

formed foot in compliance with FTMin-µ, resulting in (3.25c). The problem with this 

footing analysis is the positing of degenerate feet when they can be avoided. In 

disyllabic words, however, degenerate feet cannot be avoided. 

 

(3.26) Footing of disyllabic words 

a. {puλ} (tɪn)  {miλ} (tɛn) 

b. (pu µ) (tɪn)  (mi µ) (tɛn) 

 

The initial syllable in the forms in (3.26a) is a degenerate foot, containing a lax vowel. 

In the forms in (3.26b), the foot is well-formed, satisfying FTMin-µ with a monomoraic 

vowel. While this solution relies on different footing to obtain the two variants in this 

position, it cannot be avoided in disyllables. In sum, positing degenerate feet for 

disyllables: 1) is necessary to protect the vowel in the initial syllable and 2) is the only 

footing alternative for a hypomoraic rime.  
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In trisyllables, as shown earlier, the degenerate foot can be easily avoided by 

constructing a branching foot. The tableau in (3.28) below analyzes the branching foot 

in trimoraic syllables in an OT tableau: an unfooted syllable is disallowed, as is a 

degenerate foot when it can be avoided. Thus, PARSE-σ is undominated, as is FTMin-

µ. Furthermore, the medial syllable cannot combine with the final syllable. This 

condition can be realized via the satisfaction of two constraints: TROCHEE and a 

constraint aligning the head syllable of the head foot of the PrWd with the right edge of 

the PrWd, both introduced in (3.27). 

 

(3.27) TROCHEE: feet are L-dominant. One violation per R-dominant foot.  

(Prince and Smolensky 1993/2002/2004) 

 

 LIGN(Headσ/Head F,R): The head syllable of the head foot of the 

PrWd stands at the right edge of the Prosodic Word( based on 

Generalized Alignment constraints, McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

 

(3.28) Left-edge branching foot in trisyllabic words:  

 LIGN (Headσ/HeadF,R), TROCHEE,  P RSE-σ, FTMin-µ >> ALIGN 

 

/σ  λ σ / ALIGN 

(Headσ/HeadF,R) 

TROCHEE PARSE-σ FTMin-µ ALIGN 

a. (σ)  λ (σ)   *!   

b. (σ) {λ} (σ)    *!  

c. (σ) ( λ σ)  *!   * 

d. (σ) ( λ σ) *!    * 

e. (σ  λ) (σ) ✓     * 

 

Candidates (3.28a,b) are eliminated for the presence of an unparsed syllable and a 

degenerate foot, respectively. Candidates (3.28c) and (3.28d) both contain a branching 
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final foot: (3.28c) has an incorrect headship structure and is eliminated by TROCHEE. 

The selection between (3.28d) and (3.28e) is made by the satisfaction of both 

 LIGN(Headσ/HeadF,R) and TROCHEE by candidate (3.28e). 

When the λ-rime is initial, there seems to be a contradiction between the weight 

association of such a rime and the prosodic headship of the foot: hypomoras should be 

excluded from head positions52. This condition is expressed in the constraint introduced 

in 3.29.  

 

(3.29) *λ(Head): rimes associated to prosodic head positions should not be  

hypomoraic. One violation per hypomoraic rime in the foot head 

position. 

 

In Québécois, hypomoras are allowed in head positions. The left-branch of the left-edge 

foot is the head of the foot.  

  

(3.30) Initial hypomoraic rimes in branching left-edge foot  

 

(triλ .         kᴐµ)                   (teµ) 

                     s-branch     w-branch             s-branch (and only branch) 

  Foot head     Foot head 

 

In the OT grammar, this means that the requirement for the foot to have a head 

outranks the prohibition of hypomoraic rimes in a strong prosodic position: FT-to-Head  

>> *λ(Head).  

 

(3.31) Hypomoraic rimes can be heads:  

FT-to-Head>> LIGN(Headσ/HeadF,R), TROCHEE>>: *λ(Head),  LIGN 

 

                                                 
52

 Per Weight-to-Stress 
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/σ  λ σ / FT-to-

Head 

ALIGN 

(Headσ 

/HeadF,R) 

TRO 

CHEE 

*λ(Head) ALIGN 

a. (λ σ) (σ) *!    * 

b. (λ σ) (σ) ✓    * * 

 

The foot structure of the winning candidate in (3.31) assures the absence of 

weakening in the initial syllable via the head status of the left branch of the foot. 

In disyllabic forms, when the initial syllabic rime is hypomoraic, a branching 

foot is not a possible structure, given the prohibition against branching in the final foot. 

A candidate with an initial degenerate foot must be selected as the winner. Normally, 

for degenerate feet to be possible, the constraint regulating foot minimality must be 

sacrificed to the requirement for exhaustive parsing. In the current analysis of 

Québécois prosody, this means that PARSE-σ >> FTMin-µ. The selection of the 

candidate with a hypomoraic foot, (3.32c) is illustrated below. 

 

(3.32) Degenerate  hypomoraic feet in disyllabic words: 

FT-to-Head,  LIGN(Headσ/HeadF,R), P RSE-σ >> FTMin-µ >>ALIGN 

 

/λ σ/ FT-to-

Head 

ALIGN 

(Headσ/HeadF,R) 

PARSE-σ FTMin-µ ALIGN 

a.  λ (σ)   *!   

b. {λ} (σ) *     

c. {λ} (σ) ✓    *  

 

It has now been established that the phonological grouping of a hypomoraic rime 

with another syllable can result in a foot with a hypomoraic rime in either branch of the 
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trochee. It can also result in two consecutive hypomoraic rimes footed together53, 

constituting a foot in compliance with FTMin-µ. 

 

(3.33) Footing of hypomoraic rimes 

 

a.  (σ   λ) (σ)  /kamizᴐl/ 

b.  (λ   σ) (σ)  /trikᴐte/ 

c.  (λ   λ) (σ)  /difisɪl/ 

  

The form in (3.33c) contains two consecutive hypomoraic rimes, whose combined 

weight satisfies FTMin-µ, since it exceeds a single hypomora.  

 Given the prominence structure posited for the left-edge foot, I will refer to this 

left-dominant, quantity-sensitive foot as a moraic trochee. The traditional definition of a 

moraic trochee (cf Hayes 1985: 69) maintains that this type of foot has the following 

instantiations: two light syllables (L L) or one heavy syllable (H), of which the first 

mora is stronger. For Québécois, these trochaic configurations do not account for two 

important prosodic features of Québécois: hypomoraic rimes and the size of the 

MinPrWd – (L). Thus, the Hayesian moraic trochee must be minimally supplemented 

and amended for a prosodic analysis of Québécois. In light of the earlier discussions of 

the size of the MinPrWd and the foot-to-syllable coextensiveness that generally 

characterizes this language, I posit (L) as a well-formed moraic trochee in Québécois. 

Feet consisting of two syllables must include a hypomoraic, SL-syllable in either or 

both branches, resulting into the following prosodic configurations: (L SL), (SL L), (SL 

SL). Additionally, when a hypomoraic rime combines with a heavy syllable, the 

following configurations ensue: (H SL) (SL H). More foot shapes occur on the surface: 

(L L), (H L), and (L H). These shapes are derived: they result from weight 

augmentation into which a high vowel may be forced by prosodic pressures. 

                                                 
53

 A parallel can be established between the grouping of two hypomoraic rimes and the grouping of two 

deficient schwa-syllables, proposed as an extension of Selkirk‟s original foot in Montreuil (1993). In this 

trochee, the surface realizations of the schwa are determined by the status of the branch and the foot in 

which the given schwa is located. 
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It is clear that this trochaic inventory diverges from the traditional understanding 

of a trochee. The innovation of this proposal consists in the following: instead of 

prohibiting feet that violate the trochaic structure, they are demoted to a lower point in 

the hierarchy. Although the Iambic-Trochaic Law is not a violable condition, it must be 

kept in mind that this Québécois trochee is not a metrical constituent regulating stress 

assignment. An approach in which two sets of constraint rankings, accounting 

independently for constituentisation and head assignment, allows for this type of 

analysis.  

 

3.4.2  Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy 

Not all Québécois trochee instantiations are equally well-formed. In other words, 

some instantiations of the Québécois foot posited above are less marked than others. 

The primary principle on which their relative markedness is based is quantitative 

minimum, crucially, at the level of the rime: hypomoraic, SL-rimes are the most 

marked. This means that any foot containing an SL-branch would be less well-formed 

than the foot containing only L- or H-branches: (H), (L), (L L), (L H), (H L)>> (L 

SL), (SL L), (H SL), (SL H), (SL SL). The second criterion is to be based on the main 

principle behind the traditional moraic trochee: the two branches are of equal duration, 

or of equal phonological weight – quantitative evenness. Two foot shapes satisfy this 

condition: (L L) and (SL SL). Finally, the strong branch must be of equal or greater 

quantity than the weak branch – quantitative dominance. This criterion is satisfied by all 

shapes except (L H), (SL L), and (SL H). In order to posit a prosodic markedness 

hierarchy for foot instantiations with meaningful divisions, the three principles must be 

ranked with respect to one another. A violation of a higher-ranked principle is penalized 

more than a violation of a higher number of constraints, as in a regular OT-tableau. A 

partial illustration is provided below in (3.34), including only hypomoraic or 

monomoraic rimes, i.e. pre-dominantly open syllables. 
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(3.34) Trochaic Markedness I 

 

 Q-Minimum Q-Evenness Q-dominance 

(L) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

(L L) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

(L SL) * * ✓ 

(SL L) * * * 

(SL SL) * * ✓ ✓ 

 

The table shows that (L) and (L L) feet are the best-formed feet and are equally 

well-formed with respect to one another. This is consistent with the current assumption 

that (L) is the basic foot of French. These two structures are never in competition. The 

foot (L) is a foot projected by an open syllable with a non-high nucleus or a closed 

syllable with a high nucleus. The foot (L L) is a derived foot: it results from weight 

augmentation in either branch of a foot built on a monomoraic and a hypomoraic rime. 

It can also result from weight augmentation in both branches of a foot projected by two 

consecutive hypomoraic rimes: (SL SL) → (L L) 

When a non-high vowel-headed syllable combines with a high vowel on the 

right, (L SL) results, the opposite produces (SL L). While the table clearly indicates that 

(L SL) >> (SL L), this condition is irrelevant for such forms, because relative 

markedness is only relevant when two possible instantiations of the same form are 

considered. However, each of the two shapes is less well-formed than (L L).  

 

(3.35) (L L) >> (L SL), (L L) >> (SL L) 

 

a. (tri.kᴐ) (te) >> (trɪ.kᴐ) (te) (L L) >> (SL L) 

b. (ka.mi) (zᴐl) >> (ka.mɪ) (zᴐl) (L L) >> (L SL) 
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Critically, the markedness prediction made by this analysis is consistent with the 

distributional generalizations adopted here. Namely, the least marked prosodic shape (L 

L) corresponds to the least marked realization: in the high vowels in non-final open 

syllables are more likely to surface as tense, particularly in cases where no harmonic 

influence can be exerted, as in examples in (3.35). As to the relative ranking of the 

prosodic shapes (SL L) and (L SL), trochaic markedness yields (L SL) as a better-

formed shape, based on quantitative dominance – the only condition violated by (SL L) 

that (L SL) satisfies. This seems to imply that a candidate like (ka.mɪ)(zᴐl) is better-

formed than a candidate like (trɪ.kᴐ) (te), because the hypomoraic vowel in the latter 

finds itself in the strong branch. However, the generalization motivated here for the 

realization of high vowels in open syllables does not distinguish between the initial and 

the medial positions as a more likely host of tenseness: high vowels are more likely to 

be tense, more generally, in open syllables.  

Curiously, Déchaine (1991) excludes tense high vowels from medial open 

syllables, unless a morphological boundary can be established. Under this view, the 

proposed hierarchy does yield the (SL L) candidate as the least well-formed of all, and 

certainly worse than (L SL). More importantly, this will also incorrectly exclude (L L), 

the least marked prosodic shape.   s pointed out previously, Déchaine‟s interpretation 

of the high vowel distribution facts is not supported in other sources. I continue to 

maintain that high vowels are as likely to be tense in medial open syllables as they are 

in initial open syllables. In sum, to account for open-syllable tenseness in trisyllabic 

forms, trochaic markedness correctly indentifies (L L) as the best formed candidate, 

followed by (L SL) and (SL L), whose internal ranking is not consequential for forms of 

the trikᴐte- and kamizᴐl-type.  

The relative well-formedness of (L SL) and (SL L) is, however, of significance 

for forms containing consecutive high vowels. More specifically, a relative order of (L 

SL), (SL SL), (SL SL) is of essence for surface predictions for forms containing 

consecutive high nuclei.  
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(3.36) Forms with two consecutive hypomoraic rimes 

 

[difisɪl]   ~   [difɪsɪl]   ~    [dɪ.fi.sɪl]    ~      [dɪ.fɪ.sɪl]              

 L L         L SL             SL L                 SL SL 

 

The prosodic analysis developed here predicts the order of markedness shown in (3.35): 

both vowels realized as tense are preferred, a lax vowel in the medial syllable is 

preferred over a lax vowel in the initial syllable, with both lax vowels as the least 

preferred variant. Crucially, this prediction is aligned with the quantitative results of the 

study in Poliquin (2006) – the only quanitative data available, discussed and referred to 

earlier on multiple occasions. That (L L) is the best form foot, yielding two tense 

vowels, is confirmed in the three major data reports consulted in this dissertation: 

Déchaine (1991), Walker (1984)/Dumas (1976 etc), and Poliquin (2006), referred to as 

Datasets (1), (2), and (3) in (1.27). Additionally, the metrical analysis in Déchaine 

(1991) predicts tense-lax and lax-lax as the two possible realizations, with medial high 

vowels only realized as short, thus demoting the (SL L) and (L L) candidates to the end 

of the hierarchy. This being said, Déchaine acknowledges the existence of all four 

instantiations shown in (3.36), and attributes the presence of a tense vowel in a medial 

syllable to the adjacency of a fricative (Déchaine 1991: 114). In sum, the only set of 

quantitative findings confirms the current prosodic analysis, with a sole exception of the 

impossibility of tense vowels in medial rimes, not resonating with any other data reports 

in the literature. 

Dumas (1981: 24) cites the alternating pattern, i.e. (SL L), as prevalent, precisely 

due to alternation. This clearly goes against the prediction made in this analysis, 

correctly favoring (SL L) over (SL SL), but incorrectly favoring (SL L) over (L SL). In 

Chapter 5, I will show that this type of realization is best analyzed as a tenseness 

contour, consistent with Dumas‟ analysis of forms like [lᴜ.lu] „Loulou‟, based on 

dissimilative harmony. Thus, the resultant alternation is not yielded by prosody, but by 

the interaction of adjacent autosegmental features, [+tense] and [-tense], along with 
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prosodic considerations already present in the grammar. This type of analysis is limited 

to high vowels: neither mid nor low vowels are subject to this type of alternating 

behavior. The Optimality-theoretic framework chosen for this analysis allows to 

represent various conditions simultaneously competing for surface realizations, making 

it possible to show the interaction of prosodic consideration with the syntagmatic 

principles, such as tenseness contour, within the same grammar (see 5.1.1). 

The foot {SL}, not included in the table in (3.34), is the least well-formed and 

would find its place at the bottom of the hierarchy. Although this degenerate foot is 

more harmonic with the three criteria of trochaic markedness than (SL SL), it is not a 

licit foot as are all other shapes: it violates quantitative minimum at the level of the foot, 

penalized by the high-ranked FTMin-µ.  

For disyllabic forms, the following condition is posited: (L) >> {SL}. For a 

form like /mitɛn/, the more common realization is with a tense vowel. This realization 

can only result from weight augmentation induced by the foot minimality requirement, 

resulting in a licit foot projection (L). 

 

(3.37) Weight augmentation in a degenerate foot 

 

(L) >> {SL} 

(mi) (tɛn) >> {mɪ} (tɛn) 

 

Once again, the prosodic markedness makes the correct distributional prediction for this 

form type: the tense, monomoraic vowel.  

 The foot form (H), alongside (L), satisfies all three trochaic markedness 

criteria. In (3.38), it is shown that (L) feet are preferred to (SL L) and (L SL). Likewise, 

(H) is preferred to feet containing a hypomoraic rime.  
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(3.38) (H)-induced deletion54 

 

(ka.mi) (zᴐl), (kam) (zᴐl) >> (ka.mɪ) (zᴐl)  

(L  L),        (H)          >> (L SL) 

 

 For branching rimes, Trochaic Markedness must be adjusted to include the (H)-

foot, representing closed syllables with monomoraic nuclei, the (H SL) and (SL H)-feet, 

resulting from a combination of a hypomoraic rime and a closed syllable, and the two 

feet derived from them via weight augmentation: (H L) and (L H). 

 

(3.39) Trochaic Markedness  II 

 

 Q-Minimum Q-Evenness Q-dominance 

(H) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

(H L) ✓ * ✓ 

(L H) ✓ * * 

(H SL) * * ✓ 

(SL H) * * * 

 

                                                 
54

 Although the adopted generalization with respect to deletion states that the initial syllables are immune to 

deletion, there are reports of deletion occurring in this position. Déchaine (1991: 115) presents the 

following forms: [ʃkan] „chicane‟, [ʃkᴜt
s
ɪmɪ] „Chicoutimi‟, [ʃbugamu] „Chibougamou‟. Déchaine admits 

that this realization is inconsistent with a metrical analysis in which the initial syllable is protected by 

secondary stress. She points out, however, that this type of deletion is dependent upon the presence of a 

fricative in the onset and is largely limited to the front unrounded vowel (Déchaine 1991: 114). The current 

analysis runs into a similar problem: the initial position is also viewed as prominent and is thus aligned 

with a foot head, protecting the nucleus from deletion. If the initial syllable is not aligned with a foot head, 

this analysis provides the tools to account for the deletion of the initial hypomoraic rime prosodically, via 

foot optimization, analogous to obtaining (H) from (L SL), as shown in (50): (H) >> (SL L). The more 

marked foot (SL L) is forgone in favor of the unmarked (H). In regards to the protected status of the head, 

the advantage of the analysis proposed here is that it views constituentisation and headedness as 

independent processes. Although this is not a scenario that can be analyzed in Classical OT with strict 

parallelism, the constraints regulating constituentisation can be shown to yield (H), with PROM=Head(FT) 

and MAX-V(Head) applying at a different level of analysis.  
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When a hypomoraic branch combines with a closed syllable, the well-formed (L 

L) is not a possible prosodic target, given that one of the branches is (H). Given that a 

sequence of two H-syllables will have these syllables footed on their own, the 

quantitative evenness cannot be satisfied by either of the alternating trochaic shapes 

when a closed syllable is involved. However, relative evenness can be established: 

while both (H L) and (H SL) are compliant with the strong-weak condition, (H L) is 

more even that (H SL), the latter penalized for containing an SL-branch. This means 

that a form like [kal.ky.le] is better-formed than a form like [kal.kʏ.le]. The same is true 

for the reversed configuration. Both (L H) and (SL H) violate both quantitative evenness 

and quantitative dominance, but (L H) is more even than (SL H): [i.nak.sjᴐ ] >> 

[ɪ.nak.sjᴐ ]. However, no evidence is available on the surface to rank (H L) over (L H), 

or (H SL) over (SL H). In other words, a form like [bal.by.sje] cannot be considered 

more well-formed than a form like [mu.tᴐn.m  ]. In sum, the meaningful, surface-

relevant rankings of branching feet for Trochaic Markedness that includes H-rimes are 

as follows: 

 

(3.40) (H L), (L H) >> (H SL), (SL H) 

 

a.  [kal.ky.le] >> [kal.kʏ.le] (H L) >> (H SL) 

b.  [i.nak.sjᴐ ] >> [ɪ.nak.sjᴐ ]   (L H) >> (SL H) 

 

Unlike (L SL), (H SL) does not alternate with (H) due to the restriction against a 

resultant tri-consonantal sequence.  

 In sum, the alternation of high vowels in the non-final environment in shown to 

result from a series of prosodic markedness conditions, namely constraints on foot form. 

The alternating foot shapes are ranked for well-formedness following the Trochaic 

Markedness Hierarchy proposed here for Québécois, based on the relative ranking of 

the three quantitative criteria: minimum, evenness, and dominance. 
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(3.41) Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy (TMH) 

 

(L), (L L), (H)>>(H L), (L H)>>(L SL), (H SL)>>(SL L), (SL H)>>(SL SL)>>{SL} 

 

In sum, the first group of the most well-formed foot shapes instantiates the 

unmarked feet of French: (L) and (H) – the two feet co-extensive with a syllable, and (L 

L) – a derived foot, the most well-formed for forms in which branching occurs. The 

next pair of derived shapes, (H L) and (L H), are less well-formed, but are more well-

formed than the rest of the foot shapes, given that they do not contain any SL-rimes. 

Although the former only violates evenness while the latter both evenness and 

dominance, there is no empirical evidence or an otherwise compelling formal 

consideration to separate them into two distinct markedness categories. The next two 

groups are distinguished by the presence of a single SL-rime. While there is an 

empirical basis for a distinction between (L SL) and (SL L), for consecutive 

hypomoraic rimes, there is no empirical distinction between (L SL) and (H SL) on the 

one hand, and (SL L) and (SL H), on the other. The next highest markedness shape is 

(SL SL), containing two SL-rimes. In feet containing consecutive hypomoraic rimes, 

this foot shape is the most marked. Finally, the degenerate foot {SL} is the most 

marked foot on the hierarchy. The relative markedness of all foot shapes with 

corresponding examples is summarized in the table below. For descriptive purposes, a 

Markedness Number (MN) is assigned to each shape.  
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(3.42) Trochaic Markedness and Markedness Numbers 

 

Foot form Foot status (Footed) Surface forms 

 Markedness Number 0  

(L) QM ✓ 

QE ✓ 

QD ✓ 

(pu)tɪn  

(li)  

(rᴜt)  

(H) QM ✓ 

QE✓ 

QD ✓ 

(kᴐm)te 

(baz)lɪk  

 

(L L) QM ✓ 

QE ✓ 

QD ✓ 

(tri.kᴐ)te  

(kᴐ.mi)te 

(di.fi)sɪl 

 Markedness Number 1  

(H L) 

 

QM ✓ 

QE  X 

QD ✓ 

(kal.ky)le 

(L H) QM ✓ 

QE X 

QD X 

(i.nak)tiv   

 Markedness Number 2  

(L SL) 

(H SL) 

QM X 

QE X 

QD ✓ 

(kᴐ.mɪ)te 

(di.fɪ)sɪl 

(kal.kʏ)le 

 Markedness Number 3  

(SL L) 

(SL H) 

QM X 

QE X 

QD X 

(trɪ.kᴐ)te 

(trɪ.by)nal 

(ɪ.nak)tiv   

 Markedness Number 4  

(SL SL) QM X X 

QE ✓ 

QD ✓ 

(dɪ.fɪ)(sɪl) 

 Markedness Number 5  

{SL} FTMin-µ X = not a licit 

foot 

QM X 

QE ✓ 

QD ✓ 

{mɪ}tɛn 

*{pᴜ}tin 

 

I will show that the tense/lax/∅ alternation results from a possibility of 

alternating shapes of the trochee as applied to a given form. The less marked the shape 
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of the trochee, the less marked the resultant surface form. The subsections of the 

hierarchy relevant for specific forms are summarized below: 

 

(3.43) Trochaic markedness and surface forms 

 

(L L) >> (L SL) >> (SL L) >> (SL SL)   

[difisɪl]      [difɪsɪl]       [dɪ.fi.sɪl]       [dɪ.fɪ.sɪl]        

       

(L L) >> (L SL)  

[kamizᴐl]   [kamɪzᴐl]  

 

(L L) >> (SL L)   

[trikᴐte]     [trɪkᴐte] 

 

(H L) >> (H SL)   

[kalkyle]    [kalkʏle] 

 

 (L H) >> (SL H)  

 [inaktiv]     [ɪnaktiv]      

 

 (L) >> {SL} high 

 [putɪn]    [pᴜtɪn] 

 

 The following section examines the foot projection for words containing more 

than three syllables. 

  

3.4.3 Tetra- and pentasyllabic words 

The distribution of high vowels in words longer than three syllables is subject to 

the same distributional tendencies with respect to the tense/lax alternation: high vowels 
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tend to be tense in open syllables, lax in closed syllables. In an earlier discussion of the 

findings with respect to the rate of deletion in Couturier (1998), it was demonstrated 

that in tetra- and pentasyllabic words, just like in di- and trisyllables, the first syllable 

shows the highest rate of retention, while the second syllable shows the highest rate of 

deletion. All medial high vowels are subject to deletion. A high vowel in any medial 

syllable is subject to devoicing provided proper phonotactics. 

 With three non-final syllables as potential loci of hypomoraic rimes, a 

tetrasyllabic word yields seven possible configurations, listed in (3.44) below.  

 

(3.44) Configurations of tetrasyllabic words: 

 

a.  λ   σ   σ   σ 

b.  σ   λ   σ   σ 

c.  σ   σ   λ   σ 

d. λ   λ   σ   σ 

e. σ   λ   λ   σ 

f. λ   σ   λ   σ 

g. λ   λ   λ   σ 

 

The footing analysis developed in the previous sections for di- and tri-syllabic words 

should apply to tetrasyllabic words. As in trisyllables, to satisfy foot minimality, 

branching feet obtain non-finally: a hypomoraic rime λ must be combined with another 

syllable σ. The first configuration to be considered is (3.44a), in which the single 

hypomoraic rime is in the initial position, analogous to the trisyllabic forms /λ σ σ/. The 

presence of a head in each foot, via the currently undominated FT-to-Head, is taken for 

granted in the tableau below, (3.44). 
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(3.45) Footing of tetrasyllabics I: /λ σ σ σ / 

 LIGN(Headσ/HeadF,R), TROCHEE, Parse- σ>> FTMin-µ >>ALIGN 

 

/λ σ σ σ /  LIGN(Headσ

/HeadF,R) 

TROCHEE PARSE-

σ 

FTMin-µ ALIGN 

a. λ (σ) (σ) (σ)   *!   

b. {λ} (σ) (σ) (σ)    *!  

c. (λ σ) (σ  σ)  *!    

d. (λ σ) (σ) (σ) ✓     * 

 

The same result obtains for this tetrasyllabic forms as for its trisyllabic counterpart (in 

(3.28)). Indeed, the two forms only differ in that there is an intervening syllable 

between the left-edge and the right edge foot. Given that it satisfies FTMin-µ, it is 

simply footed on its own.  

 When the hypomoraic rime is second in the word, it appears that a form 

analogous to the trisyllabic /σ λ σ/ results for a tetrasyllabic word. However, /σ λ σ/ and 

/σ λ σ σ/ differ in a significant way: in the former, the medial hypomoraic rime can 

only combine with the preceding syllable to form a licit foot, given the prohibition 

against branching imposed on the final foot. In the latter, the medial hypomoraic rime 

can combine with either the syllable on the right or the syllable on the left, and still 

satisfy both FTMin-µ and have a non-branching final foot. The TMH dictates that  

(L SL) is a better-formed foot than (SL L) 55, and thus performs the selection between 

the (λ  σ) and (σ  µ) foot, in favor of the latter. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
55

 Or (H SL) >> (SL H), since σ does not need to be specified here as L or H. 
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(3.46) Footing of tetrasyllabics II: /σ λ σ σ/ 

 LIGN(Headσ/HeadF,R), TROCHEE, Parse- σ>> FTMin-µ >>ALIGN 

 

/ σ λ σ σ / ALIGN 

(Headσ/ 

HeadF,R) 

TRO 

CHEE 

PARSE

-σ 

*SL 

L56 

*L 

SL 

FT 

Min-

µ 

ALIGN 

a. (σ) λ (σ) (σ)   *!     

b. (σ) {λ} (σ) (σ)      *!  

c. (σ) (λ σ) (σ)     *!   * 

d. (σ  λ) (σ) (σ) ✓     *  * 

 

 The next factor to consider in the analysis of tetrasyllabics is the role of FTMin-

µ. For forms like (3.44d), with two initial consecutive hypomoraic rimes, TMH yields 

the following footing: λ (λ σ) (σ), and not (λ λ) (σ) (σ), given that (λ σ) >> (λ λ). 

This is not, however, the candidate selected by the constraint ranking that includes 

FTMin. In the tableau, the relevant subsection of the hierarchy, (SL L) >> (SL SL), is 

encoded as an OT constraint ranking *(SL SL) >> *(L SL), with the former constraint 

undominated and the latter placed immediately below it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
56

 In this tableau, the constraint against hypomoras in foothead positions, *λ(Head) can eliminate 3.46(c). 

However, this alternative is not retained, as it will be shown in an upcoming discussion that medial feet do 

not meet the structural description for *λ(Head) to apply. 
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(3.47) Footing of tetrasyllabics III: /λ  λ σ σ/ 

 LIGN(Headσ/HeadF,R), TROCHEE, Parse- σ>> FTMin-µ >>ALIGN 

 

/ λ λ σ σ / ALIGN 

(Headσ/ 

HeadF,R) 

PARSE-

σ 

FTMin-

µ 

*(SL SL) *(L SL) ALIGN 

 

a. λ (λ σ) (σ)  *!     

b. {λ} (λ σ) (σ)   *  *! * 

c. (λ  λ) (σ) (σ) ✓    *  * 

 

Even though TMH prefers the better-formed foot, i.e. the candidate that satisfies  

*(SL SL), the violation of FTMin-µ proves fatal on top of the violation of *(SL L). This 

shows that degenerate feet are to be avoided, if possible, even at the expense of better 

well-formedness of another constituent. The resultant footing for the forms in (3.44), 

combining the effects of alignment, TMH, FTMin-µ and FT-to-Head is shown below: 

 

(3.48) Foot structure of tetra-syllabic forms: preliminary 

 

a.  (λ   σ)  (σ)  (σ) 

b.  (σ   λ)  (σ)  (σ) 

c.  (σ)  (σ   λ)  (σ) 

d. (λ   λ)  (σ)  (σ)    

e. (σ)  (λ   λ)  (σ)  

f. {λ} (σ   λ)  (σ) 

g. (λ   λ) {λ} (σ)  or  {λ} (λ  λ) (σ)   

 

For the most part (5 out 7 forms above), the resultant footing appears to be aligned with 

the distribution of deleted/devoiced variants across foot positions. Hypomoraic vowels 

in strong or only branches of initial trochees, (3.48a), (3.48d), (3.48f) and (3.48g) are 
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not subject to devoicing or deletion, due to the prosodic head status of the left branch in 

the trochee. High vowels located in the weak branch of a trochee, i.e.(3.48b), (3.48c), 

(3.48d) and (3.48f) are subject to weakening.  

As in trisyllabics, deletion of λ- rimes is a prosodic optimization process, 

improving the shape of the foot. It involves loss of unprotected material. 

 

(3.49) Deletion and devoicing in w-branches: „fascination‟, „capacité‟ 

 

a. (σ   λ)  (σ)  (σ) → (σ)  (σ)   (σ)             (σ) >> (σ   λ)   

/fa  si    na   sjᴐ / →  (fas) (na) (sjᴐ )  (H) >> (L SL)  

 

b. (σ)  (σ   λ)  (σ) →  (σ)  (σ)  (σ)              (σ) >> (σ   λ)      

/ka   pa    si     te/  →        (ka) (pas) (te) (H) >> (L SL)  

               (ka) (pasi  ) (te) 

 

Devoicing is (3.49b) a result of assimilation not being blocked in a weak prosodic 

position. 

The problematic forms in this regard are (3.48e) and (3.48g), in which a 

hypomoraic rime ends up in the strong, left branch of the trochee, thus making an 

incorrect prediction that a medial high vowel is not to delete. I propose to account for 

these forms by positing flat, headless feet word-medially (cf Crowhurst 1996, 

Crowhurst and Hewitt 1995). The only two foot heads in Québécois words are the 

syllables aligned with the edges of a PrWd, corresponding to the existing assumptions 

about final and initial prominence (recall the discussion on non-final prominence in 

Québécois in 3.3). To eliminate foot heads word-medially, I propose to introduce a 

constraint requiring alignment of foot heads with edges of PrWds. This constraint is 

modeled on edge-alignment constraints in McCarthy and Prince (1993).  
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(3.50) Edgemost (HeadFT,L,R;PrWd)57: The head of a foot stands at either the  

left or the right edge of a Prosodic Word. One violation per head that 

does not stand at the edge of a PrWd.  

 

The following OT grammar accounts for headless feet in medial positions, i.e., 

medial feet do not have heads. 

 

(3.51) Foot heads are peripheral in PrWds 

Edgemost, TROCHEE >>FT-to-Head, *λ(Head) 

 

/ σ λ λ σ / Edgemost TROCHEE FT-to-Head *λ(Head) 

a. (σ) (λ λ) (σ) *!   * 

b. (σ) (λ λ) (σ) *! *  * 

c. (σ) (λ λ) (σ) ✓   *  

 

Based on this condition, the correct footing of tetrasyllabic forms is thus as follows:  

 

(3.52) Foot structure of tetrasyllabic forms: correct prominence structure 

 

a. (λ   σ)  (σ)  (σ) 

b.  (σ   λ)  (σ)  (σ) 

c.  (σ)  (σ   λ)  (σ) 

d. (λ   λ)  (σ)  (σ)    

e. (σ)  (λ   λ)  (σ)  

f. {λ} (σ   λ)  (σ) 

g. {λ} (λ  λ)  (σ)58   

                                                 
57

 This constraint will be designated as simply Edgemost in the tableaus for brevity. 
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  In summary, headship is assigned to terminal elements of the proposed trochee: 

the left-edge or the only branch of the leftmost foot and the only syllable of the final 

foot.  

Under this view, both the left and the right hypomoraic branches are equally 

susceptible to deletion (and devoicing).  

 

(3.53) Deletion in headless (λ  λ) feet: „féminité‟, „similitude‟ 

 

a. (σ )  (λ   λ)  (σ)  →  (σ)  (σ)  (σ) (σ) >> (λ   λ) 

/fe  mi    ni   te/  →  (fe) (mɪn) (te) (L) >> (SL SL) 

           (fem)(ni)(te) (H)59 >> (SL SL) 

 

b. {λ}   (λ   λ)  (σ)  →  (σ)  (σ)  (σ)   (σ) >> (λ   λ) 

/si   mi    li   tʏd/  → (si) (mɪl) (tʏd)      (L) >> (SL SL) 

    (sɪm)(li)( tʏd)  (H) >> (SL SL) 

 

Tenseness in branching feet results from the already familiar alternating foot 

shapes under TMH, as it does in trisyllabic forms.  

 

(3.54) Prosodically-induced tense/lax alternation in tetrasyllabics  

 

 (ka) (pa.si) (te)  →  (ka) (pasi) (te)  (L  L) >> (L SL) 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
58

 Given the equivalence of the two forms under the current analysis, this configuration is selected over (λ   

λ) {λ} (σ) in order to align it with (3.52e), the other form viewed as problematic in the preceding 

discussion. 
59

 Given the analysis of footheads as strictly peripheral, from here on, the leftmost branch is not underlined 

unless it belongs to a left-edge foot. Furthermore, in light of this, the TMH, considering the foot shapes in 

abstraction, will now be noted without underlining the strong branch: (L), (L L), (H)>>(H L), (L H)>>(L 

SL), (H SL)>>(SL L), (SL H)>>(SL SL)>>{SL}. 
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The proposed analysis of medial syllables as headless also affects trisyllabic 

data. Trisyllabic forms metrified as three monosyllabic feet now contain a medial 

monosyllabic foot without a foothead or a strong branch. This prominence structure, i.e. 

the absence of a head in the medial foot, is consistent with the distribution of vowels in 

this position in regards to weakening. Namely, a hypomoraic vowel in a closed syllable 

– the only configuration with a hypomoraic nucleus compatible with a monosyllabic 

foot – is potentially subject to deletion.  

 

(3.55) Trisyllabic forms with a medial monosyllabic foot: 

 

a. (vᴐµ) (lʏλpµ) (teµ) 

b. (aµlµ) (baµ) (troµsµ) 

 

The nucleus in the medial foot in (3.55a,b) is not protected by a prosodic head status. 

This means that 1) devoicing may take place, provided the correct segmental 

environment, and 2) deletion may take place. In forms such as (3.55a), deletion takes 

place rarely. This, however, is independent of foot-level prosodic conditions. Deletion 

from closed syllables is blocked by a simple phonotactic restriction. The resultant 

consonantal cluster cannot be re-syllabified in a licit fashion: *vᴐl.pte or *vᴐlp.te.60 The 

form (3.55b) contains a non-high vowel in the medial rime: only hypomoraic nuclei are 

subject to deletion. This is analyzed in an OT grammar in the following chapter. 

Trivially, pentasyllabics are subject to the same analysis as tetrasyllabics. For 

example, /ynivɛrsite/, „université‟, will be footed as follows: (y.ni)(vɛr.si)(te). This type 

of footing assures that FTMin-µ is satisfied by all feet, unlike in {y}(ni.vɛr){si}(te), 

which leads to the initial and the medial syllable hosting a degenerate foot projection. 

                                                 
60

 A high vowel in a medial closed syllable can also be located in the weak branch of a leftmost foot, if the 

leftmost syllable is hypomoraic. For example, /fi.zik.m  /, „physiquement‟: (fi.zɪk)(m  ). In this case, the 

high nucleus is also unprotected from weakening by a prosodic head, and is therefore subject to the same 

distributional possibilities as its counterparts in a monosyllabic medial foot, as in vᴐ.lʏp.te. 
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Under this footing, the hypomoraic rimes in the first and in the third syllable are both 

subject to deletion: [yn.vɛr.ste]. 

An example with a different configuration, with consecutive hypomoraic rimes, 

is subject to the same analysis. Basing the footing on TMH, the form in (3.56a) obtains, 

preferring (L SL) and (SL L) over (SL SL). An alternative footing is proposed in 

(3.56b). 

 

(3.56) Footing of pentasyllabic words: /klasifikasjᴐ / „classification‟ 

 

a. (kla.si)(fi.ka)(sjᴐ )  

b. (kla)(sifi)(ka)(sjᴐ ) 

 

In both forms, the hypomoraic rimes are w-branches, and the expected surface 

realization obtains in regards to devoicing and deletion. Interestingly, Déchaine (1991: 

113) asserts that while the  rst hypomora may delete, the second one cannot: 

[klas kasjᴐ ], but *[klasɪfkasjᴐ ]. This finding may misguide one to assert that if (3.56a) 

has internal headship, the head status of the third rime protects it from deletion. The 

problem with such an analysis is that it is highly ad hoc, with this realization being 

specific to „classification‟: positing headship in medial feet will make incorrect 

predictions in regards to deletion and devoicing for the majority of tetra+ syllabic 

words, in which all medial vowels are vulnerable. A headless analysis for both footing 

instantiations in (3.56) allows for consistency across all tetra+syllabic data. For 

consistency, the TMH-compliant (3.56a) is retained as the foot structure. The realization 

of „classification‟ is attributed to the segmental context which favors deletion between 

two fricatives rather than a fricative and a stop (see the upcoming section 4.4.) 
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3.5 Conclusion 

 

Chapter 3 presented a foot structure analysis of the non-final environment in 

Québécois. I expand the redundant view of French footing to include quantity-

sensitivity and branching feet. Instead of simply monosyllabic, the French foot is 

viewed here as minimally monomoraic. When this quantitative minimum is not met, a 

branching foot is constructed. This branching constituent conforms to one of the 

following configurations:  (L SL), (H SL), (SL L), (SL H), (SL SL), or a degenerate 

foot {SL}, when grouping is not available.  

 

(3.57) Hasse diagram: foot structure 

 

TROCHEE    LIGN(Headσ/Head F,R)  RIGHTMOST   PARSE-σ    Edgemost 

 

             FTMin-µ                                FT-to-Head      

 

                  LIGN                                    *λ(Head)     

 

                                  FTBin  

 

The undominated status of TROCHEE and  LIGN(Headσ/Head F,R) assures 

that the final foot is obligatorily monosyllabic. RIGHMOST assures that the final foot is 

the head foot of the PrWd. Non-final feet, normally monosyllabic via the ranking of 

ALIGN >>FTBin, may branch in tri+syllabic words, in order to satisfy FTMin: 

FTMin-µ >> ALIGN. In disyllabic, the initial hypomoraic foot, a degenerate 

constituent, is allowed via PARSE-σ >> FTMin-µ. In regards to headship in the foot, 

heads of feet must be aligned with a PrWd edge: Edgemost >> FT-to-Head. In other 

words, although all feet should have a head syllable, or a strong branch, medial feet do 

not. Hypomoraic rimes are allowed in strong positions: FT-to-Head >>*λ(Head).   
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 An illustration of surface tense-lax alternation for high vowels is provided 

below, framed in the already familiar High Vowel Processor: 

 

(3.58) High vowel processor 

 

HEIGHT ⇒ SONORITY  tri kᴐ te 
    ⇓    

        WEIGHT    tri λkᴐ te 

    ⇓ 

 POSITION (foot structure)  (tri λkᴐµ) (teµ) 

   ⇓ 

 WEIGHT (adjusted for foot)  (L   L) = (tri µkᴐµ) (teµ) 

(SL  L) = (tri λkᴐµ) (teµ) 

   ⇓ 

SURFACE REALIZATION   [trikᴐte]  

     [trɪkᴐte] 
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CHAPTER 4  

Optimality-theoretic analysis of high vowel distribution in the non-final 

environment 

 

 

4.1 Introduction and overview of the analysis 

 

Chapter 4 presents an Optimality-theoretic analysis of high vowel distribution in 

the non-final environment. This analysis is based on the proposal for quantity-sensitive 

foot structure, developed for Québécois in Chapter 3. The Trochaic Markedness 

Hierarchy (TMH), on which relative well-formedness of the various instantiations of the 

feet is based, is reproduced below in (4.1)61. An example of a form corresponding to 

each prosodic configuration is provided for di-, tri- and a simple tetrasyllabic form.  

 

(4.1) Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy and high vowel realizations – PQ 

 

(L), (L L), (H)   >>   (H L), (L H) >> (L SL), (H SL) >> (SL L), (SL H) >> (SL SL) >> {SL} 

         0                  1                           2                           3                        4                5         

  

(bi)dᴐ 62                   

{bɪ}dᴐ  

(fɪl)tre  (fil)tre 

(pilᴐ)te                         (pɪlᴐ)te 

(kami)zᴐl  (kam)zᴐl               (kamɪ)zᴐl 

(mili)tɛr    (mɪl)tɛr                            (milɪ)tɛr            (mɪli)tɛr           (mɪlɪ)tɛr 

 (mutᴐn)m                       (mᴜtᴐn)m   

            (balby)sje        (balbʏ)sje     

                                                 
61

 Recall that for descriptive purposes, each category of foot shapes on the hierarchy has a markedness 

number (MN) assigned to it, shown below. The higher the number, the more marked the structure. 
62

For clarity, only non-final footing is indicated to highlight the environment being analyzed. All final 

syllables host a foot projection.  
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(ka)(pasi)te  (ka)(pas)te           (ka)(pasɪ)te 

The least marked feet, MN-0, satisfy all three TMH criteria: they do not contain 

superlight branches, the branching foot (L L) is even, and the quantitative dominance is 

respected. MN-0 and MN-1 feet are never in competition on the surface: the 

markedness division is theoretical in nature. It distinguishes MN-0 feet from all other 

feet, compliant with all three criteria. This being said, the distinction is of at least some 

empirical consequence in the sense that MN-1 feet are not subject to consonantal 

deletion to reduce their MN to 0.  

Both MN-1 feet violate quantitative evenness, while (L H) also violates 

quantitative dominance. However, given the lack of empirical distinction between them, 

these feet are grouped under the same MN. Additionally, the two violated criteria are of 

lower priority than the exclusion of SL-branches from unmarked feet, thus still allowing 

assignment of the relatively low MN (recall a detailed discussion in 3.4). 

MN-3 feet violate all three criteria, while the MN-4 foot violates the criterion of 

the highest priority on two counts, resulting in a higher MN for this foot. The empirical 

distinction among MN-0/MN-1, MN-2, MN-3 and MN-4 feet comes into play when 

evaluating feet with two high nuclei, as exemplified in /militɛr/. I will show that the 

surface realizations for two consecutive high nuclei in trisyllabic words, which comprise 

the core data of this type in the language, are aligned with TMH: (L L) >> (L SL) 

>> (SL L) >> (SL SL). 

 Finally, the degenerate foot {SL} is quantitatively insufficient to constitute a 

proper foot, resulting in the highest MN, MN-5.  

In the analysis of open syllables, the dominant alternating form corresponds to 

the lowest available MN for the form. For example, [kamizᴐl], with the left edge (L L), 

is MN-0, while [kamɪzᴐl], corresponding to the shape (L SL), is MN-2. The former is 

the dominant form, with the lower MN. The variant that undergoes deletion, [kamzᴐl], 

is also MN-0: it is preferred to the foot (L SL) and is selected over (L L) with the 

correct ranking of SON-Weight with respect to MAX-V. In closed syllables, both 
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alternating forms, corresponding to (L) and (H), are MN-0. The selection of one of 

these forms over the other will be shown to be made independently of TMH.  

In the OT analysis, the TMH is translated into a constraint hierarchy. 

 

(4.2) TMH constraint hierarchy 

 

*(SL SL) >>*(SL L), *(SL H) >> *(L SL), *(H SL) >> *(H L), *(L H)   

 

Following Gouskova‟s (2003) leniency hypothesis that rejects the notion that 

everything is marked, I assume that there is no constraint penalizing an unmarked 

structure: “at least one non-null structure will not violate any markedness constraints on 

a given dimenstion of markedness” (Gouskova 2003: 2). For example, if nasal vowels 

are more marked than oral vowels, the grammar only has a markedness constraint 

*NASAL, but not a constraint *ORAL. By analogy, in the current analysis, there are no 

constraints prohibiting the most well-formed feet that are compliant with all three 

quantitative criteria on which the TMH is based: *(L L), *(L), *(H). Furthermore, the 

least-well formed structure, {SL}, does not correspond to an OT constraint in this 

grammar: this foot falls under the purview of FTMin-µ . 

 An additional principle for the proposed OT constraint hierarchy, also adapted 

from Gouskova (2003), is the NoZero Principle, prohibiting scales from preferring the 

absence of structure to one of the constituents on the scale. In other words, scales must 

be limited to express relative relationships among its constituents, but not economy 

(Gouskova 2003: 3). In the analysis of Québécois high vowels, forms in which the high 

vowel undergoes deletion do not violate any TMH constraints63, given MN-0 for both 

(L) and (H). The preference for the absence of high vowel can still be accomplished via 

interaction of other markedness constraints with MAX-V, as mentioned earlier. 

                                                 
63

 The term TMH-constraint(s) will be used to refer to any constraint(s) in the hierarchy. For the sake of 

both brevity and clarity, some ranking orders will contain „TMH‟: in that case, TMH refers to all or a 

subset of relevant TMH-constraints. 
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The evaluation of well-formedness of the forms with a lax and a tense variant 

with respect to Trochaic Markedness and SON-Weight is illustrated below in (4.3): 

 

(4.3) Tense vowels in non-final open syllables 

 

          *(L SL)             SON-Weight                                       

 

(kamiµ)zᴐl  (L L)   ✓                   *            

 

(kamɪλ)zᴐl  (L SL)   *                    ✓           

 

The relevant TMH-constraint is *(L SL). The candidate with the tense vowel is 

better-formed with respect to Trochaic Markedness, while the candidate with a lax 

vowel is better-formed with respect to SON-Weight. The ranking of SON-Weight below 

FTMin-µ  and above V-µ accounts for the complementary distribution in the final 

syllable in Standard Quebécois. 

 

(4.4) Standard Québécois: complementary distribution in the final syllable 

 

FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >>V-µ 

 

In the non-final environment, Trochaic Markedness is a more important 

consideration than the assignment of grammatical weight to high vowels by SON-

Weight, shown in (4.3). Given (4.4) and (4.3), the following ranking is proposed: 

 

(4.5) Tense high vowels in open syllables in Popular Québécois 

 

FTMin-µ  >> TMH constraint(s) >> SON-Weight >>V-µ 
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In short, SON-Weight is violated in final open syllables in favor of the 

monomoraic association in order to satisfy FTMin-µ , while in non-final open syllables 

it is violated to achieve a better-formed foot. In final closed syllables, SON-Weight is 

not to be violated given that both FTMin-µ  and the TMH-constraint are equally 

satisfied by both candidates. In non-final closed syllables, Trochaic Markedness fails to 

prefer one MN-0 candidate over another.  

 

(4.6) Lax vowels in non-final closed syllables 

 

   Trochaic Markedness  SON-Weight 

 

(fɪλlµ)tre  (L)              ✓                   ✓            

 

(fiµlµ)tre  (H)             ✓                    * 

 

The constraint distinguishing between the two forms is SON-Weight: the (H) 

candidate violates it without the pressure to satisfy TMH. However, (H) is one of the 

variable realizations, and must be selected by the grammar. When (H) violates SON-

Weight, it satisfies V-µ. To account for the complementary distribution in the final 

syllable, SON-Weight has to outrank V-µ. But, under this ranking, all vowels in the 

non-final environment will surface as lax. This is an undesirable result: the ranking that 

yields tense vowels in non-final closed syllables should obtain tense vowels in non-final 

open syllables as well – a speaker who produces tenseness in closed syllables will not 

opt for laxness in open. However, if V-µ outranks SON-Weight, the desired result is 

achieved: all non-final vowels will surface as tense. The unwanted effect of this, 

however, is that the complementary distribution in the final syllable is lost – all vowels 

are now tense. I propose to resolve this by introducing a positional variant of SON-

Weight, SON-Weight(HeadFT): 
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(4.7) SON-Weight(HeadFT): In the head foot, a vowel‟s surface weight  

association is based on sonority, i.e. mid and low vowels are 

monomoraic, high vowels are hypomoraic. A vowel that surfaces with a 

weight association other than dictated by SON-Weight incurs a violation. 

 

Ranking this constraint above V-µ preserves the complementary distribution in the final 

syllable, while allowing for tenseness in both open and closed non-final syllables. To 

ensure tenseness in final open syllables, FTMin-µ must outrank SON-Weight(HeadFT). 

The resultant ranking is presented below: 

 

(4.8) FTMin-µ  >>SON-Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight  

 

In sum, while both realizations of high vowels in non-final closed syllables can 

be accounted for, it is done in two separate grammars, i.e. ranking orders. To represent 

the dominant pattern, i.e. lax in closed, SON-Weight outranks V-µ, while in the latter, 

the ranking must be reversed. This result is problematic for the classical version of OT, 

operating on fixed rankings.  

An analogous problem arises when accounting for the non-dominant pattern in 

non-final open syllables, i.e. lax. These forms incur a violation of a TMH-constraint, 

thus rendering the ranking of TMH >>SON-Weight incompatible with the data. In 

order for lax variants to surface, SON-Weight has to outrank TMH. Once again, this 

inconsistency in ranking within the same register presents a significant problem for an 

OT analysis. These findings are summarized below: 

 

(4.9) Variable ranking orders to account for non-final variation in PQ 

 

a. Closed syllables 

SON-Weight >>V-µ: lax 

V-µ >>SON-Weight: tense  
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b. Open syllables 

TMH>>SON-Weight: tense 

SON-Weight >> TMH: lax 

 

It appears that the variable ranking status affects one and the same constraint: 

SON-Weight. To combine the variable rankings in (4.9a) and (4.9b) into a single 

grammar, I propose to resort to the mechanism of a Floating Constraint - FC (Reynolds 

1994, Nagy and Reynolds 1997): a constraint whose ranking status can be varied with 

respect to a set range of a fixed ranking of constraints, within a single grammar. A 

precise definition is provided below: 

 

(4.10) Floating Constraint: (Nagy and Reynolds (1997: 152-155)) 

 

<A constraint> whose hierarchical rankings may change in a principled 

manner in relation to a certain subset of other constraints whose ranking is fixed, 

allowing different forms to be optimal under different rankings.<…>   

floating constraint <…> can appear in any position within its domain, that is, 

adjacent to one of the anchored constraints listed beneath it. 

 

I designate SON-Weight as a FC, with possible landing sites varying with 

respect to TMH and V-µ.  

 

(4.11) SON-Weight: Floating Constraint 

 

                  ...SON-Weight… 

      FTMin-µ  >>  TMH >> V-µ 

 

The rankings resulting from the various landing sites of SON-Weight achieve 

the desired result: they account for each form that is attested and exclude the ones that 
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are not. Moreover, it has already been shown that this is done in a principled way: the 

same ranking order produces the dominant pattern for both closed and open syllable 

environment, and, conversely, the same ranking order accounts for the non-dominant 

patterns in the two environments. For example, I will show that lax vowels in closed 

syllables and tense vowels in open result from the same ranking order, i.e. under the 

same landing site of SON-Weight, or, if a ranking order yields a tense vowel in a closed 

syllable, it necessarily leads to a tense vowel in an open syllable.  

The quantitative predictions made by the Floating Constraints model are said to 

correlate the relative number of occurrences of each form to the number of rankings that 

produce each of those forms (Nagy and Reynolds 1998: 152). The scope and goals of 

this dissertation lie outside the quantitative aspects of high vowel distribution, with the 

exception of the delineation of the dominant vs. non-dominant pattern of distribution, 

purely on relative terms. The focus and the main objective of this analysis consist in 

modeling the prosodically-motivated account of the variation in high vowel distribution, 

in the OT framework. The quantitative merits of the model are therefore not relevant to 

the present study. Incidentally, this also renders stochastic approaches a poor fit for the 

current analysis. 

Aside the work of its creators (Reynolds 1994, Nagy and Reynolds 1997, Nagy 

1998), a number of studies resort to the FC mechanism for analyzing variable 

phenomena (the analysis of the coronal fricative /s/ in Brazilian Portuguese in Hora 

2002, Classical Chinese verse, Zuo 2002). Although an evaluation of this model is not 

among the goals of this dissertation, the following brief commentary will give an idea 

of its status in the literature.  First, its quantitative prediction merits are somewhat 

questionable (cf Nagy and Reynolds 1998 analysis of Faetar). Second, it deviates from a 

critical assumption of Classical OT – asymmetry. Third, it can be viewed as slightly 

more than a different formalism for the notion of multiple constraint hierarchies 

commanded by a single speaker (cf Kiparksy 1993). In regards to the quantitative 

predictions, as mentioned previously, a quantitative interpretation of the multiple 

grammars at the disposal of Québécois speakers is outside the scope of this work.  
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Asymmetry is only problematic if the subgrammars are viewed as simultaneously 

active, with each possible landing site enabled at the same time. If the subgrammars are 

viewed as existing in parallel, with one landing site activated at a time, asymmetry is no 

longer a problem. The central advantage of using the FC approach in the current 

analysis lies precisely in its formalism: the possibility of representing the sub-grammars 

commanded by a single speaker as a single grammar. Each subgrammar is minimally 

different from another subgrammar, with landing sites promoted or demoted only by the 

necessary number of steps. It has been suggested that this type of grammar is superior 

to coexisting grammars in that the computational load for the speaker is minimized (Zuo 

2002). With a single constraint designated as a FC, it is possible to account for the 

variable intra-register distribution and achieve consistency in accounting for the 

differences in inter-register distribution of high vowels. 

In Formal Québécois, high vowels are always tense non-finally and are not 

subject to weakening. The figure below shows the Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy and 

high vowels realizations for FQ. The unattested forms in this register are crossed out. 

 

(4.12) Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy and high vowel realizations – FQ 

 

(L), (L L), (H)   >>   (H L), (L H) >> (L SL), (H SL) >> (SL L), (SL H) >> (SL SL) >> {SL} 

         0                  1                           2                           3                        4                5 

  

(bi)dᴐ                     {bɪ}dᴐ  

(fɪl)tre      (fil)tre 

(pilᴐ)te                         (pɪlᴐ)te 

(kami)zᴐl  (kam)zᴐl              (kamɪ)zᴐl 

(mili)tɛr    (mɪl)tɛr                            (milɪ)tɛr            (mɪli)tɛr          (mɪlɪ)tɛr 

 (mutᴐn)m                       (mᴜtᴐn)m   

            (balby)sje       (balbʏ)sje     

(ka)(pasi)te   (ka)(pas)te                    (ka)(pasɪ)te 
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In contrast with PQ, only the variants with the lowest MN for a particular form 

are attested – register-dependent variation in this proposal is analyzed via markedness. 

As mentioned previously, in closed syllables, the tense variant obtains, with the lax 

variant, also MN-0, eliminated. To this end, the ranking order with SON-Weight at the 

landing site below V-µ achieves the desired result: 

 

(4.13) Complementary distribution in final and tense vowels in non-final 

syllables in FQ 

 

FTMin-µ  >>TMH >> SON-Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight  

 

The grammar of FQ is identical to one of the ranking orders of PQ. Given the 

lack of alternation, no floating is necessary in FQ. The effects of TMH are not 

perceived given the ranking of V-µ in this grammar. However, the relationship between 

PQ and FQ is preserved via the presence of TMH in the grammar of the latter, as OT 

stipulates that all constraints are present in any language‟s grammar. TMH constraints 

are ranked at the same level in the two grammars, no re-ranking appears to be necessary 

for FQ.  

It will be further demonstrated that the floating range of SON-Weight must be 

increased in order to fully account for the alternations. The optionality of deletion in 

Popular Québécois is also handled via a FC, in this case, MAX-V. 

 With the tense/∅/lax alternation analyzed via the floating status of SON-Weight 

and MAX-V, devoicing stands out as a phenomenon that is not driven by prosodic well-

formedness – varying the ranking status of SON-Weight is not effective. The 

distributional commonality that devoicing shares with deletion is that it can only occur 

in positions designated as weak under the current analysis: weak branches of initial 

trochees, both branches of internal trochees, and in either branch of medial feet in 

tetra+ syllables. Devoicing is a syntagmatic phenomenon of assimilation of [-vce]. The 
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presence of a single unvoiced consonant is sufficient for the assimilation to take place. 

It is analyzed as a simple ranking of markedness over faithfulness: 

 

(4.14) Agree-Vce >> Ident-V-IO(vce) 

 

Given the optionality of devoicing, the same floating mechanism can account for the 

variable realizations, with Ident-V-IO(vce) designated as a Floating Constraint. 

 While a number of studies show that constraints whose rankings can vary are 

faithfulness constraints (Itô and Mester 1998, Gnanadesikan 1995, Van Oostendorp 

1998 and Anttila and Cho 1998), only two of the three constraints designated here as 

floating are faithfulness constraints, MAX-V and Ident-V-IO(vce), at the exclusion of 

SON-Weight. However, there are other analyses in which markedness constrains float, 

including one of the sources of the notion of Floating Constraints, (Nagy and Reynolds 

1997).64 

 The forms considered for the tense/lax alternation in this chapter are forms for 

which a harmony analysis is not possible, i.e., these forms do not contain a lax high 

vowel in the final syllable. The forms that are traditionally viewed as harmonized are 

considered in Chapter 5, where it will be shown how harmonic assimilation interacts 

with Trochaic Markedness. 

Chapter 4 is organized as follows. Section 4.2 begins the analysis with trisyllabic 

words: they contain a single branching foot with a strong left and a weak right branch. 

Trochaic Markedness is shown to drive the tense, (L L), and deleted (H) realization of 

the high vowel. Variable realizations of tenseness are accounted via the FC status of 

SON-Weight. Additionally, MAX-V is designated as a FC as well, to analyze cases of 

deletion. The two subsequent sections, 4.3 and 4.4, present an analysis of disyllabic and 

tetrasyllabic form, respectively. Section 4.5 addresses high vowel realization in non-

final closed syllables. Section 4.6 analyzes devoicing, a phenomenon independent of 

Trochaic Markedness, but prosodically conditioned in that it occurs only in weak 

                                                 
64

 In Nagy and Reynolds (1998), ALIGN-PWD and *SCHWA are floating constraints. 
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prosodic positions – positions exhaustively projecting w-nodes. The grammar of Formal 

Québécois is discussed in Section 4.7. The chapter is concluded in Section 4.8, with a 

Hasse diagram of the proposed rankings accounting for the entirety of high vowel 

alternation in Standard Québécois (FQ+PQ), and a brief recapitulation of the proposal. 

 

4.2 Hypomoraic rimes in trisyllabic words – PQ    

 

Depending on the position of the syllable within a PWd, initial or medial, and 

the composition of the rime with which a hypomoraic rime is combining, there are five 

possible form types. These form types with an example, already introduced in earlier 

chapters, are listed below in (4.15). The prosodic shapes and the corresponding surface 

realizations are listed in the order of dominance in the distributional pattern. For 

example, for Type 1 forms the order of dominance is tense, deleted, lax.  

 

(4.15) Form Types 1-5: Popular Québécois 

 

Type    /example/ Prosodic shapes and corresponding surface realizations 

Type 1 /kamizᴐl/ (L L)   kamizᴐl           (H) kamzᴐl             (L SL)  kamɪzᴐl 

Type 2 /pilᴐte/ (L L)   pilᴐte               (SL L)  pɪlᴐte 

Type 3 /balbysje/ (H L)   balbysje           (H SL) balbʏsje         

Type 4 /mutᴐnmã/ (L H)   mutᴐnm           (SL H) mᴜtᴐnm   

Type 5 /militɛr/ (L L)    militɛr             (L) mɪltɛr             (H) miltɛr       

(L SL)  milɪtɛr       (SL L)   mɪlitɛr            (SL SL) mɪlɪtɛr 

 

Type-1, Type-2 and Type-5 forms are the only form types with a possibility of (L L), a 

MN-0 branching foot. Type-1 and Type-5 forms may also constitute (H), via 

elimination of the weak branch. The non-dominant variant(s) of these forms contain(s) a 

superlight rime on the surface. The Type-3 and Type-4 forms may also contain a 

superlight rime on the surface in the non-dominant variant. However, the least marked 
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prosodic shape for these forms is MN-1, given that one of the branches is necessarily 

heavy. The order of dominance for Type-5 forms is based on the findings of Poliquin 

(2006) for the behavior of consecutive high vowels. Trochaic Markedness via creation 

of (L L) and (H) feet is discussed in 4.2.1. Alternation is analyzed in 4.2.2. 

 

4.2.1 Trochaic markedness 

SON-Weight assigns the hypomoraic weight association to high vowels. 

Unconstrained by any other consideration, the vowels in these superlight branches 

surface as lax.  

 

(4.16) FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >>V-µ in branching trochee 

 

/kamizᴐl / FTMin-µ  SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (ka.mɪ)(zᴐl) ✓   * 

b. (ka.mi)(zᴐl)  *!  

 

The non-dominant candidate (4.16a) is the winner of the tableau, due to its 

compliance with SON-Weight. The dominant variant with a monomoraic association, 

resulting in a tense vowel on the surface, is achieved via the pressure of foot well-

formedness: the foot (L L) is a better-formed, even foot that does not contain a highly 

marked, superlight branch. This result is analogous to that of Trochaic Leveling, used in 

analyses of left-branch shortening, /H L/ → (L L) in, for example, Pre-Classical Latin 

(Mester 1994), Middle English (Lass 1992). In Québécois, (L L)-formation differs from 

Trochaic Leveling in that it is lengthening, rather than shortening. The leveling of the 

foot is stress-independent, and can occur in any branch of the foot, depending on the 

location of the hypomoraic rime. In order to maintain a distinction between the Trochaic 

Leveling as understood within the framework of the Iambic-Trochaic Law (Hayes 1995) 

and that of the current proposal, (L L)-formation will not be referred to here as Trochaic 

Leveling, but is subsumed under Trochaic Markedness. 
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(4.17) Trochaic Markedness: (L L) 

 

(L L), MN-0  >> (L SL), MN-2     (ka.mi) >> (ka.mɪ) 

dominant  

  (L L), MN-0  >> (SL L), MN-3   (pi.lᴐ) >> (pɪ.lᴐ) 

  dominant 

 

The (L L) foot is better-formed in that it respects the tendency for quantitative evenness 

in trochees and eliminates the quantitative prominence of the weak branch for Type-2 

forms. The prosodic shape that is less marked on the Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy 

corresponds to the dominant form. This constraint must be ranked above SON-Weight. 

 

(4.18) (L L) foot: *(L SL) >> *(SL L) >> SON-Weight 

 

/kamizᴐl/ FTMin-µ  *(L SL) *(SL L) SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (ka.mɪ)(zᴐl)  *!   * 

b. (ka.mi)(zᴐl) ✓    *  

/pilᴐte/      

c. (pɪ.lᴐ)(te)   *!  * 

d. (pi.lᴐ)(te) ✓    *  

 

(4.19) Tense/lax alternation in Type-1 and Type-2 forms: 

 

FTMin-µ  >> *(L SL) >> *(SL L) >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

The same analysis yields the dominant variants for forms of Type-3 and Type-4. 
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(4.20) Tense/lax alternation in Type-3 and Type-4 forms 

 

/balbysje/ FTMin

-µ  

*(SL H) *(H SL) *(L H) *(H L) SON-

Weight 

V-

µ 

a. (bal.bʏ)(sje)   *!    * 

b. (bal.by)(sje) ✓     * *  

/mutᴐnm  /        

c. (mᴜ.tᴐn)(m  )  *!     * 

d. (mu.tᴐn)(m  ) ✓    *  *  

 

The foot with the monomoraic high vowel (4.20b) and (4.20d), MN-1, is better-formed 

than the foot with the hypomoraic high vowel (4.20a) and (4.20c), MN-2 and MN-3, 

respectively. Under this ranking of TMH constraints and SON-Weight, the better-

formed foot is preferred. Although the resultant (H L) and (L H) feet are not even, they 

are more even than their counterparts with hypomoraic rimes. 

 

(4.21) Trochaic markedness: (H L) and (L H) 

 

(H L), MN-1   >> (H SL), MN-2   (bal.by) >> (bal.bʏ) 

dominant 

(L H), MN-1 >> (SL H), MN-3  (mu.tᴐn) >> (mᴜ.tᴐn)  

dominant 

 

In forms of Type-3 and Type-4, (L L)-foot can only be achieved via coda-deletion from 

one of the branches, in addition to the monomoraic association of the high vowel: 

(mu.tᴐ)(m  ). This does not occur.  

To penalize the deletion of a coda to reduce the weight of the rime, (a type of 

trochaic shortening), MAX-C, prohibiting deletion of consonants, must outrank TMH. 
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(4.22) (L H) foot: MAX-C>>FTMin-µ >>TMH >>SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

/mutᴐnm  / MAX-C FTMin

-µ  

*(SL H) *(L H) SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. (mᴜ.tᴐn)(m  )   *   * 

b. (mu.tᴐn)(m  ) ✓    * *  

c. (mu.tᴐ)(m  ) *!    *  

 

MAX-C assures that the candidate (4.22c), with the best-formed foot, is not selected. 

The relevant TMH constraint is once again the selector of the most harmonic form 

between (4.22a), with a hypomoraic rime, and (4.22b), with a monomoraic rime, 

choosing the better-formed foot with the smaller quantitative gap of the two, (4.22b).  

Deletion, however, does take place: hypomoraic nuclei in the weak branch are 

frequently deleted in Popular Québécois. This removes marked structure: a hypomoraic 

nucleus and a marked foot, resulting in a well-formed foot (H), MN-0. Crucially, high 

vowels in strong branches are not deleted, and non-high vowels in the weak position are 

not deleted. Thus, a vowel must be high and in the weak position to undergo deletion. 

This is briefly summarized in (4.23). The weight of the high-vowel nucleus is in 

compliance with SON-Weight. 

 

(4.23) Deletion 

 

a. Deletion takes place 

 

(H) >> (L SL) (kam) >> (ka.mɪ)      deletion is preferred to λ-rimes in w-branch 

(L) >> (SL SL) (mɪl) >> (mɪ.lɪ) 
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b. Deletion does not take place 

 

(L) >> (SL L), but  *(pɪ.lᴐ)>>(plᴐ)   λ-rimes are preferred to deletion from s-branch 

(L)  >> (SL L), but  *(pɪ.lᴐ)>>(pɪl)    non-high vowels are not deleted 

 

 Deletion of hypomoraic vowels from the w-branch achieves a better-formed 

foot: foot (L) or foot (H), both MN-0, as shown in (4.23a). In (4.23b), deletion of the 

high vowel also achieves a better formed foot (L), but is prohibited by other restrictions. 

Namely, deletion does not affect the strong branch and vowels whose grammatical 

weight is not a hypomora, i.e. non-high vowels. 

While deleting a consonant to improve the shape of the foot is prohibited, 

deleting a vowel is not: TMH >> MAX-V. MAX-V has to also be ranked below 

SON-Weight, to eliminate an (L L) candidate, also MN-0. The tableau in (4.24) 

compares the candidate with a lax high vowel (4.24a), a tense high vowel (4.24b), and 

one with a non-realized high vowel, (4.24c). 

 

(4.24) (H)-induced deletion:  

FTMin-µ  >> *(L SL) >> SON-Weight >>MAX-V >> V-µ 

 

/kamizᴐl/ FTMin-µ  *(L SL) SON-Weight MAX-V V-µ 

a. (kamɪ)(zᴐl)  

 L  SL  

 *!   * 

b. (kami)(zᴐl)  

 L    L 

  *   

c. (kam)(zᴐl) ✓ 

   H 

   *   

 

The tableau reflects that the (H)-foot, MN-0, is preferred to (L SL)-foot, MN-2, at the 

expense of a MAX-V violation. Ranking SON-Weight above MAX-V illustrates that 

creating a better-formed foot at the expense of grammatical weight is not permitted. 
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Although (L), MN-0, is preferred to (SL L), MN-4, deletion out of s-branches is 

not allowed. This means that a MAX constraint prohibiting deletion from head positions 

is ranked above a general MAX-V: 

 

(4.25) No deletion from foothead: MAX-V(Head) >> *(SL L) >> MAX-V 

 

/pilᴐte/ MAX-V(Head) FTMin-

µ  

*(SL L) SON-

Weight 

MAX-V V-µ 

a. (pɪlᴐ)(te) ✓ 

 SL L  

  *   * 

b. (plᴐ)(te)  

L 

*!    *   

 

The tableau in (4.25) shows that foot well-formedness may be achieved via deletion of 

vowels, as long as the vowel is not located in the head of a foot. Although (SL L) is 

significantly more marked than (L), MAX-V(Head) blocks the candidate with a better-

formed foot from winning.  

Deletion is also blocked in Type-3 Forms due to the fact that the remaining 

material cannot be re-syllabified in a licit fashion, given the syllable structure of French. 

If a high vowel is preceded by 2 consonants and followed by 1, deletion is blocked.  

 

(4.26) *CC.C: Sequences of CC.C are prohibited. One * per such sequence. 

 

/ balbysje / *CC.C MAX-

V(Head) 

FTMin

-µ  

*(H SL) SON-

Weight 

MAX-

V 

V-µ 

a. (bal.bʏ)(sje)    ***   * 

b. (balb)(sje)65 √ *!     *   

 

                                                 
65

 Re-syllabifying (4.26b) into bal.bsje will create an illicit complex onset, incurring an equally fatal 

violation of a constraint regulating the shape of French syllables. 
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The above tableau shows that although the resultant foot in (4.26b) is 

prosodically well-formed, the basic phonotactic restrictions of French disallow the 

outcome with three consonants in which the first two are syllabified in the coda.  

 Non-high vowels are not affected by these processes. In candidate (4.27a), 

deletion does not lead to a better-formed foot, and candidate (4.27b) is selected as the 

winner.  

 

(4.27) No deletion if no prosodic optimization is achieved:  

FTMin-µ  >> *(L SL) >> SON-Weight >>MAX-V >> V-µ 

 

/lavabo/ FTMin-µ  *(L SL) SON-Weight MAX-V V-µ 

a. (la)(va)(bo) ✓      

b. (lav)(bo)     *!   

 

Since deletion does not lead to prosodic optimization, it is fatally penalized. This is not 

the case when the vowel in the initial open syllable is (+high): eliminating the SL-

branch in that type of form does lead to prosodic optimization, foot (L). To prevent such 

(L)-candidates from winning, I propose a constraint that protects inherently monomoraic 

vowels. This can only be accomplished via reference to feature, rather than weight, 

however, since there is no underlying weight. This does not pose a problem for the 

analysis in which a feature specification is said to derive from weight, since non-high 

vowels, unlike their high counterparts, are fully specified for features at the input level, 

and none of their features is thus derived from weight. 

 

(4.28) MAX-V(-high): a non-high vowel in the input must have a  

correspondent in the output. One violation per vowel that does not. 

 

The tableau in (4.29) illustrates a grammar in which a properly positioned high 

vowel deletes, while a non-high vowel is preserved. 
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(4.29) No deletion of non-high Vs: MAX-V(-high)>>*(SL L)>>MAX-V 

 

/pilᴐte/ MAX-V 

(-high) 

*(SL L) *(L SL) SON-

Weight 

MAX-V V-µ 

a. (pɪλlᴐµ)(te)✓ 

 SL L  

 *    * 

b. (pɪλlµ)(te)  

    L 

*!    * *  

/kamizᴐl/       

c. (kamɪ)(zᴐl)  

 L  SL  

  *!    

d. (kami)(zᴐl)  

 L    L 

   *   

e. (kam)(zᴐl)✓ 

   H 

    *  

  

Even though the selection of (4.29b) will lead to a better-formed foot, the higher ranked 

constraint protecting non-high vowels stops deletion. In contrast, (4.29f) is not affected 

by MAX-V(-high), and the high vowel is sacrificed to prosodic optimization. In sum, 

the tableau above illustrates that high vowel deletion is regulated by prosodic 

constraints, while non-high vowel deletion by featural constraints – this is consistent 

with core assumptions of the current proposal in regards to the posited split between 

high and non-high vowels. 

 It has now been demonstrated that the prosodic result of deletion is an (H)-foot: 

this result is consistent with the current assumptions of prosodic optimization, or 

improvement of foot shape to MN-0. Another MN-0 foot, (L), is created when deletion 

takes place in Type-5 forms, when the remaining syllable contains a lax high nucleus 

and a coda, constituting an (L)-rime. This is illustrated in the tableau below (the tense-

lax alternation is not considered at this stage). 
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(4.30) (L)-foot in Type-5 forms 

 

/militɛr/ FTMin-µ  *(SL SL) SON-Weight MAX-V V-µ 

a. (mɪlɪ)( tɛr)  

 SL  SL  

 *!   * 

b. (mili)( tɛr)  

 L   L 

  **   

c. (mɪl)( tɛr) ✓ 

   L 

   *   

  

This shows that the deletion in Type-5 forms is also consistent with prosodic 

optimization: a MN-0 foot is created. 

The total ranking accounting for deletion of high vowels in medial syllables is as 

follows: 

 

(4.31) FTMin-µ , MAX-V(Head), MAX-V(-high) >> TMH >> SON-Weight  

>> MAX-V >> V-µ 

 

The problem with this ranking is that while it successfully selects (H), it eliminates 

another MN-0 candidate: (L L). This is the case as long as SON-Weight is ranked above 

MAX-V. Only if that ranking is reversed can (32b), with a monomoraic high vowel, can 

be selected. 
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(4.32) *(L SL) >> MAX-V >> SON-Weight  

 

/kamizᴐl/ FTMin-µ  *(L SL) MAX-V SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (kamɪ)(zᴐl)  

 L  SL  

 *!   * 

b. (kami)(zᴐl) ✓ 

  L  L 

   *  

c. (kam)(zᴐl)  

   H 

  *!    

 

In order for the variant with a lax vowel to be selected as a winner, both SON-

Weight and MAX-V have to outrank the TMH constraint *(L SL). 

 

(4.33) SON-Weight >> MAX-V >> *(L SL) 

 

/kamizᴐl/ FTMin-

µ  

SON-Weight MAX-V *(L SL) V-µ 

a. (kamɪ)(zᴐl) ✓ 

 L  SL  

   * * 

b. (kami)(zᴐl)  

  L  L 

 *!    

c. (kam)(zᴐl)  

   H 

  *!    

 

The analysis presented in (4.32) and (4.33) shows that in order for (L L), (L SL) 

and (H) to be possible instantiations of the foot and thus result into an alternation 

between the dominant tense and a deleted variant in an open syllable, the ranking of 

SON-Weight has to vary in relation to the relevant TMH constraint and MAX-V, and 

the ranking of MAX-V has to vary with respect to the TMH constraint. While this 
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scenario clearly presents a problem for Classical OT, it can be handled via the notion of 

a Floating Constraint, introduced earlier in Section 4.1.  

 

4.2.2 Analysis of alternation: Floating SON-Weight and MAX-V 

The challenge lies in successfully accounting for the alternation, i.e. obtaining 

both foot shapes as felicitous and, thus, the two candidate forms as possible winners. 

With SON-Weight ranked crucially below TMH, the candidate with the lax variant can 

never be selected as the winning one. When TMH is ranked below SON-Weight and 

above MAX-V, the candidate with the deleted vowel is the winner. At this stage in the 

analysis, what remains constant are the ranking of FTMin-µ >> SON-Weight, 

allowing for weight augmentation to satisfy the minimum weight, and the ranking of 

SON-Weight >>V-µ66, which allows to obtain lax vowels in closed syllables. FTMin-

µ and TMH both outrank V-µ. FTMin-µ  has not been shown to be violable by any 

other constraint. To sum up, these are the relevant fixed rankings: 

 

(4.34) Fixed rankings: 

 

FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> V-µ 

FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight 

SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

The ranking of SON-Weight alternates in relation to MAX-V and TMH, while the 

ranking of MAX-V alternates in relation to SON-Weight and TMH. This is briefly 

summarized below, with fixed-ranked constraints in bold print: 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
66

 SON-Weight will be shown to float below V-µ at a later point in the analysis to account for tenseness in 

closed syllables. 
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(4.35) Three ranking orders necessary to account for tense/lax/∅ alternation 

 

a. FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> MAX-V >> SON-Weight >> V-µ tense  

b. FTMin-µ  >> MAX-V >> SON-Weight >> TMH >> V-µ   lax 

c. FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-Weight >>MAX-V >> V-µ deleted 

 

To analyze the varying ranking status of SON-Weight and MAX-V, I propose to 

assign to these constraints a floating status. Their ranking alternates with respect to one 

another (4.35a)-(c), and with respect to TMH, in the same ranking order (4.35b). The 

resultant single grammar is shown below in (4.36).  

 

(4.36)  Tense/∅/lax alternation in trisyllabic forms 

 

                                                                      …M X-V… 

            …SON-Weight… 

FTMin-µ , MAX-V(Head), MAX-V(-high)>>       TMH            >> V-µ 

 

When SON-Weight and MAX-V alternate with respect to one another, the two resultant 

ranking orders, (4.35a) and (4.35c), yield prosodically optimal feet, MN-0. Prosodically 

marked feet obtain when both SON-Weight and MAX-V outrank the relevant TMH 

constraint, (35b), not crucially ranked with respect to one another. This type of analysis, 

minimally complicated by the floating stipulation, allows us to model three types of 

realization with three ranking orders, with the maximally constrained floating distances. 

Type-5 forms are particularly interesting due to the presence of two consecutive 

hypomoraic rimes. While the findings in Poliquin (2006) with respect to the rate of 

acceptability for two consecutive high vowels are consistent with TMH, as discussed in 

Chapter 3, the interaction of TMH with other constraints poses a number of problems 

selecting the attested foot configurations. 
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 To obtain variants that conform to prosodic configurations of MN-0, i.e. (L L) 

and (H), these forms are subject to the same analysis as Types 1-4. For example, the 

same ranking that yields the tense variant in Form Types 1-4 obtains both vowels as 

tense, i.e. (L L).  

 

(4.37) Type-5 Forms: (L L), tense-tense 

 

/militɛr/ FTMin-

µ  

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. (mili)(tɛr) ✓     **  

b. (milɪ)(tɛr)     *! * * 

c. (mɪli)(tɛr)   *!  * * 

d. (mɪlɪ)(tɛr)  *!    ** 

 

The ranking that yields (L SL)/(H SL) and (SL L)/(SL H) for Types 1-4, 

produces lax-lax realization for the two hypomoraic rimes, i.e. (SL SL). In Type-5 

forms, any candidate containing an L-rime violates the highly-ranked SON-Weight, 

located at the landing site above TMH. (SL SL) is the only candidate that fully satisfies 

it. The tableau in (4.38) illustrates this result. 

 

(4.38) Type-5 Forms: lax-lax 

 

/militɛr/ FTMin

-µ  

SON-

Weight 

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) V-µ 

a. (mili)(tɛr)   *!*     

b. (milɪ)(tɛr)   *!   *! * 

c. (mɪli)(tɛr)  *!  *!  * 

d. (mɪlɪ)(tɛr) ✓   *!   ** 
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The challenge lies in obtaining combinations of tense-lax realizations in the 

branching foot, i.e. to devise grammars that prefer (L SL) and (SL L), respectively. For 

the latter, SON-Weight has to be ranked above *(L SL). This is made possible by the 

floating status of SON-Weight. 

 

(4.39) Type-5 Forms: tense-lax, (L SL) 

 

/militɛr/ *(SL SL) *(SL L) SON-Weight *(L SL) *(L L) 

a. (mili)(tɛr)    **!  * 

b. (milɪ)(tɛr) ✓   * *  

c. (mɪli)(tɛr)  *! *   

d. (mɪlɪ)(tɛr) *!     

 

By analogy, it appears logical to move SON-Weight one position up the 

hierarchy to the landing site in front *(SL L), in order to obtain this foot shape as the 

winner. 

 

(4.40) Type-5 Forms: lax-tense 

 

/militɛr/ *(SL SL) SON-Weight *(SL L) *(L SL) *(L L) 

a. (mili)(tɛr)   **!   * 

b. (milɪ)(tɛr) ✓  *  *  

c. (mɪli)(tɛr)   * *   

d. (mɪlɪ)(tɛr) *!     

 

The tableau shows that this analysis successfully eliminates (40d) and (40a), but is 

unable to yield (SL L) as a winner. Given that these two forms are equally harmonic 

with SON-Weight, the decisive factor is TMH, according to which the foot that respects 
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the Strong ≥ Weak principle is always better-formed. There is not a constraint that can 

select (SL L) over (L SL), regardless of its position.  

The presence of a lax high vowel in the initial syllable and a tense high vowel in 

the medial syllable can be analyzed as a featural contour requirement: lax-tense-lax is 

an alternating pattern and is thus preferred by those grammars in which Contour is a 

highly-ranked constraint. This will be shown in Chapter 5. 

  

4.3 Disyllabic words 

 

In disyllabic words, the initial foot with a hypomoraic rime is degenerate: 

 

(4.41) Degenerate initial foot 

 

                λ     

 

          / σ1σ2 / → {σ1} (σ2), where σ1 is open and N=[+high] 

            

The foot projection is critical in that it protects the initial vowel from devoicing and 

deletion: MAX-V(Head) is unviolated. When a licit foot (L) is constructed, the vowel is 

monomoraic. 

 

(4.42) Licit initial foot 

 

                µ     

 

          / σ1σ2 / → (σ1) (σ2), where σ1 is open and N=[+high] 
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The current section extends the constraint ranking orders developed in the previous 

section for trisyllabic words to obtain the tense/lax alternation and the absence of 

deletion in the initial foot of disyllabic words. By hypothesis, these rankings are 

identical to those developed for trisyllabics, in (4.35). 

When TMH is ranked above SON-Weight and Max-V, the variant obtained in a 

better-formed foot prevails – in the foot (L) the vowel is realized as tense. 

 

(4.43) FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >>V-µ 

 

/bidᴐ / FTMin-µ  SON-Weight V-µ 

a. {bɪ}(dᴐ ) *!  * 

b. (bi)(dᴐ ) ✓  *  

 

In trisyllabic words, changing the landing site of SON-Weight to the position 

above TMH produces the lax winner. While in trisyllabic words FTMin-µ  is satisfied 

via branching, this is not a case in disyllabic words. That is, regardless of the relative 

position of SON-Weight with respect to TMH, the candidate with the degenerate foot is 

in violation of the highest-ranked FTMin-µ . 

 

(4.44) FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

/bidᴐ / FTMin-µ  SON-Weight V-µ 

a. {bɪ}(dᴐ )  *!  * 

b. (bi)(dᴐ ) ✓  *  

 

It appears that only in the ranking order in which SON-Weight is fixed at the landing 

site above FTMin-µ  can the candidate with a surface hypomoraic vowel be selected as 

the winner. 
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(4.45) SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ  >> V-µ 

 

/bidᴐ / SON-Weight FTMin-µ  V-µ 

a. {bɪ}(dᴐ ) ✓  * * 

b. (bi)(dᴐ )  *!   

 

This solution, however, leads to a serious problem. Namely, FTMin-µ  >>SON-

Weight is a fixed ranking, necessary for the complementary distribution in the final 

syllable. If the ranking is reversed, final open syllables surface with lax vowels instead 

of tense. The tableau below shows that with the ranking in (4.45), the correct, lax 

variant is selected in the initial syllable, but not in the final syllable, where the 

realization should be a tense vowel. 

 

(4.46) Initial vs. final syllable in disyllabic words: [pʏni] „puni‟ 

 

/pyni/ SON-Weight FTMin-µ  V-µ 

a. {pʏ}(ni)  *! * * 

b. {pʏ}{nɪ}✓  **  

c. (py)(ni)  *!*  ** 

  

The desired candidate (4.46a) cannot win because the ranking of SON-Weight above 

FTMin-µ  fatally penalizes the monomoraic vowel in the final syllable. To resolve this, 

I propose a positional minimality constraint, HeadFTMin-µ , imposing a minimality 

restriction specifically on the final foot, while FTMin-µ  remains a general foot 

minimality constraint. Under this scenario, only HeadFTMin-µ  is undominated. 

 

(4.47) HeadFTMin-µ : Head feet are minimally monomoraic. One violation per   

candidate whose head foot is associated to inferior weight (hypomora). 
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The tableau in (4.48) evaluates the new ranking for all positions. 

 

(4.48) HeadFTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ  >> V-µ 

 

/bidᴐ / HeadFTMin-µ  SON-Weight FTMin-µ  V-µ 

a. {bɪ}(dᴐ ) ✓   * * 

b. (bi)(dᴐ )   *!   

/pyni/     

c. {pʏ}(ni) ✓  * * * 

d. {pʏ}{nɪ} *!  **  

e. (py)(ni)   *!*  ** 

 

Under the modified ranking, SON-Weight is shown to increase its floating range: 

 

(4.49) Tense/lax alternation in disyllabic forms 

                                                                     

                    …..SON-Weight….. 

                           HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> V-µ 

 

A candidate to satisfy all the prosodic markedness constraints is a candidate 

whose high nucleus does not surface: /bidᴐ / → (bdᴐ ). Although this form satisfies both 

HeadFTMin-µ and TMH, it violates the faithfulness constraint MAX-V(Head), 

prohibiting deletion of vowels from heads of feet. This analysis reinforces the 

significance of the degenerate foot projection for the hypomoraic initial syllable of 

disyllabics – without the foot projection, the vowel deletes. 
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(4.50) No deletion from heads:   

MAX-V(Head), HeadFTMin-µ >>FTMin-µ >>MAX-V>>SON-Weight>> V-µ 

 

/bidᴐ / MAX-V- 

Head 

HeadFT

Min-µ  

FTMin-µ  MAX-V SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. {bɪ}(dᴐ )    *!   * 

b. (bi)(dᴐ ) ✓     *  

c. (bdᴐ )  *!   *   

 

This alternation of prosodic shapes and corresponding phonetic realizations is 

summarized in (4.51): 

 

(4.51) Tense/lax/*∅ alternation in disyllables 

 

                                                        …..SON-Weight…… 

MAX-V(Head), HeadFTMin-µ  >>   FTMin-µ  >> MAX-V >> V-µ 

 

Tense: 

MAX-V(Head), HeadFTMin-µ >> FTMin-µ >>SON-Weight >> MAX-V >> V-µ  

Lax: 

MAX-V(Head), HeadFTMin-µ >> SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ >> MAX-V>> V-µ 

  

The floating status of SON-Weight and the ranking of HeadFTMin-µ  >> 

FTMin-µ  account for the tense/lax alternation and the absence of deletion in disyllabic 

words. The ranking of SON-Weight with respect to MAX-V is irrelevant for disyllabic 

forms, since no deletion takes place. To maintain consistency with the analysis of 

trisyllabic forms, MAX-V is included in the floating range of SON-Weight above.  

The table below summarizes the current proposal for an OT analysis of high 

vowel alternation in disyllabic and trisyllabic forms in Popular Québécois. 
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(4.52) OT analysis of high vowel alternation in disyllabic and trisyllabic forms 

 

/Form/  [Surface 

Forms] 

Prosodic Shapes     +     Representative Ranking 

                                                                                        

Type 1  

kamizᴐl 

kamizᴐl 

 

kamzᴐl 

 

kamɪzᴐl 

(L L) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> MAX-V 

>> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

(H)    HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight >> MAX-V >>V-µ 

(SL L)    HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight, 

MAX-V >> TMH >> V-µ       

 

*to achieve the same in disyllabics, SON-Weight has to be 

promoted over FTMin-µ , see the ranking for {SL} below.    

bidᴐ  bidᴐ  

 

bɪdᴐ  

(L) MAX-V(Head) >> HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> 

MAX-V >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

{SL} HeadFTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ  >> 

MAX-V>> V-µ 

Type 2  

pilᴐte 

pilᴐte 

 

pɪlᴐte 

(L L)  MAX-V(Head) >> HeadFTMin-µ  >>  FTMin-µ  >> 

TMH >> MAX-V, SON-Weight >> V-µ 

(L SL) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight, MAX-

V >>TMH >> V-µ 

Type 3 

balbysje 

balbysje   

 

balbʏsje 

(L H)  *CC.C >> HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH 

>> MAX-V >> SON-Weight >> V-µ      

(SL H) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight, MAX-

V >>TMH >> V-µ 

Type 4 

mutᴐnmã 

mutᴐnmã  

 

mᴜtᴐnmã 

(H L) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> MAX-V 

>> SON-Weight >> V-µ      

(H SL) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight, MAX-

V >>TMH >> V-µ 
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Type 5 

militɛr 

 

militɛr 

 

milɪtɛr 

 

mɪltɛr 

 

mɪlitɛr 

mɪlɪtɛr 

(L L) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> MAX-V 

>> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

(L SL) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> *(SL SL) >> *(SL 

L) >> SON-Weight >> *(L SL) >> (L L) >> V-µ 

(L) HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-Weight 

>> MAX-V >> V-µ 

(SL L) see Chapter 5 

(SL SL) HeadFTMin-µ  >>SON-Weight >>FTMin-µ  >> 

TMH >>V-µ 

 

The proposed treatment, as demonstrated in the table above, succeeds in providing a 

unified analysis of surface realizations for the majority of the forms in the dataset: di- 

and trisyllabic words. This analysis is unified in the sense that the same ranking order of 

core constraints obtains unmarked realizations of high vowels in all form types, as 

function of syllable cut: tense in open and lax in closed syllables. The same applies to 

high vowel deletion. 

The following section evaluates the proposed ranking orders for more complex, 

tetrasyllabic variants, containing more than one weak, medial syllable. 

 

4.4 Tetrasyllabic words67 

 

Chapter 3 shows that the principles of foot formation in tetrasyllabics are 

identical to those in di- and trisyllabic words: the final head foot is monosyllabic, 

unparsed syllables are disallowed and degenerate feet are to be avoided when possible. 

Medial feet are flat. For tetra-syllabic candidates, this yields seven possible 

configurations, depending on the number and position of the hypomoraic rime(s), 

recalled below. 

 

                                                 
67

 Since the configurations in penta and sextasyllabic forms for the most part repeat those in tetrasyllables, 

tetrasyllables are used in the analysis. Penta- and sexta-syllabic examples are sometimes used to exemplify 

a given aspect of the distribution, for a complete view. 
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(4.53) Footing configurations of tetra-syllabic forms 

 

a.  (λ   σ)   (σ)   (σ) 

b.  (σ   λ)   (σ)   (σ) 

c.  (σ)   (σ   λ)   (σ) 

d. (λ   λ)   (σ)   (σ) 

e. (σ)   (λ   λ)   (σ)  

f. {λ}   (σ   λ)  (σ) 

g. {λ}  (λ   λ)  (σ) 

 

The foot structures in (4.53a) and (4.53b) are identical to Form Types -2 and -4 and 

Form Types -1 and -3 of trisyllabic candidates, analyzed in the previous section. The 

forms (4.53d), (4.53e) and (4.53g), contain consecutive hypomoraic rimes – as in Form 

Type 5: the ranking established for footing yields structures in which consecutive high 

vowels are footed together.  

 The two forms that remain are (4.53c) and (4.53f). The form (4.53c) contains the 

same branching foot as Type-1 and -3 forms, (L SL) or (H SL). The form in (4.53f), in 

addition to the same type of foot, the position of initial prominence corresponds to a 

degenerate foot. 

 I propose to group and designate the tetra-syllabic forms to be analyzed as 

shown below, with an example provided to be used for each configuration. 

 

(4.54) Form Types and examples for tetra-syllabic words 

 

a.  (λ   σ)   (σ)   (σ)  analyzed as Type-2,4  /kuraʒ zm  / „courageusement‟ 

b.  (σ   λ)   (σ)   (σ) analyzed as Type-1,3 /kᴐ disjᴐnm  / „conditionnement‟ 

 

c.  (σ)   (σ   λ)   (σ) Type 6  /kapasite/  „capacité‟ 

d.  {λ}   (σ   λ)  (σ) Type 7  /mirakylø/  „miraculeux‟ 
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e. (λ   λ)   (σ)   (σ) analyzed as Type-5  /militɛrm  / „militairement‟ 

f. (σ)  (λ   λ)   (σ) Type 8  /fasilite/ „facilité‟ 

 

g. {λ}  (λ   λ)  (σ) Type 9  /inikite/ „iniquité‟ 

   

The forms to be analyzed in OT tableaus, (4.54c)-(g), are subject to the alternations 

summarized in (4.55) below, based on the generalizations adopted here. To develop a 

systematic, clear analysis, the following principles are followed. The leftmost form 

represents the dominant, tense realization. The second form is the syncopated variant, 

with tense variants in open syllables and lax variants in closed syllables after re-

syllabification. The third forms contain either only lax or lax variants alternating with 

tense variants. For consecutive high vowels in (4.55c), the alternating forms are listed in 

the order of frequency of realization adopted from Poliquin (2006). Only the forms 

attested in Poliquin‟s study are listed for Type 9, in (4.55d). 

 

(4.55) Alternations in tetra-syllabic forms 

 

a.  Type 6  (ka)(pa.si)(te)  ~ (ka)(pas)(te)  ~ (ka)(pa.sɪ)(te) 

 

b.  Type 7  (mi)(ra.ky)(lø)   ~ (mi)(rak)(lø) ~ {mɪ}(ra.kʏ)(l )68 

 

c. Type 8  (fa)(si.li)(te)    ~  (fas.li)(te) ~ (fa)(si.lɪ)(te) 

      (fa)(sɪl)(te)  (fa)(sɪ.li)(te) 

         (fa)(sɪ.lɪ)(te) 

 

 

 

                                                 
68

 Clearly¸ other combinations of tense/lax in forms with more than one high vowel are possible: e.g. 

(mi)(ra.kʏ)(lø), {mɪ}(ra.ky)(lø). To make the analysis less cumbersome, for this form type, I posit either 

both tense or both lax vowels. 
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d. Type 9  {i}(niki)(te)   ~ (i.nɪk)(te)  ~ (i) (ni.kɪ) (te) 

      (ɪn.ki)(te)  {ɪ}(nɪ.kɪ) (te) 

         {ɪ}(ni.ki) (te) 

 

(4.56) Type-6 Forms : tense/∅/lax 

 

The same ranking order that yields an (L L) foot in Type-1 trisyllabic forms and an (L) 

foot in disyllabic forms, produces an (L L) internal foot in a tetrasyllabic form. If TMH 

is ranked between SON-Weight and MAX-V, an (H) foot obtains. For the (L SL)-foot 

to be selected as the winner, the already familiar ranking order of MAX-V >> SON-

Weight >>TMH is implemented. This is illustrated in the single tableau below. 

 

(4.57) Internal foot (L), (L L), and (L SL) in tetrasyllabics 

 

/kapasite/ FTMin-

µ  

*(L SL) MAX-V SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (ka)(pa.sɪ)(te)  *!   * 

b. (ka)(pa.si)(te) ✓    *  

c. (ka)(pas)(te)    *!    

/kapasite/ FTMin-

µ  

SON-Weight *(L SL) MAX-V V-µ 

d. (ka)(pa.sɪ)(te)    *!  * 

e. (ka)(pa.si)(te)   * !    

f. (ka)(pas)(te) ✓    *   

/kapasite/ FTMin-

µ  

SON-Weight MAX-V *(L SL) V-µ 

g. (ka)(pa.sɪ)(te) ✓    * * 

h. (ka)(pa.si)(te)   * ! *   

i. (ka)(pas)(te)    *!    
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The same ranking orders yield tense vowels and a deleted variant in Type-7 forms.  

 

(4.58) Type-7 forms : tense/∅/lax 

 

/mirakylø/ FTMin-µ  *(L SL) MAX-V SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. {mɪ}(ra.kʏ)(lø) *! *   * 

b. (mi)(ra.ky)(lø)✓    **  

c. (mi)(rak)(lø)   *!    

/mirakylø/ FTMin-µ  SON-

Weight 

*(L SL) MAX-V V-µ 

d. {mɪ}(ra.kʏ)(lø) *!  *  * 

e. (mi)(ra.ky)(lø)  *!*    

f. (mi)(rak)(lø) ✓    *   

/mirakylø/ SON-

Weight 

MAX-V FTMin-µ  *(L SL) V-µ 

g. {mɪ}(ra.kʏ)(lø) ✓   * * * 

h. (mi)(ra.ky)(lø) *!*     

i. (mi)(rak)(lø)  *!  *   

 

The high vowel in the initial syllable of Type-7 forms remains intact per our 

generalization. This vowel is protected by the prominence status of the initial syllable, 

with the unviolable MAX-V(Head), via the same analysis as developed for disyllables 

in section 4.3. In the last subset of the tableau, there is a slight change from the previous 

ranking order yielding lax variants. In order for the vowel in the initial degenerate foot 

to surface as hypomoraic, SON-Weight and MAX-V have to both float over FTMin-µ . 

SON-Weight has been shown to float to that site in the analysis of initial degenerate feet 

in disyllabic words. 
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 The analysis of Type-8 forms is analogous to that of Type-5 forms in section 

4.2. 

 

(4.59) Type-8 Forms: tense-tense /lax-lax 

 

/fasilite/ FTMin

-µ  

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. (fa)(si.li)(te) ✓     **  

b. (fa)(si.lɪ)(te)    *! * * 

c. (fa)(sɪ.li)(te)   *!  * *  

d. (fa)(sɪ.lɪ)(te)  *!    ** 

/mirakylø/ FTMin

-µ  

SON-

Weight 

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) V-µ 

e. (fa)(si.li)(te)  *!*     

f. (fa)(si.lɪ)(te)  *!   * * 

g. (fa)(sɪ.li)(te)  *!  *  *  

h. (fa)(sɪ.lɪ)(te) ✓   *   ** 

 

This result is expected. To obtain tense-lax as the winner, the same analysis as in Type-

5 tableau selecting (L SL) as the winner may apply to the tetra-syllabic forms of Type-

8, repeated for Type-8 forms below. 

 

(4.60) Type-8 Forms: tense-lax 

 

/fasilite/ *(SL SL) *(SL L) SON-Weight *(L SL) *(L L) 

a. (fa)(si.li)(te)    **!  * 

b. (fa)(si.lɪ)(te) ✓   * *  

c. (fa)(sɪ.li)(te)  *! *   

d. (fa)(sɪ.lɪ)(te) *!     
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The same challenge arises with the selection of (SL L).  

 

(4.61) Type-8 Forms: impossibility of selecting (SL L) 

 

/fasilite/ *(SL SL) SON-Weight *(SL L) *(L SL) *(L L) 

a. (fa)(si.li)(te)   **!   * 

b. (fa)(si.lɪ)(te)   *  *  

c. (fa)(sɪ.li)(te)   * *   

d. (fa)(sɪ.lɪ)(te) *!     

 

With a tetra-syllabic form, however, it is unclear that (L SL) needs to be preferred to 

(SL L), given that neither of the branches in question corresponds to the position of 

phonological prominence. This means that the principle of quantitative dominance of 

the strong branch over the weak branch is not applicable to tetrasyllabics. A possible 

solution to the above tableau is to eliminate the crucial ranking between *(L SL) and 

*(SL L), while promoting SON-Weight to the landing site above these constraints. 

 

(4.62) Type-8 Forms: *(SL L) ~ (L SL) 

 

/fasilite/ *(SL SL) SON-Weight *(SL L) *(L SL) *(L L) 

a. (fa)(si.li)(te)   **!   * 

b. (fa)(si.lɪ)(te) ✓  *  *  

c. (fa)(sɪ.li)(te) ✓  * *   

d. (fa)(sɪ.lɪ)(te) *!     

 

This ranking results in equal well-formedness of (4.62b) and (4.62c). In tetra-syllabic 

forms, there is no conclusive data evidence to prefer tense-lax over lax-tense sequence 

of medial high vowels. 
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 The same ranking that obtains deletion in the weak branch of trisyllables selects 

a form with a deleted variant in tetrasyllables. 

 

(4.63) Type-8 Forms: ∅ 

 

/fasilite/ FT 

Min 

MAX-

V(Head) 

*(H L) SON-

Weight 

MAX-V V-µ 

a. (fa)(si.li)(te)     *!*   

b. (fa)(sɪl)(te) ✓     * * 

c. (fas.li)(te)   *! * *  

 

Based on the prosodic and segmental markedness, the tableau selects (4.63b) as 

the winner. This form is the most harmonic with the higher-ranked constraints, 

respecting both grammatical weight and the TMH constraint, with MN-0, (sɪl), (L). 

Candidate (4.63c) also seems a plausible outcome of deletion: in (fa)(si.li)(te), the left 

branch of the medial foot is not protected by the head status, and can therefore delete. 

This leads to the formation of (H L) surface foot and a violation of SON-Weight, with 

the candidate thus eliminated. However, it is clearly unreasonable to assert that such 

candidates are not possible on the surface: any medial high vowel in an open syllable 

may delete. 

The solution lies in the following generalization: deletion is favored when there 

is an adjacent fricative. With an undominated constraint prohibiting deletion when there 

is no adjacent fricative, designated here as MAX-V(-non-cont-), (4.65b) is shown to be 

preferred to (4.65a) in the tableau below. 

 

(4.64) MAX-V(_non-cont_): The vowel adjacent to a consonant that is not a  

fricative in the output must have a correspondent in the input. One 

violation per vowel adjacent to a consonant that is not a fricative, that 

does not have a correspondent in the input. 
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(4.65) Type-8 Forms: selection of (fas.li)(te) via MAX-V(_non-cont_) 

 

/fasilite/ MAX-V(Head) MAX-V(_non-cont_) MAX-V 

a. (fa)(sɪl)(te)   *! * 

b. (fas.li)(te) ✓   * 

  

Since for many speakers, the adjacency of a fricative is not necessary for 

deletion to take place, this constraint has a significantly lower ranking status in their 

grammar. 

Type-9 forms are of particular interest given the three consecutive high vowels. 

As mentioned earlier, I will focus on the forms reported as attested in Poliquin (2006). 

That being said, it is empirically unclear that other possible combinations are entirely 

unattested in Québécois. Crucially under the current analysis, other combinations can 

potentially be generated under the proposed ranking orders, illustrated in (4.66): 
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(4.66) Type-9 Forms 

 

/inikite/ FTMin-µ  *(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. (i) (ni.ki) (te) ✓     ***  

b. (i) (ni.kɪ) (te)     *! ** * 

c. {ɪ}(nɪ.kɪ) (te) *! *    *** 

d. {ɪ }(ni.ki) (te)  *!    ** *  

/inikite/ FTMin-µ  SON-

Weight 

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) V-µ 

e. (i) (ni.ki) (te)   ***!     

f. (i) (ni.kɪ) (te) ✓  **   * * 

g. {ɪ}(nɪ.kɪ) (te) *!  *   *** 

h. {ɪ }(ni.ki) (te)  *! **    *  

/inikite/ SON-

Weight 

FTMin-µ  *(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) V-µ 

i. (i) (ni.ki) (te)  ***!      

j. (i) (ni.kɪ) (te)  *!*    * * 

k. {ɪ}(nɪ.kɪ) (te) ✓  * *   *** 

l. {ɪ }(ni.ki) (te)  *!* *    *  

/inikite/ SON-

Weight 

FTMin-µ  *(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) V-µ 

m. (i) (ni.ki) (te)  *!**      

n. (i) (ni.kɪ) (te)  *!*    * * 

o. {ɪ}(nɪ.kɪ) (te) ✓  * *   *** 

p. {ɪ}(ni.ki) (te)  *!* *    *  

 

Candidate (4.66p) cannot be generated as the winner, regardless of the landing 

site of SON-Weight. There is not a way to account for this under the current analysis.  

This result simply means that prosodically, the form in (4.66p) is highly marked, to the 
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point of the grammar being unable to generate it. Given that the data on the realization 

of tetrasyllabics with three consecutive hypomoraic vowels is scarce, further elaboration 

on the significance of this result is highly speculative. 

 In sum, for consecutive high vowels, the attested realizations are obtained under 

the proposed foot structure for Type-9 forms, with the exclusion of the problematic 

form in (4.66p). The relative well-formedness of those realizations, for which the only 

empirical confirmation is found in Poliquin (2006), is aligned with the TMH. There are 

no findings in the literature demonstrating the ungrammaticality of other possible 

combinations of three consecutive high vowels. An advantage of the analysis proposed 

here is that it does not preclude those forms from being generated by one of the ranking 

orders. The forms with more than two consecutive high vowels are extremely rare in the 

language, and are, perhaps, for that reason, less systematic in the speakers‟ grammars.  

 A remaining issue of interest to address with words longer than three syllables is 

the deletion outcome in the pentasyllabic /klasifikasjᴐ /. In section 3.4.1, it was shown 

that the optimal foot structure of /klasifikasjᴐ / is as follows:  (kla.si)(fi.ka)(sjᴐ ). 

According to Déchaine (1991: 113), the realization in terms of deletion is as follows: 

[klas kasjᴐ ], but *[klasɪfkasjᴐ ]. 

The two forms are equally well-formed in terms of trochaic markedness: the 

refooting that results from deletion puts the remaining hypomora in an unmarked foot 

(L): (fi)=(sɪf). The initial foot, (L) and (H) respectively, also satisfies all TMH 

constraints. The two realizations are equally well-formed with respect to any and all 

TMH constraints. However, the former violates SON-Weight, while the latter does not, 

thus given preference to the unattested candidate. This is illustrated in the tableau 

below: 
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(4.67) /klasifikasjᴐ / : TMH >> SON-Weight >> MAX-V >> V-µ  

 

/ klasifikasjᴐ  / TMH SON-Weight MAX-V V-µ 

a. (kla.si)(fi.ka)(sjᴐ )  *!*   

b. (kla)(sɪf)(ka)(sjᴐ ) ✓   * * 

c. (klas)(fi.ka)(sjᴐ )   *! *  

 

This result suggests that the pressures yielding (4.67c) over (4.67b) must not be 

prosodic. The discussion of the structural description for deletion in section 3.2.2, notes 

that adjacent fricatives strongly favor deletion. That is, (4.67c) is yielded by the 

following: it is better to delete a vowel with a preceding and a following fricative 

(MAX-V(cont__cont)), than a vowel with a single fricative (MAX-V(_cont_)) – a 

counterpart to the MAX-V(_non-cont_), introduced earlier in (4.64).  

 

(4.68) MAX-V(cont__cont): The vowel surrounded by two fricative consonants  

in the output must have a correspondent in the input. One violation per 

vowel surrounded by two fricative consonants that does not have a 

correspondent in the input. 

 

MAX-V(_cont_): The vowel adjacent to a fricative consonant in the 

output must have a correspondent in the input. One violation per vowel 

adjacent to a fricative consonant that does not have a correspondent in 

the input. 
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(4.69) Fricative-adjacent deletion in / klasifikasjᴐ  / 

MAX-V(_cont_) >> SON-Weight >>MAX-V(cont__cont) >>Max-V >>V-µ 

 

/ klasifikasjᴐ  / MAX-

V(_cont_) 

SON-

Weight 

MAX-

V(cont__cont) 

MAX-V V-µ 

a. (kla.si)(fi.ka)(sjᴐ )  **!    

b. (kla)(sɪf)(ka)(sjᴐ )  *!   * * 

c. (klas)(fi.ka)(sjᴐ ) ✓  * * *  

 

In order to eliminate (4.69a), the most-well formed candidate with respect to all three 

MAX constraints, SON-Weight has to be ranked above MAX-V(cont__cont). 

What does this analysis predict for analogous forms with a different fricative-

adjacency configuration? An illustration below evaluates /modifikasjᴐ /. 

 

(4.70) Deletion in /mᴐdifikasjᴐ / 

 

/mᴐdifikasjᴐ / TMH MAX-

V(_cont_) 

SON-

Weight 

MAX-

V(cont__cont) 

MAX

-V 

V-µ 

b. (mᴐ)(dɪf)(ka)(sjᴐ ) ✓  *   * * 

c. (mᴐd)(fi)(ka)(sjᴐ )   * *  *  

 

With MAX-V constraints unable to differentiate between (4.70a) and (4.70b), SON-

Weight accomplishes this by selecting the candidate with the hypomoraic vowel on the 

surface. This result is aligned with that obtained in (4.69) for /klasifikasjᴐ /: prosody 

alone will select the SON-Weight-compliant form. Curiously, the selection of (4.70a) by 

prosodic pressures is aligned with the considerations of the segmental environment: 

according to the description of the pattern found in Dumas (1977), discussed earlier in 

section 3.2.2, a preceding fricative favors deletion over a following fricative.  
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It is reasonable to assume that (4.70b) is also a possible realization. For it to be 

selected as a winner, SON-Weight has to assume the landing site below V-µ. The 

problem with that is that under this ranking it cannot select between (mᴐd)(fi)(ka)(sjᴐ ) 

and (mᴐ)(dif)(ka)(sjᴐ ), given the low ranking of SON-Weight. It appears that (4.70a) is 

preferred by both the prosodic pressures and the segmental environment. A dataset 

testing this prediction would be of value to the analysis, but no such data is currently 

available in the literature.  

 In sum, what the analysis of /klasifikasjᴐ / and /mᴐdifikasjᴐ / demonstrates is that 

prosodic and segmental conditions coexist in the same OT grammar. Prosody can be 

overridden by segmental considerations, as in the case of /klasifikasjᴐ /. The results of 

the prosodic analysis can also be aligned with segmental conditions, such as in 

/mᴐdifikasjᴐ /. Optimality theory allows for a parallel evaluation of such candidates.  

 

4.5 High vowel distribution in non-final closed syllables 

 

In non-final closed syllables, high vowel realization varies across registers. In 

PQ, the unmarked realization is lax, while tenseness is also possible; in FQ, they are 

exclusively tense. Deletion of high nuclei in closed syllables does not occur in PQ -- it 

does not result in better-formed feet and leads to the creation of unsyllabifiable 

structures.  

Let us first consider the unmarked realization: [-tense]. The candidate with a lax 

variant satisfies both FTMin-µ  constraints given the presence of the coda and respects 

the grammatical weight. The ranking order that produces the dominant, tense variant in 

open syllables, also produces the dominant, lax variant in closed syllables. Due to the 

fact that both candidates are equally harmonic with TMH, given that both (L) and (H) 

are MN-0, SON-Weight is the decisive constraint. 
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(4.71) Lax high vowels in non-final closed syllables 

          HeadFTMin-µ  >>FTMin-µ  >> V-µ >>SON-Weight 

 

/byltɛ   / HeadFTMin-µ  FTMin-µ  SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (bʏl)(tɛ  ) ✓    * 

b. (byl)(tɛ  )    *!  

 

The same ranking order that produces tense variants in open syllables obtains lax 

variants in closed syllables, as shown in (4.71). This result is aligned with the current 

assumption of the unmarked realization in non-final syllables: tense in open and lax in 

closed. In other words, the dominant variants in their respective environments are 

generated under the same ranking. 

 Although there is a strong tendency for laxness, high vowels in non-final closed 

syllables can also surface as tense in PQ. In order to obtain the non-dominant tense 

realization, SON-Weight must be positioned at the landing site below V-µ, thus further 

expanding its floating range. 

 

(4.72) Tense high vowels in non-final closed syllables  

          HeadFTMin-µ  >>FTMin-µ  >> V-µ >>SON-Weight 

 

/byltɛ   / HeadFTMin-µ  FTMin-µ  V-µ SON-Weight 

a. (bʏl)(tɛ  )    *!  

b. (byl)(tɛ  ) ✓    * 

 

A problem arises when this ranking order is applied to the final syllable. While the open 

syllable obtains the correct, tense variant, the closed syllable also ends up with a tense 

variant, given that V-µ is now more powerful than SON-Weight. 
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(4.73) V-µ >>SON-Weight : No laxness in final closed syllables 

 

/furni / HeadFTMin-µ  FTMin-µ  V-µ SON-Weight 

a. (fur)(ni) ✓     

b. (fur){nɪ}  *! * * * 

c. (fᴜr){nɪ} *! * **  

/furnis/     

d. (fur)(nis) ✓    ** 

e. (fur)(nɪs)    *! * 

f. (fᴜr)(nɪs)   *!*  

 

 I propose to treat this contradiction by positing a distinction in how SON-Weight 

is applied to the final vs the non-final environment. To obtain the correct realization in 

the head foot, SON-Weight cannot be outranked by V-µ, while the general SON-Weight 

can be ranked below V-µ, taking advantage of its status as a FC. That is, a positional 

SON-Weight constraint is necessary, introduced earlier in (4.7). In order to obtain tense 

high vowels in closed syllables non-finally, the ranking of the positional vs general 

SON-Weight with respect to V-µ must be as follows: SON-Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ 

>> SON-Weight. With this ranking, the tense winner can be selected for non-final 

closed syllables while in final closed, the correct complementary distribution obtains. 
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(4.74) Tense in non-final closed syllables, complementary in the final syllable 

HeadFTMin-µ>>FTMin-µ>>SON-Weight(HeadFT)>>V-µ >>SON-Weight 

 

/byltɛ   / HeadFTMin

-µ  

FTMin

-µ  

SON-Weight(HeadFT) V-µ SON-

Weight 

a. (bʏl)(tɛ  )     *!  

b. (byl)(tɛ  ) ✓     * 

/furni /      

c. (fur)(ni) ✓      

d. (fur){nɪ}  *! *  * * 

e. (fᴜr){nɪ} *! *  **  

/furnis/      

f. (fur)(nis)    *  ** 

g. (fur)(nɪs) ✓    *! * 

h. (fᴜr)(nɪs)    *!*  

 

This result is accomplished by further exploiting the already existing 

stipulations: the distinctiveness of the head foot, and the floating status of SON-Weight, 

now expanded to float below V-µ.  

SON-Weight(HeadFT) must be ranked above FTMin-µ , to allow SON-Weight 

to float above FTMin-µ  but not above SON-Weight(HeadFT), to prevent disruption of 

complementary distribution in the final syllable. The ranking is presented below: 

 

(4.75) New floating range of SON-Weight 

 

 

                                                                               …SON-Weight… 

         HeadFTMin-µ >>SON-Weight(HeadFTMin-µ )>>    FTMin-µ  >>V-µ 
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In trisyllabic forms, a high vowel in a closed syllable may be found in a 

branching foot, if adjacent to a hypomoraic rime: ( .zɪk)(m  ) „physiquement‟. The same 

ranking of SON-Weight with respect to V-µ established for laxness in non-final closed 

syllables footed on their own can be applied to branching feet: SON-Weight >>V-µ. 

 

(4.76) A hypomoraic rime combined with a high vowel in a closed syllable 

FTMin-µ >>*(SL L) >>*(L H) >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

/fizikm   / FTMin-

µ  

*(SL L) *(L H) SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. (fi.zɪk)(m  ) ✓    * * 

b. (fi.zik)(m  )    *! ** * 

c. (fɪ.zɪk)(m  )  *!   ** 

 

A problem inevitably arises when accounting for a tense variant in the medial 

syllable: moving SON-Weight to the landing site below V-µ does not prove effective, 

given that the resultant prosodic shape, (L H) is penalized more heavily than a violation 

of V-µ. 

 

(4.77) SON-Weight >> V-µ: failed ranking for (fi.zik)(m  ) 

 

/fizikm   / FTMin-

µ  

*(SL L) *(L H) V-µ SON-

Weight 

a. (fi.zɪk)(m  ) ✓    * * 

b. (fi.zik)(m  )    *! * ** 

c. (fɪ.zɪk)(m  )  *!  **  

 

This can be resolved by re-introducing the general markedness constraint against 

hypomoras: *λ. The necessary ranking position of this constraint is shown in (4.78) 
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below – just high enough to account to eliminate (4.78a) and not interfere with the 

effects of TMH constraints. 

 

(4.78) (fi.zik)(m  ) ✓: *(SL L) >> *(L H), *λ >> V-µ >> SON-Weight 

 

/fizikm   / FTMin-

µ  

*(SL L) *(L H) *λ V-µ SON-Weight 

a. (fi.zɪk)(m  )     * *! * 

b. (fi.zik)(m  ) ✓   *   ** 

c. (fɪ.zɪk)(m  )  *!  ** **  

 

As long as the prohibition on hypomoras is overridden by SON-Weight(HeadFT) and 

can be overridden by SON-Weight via its floating ability, *λ does not adversely affect 

the previous results of the analysis. 

In summary, the total ranking with the expanded floating range of SON-Weight, 

necessary to account for the tense/lax alternation in non-final closed syllables is shown 

in (4.79) below. 

 

(4.79) Total ranking for lax/tense alternation in non-final closed syllables 

 

                                                                     …….…SON-Weight………… 

HeadFTMin-µ >>SON-Weight(HeadFTMin-µ )>>   FTMin-µ  >>TMH, *>>V-µ 

 

A critical advantage of this analysis is the alignment of unmarked realizations in 

different prosodic environments, i.e., the same ranking order yields the dominant, 

prosodically unmarked realization in open and in closed syllables, respectively. For the 

alternative realizations in each case, SON-Weight has to find itself at the opposite ends 

of the fixed ranking order: below V-µ to obtain tense variants in closed syllables, and 

above the TMH constraints (or a subset thereof) to obtain lax variants in open syllables. 
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Finally, the absence of deletion in closed syllables does not lend itself to the 

same prosodic analysis as that developed for initial open syllables in di- and trisyllabic 

forms, with a critical ranking of MAX-V(Head) >> MAX-V. The medial unary foot 

does not constitute a strong prosodic position, hence the absence of an s-projection to 

protect the vowel with MAX-V(Head). Instead, the absence of deletion out of non-final 

closed syllables is accounted for via the already familiar *CC.C. The tableau below 

illustrates that. 

 

(4.80) No deletion in closed syllables: *CC.C >>MAX-V >>V-µ  

 (vᴐ)(lʏp)(te) 

 

/vᴐlypte/ *CC.C MAX-V 

(Head) 

Head 

FTMin-

µ  

FT 

Min 

SON-

Weight 

MAX-

V 

V-µ 

a. (vᴐ)(lyp)(te)      *!   

b. (vᴐ)(lʏp)(te) ✓       * 

c. (vᴐl)(pte) *!     *  

d. (vᴐlp)(te) *!     *  

 

4.6 Devoicing  

 

In Chapter 2, it is demonstrated that the final syllable is not susceptible to 

weakening phenomena: the vowel in the head foot of the PWd is never deleted or 

devoiced. The absence of devoicing is analyzed with the following ranking: Ident-

V(Head)-IO(Vce) >>Agree(Vce), stating that the faithfulness to the input voice is 

maintained at the expense of the markedness pressure to assimilate in voicing with a 

preceding and/or a following consonant.  

In medial syllables, Agree(Vce) can outrank faithfulness to the vowel‟s input 

voice: high vowels optionally surface as devoiced, provided that there is at least one 
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adjacent voiceless obstruent, preceding or following. A small sample of the data is 

recalled below: 

 

(4.81) Non-final devoicing 

 

[ekɪ  pe]  „equiper‟ 

[depʏ te] „deputé‟ 

[ekᴜ te]  „écouter‟ 

  

Crucially, in the non-final environment, devoicing is overwhelmingly limited to 

medial syllables. Under the current prosodic analysis, for devoicing to occur, the high 

vowel must be located in a position exhaustively projecting w-nodes. This excludes any 

position projecting at least one s-node: the strong branch of the left-edge trochee, or its 

only branch in disyllables, and the only branch of the final foot. The constraint ranking 

that allows for devoicing in weak positions and prevents devoicing in strong positions is 

as follows: 

 

(4.82) High vowel devoicing in medial syllables:  

Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) >>Agree-Vce >> Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

 

/defisit/ Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-Vce Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

a. (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt) ✓  * * 

b.   (de. fɪ  ) (sɪ  t) *! * ** 

c.    (de. fɪ) (sɪt)  **!  

 

In this tableau, two sites are evaluated simultaneously: the final foot and the weak 

branch of the left-edge trochee both contain a high vowel. In both candidates, the left 

weak branch satisfies Agree-Vce, at the expense of violating Ident-V-IO(Vce). 
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Candidate (4.82b) also satisfies Agree-Vce in the strong foot, which eliminates it due to 

the higher-ranked Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce).  

 Candidate (4.82c) is penalized for failing to assimilate in voicing where allowed. 

Given that voice assimilation is a variable phenomenon, Ident-V-IO(Vce) is assigned a 

floating status. In order to block devoicing and obtain (4.82c) as a winner, the general 

Ident-V-IO(Vce) has to outrank Agree-Vce. 

 

(4.83) Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) >>  Ident-V-IO(Vce) >> Agree-Vce 

 

/defisit/ Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Ident-V-IO(Vce) Agree-Vce 

a. (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt)     *! ** 

b.   (de. fɪ  ) (sɪ  t) *! * * 

c.   (de. fɪ) (sɪt) ✓   *** 

 

 This analysis calls for the following floating ranking: 

 

(4.84) Floating ranking for voicing assimilation: 

 

                                            Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

  Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) >>      Agree-Vce 

 

In disyllabic forms with a hypomoraic initial rime, the degenerate foot projection 

is critical to protect the nucleus from devoicing. 
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(4.85) Absence of devoicing in degenerate initial foot:  

Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) >> Agree-Vce 

 

/pikar/ PARSE-σ Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-Vce Ident-V-

IO(Vce) 

a. (pi) (kar) ✓   * * 

b.   (pi  ) (kar)  *! * * 

c.    pi   (kar) *!  **  

 

The candidate (4.85c), without an initial foot projection, surfaces with the 

incorrect voicing for its high vowel, unable to prevent voicing with Ident-

V(Head)IO(Vce), which prevents devoicing in (4.85b). The ranking of Parse-σ and 

Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) over Agree-Vce correctly selects (4.85a) as the winner of the 

tableau.  

In tetra+ syllabic words, the absence of an s-projection in the left branch of 

medial feet assures that Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) lead to weakening. 

 

(4.86) Devoicing in medial feet of tetra+ syllabic forms 

 

/fasilite/ Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-Vce Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

a. (fa)  (si li) (te)   *!  

b.   (fa)  (si   li) (te)69  ✓   * 

 

Crucially, candidate (4.86b), with the left branch that is not aligned with the 

initial position, satisfies Agree-Vce without violating Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce). 

                                                 
69

 Clearly, the second vowel in the foot can also devoice: (fa)(si.li  )(te), or both can potentially devoice: 

(fa)(si  .li  )(te). Since the tableau focuses on lack of prohibition on devoicing in a left-branch that is a non-

head in a non-peripheral position, the two aforementioned alternatives are not dealt with here.  
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In some tetra+ syllabic forms, more than one high vowel meets the conditions 

for devoicing. In that case, both vowels may devoice. 

 

(4.87) Consecutive high vowels in tetra+ syllabic forms 

 

/klasifikasjᴐ / Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-Vce Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

a. (kla.si  ) (fi.ka) (sjᴐ )   *! * 

b.   (kla.si) (  .ka) (sjᴐ )    *! * 

c.   (kla.si  ) (fi  .ka) (sjᴐ ) ✓   ** 

 

It appears that when Ident-V-IO(Vce) is fixed at the landing site below Agree-

Vce, the candidate with more devoiced vowels wins. Conversely, when it floats over 

Agree-Vce, the candidates with a single devoiced vowel are equally more harmonic 

with the ranking. There is no evidence in the data to prefer (4.87a) over (4.87b): their 

equal status with respect to the ranking is consistent with the grammar. 

Devoicing is a weakening process, as deletion, but it is distinct from deletion. 

Altering the voicing specification of a vowel does not affect its weight association, and 

therefore is not directly driven by Prosodic Markedness, as is the case of deletion under 

the current analysis. What these two phenomena do share is that prosodically, they can 

only occur in positions exhaustively projecting a w-node, and they do not affect non-

high vowels. In the analysis of deletion, a constraint was posited that prevented deletion 

of non-high vowels to improve the shape of the foot: MAX-V(-high). Since there is no 

input weight association and weight is assigned grammatically, no reference to λ or µ 

can be made in this type of constraint. Furthermore, structurally, high and non-high 

vowels can end up in the same positions with identical node-projections. That is, a 

constraint making a reference to prosodic position cannot distinguish high from non-

high vowels. The only remaining alternative is a constraint making a reference to a 
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feature: I propose to put forth an undominated constraint to prevent devoicing of non-

high vowels, analogous to MAX-V(non-high):  Ident-V(-high)-IO(Vce). 

 

(4.88) Ident-V(-high)-IO(Vce): the voicing specification of non-high vowels is  

identical in the input and the output. One violation per vowel that 

violates this condition. 

 

The tableau below presents the total ranking necessary to allow devoicing for high 

vowels in weak prosodic positions and at the same time prevent devoicing of non-high 

vowels in these positions on the one hand, and devoicing of high vowels in strong 

prosodic positions on the other. 

 

(4.89) High vowels may devoice in non-head positions, may not devoice in 

head positions; non-high vowels do not devoice: 

Ident-V(-high)-IO(Vce), Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) >>Agree-Vce >> Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

 

/trikᴐte/ Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Ident-V(-high)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-Vce Ident-V-

IO(Vce) 

a. (tri  .kᴐ) (te)  *!  * * 

b.   (tri.kᴐ ) (te)     *! * * 

c.   (tri.kᴐ) (te) ✓   **  

 

The tableau clearly demonstrates that on the one hand, a high vowel in the wrong 

position for devoicing, i.e. s-branch, does not devoice, and a non-high vowel in the right 

position for devoicing, under w-node, does not devoice. Both conditions have to be 

satisfied in order for devoicing to occur. 

 Unlike deletion, devoicing affects closed syllables in the same way it affects the 

open syllables, further confirming the assumption of the current analysis that devoicing 

stands apart from the tense/lax/∅ alternation in that it is not a prosodically motivated 
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process, only prosodically restricted in a limited way. High vowels in medial closed 

syllables exhaustively project a w-node, as all medial syllables, regardless of the type of 

the rime. Given the proper phonotactics, high vowels may devoice. 

 

(4.90) Devoicing in closed syllables 

 

/ɛ  siste/ Ident-V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Ident-V(-high)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-Vce Ident-V-

IO(Vce) 

a.   (ɛ ) (sɪ  s) (te) ✓      * 

b.   (ɛ ) (sɪs) (te)    *!  

 

Given that the syllable containing the high vowel does not project an s-node, the vowel 

is subject to deletion, unprotected by Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce). Candidate (4.90a) is 

selected as the winner. 

 A critical issue to be addressed with voicing assimilation is its interaction with 

tenseness alternation. The question of whether a devoiced high vowel is necessarily lax 

or necessarily tense remains largely unaddressed in literature. Each of the two processes 

is viewed as optional and is considered separately. For instance, Déchaine (1991), states 

that in medial positions, a high vowel may surface as short (lax), or devoiced, or deleted 

(Déchaine 1991: 109). In Déchaine‟s view, the three processes are viewed as 

weakening, targeting segments in weak metrical positions. Because of this, her analysis 

predicts that a high vowel will undergo one of the three processes, unless it is protected 

by morphologically-conditioned „cyclical stress assignment‟ and surfaces as long (tense) 

(Déchaine 1991: 113). In the current analysis, no such cyclicity is necessary: high vowel 

in medial open syllables can surface as tense in the (L L) foot. The high vowel in the 

weak branch, although tense, is still in the weak position, and is subject to devoicing, 

based on the analysis developed here. Due to the lack of any empirical evidence to the 

contrary, I adopt the view that devoicing can easily co-occur with either a tense or a lax 

variant. The proposed analysis easily allows for this, given that the alternation of 
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tenseness is driven by prosody while devoicing is a syntagmatic phenomenon occurring 

in a subset of prosodic positions. The tenseness is dependent upon the ranking of SON-

Weight and the TMH constraints, while the voicing on the ranking of Ident-Vce 

constraints relative to Agree-Vce. An illustration is provided below: 

 

(4.91) Tense and devoiced high vowels in non-head position:  

Agree-Vce, SON-Weight 

 

/defisit/ *(L SL) Ident-

V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

Ident-V 

(-high)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-

Vce 

SON-

Weight 

Ident-V-

IO(Vce) 

a. (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt)  *!      

b.   (de. fɪ) (sɪ  t) *!   *  * 

c.   (de.   ) (sɪt) ✓     * * 

d.     (de. fi) (sɪt)    *! *  

 

The lax variants, both voiced and unvoiced, are eliminated by the TMH constraint. The 

selection is then made between (4.91c) and (4.91d), based on the ranking of Agree-Vce 

and Ident-V-IO(Vce). SON-Weight does not select between the two candidates: the 

tableau clearly indicates that the ranking of the prosodic markedness constraints and the 

constraints responsible for voicing specification are entirely independent sets. To obtain 

a [-tense; -voice] candidate, SON-Weight must outrank the TMH constraint, as 

expected. 
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(4.92) Lax and devoiced high vowel in non-head position:  

SON-Weight>>*(L SL) >>Agree-Vce 

 

/defisit/ SON-

Weight 

Ident-

V(Head)-

IO(Vce) 

*(L SL) Ident-V 

(-high)-

IO(Vce) 

Agree-

Vce 

Ident-V-

IO(Vce) 

a. (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt) ✓   *    

b.   (de. fɪ) (sɪt)    *  *! * 

c.   (de.   ) (sɪt)  *!     * 

d.     (de. fi) (sɪt) *!    *  

 

Analogous to the previous tableau, the lax and devoiced variant wins due to the 

violation of the TMH constraint, in lieu of SON-Weight.  

While freely overlapping with tense/lax realizations, devoiced candidates 

alternate with unrealized candidates, given that both affect high vowels in weak 

prosodic positions: (de.   ) (sɪt) ~ (dɛf) (sɪt).  

 

(4.93) Devoiced and deleted high vowels are equally harmonic 

 

/defisit/ *(L SL) Agree-Vce MAX-V Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

a. (de.   ) (sɪt)     * 

b. (de. fi) (sɪt)  *!   

c.   (dɛf) (sɪt)   *  

d.   (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt) *!   * 

 

With the ranking above, the tense and devoiced (4.93a) and the deleted candidate 

(4.93c) are equally harmonic with the ranking. Given than both MAX-V and Ident-V-

IO(Vce) have floating status, positioning one of them at the landing site above the other 

will yield a single winner. The following tableau illustrates preference for devoicing: 
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(4.94) MAX-V >> Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

 

/defisit/ *(L SL) Agree-Vce MAX-V Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

a. (de.   ) (sɪt) ✓    * 

b. (de. fi) (sɪt)  *!   

c.   (dɛf) (sɪt)   *!  

d.   (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt) *!   * 

 

The preference for deletion is accomplished with the opposite ranking: 

 

(4.95) Deletion is preferred: Ident-V-IO(Vce) >> MAX-V 

 

/defisit/ *(L SL) Agree-Vce Ident-V-IO(Vce) MAX-V 

a. (de.   ) (sɪt)    *!  

b. (de. fi) (sɪt)  *!   

c.   (dɛf) (sɪt) ✓    * 

d.   (de. fɪ  ) (sɪt) *!  *  

 

In sum, the current analysis successfully accounts for the possibility of tense and 

devoiced and lax and devoiced vowels on the one hand, and the alternation of devoicing 

and deletion on the other. The former is accomplished via two independent sets of 

constraints: Prosodic Markedness Constraint interacting with SON-Weight and voicing 

faithfulness and markedness constraints. The latter is accomplished via the floating 

status of Ident-V-IO(Vce)70 : different ranking orders yield the desired candidates, 

respectively. 

 This constraint ranking order is summarized below: 

                                                 
70

 Or MAX-V. Ident-V-IO(Vce) is chosen as the floater here for convenient representation, given that this 

constraint already floats in the analysis of voicing assimilation and can be easily formalized as floating over 

the two constraints. 
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(4.96) Devoicing~deletion               

                                                                                   …Ident-V-IO(Vce)… 

TMH, Ident-V(-high)-IO(Vce), Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce) >> Agree-Vce >> MAX-V 

 

4.7 Formal Québécois 

 

In Formal Québécois, high vowels are in complementary distribution in the final 

foot: HeadFTMin-µ >>SON-Weight >>V-µ. In the non-final environment, all high 

vowels are tense. This means that the possible foot configurations are (L), (L L), (H), (L 

H) and (H L). Additionally, all high vowels are fully realized in this register: MAX-V is 

unviolated. Since there are no hypomoraic rimes, both foot minimality constraints are 

also unviolated.  

 Tense vowels in closed syllables are handled via the same ranking that 

accounted for non-final closed syllable tenseness in PQ, without the necessity to posit a 

floating status for SON-Weight. The fixed ranking and a sample tableau is provided 

below: 
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(4.97) Tense high vowels in non-final closed syllables and complementary 

distribution in the final syllable:  

HeadFTMin-µ >>FTMin-µ >>SON-Weight(HeadFT) >>V-µ>>SON-Weight 

 

/byltɛ   / HeadFTMin

-µ  

FTMin

-µ  

SON-Weight(HeadFT) V-µ SON-

Weight 

a. (bʏl)(tɛ  )     *!  

b. (byl)(tɛ  ) ✓     * 

/furni /      

c. (fur)(ni) ✓      

d. (fur){nɪ}  *! *  * * 

e. (fᴜr){nɪ} *! *  **  

/furnis/      

f. (fur)(nis)    *!  ** 

g. (fur)(nɪs) ✓    * * 

h. (fᴜr)(nɪs)    **!  

 

This ranking accomplishes exclusive tenseness in non-final closed syllables as well as 

the complementary distribution in final syllables. The distinction between HeadFTMin-

µ  and FTMin-µ  is no longer necessary in the grammar of FQ – no initial SL-rimes in 

disyllables. The remaining environment is the non-final open syllables. 

  

(4.98) Tense high vowels in non-final open syllables: disyllables 

/finis / FTMin-µ  SON-Weight(HeadFT) V-µ SON-Weight 

a. (fi)(ni) ✓  *   

b. {fɪ}(ni) *! * * * 

c. {fɪ}{nɪ} *  **  

d. (fi){nɪ} *  * * 
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The same fixed ranking that accounts for tense vowel in closed syllables in (4.97) yields 

tense vowels in open syllables in (4.98) above. The inclusion of TMH constraints in the 

analysis of trisyllabic forms does not disrupt this result, (4.99). 

 

(4.99) Tense high vowels in non-final open syllables: trisyllables 

 

/kamizᴐl/ FTMin

-µ  

*(L SL) *(SL L) SON-Weight 

(Head FT) 

V-

µ 

SON-

Weight 

a. (ka.mɪ)(zᴐl)  *!   *  

b. (ka.mi)(zᴐl) ✓      * 

/pilᴐte/       

c. (pɪ.lᴐ)(te)   *!  *  

d. (pi.lᴐ)(te) ✓      * 

 

 Devoicing and deletion are excluded from FQ. This means that Ident-V-IO(Vce) 

and MAX-V are undominated. This is incorporated into the ranking in (4.97)-(4.99) and 

is presented in the table in (4.100), illustrating the representative surface form of FQ, 

based on the Form Types introduced earlier for PQ. 
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(4.100) Prosodic shapes and corresponding surface forms of Formal Québécois 

 

Form  Surface 

Forms 

Prosodic Shapes     +     Representative Ranking 

                                                                                        

Type 1  

/kamizᴐl/ 

kamizᴐl 

 

(L L) MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight 

 

/bidᴐ / bidᴐ  

 

(L) MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight  

Type 2  

/pilᴐte/ 

pilᴐte 

 

(L L)  MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight 

 

Type 3 

/balbysje/ 

balbysje   

 

(L H)  MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight  

Type 4 

/mutᴐnmã/ 

mutᴐnmã  (H L) MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight 

 

Type 5  

/militɛr/ 

militɛr (L L) MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ  >> TMH >> SON-

Weight(HeadFT) >> V-µ >> SON-Weight  

 

 The constraint ranking that accounts for the distribution of tenseness and the 

absence of deletion in Formal Québécois is as follows: 

 

(4.101) The total constraint ranking for FQ 

 

MAX-V, IDENT-V-IO(Vce), FTMin-µ >>TMH>>SON-Weight(HeadFT) 

>>V-µ>>SON-Weight 

 

The total ranking for the grammar of FQ represents one of the ranking orders possible 

in the alternation-filled PQ. The realization of high vowels in FQ with respect to 
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deletion and devoicing reflects the instantiation of PQ in which faithfulness constraints 

outrank markedness constraints. This is expected, in light of the traditional views on 

register formality and the respective ranking of F and M: in the more formal register, F 

>>M. In the same vein, the absence of deletion is accomplished via the high ranking 

of the relevant M-constraint, MAX-V, in both registers.  

However, with respect to the tense/lax alternation, a prosodically-governed 

phenomenon, as argued here, the non-final tense variants in the more formal register are 

a result of the competition between prosodic forces at the segmental level: SON-Weight 

and V-µ. Foot-level prosodic structure plays a critical role in assigning grammatical 

weight in the final syllable: SON-Weight(HeadFT). The complementary distribution in 

the two registers is accomplished via the same constraint ranking order: HeadFTMin-µ 

>>SON-Weight(HeadFT)>>V-µ>>SON-Weight. The difference lies in accounting 

for tenseness in open syllables. In PQ, the relative well-formedness of the prosodic 

shapes (TMH) allows to select forms that contain tense variants in open syllables. In 

FQ, the segmental level prosodic constraints, SON-Weight and V-µ are sufficient to 

account for tenseness in non-final open syllables.  

In sum, prosodic well-formedness at the level of the foot plays a minimal role in 

FQ, unlike in PQ. The unmarked realizations of tenseness in the non-final environment 

in PQ are driven by the relative well-formedness of feet, while in FQ, they are driven 

largely by segmental considerations, albeit weight-related. This suggests a different 

relationship of markedness and register: the unmarked forms are a result of prosodic 

well-formedness, i.e. M prevails, but not at the expense of faithfulness, which does not 

come into play, but at the expense of other type of markedness (foot- vs segment-level). 

 

4.8 Conclusion 

 

The analysis developed in this chapter is recapitulated via Hasse diagrams. 

(4.102) presents the diagram of constraint rankings representing PQ, (4.103), for FQ. 
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(4.102) Hasse diagram I: PQ 

 

Straight lines represent fixed rankings, arrows represent varying ranking orders; 

the three floating constraints: SON-Weight, Ident-V-IO(Vce), MAX-V are in bold italics. 

 

 

 

      Ident-V(-high)-IO(Vce)  Ident-V(Head)-IO(Vce)  HeadFTMin-µ  

  

       

      MAX-V(-high)                MAX-V(Head)                    SON-Weight(HeadFT) 

 

                                                                                        

         Agree-Vce                                                   

           

                        FTMin-µ                     

 Ident-V-IO(Vce) 
    MAX-V        SON-Weight 
                                                     

                      

 

                          TMH       *λ 

  

                                            

                                                                                                     

                                      

 

 

      V-µ 

 

 

For the constraints in the grammar of tense/lax/∅ alternation, the diagram demonstrates 

the amount of interaction among those expressing prosodic markedness at the level of 

the foot and segment, and other segmental markedness constraints unrelated to prosody. 

Faithfulness is only present in the form of MAX-V constraints and Ident-V(vce) 

constraints. Conversely, the constraint interaction regulating devoicing is the expected 

M >> F. 

The diagram for FQ shows that it is a much simpler grammar, with a fixed 

ranking order, in which the distribution for tenseness is accounted for by the interaction 
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of prosodic markedness constraints, as in the grammar of PQ. The absence of deletion 

and devoicing is a simple F>>M. 

 

(4.103) Hasse diagram: FQ 

 

 

MAX-V Ident-V-IO(Vce)    FTMin-µ   TMH  

 

  

  Agree-Vce     SON-Weight(HeadFT) 

    

       

     V-µ 

 

 

 

                                                  SON-Weight 

 

 

 In summary, Chapter 4 presents a prosodically-motivated account of high vowel 

distribution in the non-final environment, independent of harmonic assimilation. This 

account is formalized within Optimality Theory with an incorporation of the mechanism 

of Floating Constraints. The proposed OT analysis is not aimed at generating 

quantitative predictions, but at simply modeling the prosodic view of high vowel 

realization. It is based on the interaction of constraints expressing prosodic markedness 

at different levels of the prosodic hierarchy, i.e. the mora and the foot.  

In PQ, not all constraints are fixed in the ranking order: the tense/lax/∅ 

alternation is shown to largely be the result of the floating of SON-Weight. A minimal 

floating range is also posited for MAX-V to account for forms with unrealized variants. 

Devoicing is analyzed as a phenomenon that is restricted by the prosodic structure, but 

not motivated by it: it is an assimilatory, syntagmatic phenomenon. In this regard, the 

current OT analysis provides the advantage of combining the tense/lax alternation and 

devoicing in the same grammar.  

 The proposed OT treatment succeeds in achieving unity of analysis in two 

respects. First, it offers a formally single grammar of the variation based on the Floating 
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Constraint mechanism with a single prominent FC. Second, it maintains ranking 

consistency between the two registers. Furthermore, within PQ, a unified analysis is 

provided for prosodically unmarked realizations of high vowels as function of syllable 

type. In regards to markedness, the preferred non-final realizations in PQ as well as the 

ones in FQ in open syllables are the ones that are the least marked prosodically. 

The main shortcoming of the analysis is that its explanatory power is largely 

limited to disyllabic and trisyllabic forms and tetrasyllabic forms with no more than two 

consecutive high vowels. Tetra-syllabic forms with multiple high vowels are 

problematic: the analysis is only able to generate the forms that are known to be attested 

but is unable to preclude the ones that are not. This being said, this result in itself is 

aligned with the lack of clarity in the dataset for these forms in the mind of both 

analysts and speakers alike, on the one hand, and the much less constrained nature of 

variation for these forms, as opposed to their shorter counterparts, on the other. 

The influence of other factors on the distribution of multiple high vowels, 

namely feature agreement and feature contour, and their incorporation into the proposed 

prosodic account is considered in the following chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Residual issues and conclusion 

  

5.1 Role of harmony in the prosodic account 

  

 The presence of lax high vowels in non-final open syllables is traditionally 

attributed to laxing harmony, with the lax high vowel in final closed syllable serving as 

the harmonic trigger. In di-syllabic words, only one harmonic pattern is possible: the lax 

high vowel in the final closed syllable serves as the trigger for the high vowel in the 

only other syllable in the word. The harmony patterns available for trisyllabic words are 

presented in (1.41), as proposed in Poliquin (2006): it can be local non-iterative, e.g. 

[ilɪsɪt], non-local, e.g. [ɪlisɪt], [ɪnedɪt], and across-the-board, with all eligible high 

vowels surfacing as lax: [ɪlɪsɪt].  In words longer than three syllables, more 

combinations can arise depending on a given setting of locality and iterativity, although 

the results of Poliquin‟s judgment task-based study show preference for patterns that are 

said to be aligned with those described above for trisyllabics: local non-iterative, non-

local, and across-the-board.  

 In the analysis developed in this dissertation, the surface realizations of 

consecutive high vowels corresponding to the outlined harmony patterns are shown to 

result from prosodic pressures. For example, in trisyllabic forms, the local non-iterative, 

the non-local and the across-the-board patterns correspond to high vowel realizations in 

(L SL), (SL L) and (SL SL) feet. In Chapter 4, it was shown that the findings in 

Poliquin‟s (2006) quantitative study of the relative preference of the three harmony 

patterns are aligned with the Trochaic Markedness Hierarchy at the core of the current 

prosodic proposal. What remains to be determined is whether harmonic pressures can be 

integrated into this prosodically-motivated account. I will show that harmony-related 

constraints accounting for assimiliation (AGREE) and dissimilation (CONTOUR) of 

features can be incorporated into the prosodic analysis via a proper ranking of the 
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relevant constraints. I begin with di- and trisyllabic words, and continue with 

tetrasyllabic words. 

 

 5.1.1 Di- and trisyllabic words 

The prosodic analysis of disyllabic forms presented in Chapter 4 accounts for the 

alternating realizations of high vowel tenseness in the initial open syllable via the 

floating status of SON-Weight, whose ranking is fixed below HeadFTMin, but can vary 

in relation to FTMin.  

 

(5.1) High vowels in initial open syllables in disyllabic words 

 

a. HeadFTMin >> SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ -µ >> V-µ: lax 

b. HeadFTMin-µ  >> FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> V-µ: tense 

 

The constraint ranking in (5.1a) yields a lax vowel in the initial open syllable regardless 

of the quality of the vowel in the final syllable. The tableau in (5.2) below illustrates the 

application of (5.1a) to a form that contains a potential laxness trigger, [pᴜtɪn]. 

 

(5.2) Lax vowels in non-final open syllables:  

HeadFTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ  >> V-µ  

 

/putin/ HeadFTMin-µ  SON-Weight FTMin-µ  V-µ 

f. {pᴜ}(tɪn) ✓   * * 

g. (pu)( tɪn)   *!   

 

The tableau demonstrates that a ranking of constraints representing conditions on 

segmental weight associations and the shape of the foot accounts for the realization of 

the initial high vowel as lax. The winning candidate (5.2a), in addition to respecting the 

highly ranked SON-Weight, contains two high vowels that agree for the feature [-tense], 
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while candidate (5.2b) does not. The following simple constraint is necessary to 

represent the agreement condition: 

 

(5.3) AGREE(-tense): High vowels agree for [-tense]. One violation per tense 

vowel when a lax high vowel is present. 

 

Given that under the current analysis, high vowels are not specified for tenseness at the 

input level, AGREE(-tense) does not compete with faithfulness to the input feature 

specification for tenseness. Instead, it competes with foot well-formedness constraints.  

It appears that in (5.2), the ranking of AGREE(-tense) is not critical: the ranking 

of prosodic constraints assures that (5.2a) is the winner, regardless of the placement of 

AGREE(-tense). Let us assume that AGREE(-tense) is ranked below HeadFTMin-µ  

and above SON-Weight.  

 

(5.4) Lax vowels in non-final open syllables, with AGREE(-tense)  

HeadFTMin-µ  >>AGREE(-tense)>> SON-Weight >> FTMin-µ >>V-µ  

 

/putin/ HeadFTMin

-µ  

AGREE 

(-tense) 

SON-Weight FTMin-µ  V-µ 

a. {pᴜ}(tɪn) ✓    * * 

b. (pu)( tɪn)   *! *   

 

This placement of AGREE(-tense) is problematic for the constraint ranking that yields 

the tense realization of the vowel in the initial open syllable, (1b). Here, AGREE(-tense) 

must be ranked below FTMin-µ : a lax vowel in an open syllable that constitutes a non-

branching foot leads to a fatal violation of FTMin-µ  when the latter is ranked above 

SON-Weight. 
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(5.5) Tense vowel in non-final open syllable: incorrect ranking 

HeadFTMin-µ >>AGREE(-tense)>>FTMin-µ >>SON-Weight >>V-µ:    

 

/putin/ HeadFTMin

-µ  

AGREE 

(-tense) 

FTMin-µ  SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. {pᴜ}(tɪn) ✓   *  * 

b. (pu)( tɪn)   *!  *  

 

It is clear that AGREE(-tense) has to be ranked below FTMin-µ , at the same level with 

SON-Weight: satisfying foot minimality and surfacing with a monomoraic, tense vowel 

is a higher priority than agreeing in laxness with the vowel in the final syllable. The 

ranking in (5.6) produces the desired winner.  

 

(5.6) Tense vowel in non-final open syllable: correct ranking 

HeadFTMin-µ >>FTMin-µ >>AGREE(-tense), SON-Weight >>V-µ 

 

/putin/ HeadFTMin

-µ  

FTMin-µ  AGREE 

(-tense) 

SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. {pᴜ}(tɪn)   *!   * 

b. (pu)( tɪn) ✓   * *  

 

There is no empirical evidence that will allow us to rank AGREE(-tense) above or 

below SON-Weight: any candidate that violates AGREE(-tense) necessarily violates 

SON-Weight. Thus, the two constraints are crucially unranked with respect to one 

another. Critically, AGREE(-tense) does not appear to play a decisive role in selecting 

the winning candidate in tableaus (5.4) and (5.6): the winning candidates are 

successfully selected via the established ranking of prosodic constraints. However, 

AGREE(-tense) must be ranked below FTMin-µ : a crucial prosodic pressure for 

disyllabic forms.  
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In light of these results, the total ranking for the high vowel tense/lax alternation 

in disyllabic words which now includes featural agreement can be summarized as 

follows: 

 

(5.7) Tense/lax alternation in disyllables (open syllables): prosody and 

harmony 

 

                                                  …SON-Weight… 

                     HeadFTMin-µ  >>     FTMin-µ         >> AGREE(-tense) >> V-µ 

 

 In tri-syllabic words, it is the interaction of the relevant TMH constraints and 

AGREE(-tense) that is in focus. As in disyllabic forms, the tense/lax alternation in 

trisyllables is accomplished via the floating status of SON-Weight, here, with respect to 

TMH constraints. This results in two distinct grammars expressed in the two ranking 

orders below: 

 

(5.8) Tense/lax alternation in trisyllabic forms: a single non-final high vowel 

 

a. FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >>TMH >> V-µ: lax 

b. FTMin-µ , TMH >> SON-Weight >>V-µ: tense 

 

For forms with local harmony, the ranking order proposed in (5.6), combined with a 

TMH constraint, achieves the same result in trisyllabic forms as it does in disyllabic 

forms: 
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(5.9) FTMin-µ >>AGREE(-tense), SON-Weight>>*(L SL) >>V-µ: 

trisyllabics  

 

/defisit/ FTMin-

µ  

AGREE (-tense) SON-

Weight 

*(L SL) V-µ 

c. (de.fɪ)(sɪt)  ✓    * ** 

d. (de.fi)(sɪt)    *! *   

 

The prosodic constraints emulate the effects of AGREE(-tense): SON-Weight 

can assure the selection of the candidate with the lax nucleus in the right branch of the 

left edge foot. 

For non-harmonizing speakers, the corresponding foot form is (L L), given that 

the tense vowel is monomoraic and the right branch is L. In this case, SON-Weight is 

ranked below the TMH constraint, as in (5.8b). The following result obtains: 

 

(5.10) Tense vowels in non-final open syllables in trisyllabics:  

FTMin-µ >>AGREE(-tense)>>*(L SL)>> SON-Weight >>V-µ  

 

/defisit / FTMin-

µ  

AGREE(-tense) *(L SL) SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (de.fɪ)(sɪt)  ✓   *  ** 

b. (de.fi)(sɪt)    *!  *  

 

While the prosodic constraints prefer (5.10b), with the ranking in (5.10),  

AGREE(-tense) fatally penalizes it. AGREE(-tense) must be further demoted and 

ranked below the constraint against the more marked foot shape, *(L SL).  
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(5.11) Ranking status of AGREE(-tense): 

FTMin-µ >>*(L SL)>>AGREE(-tense), SON-Weight>>V-µ  

 

/defisit / FTMin-

µ  

*(L SL) AGREE(-tense) SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (de.fɪ)(sɪt)    *!   ** 

b. (de.fi)(sɪt)  ✓   * *  

 

When AGREE(-tense) does not interfere with foot well-formedness, the candidate with 

no feature assimilation wins. Critically, once again, the same result obtains if AGREE 

(-tense) is not in the picture, purely on prosodic terms. 

 The same analysis applies to Type-2 forms, or forms with non-local harmony 

under the harmony view, e.g. [ɪnedɪt]: if AGREE(-tense) is not specified for locality. In 

this case, the relevant TMH constraint is *(SL L), instead of *(L SL). 

 

(5.12) Non-local harmony with interfering non-high segment 

FTMin-µ >>*(SL L) >>AGREE(-tense), SON-Weight>>V-µ 

 

/inedit/ FTMin-

µ  

*(SL L) AGREE(-tense) SON-Weight V-µ 

a. (ine)(dɪt)   *!   ** 

b. (ɪne)(dɪt) ✓   * *  

 

Trisyllabic forms with consecutive high vowels call for a more complex 

analysis. According to Poliquin, the harmonic pattern with the highest rate of 

acceptance in trisyllabic words with three high nuclei is local non-iterative, yielding a 

tense vowel in the initial syllable and a lax vowel in the medial syllable, corresponding 

to the (L SL) foot in the current analysis. This form is similar to the one analyzed in 

(5.9) – (5.12), with the exception of the left branch of the left-edge foot: it contains a 
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high vowel. In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that in order to obtain a candidate 

containing this type of foot at the left edge as the winner, the following ranking is 

necessary: 

 

(5.13) Multiple high vowels – tense-lax: 

*(SL SL) >>*(SL L) >> SON-Weight >>*(L SL)  

 

/difisil/ *(SL SL) *(SL L) SON-Weight *(L SL) 

e. (difi)(sɪl)    **!  

f. (difɪ) (sɪl) ✓   * * 

g. (dɪfi) (sɪl)  *! *  

h. (dɪfɪ) (sɪl) *!    

 

SON-Weight is ranked above *(L SL), consistent with the ranking in (5.9) that yields 

the same result for (defɪ)(sɪt), an (L SL) foot. However, given that the left branch 

nucleus is also [+high], SON-Weight has to be ranked with respect to *(SL SL) and 

(SL L), and it is crucially placed below them.  

 

(5.14) Ranking status of AGREE(-tense): 

*(SL SL)>>*(SL L)>>SON-Weight >>*(L SL) >> AGREE(-tense) 

 

/difisil/ *(SL SL) *(SL L) SON-Weight *(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (difi)(sɪl)    **!  ** 

b. (difɪ) (sɪl) ✓   * * * 

c. (dɪfi) (sɪl)  *! *  * 

d. (dɪfɪ) (sɪl) *!     
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Once again, AGREE(-tense) is not critical in selecting the winning candidate, the 

selection being made by the prosodic constraints. 

 A speaker who selects a non-local, non-iterative pattern, obtains (SL L) foot on 

the surface. It was shown in Chapter 4 that the proposed prosodic ranking of SON-

Weight relative to the three relevant TMH constraints is unable to account for this type 

of realization. No ranking of SON-Weight with respect to TMH constraints can select 

(SL L) as the most well-formed: (15b), below, is inadvertently selected over (15c), 

given that they both equally violate SON-Weight. The tableau below shows that 

AGREE(-tense) is also unable to select (15c) as the winner for the same reason: the two 

candidates incur an equal number of violations. As shown in Chapter 4, moving SON-

Weight up the TMH fails to select the lax-tense combination non-finally. 

 

(5.15)  *(L SL) vs. *(SL L): SON-Weight >>*(SL L) 

 

/difisil/ *(SL SL) SON-

Weight 

*(SL L) *(L SL) AGREE(-tense) 

a. (difi)(sɪl)   **!   ** 

b. (difɪ) (sɪl) ✓  *  * * 

c. (dɪfi) (sɪl)   * *  * 

d. (dɪfɪ) (sɪl) *!     

 

In order to obtain (5.15c) as the winner, the relative ranking of *(SL L) and (L SL) has 

to be reversed, violating TMH. Since this is not a possible solution, the analysis appears 

to have arrived at an impasse.  

There is, however, an alternate approach to the lax-tense-lax realizations in 

forms like [dɪfisɪl].  s pointed out by Dumas (1987), this is an alternating pattern, 

relying on a dissimulative, rather than an assimilative relationship among segments. 

That is, an alternating pattern can be analyzed via a simple contour constraint. 
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(5.16) CONTOUR(tense): High nuclei in adjacent syllables must have opposing  

tenseness specifications. One violation per pair of high nuclei in adjacent 

syllables with the same tenseness specifications. 

 

The placement of CONTOUR shown in (5.17) is necessary to obtain the alternating 

pattern. 

 

(5.17) Obtaining the lax-tense candidate with CONTOUR:  

*(SL SL)>>SON-Weight>>CONTOUR>>*(SL L)>>*(L SL)>> AGREE 

 

/difisil/ *(SL SL) SON-

Weight 

CONTOUR 

(tense) 

*(SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (difi)(sɪl)   **! *   ** 

b. (difɪ) (sɪl)   * *!  * * 

c. (dɪfi) (sɪl) ✓  *  *  * 

d. (dɪfɪ) (sɪl) *!  **    

 

In this tableau, CONTOUR(tense) is able to select between (5.17b) and (5.17c) in favor 

of the latter: the ranking of SON-Weight is of no consequence. This result indicates that 

the selection of the candidate with alternating tenseness is a product of autosegmental, 

and not prosodic forces, given that prosodic constraints are unable to select (SL L) foot 

over (L SL). 

To account for intra-speaker variation, CONTOUR is to be designated as an FC 

and must move below all TMH constraints to allow prosody to yield (5.17a), (5.17c) 

and (5.17d) as possible realizations.  

 Along with generating lax-tense-lax variants for forms like /difisil/, the 

introduction of CONTOUR inadvertently affects forms like /inisi/, where the last 

syllable is open and the vowel is tense. In that case, a tense-lax-tense candidate obtains.  
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(5.18) CONTOUR and tense-lax-tense realizations 

 

/inisi/ *(SL SL) SON-

Weight 

CONTOUR 

(tense) 

*(SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (ini)(si)   **! *   ** 

b. (inɪ) (si) ✓  *   * * 

c. (ɪni) (si)   * *! *  * 

d. (ɪnɪ) (sɪ) *!  **    

 

The winning candidate in (5.18) has (L SL) as its left-edge foot: the ranking of SON-

Weight >> *(L SL) is sufficient to obtain this foot, without the pressure of 

CONTOUR. This result simple indicates that the role of CONTOUR is highly limited in 

the prosodic account and further re-affirms the core assumption of the current proposal: 

high vowel alternation is a prosodically-motivated phenomenon in Québécois.  

The final harmonic pattern to be discussed for trisyllabic forms is one in which 

all three high vowels are lax, the least common in Poliquin (2006). As shown in Chapter 

4, placing SON-Weight at the landing site above all the TMH constraints yields a lax-

lax-lax candidate.  

 

(5.19) lax-lax-lax 

 

/difisil/ SON-

Weight 

*(SL SL) CONTOUR 

(tense) 

*(SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (difi)(sɪl)  **!  *   ** 

b. (difɪ) (sɪl)  *!  *  * * 

c. (dɪfi) (sɪl)  *!   *  * 

d. (dɪfɪ) (sɪl) ✓  * **    
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SON-Weight eliminates any candidate that contains a tense vowel. As a result, the most 

marked foot shape wins. The candidate with this foot shape is also the most harmonic 

with respect to the AGREE constraint, while violating CONTOUR. As shown 

previously, the selection of the winning candidate does not critically rely on featural 

constraints, but obtains from prosodic pressures. 

  The ranking for trisyllabic forms representing local non-iterative, (L SL), 

non-local, (SL L), and across-the-board, (SL SL), harmonic realizations is shown below. 

Given that AGREE(-tense) is not crucially ranked with any of the constraints, it is 

placed at the terminal point of the ranking: 

 

(5.20) Total ranking for trisyllabic forms 

 

 …………..SON-Weight…………….. 

                     ……CONTOUR…….  

*(SL SL)>> *(SL L) >> *(L SL)  >>AGREE 

 

CONTOUR floats in a subrange of TMH, with the critical landing sites above *(SL L) 

and below the lowest ranked TMH constraint, while SON-Weight floats over the 

entirety of TMH.  

To account for disyllabic forms, the total ranking is expanded as follows: 

 

(5.21) Total ranking for disyllabic and trisyllabic forms 

 

                    ……..……….…..SON-Weight…………………… 

                                                              ……CONTOUR…….  

HeadFTMin-µ >> FTMin-µ  >>*(SL SL)>> *(SL L) >> *(L SL)>>AGREE 

 

The constraint order in (5.21) shows that the internal ranking of AGREE and 

CONTOUR is fixed. The floating status of SON-Weight with respect to TMH and 
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FTMin-µ  is sufficient to yield the desired forms. The low ranking of AGREE ensures 

that it does not interfere with the effects of prosodic pressures stipulated in the current 

analysis. The only instance in which prosody alone is unable to yield the desired variant 

is the alternating pattern: in this case, it is CONTOUR that selects the winner. A 

disadvantage of the CONTOUR-based solution is that it introduces yet another FC and 

further complicates the analysis. However, if the alternating realization is to be viewed 

as an optional realization among the four possibilities, the FC-status is inevitable under 

the current analysis. 

 

 5.1.2 Tetrasyllabic words 

 

 The vast majority of the literature from which the data for the current analysis is 

derived focuses exclusively on disyllabic and trisyllabic forms. Indeed, these forms are 

considerably more frequent than anything longer than three syllables. When discussing 

harmony, the number of forms longer than three syllables is further restricted by the 

structural requirement of the presence of a lax high vowel in the final syllable. As 

discussed earlier in Chapter 1 and subsequently in the analysis of tetra-yllabic forms 

without the lax high vowel in the final syllable in Chapter 4, the rare occurrence of 

these forms can be viewed as the underlying cause for their variable realization: the 

speakers are not exposed to enough input to produce consistent output (see the related 

discussion in Chapter 1 Section 3.2, the idea of nanovariation).  

 In Chapter 4, I showed that the four possible combinations of tense-lax nuclei 

(Poliquin 2006), independent of the presence of a lax high vowel in the final syllable, 

can be derived from the same relative ranking of prosodic constraints that yields the 

foot structure of di- and trisyllabic words. I find that tense-tense-lax, tense-lax-lax and 

lax-lax-lax are easily generated by the proposed constraint rankings. A problem arises 

with obtaining a lax-tense-tense as the winner due to the high ranking of FTMin-µ  but 

low-ranking of SON-Weight in a given ranking order. Furthermore, the proposed 

grammar prefers tense-lax-tense to tense-lax-lax due to the pressure of CONTOUR. In 
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this section, I demonstrate that the same analysis results when treating forms containing 

a lax vowel in the final syllable, viewed in traditional analyses as a harmonizing trigger. 

The form used in the analysis is /similityd/, familiar from an earlier discussion of the 

findings of Poliquin (2006) in section 1.3.2. 

 

(5.22) Surface realizations of /similityd/ 

 

a. no harmony     si.mi.li.tʏd ✔ 

b. local non-iterative    si.mi.lɪ.tʏd ✔ 

c. across-the-board    sɪ.mɪ.lɪ.tʏd ✔ 

d. non-local     sɪ.mi.li.tʏd ✔ 

e. local 2 iterations    si.mɪ.lɪ.tʏd ✘ 

f. non-local non-initial    si.mɪ.li.tʏd ✘ 

g. non-local non-initial iterative  sɪ.mɪ.li.tʏd ✘ 

h. non-local & local non-iterative  sɪ.mi.lɪ.tʏd ✘ 

 

The existence of the forms in which no harmony is observed, (5.22a), is 

prosodically motivated by the pressure to project the most well-formed feet, in which no 

SL-branches are found. SON-Weight is ranked below all the TMH constraints and 

FTMin-µ : 

 

(5.23) Ranking of prosodic constraints for a no-harmony tetrasyllabic form 

 

FTMin-µ >> *(SL SL) >>*(SL L) >> *(L SL) >> SON-Weight 

 

When AGREE(-tense) is incorporated into the ranking below the TMH constraints, all 

less well-formed foot shapes that are more harmonic with AGREE(-tense) are 

eliminated in favor of the better-formed foot. 
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 The form in (5.24b) is obtained via the ranking used in the tableau in (14) for 

trisyllables: to obtain the (L SL) foot shape, SON-Weight is ranked directly above it. 

 

(5.24) Local non-iterative: (si) (mi.lɪ) (tʏd) 

 

/similityd/ FT

Min

-µ  

*(SL SL) *(SL L) SON-

Weight 

*(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

q. (si) (mi.li) (tʏd)     ***!  * 

r. (si) (mi.lɪ) (tʏd) ✓    ** * * 

s. {sɪ}(mɪ.lɪ) (tʏd) *! *     

t. {sɪ }(mi.li) (tʏd) *!   **  ** 

 

Consistent with the result obtained for di-and trisyllables, the ranking of prosodic 

constraints can fully account for the selection of (5.24b) as the winner. 

 Across-the-board laxness is also aligned with the analysis proposed for di- and 

trisyllables: when SON-Weight is placed at the landing site above FTMin-µ  and the 

TMH constraints, only lax high vowels can surface. (SON-Weight is still ranked below 

HeadFTMin-µ , to assure tenseness for high vowels in the final syllable if it is open). 

 

(5.25) Across-the-board: {sɪ}(mɪ.lɪ) (tʏd) 

 

/similityd/ SON-

Weight 

FTMin

-µ  

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (si) (mi.li) (tʏd)  *!**     * 

b. (si) (mi.lɪ) (tʏd)  *!*    * * 

c. {sɪ}(mɪ.lɪ) (tʏd) ✓  * *    

d. {sɪ }(mi.li) (tʏd) *!* *    ** 
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Once again, the ranking of AGREE(-tense) is sufficiently low to have no impact on the 

selection of the winning candidate. 

 A problem arises when evaluating a candidate like (5.25d), perhaps the most 

counter-intuitive out of the four accepted realizations: it is neither local nor iterative, 

and thus has the most distant relationship with the trigger, under the harmony view.  

 

(5.26) Non-local non-iterative: {sɪ}(mi.li) (tʏd) - unsuccessful 

 

/similityd/ FTMin

-µ  

*(SL SL) *(SL L) *(L SL) SON-

Weight 

AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (si) (mi.li) (tʏd) ✓     *** * 

b. (si) (mi.lɪ) (tʏd)     *! ** * 

c. {sɪ}(mɪ.lɪ) (tʏd)  *! *     

d. {sɪ }(mi.li) (tʏd)  *!    ** ** 

 

Because of the highly-ranked FTMin-µ, (5.26d) cannot be selected, despite a possible 

alternative landing site of SON-Weight. The landing site of SON-Weight must be 

adjusted: it must now be ranked right above *(SL L) in order to obtain the desired 

initial foot. Let it be recalled that an alternative footing configuration is available for 

forms with three consecutive hypomoraic rimes non-finally (recall 3.48g). The tableau 

in (5.27) illustrates the result of this footing, combining the two initial rimes, in the 

newly-proposed ranking order. 
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(5.27) Non-local non-iterative: (sɪ.mi)(li)(tʏd) - successful 

 

/similityd/ FTMin

-µ  

*(SL SL) SON-

Weight 

*(SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

(-tense) 

a. (si.mi)(li) (tʏd)    ***!   * 

b. (si.mi){lɪ} (tʏd)  *!  **  * * 

c. (sɪ.mɪ){lɪ} (tʏd)  *! *     

d. (sɪ.mi)(li) (tʏd) ✓   ** *!  ** 

 

Footing of this type eliminates the degenerate foot and allows the candidate with fewer 

tense vowels to win, given the relatively high ranking of SON-Weight.  

The analysis is jeopardized when a candidate that is not accepted, (5.22f), is 

incorporated, (5.28e) below. This candidate is the most well-formed with respect to 

CONTOUR. 

 

(5.28) (si.mɪ) (li) (tʏd) 

 

/similityd/ FT

Min

-µ  

*(SL SL) SON-

Weight 

CONT *(SL L) *(L SL) AG 

REE 

 

a. (si.mi)(li) (tʏd)    ***! **   * 

b. (si.mi){lɪ} (tʏd)  *!  ** *  * * 

c. (sɪ.mɪ){lɪ} (tʏd)  *! *  **    

d. (sɪ.mi)(li) (tʏd)    ** * *!  ** 

e. (si.mɪ) (li) (tʏd) ✓   **   * *** 

 

It is not surprising that the grammar can generate other tetrasyllabic forms that fall 

outside the four realized patterns in (5.22). For example, a tense-lax-lax candidate, 
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while impossible to select as the winner under one footing configuration, obtains under 

another. 

 

(5.29)  (si.mɪ){lɪ}(tʏd) : unsuccessful 

 

/similityd/ FT

Min

-µ  

SON-

Weight 

*(SL SL) CONT (*SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

 

a. (si.mi)(li) (tʏd)   ***!  **   * 

b. (si.mi){lɪ} (tʏd)   **  **!  * * 

c. (sɪ.mɪ){lɪ} (tʏd)  *!  * ***    

d. {sɪ.mi}(li) (tʏd) ✓  **  * *  ** 

e. (si.mɪ){lɪ}(tʏd)  *! *   * * *** 

 

(5.30) (si)(mɪ.lɪ)(tʏd) : successful 

 

/similityd/ FT 

Min 

SON-

Weight 

*(SL SL) CONT (*SL L) *(L SL) AGREE 

 

a. (si)(mi.li) (tʏd)   **!*  **   * 

b. (si)(mi.lɪ)(tʏd)   **!  **!  * * 

c. {sɪ}(mɪ.lɪ) (tʏd)  *!  * ***    

d. {sɪ}(mi.li) (tʏd)  *! **  *!   ** 

e. (si)(mɪ.lɪ)(tʏd) ✓  * *   * *** 

 

In sum, tetrasyllabic forms with consecutive high nuclei do not lend themselves 

to a coherent analysis as easily as their shorter counterparts. Much like the prosodic 

constraints themselves, AGREE and CONTOUR cannot help in selecting the attested 

tetrasyllabic realizations while also eliminating the unattested. In other words, the 

prosodic analysis is able to generate patterns outside the reported realizations listed in 
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(5.22). The prosodic grammar, with two types of footing for consecutive hypomoras in 

tetrasyllabics, makes all patterns available to speakers. The assimilation/dissimilation 

pressures are unable to constrain it further in the way that is aligned with the reported 

realization. Given this, it is not unreasonable to suppose that there is perhaps more 

variation than reported, to instantiate other patterns made available by the grammar.  

To conclude the discussion of how the prosodic structure of Québécois interacts 

with syntagmatic phenomena, it suffices to state that the ranking of prosodic constraints 

is at the core of high vowel distribution. The constraint responsible for assimilation, 

AGREE, is ranked below the TMH constraints, and thus does not interfere with the 

effects of prosodic constraints. A remaining issue to address in regards to AGREE is a 

comparison of forms that are prosodically identical but differ with respect to a potential 

application of harmony. In other words, a form like [pɪtᴜn], with a lax realization, is 

favored over a form like [mɪtɛn], with a lax realization but with no harmonic trigger.  

The foot (L), with a tense surface vowel, is a better prosodic outcome for both /pitᴜn/ 

and /mitɛn/. However, it is reasonable to assert that the lax realization is more frequent 

in /pitᴜn/ than in /mitɛn/. The OT analysis proposed here does not provide tools to 

model the relative frequency of realization across candidates. The only conclusion that 

can be drawn is that [mitɛn] is better-formed than [pitᴜn], given that it does not violate 

AGREE.  

CONTOUR appears to be somewhat more consequential than AGREE. For 

fairly common alternating patterns in trisyllables, e.g. [dɪfisɪl], CONTOUR plays a 

critical role of overriding prosody, which proves unable to generate the desired form 

under any ranking. To model optionality, CONTOUR must be a floating constraint.  

In sum, the OT analysis offers a framework in which the interaction of prosodic 

and syntagmatic conditions can be modeled. The impact of this interaction on the 

generation of attested forms appears to be minimal, allotting the key role in high vowel 

distribution to prosodic structure, per central claim of this dissertation. 

 The interaction of other conditions with prosodic structure is further examined in 

the analysis of optional non-final voiced continuant lengthening. 
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5.2 Output-to-output correspondence 

 

Chapter 2 presents an analysis of Voiced Continuant Lengthening: in the final syllable 

closed by a voiced continuant, high vowels are tense and lengthened. This phenomenon 

does not have exceptions in the final environment. Recall the data from Walker (1984): 

 

(5.31) Voiced Continuant Lengthening: 

 

r  „pire‟    ʒ  „juge‟        ri v  „rive‟  

 

In the non-final environment, high vowels may also surface as tense and 

lengthened: when the forms such as the ones in (5.31) are affixed and become a part of 

a more complex word, they may optionally retain the tense and lengthened vowel.  

 

(5.32) Non-final VCL (Walker 1984): 

 

rã.pi .re  „rem-pir-er‟ 

ʒ.mã  „juge-ment‟ 

.vjɛ:r   „riv-ière‟ 

 

This phenomenon is not limited to high vowels.  

 

(5.33) Non-final VCL, -high (Walker 1984): 

 

a. rɛ  „rêve‟  rɛ ri  „rêverie‟ 

b.  „bave‟  .vœ:r „baveur‟ 

c.  „beurre‟ .re   „beurrer‟ 

d.  „dore‟  .ry:r  „dorure‟ 
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Furthermore, the optional word-internal lengthening is not dependent on the 

presence of the following voiced continuant. In SF as well as Québécois, the vowels ø, 

o and  , and the nasal vowels are intrinsically long. In both varieties of French, these 

vowels are long in closed final syllables:  

 

(5.34) Intrinsically long vowels in French (Walker 1984: 45) 

 

a. [  kr]   „ancre‟ 

b. [ᴐ t]   „honte‟ 

c. [ʒ n]   „jeûne‟ 

d. [p t]   „pâte‟ 

e. t]   „saute‟ 

 

What distinguishes Québécois from SF is the possibility of obtaining these 

vowels non-finally. 

 

(5.35) Intrinsically long vowels in Québécois, non-finally (Walker 1984: 47) 

 

a. [s b] „sable‟   [s .ble] „sablé‟  [s .blœ.n ] „sablonneux‟   

b. [p s] „passe‟   [p .se] „passé‟   

c. [l ʃ] „lâche‟   [l .ʃe] „lâcher‟ 

d. [ᴐ t]  „honte‟  [ᴐ .t ] „honteux‟ 

 

The data facts presented above demonstrate the effects of morphological analogy 

in non-final vowel length in Québécois, something that is not found in SF. To activate 

morphological analogy, length is transferred from one surface form to another. In the 

OT analysis, I propose to treat this via Output-to-Output correspondence.  
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(5.36) IDENT-µ-OO: The mora count between the two output segments  

participating in the correspondence relationship is identical. One 

violation per candidate that violates this condition. 

 

When analyzing final syllables, the critical ranking of µ-share >> SON-Weight 

assures that the hypomoraic vowel is promoted to the bimoraic status and surfaces as 

lengthened. Since µ-share does not apply here, the ranking in (5.37) below is not able to 

distinguish between [pirat], with no morphological analogy, and [ri:vjɛr]. 

 

(5.37) µ-share, FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> V-µ: failed ranking for 

morphological analogy 

 

/pɪrat/ µ-share FTMin-µ  SON-Weight V-µ 

a.  {pɪ}(rat)   *!  * 

b.  (pi)(rat) ✓   *  

c.   (pi:)(rat)   * *! 

/rɪvjɛr/   [ri:v]     

d.  {rɪ}(vjɛr)   *!  * 

e.  (ri)(vjɛr) ✓   *  

f.  (ri:)(vjɛr)    * *! 

 

While the lengthened variant (5.37c) is correctly eliminated by the fatal violation of V-

µ, (5.37f) is eliminated as well under this ranking. In order for (5.37f) to be selected as 

the winner, while also preserving the optimal status of (5.37b), IDENT-µ-OO has to be 

introduced. 
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(5.38)  Morphological analogy via output-to-output correspondence: 

IDENT-µ-OO, µ-share, FTMin-µ  >> SON-Weight >> V-µ 

 

/pɪrat/ IDENT-µ-OO µ-share FTMin-µ  SON-Weight V-µ 

a.  {pɪ}(rat)    *!  * 

b.  (pi)(rat) ✓    *  

c.   (pi:)(rat)    * *! 

/rɪvjɛr/  [ri:v]      

d.  {rɪ}(vjɛr)  *!  *  * 

e.  (ri)(vjɛr)  *!   *  

f.  (ri:)(vjɛr) ✓    * * 

 

If IDENT-µ-OO is ranked above SON-Weight, (5.38e) with a tense non-lengthened 

vowel is eliminated in favor of (5.38f). IDENT-µ-OO is ranked at the same level with 

µ-share and FTMin-µ . 

 It is not clear from the existing datasets in the literature whether this is intra-

speaker or inter-speaker variation. To reflect the former, IDENT-µ-OO can be 

designated as an FC. When placed at the landing site below V-µ, the candidate with the 

tense non-lengthened vowel is selected as the winner. To express inter-speaker 

variation, IDENT-µ-OO is fixed at the bottom of the ranking for speakers who do not 

produce non-final optional VCL. 

In trisyllabic forms, it is possible that a form that is compliant with IDENT-µ-

OO is not the most well-formed with respect to the TMH. That is, the lengthening of the 

high vowel alters the quantitative balance of the foot. An example of a form like that is 

shown in (5.39d-f): the winning form is (L H), while the rejected, non-lengthened tense 

variant is contained in (L L), a better-formed TMH. The tableau below demonstrates the 

necessity to promote IDENT-µ-OO over TMH. 
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(5.39) Output-to-output correspondence and the TMH: 

µ-share, FTMin-µ , IDENT-µ-OO>>TMH>>SON-Weight>>V-µ 

 

/afiʃaʒ/      µ-share FTMin

-µ  

IDENT-

µ-OO 

*(L SL) *(L H) SON-

Weight 

V-µ 

a. (a.fɪ)( ʃaʒ)  

       L  SL 

   *!   * 

b. (a.fi)( ʃaʒ) ✓ 

      L  L 

     *  

c. (a.fi:)( ʃaʒ) 

        L  H 

    *! ** ** 

/r  pire/     [pi:r]        

a. (r  .pɪ)(re) 

        L   SL 

  *! *   * 

b. (r  .pi)(re) 

         L   L 

  *!   *  

c. (r  .pi:)(re) ✓ 

         L  H 

    * ** ** 

 

This shows that in the case of non-final lenghtening, output-to-output correspondence 

has priority over prosodic well-formedness. The ranking order with IDENT-µ-OO at the 

landing site that allows for non-final lengthening of high vowels preceding voiced 

continuants is presented below in (5.40): 

 

(5.40) Non-final lengthening of high vowels: 

                                                                                            

     µ-share, FTMin-µ , IDENT-µ-OO >>TMH>> SON-Weight >> V-µ 
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In sum, output-to-output correspondence is not compatible with the prosodic structure, 

like AGREE, and, when ranked highly enough for a speaker that displays non-final 

optional VCL, overrides prosodic well-formedness.  

Output-to-output correspondence is an analysis that can potentially account for 

paradigmatic morphological analogy claimed for laxness in open syllables verbs: [bᴜde] 

<[bᴜd], „bouder‟ < „boude‟. In this case, the effects of IDENT-µ-OO, or another 

analogous constraint, would be limited in the same way that AGREE is shown to be 

limited in its power to counter prosodic conditions. In other words, the lax realization in 

an open syllable does not rely on output-to-output correspondence, but is generated by 

prosody. The remaining question is then the one brought up earlier in the discussion of 

[mɪtɛn] and [pɪtᴜn]: is [bᴜde] more likely to contain a lax high vowel in the initial 

syllable than [pɪtᴜn] due to the presence of the analogical form?  s concluded 

previously, this question cannot be settled in the framework and scope of the proposed 

OT analysis.  

 

5.3 General conclusion 

 

 The proposed account of high vowel distribution developed in this dissertation is 

the first unified analysis of the three aspects of the distribution of these vowels – 

tense/lax alternation, devoicing and deletion – that derives their surface realizations 

from the prosodic structure. Furthermore, I develop an analysis of the variable surface 

realizations of these vowels that is modeled as a single grammar. 

 Unlike the previous analyses of tense/lax alternation, this analysis is not based 

solely on syllable structure, distinguishing high vowel realizations in open and closed 

syllables. By introducing quantity-sensitivity into the prosodic structure of Québécois, I 

am able to derive surface realizations at the level of the foot.  

In contrast to previous analyses, the critical role of harmony is bypassed in favor 

of the interaction of various prosodic conditions. I do not limit my dataset to items 

containing a potential harmonic trigger, thus anticipating a harmonic analysis at the 

outset. I devise an account based on the behavior of high vowels when they are not 
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potentially affected by the presence of other high vowels. This being said, harmony is 

shown to coexist alongside prosody, without having determining effects on surface 

realizations of multiple high vowels.  

The foot structure is based on a grammatical weight distinction between a mora 

and a hypomora, introduced here for Québécois and inspired by earlier proposals in 

Montreuil (2004, 2005). This non-traditional moraic value is critical in constructing the 

foot structure that correctly accounts for variable realizations of high vowels. This unit, 

however, inadvertently alters the face of the traditional trochee, allowing a number of 

expansions of its instantiations. A critical principle of the Iambic–Trochaic Law, which 

ascribes the left-dominant weight configuration for trochees, is not viewed here as an 

unviolable condition, but is instead incorporated into a well-formedness hierarchy, that 

can be applied to feet and alter their constitution. The hierarchy compares the relative 

well-formedness of such configurations and resultant forms. Despite the fact that these 

deviations from the Moraic Theory are not insignificant, they are drawn upon in a 

limited fashion and are shown to consistently reflect the analytic needs imposed by the 

data at hand. It is of interest to research whether this prosodic analysis of high vowel 

realization can be extended to account for analogous high vowel behavior in other 

languages with respect to a subset of the distribution in Québécois.  

A crucial limitation of the analysis resides in the treatment of multiple high 

nuclei in words longer than three syllables. Given the lack of available data, the analysis 

is able to model various realizations but fails to limit the surface possibilities to any 

meaningful degree for these types of candidates. This being said, these types of forms 

are rare in the language and the data on their realization is very scarce and inconclusive, 

which is inevitably reflected in the analysis itself.  

In regards to data, this dissertation does not have as one of its goals to offer a 

brand new dataset. Datasets are abundant and show variability of reporting, which I 

chose to combat with a careful synthesis of these datasets and a set of clearly-defined 

generalizations resultant from such a synthesis.  
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APPENDIX A 

Data and Sources 

(In alphabetical order) 

 
Key to Sources: 

Côté   = Côté 2008 

Cout  = Couturier  

Déch  =  Déchaine 1991 

DumA  = Dumas 1974 

DumB  = Dumas 1976 

DumC  = Dumas 1981 

Mont  = Montreuil 2004a 

Walk  = Walker 1984 

Pol   = Poliquin 2006 

YB  = Yulia Bosworth 

 

I. Distribution of tenseness 

 

A. Final syllable 

IPA   Orthographic form   Gloss   Source 

 

aly:r    „allure‟    pace   Walk 

ami    „ami‟    friend   Walk 

apsʏrd    „absurde‟    absurd   Walk 

  vi    „envie‟    wish   Walk 

bɛjrᴜt    „Beyrouth‟   Beirut   Walk 

bᴜk    „bouc‟    billy goat  Walk 

bu     „boue‟    mud   Walk 

bᴜm     „boum‟    bang   Walk 

bu꞉ʒ    „bouge‟    hovel   Walk 

bʏf    „buffle‟   buffalo   Walk 

bʏt    „butte‟    mound   Walk 

crᴜp    „croupe‟   croup   Walk 

crᴜt    „croûte‟   crust   Walk 
ɛlεktrɪk   „électrique‟   electric   Walk 

flɪrt     „flirt‟    flirt   Walk 

fᴜl     „foule‟    crowd   Walk 

fʏg    „fugue‟    escape   Walk 

gamɪn    „gamine‟   female child  Walk 

ʏrl     „hurle‟    shout   Walk 

        1st/3rd pers. sing. 
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ε fɪrm     „infirme‟   infirm   Walk 

ʒᴜg    „joug‟    yoke   Walk 

ʒy꞉ʒ     „juge‟         judge   Walk 

ʒʏp     „jupe‟    skirt   Walk 

ʒy     „jus‟    juice   Walk 

ʒʏs    „juste‟    just   Walk 

kᴜrt     „courte‟       short, f.  Walk            

ku꞉r     „court‟    short, m.  Walk 

kᴜrs     „course‟     run   Walk  

ky꞉v     „cuve‟    tank   Walk  

li    „lit‟    bed   Mont 

lɪb(r)     „libre‟    free   Walk 

lɪg    „ligue‟    league   Walk 

lu꞉r     „lourd‟    heavy, m.  Walk 

lᴜrd     „lourde‟           heavy, f.  Walk         

lu꞉v(r)     „Louvre‟   Louvre   Walk 

lʏn     „lune‟    moon   Walk 

my:r    „mur‟    wall   Walk 

my꞉z     „muse‟      muse   Walk 

nʏl    „nul‟    useless, m.  Walk 

pi꞉ʒ     „pige‟     measuring rod  Walk 

pɪp      „pipe‟    pipe   Mont 

plʏm    „plume‟   feather   Walk 

pwaly     „poilu‟     hairy, m.  Walk 

pᴐli    „poli‟     polite, m.  Walk  

poziti:v   „positive‟   positive  Déch 

pᴜs    „pousse‟   shoot   Walk 

pri꞉z     „prise‟     taken, f.  Walk  

pʏrʒ     „purge‟    purge   Walk 

rasɪn     „racine‟   root   Walk 

rɪ∫    „riche‟    rich   Walk 

rᴜt    „route‟    road   Walk   

rʏ∫    „ruche‟    beehive  Walk 

rʏd    „rude‟    rough   Walk  

rɪt(m)     „rythme‟   rhythm   Walk 

sᴜd    „soude‟   soda   Walk  

sᴜf    „souffle‟   breath   Walk 

su꞉r     „sourd‟    deaf, m.  Walk  

sᴜrd     „sourde‟          deaf, f.   Walk  

sʏkr    „sucre‟    sugar   Walk 

tᴜ∫     „touche‟   touch   Walk 

tʏb    „tube‟     tube   Walk                                  

tʏk    „tuque‟    hat   Walk 

vi     „vie‟    life   Walk  
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vɪs    „vice‟    vice   Walk 

vɪd    „vide‟    empty   Walk 

vɪf    „vif‟    lively, m.  Walk 

vɪl     „ville‟    city   Walk 

vɪt    „vite‟    fast   Walk 

vi꞉v     „vive‟      lively, f.  Walk 

vwaju     „voyou‟   lout   Walk 

  

B. Non-final syllable 

 

1. Lax vowels in closed syllables 

 

anʏlmα    „annullement‟   cancellation  Déch 

bɪngo    „bingo‟    bingo   Côté 

bᴜlvar     „boulevard‟    boulevard  Walk 

bʏltɛ     „bulletin‟   bulletin   Walk 

ʃatᴜjmα    „chatouillement‟  tickle   Déch 

kᴐmɪkmα    „comiquement‟  comically  Déch 

kᴐ strʏksjᴐ    „construction‟   construction  Déch 

kᴜrtje     „courtier‟             broker   Walk 

kᴜtla    „coutelas‟   large knife  Côté 

difikʏlte    „difficulté‟   difficulty  Walk 

fɪltre     „filtrer‟    to filter  Walk 

fizɪkmα    „physiquement‟  physically  Déch 
fᴜr∫εt     „fourchette‟    fork   Walk 

glɪsmã    „glissement‟   sliding   Déch 

grᴜpmã    „groupement‟   grouping  Déch  
mɪstεr     „mystère‟   mystery  Walk  

nʏlmã     „nullement‟    not at all  Déch 

repʏlsi꞉v    „répulsive‟   repulsive  Walk 

rɪske     „risqué‟   risky   Walk 

rᴜlmã     „roulement‟    rumble   Déch 

rʏpty꞉r    „rupture‟   break   Pol  

pɪgme    „pygmée‟   pygmy   Côté 

pɪstᴐle     „pistolet‟   pistol   Walk 

pɪstᴐ     „piston‟   piston   Côté 

skʏlty:r    „sculpture‟   sculpture  Walk 

sʏltα     „sultan‟   sultan   Côté 

tᴜrtjɛ꞉r    „tourtière‟   meat pie  Walk 

tᴜndra    „tundra‟   tundra   Côté 

tʏrbα     „turban‟   turban   Côté 

vɪktᴐ꞉r    „Victor‟   Victor   Pol 
vʏlgεr     „vulgaire‟   vulgar   Walk 
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2. Lax and tense vowels in open syllables 

 

abᴜtɪs    „aboutisse‟   lead to   Déch 

        3rd pers. pl. 

abʏzɪf     „abusif‟     abusive, m.  Walk 

amɪtje    „amitié‟    friendship  Déch 

bɪdon    „bidᴐ ‟    can, n.   Déch 

bɪsɪk     „bicycle‟    bicycle   Walk 

bᴜde    „bouder‟   to pout   Déch 

bᴜtɛj    „bouteille‟   bottle   Déch 

bᴜtɪk    „boutique‟   boutique  Pol 

butõ    „bouton‟   button   Pol 

kamɪzᴐl   „camisole‟   slip   Déch 

ʃinwa    „chinois‟   Chinese, m.  Pol 

ʃᴜkrᴜt     „choucroute‟    sauerkraut  Walk 

sigar        „cigarre‟   cigar   Pol 

kylᴐt     „culotte‟   pants   Pol 

degᴜte    „dégoûter‟   to be disgusted Déch 

dɪnamɪk   „dynamique‟   dynamic  Walk 

dɪfɪsɪl    „dificile‟   difficult  DumC 

dɪsᴜt     „dissoute‟   dissolved, f.  Pol 

fɪni/ finɪsse   „fini‟/„finissent‟  finished/ finish DumB 

        p.p./ p.p./ 3rd pers. pl. 

frygal     „frugal‟   frugal   Pol 

gidõ      „guidons‟   let us guide  Pol 

gulõ     „goulon‟   Goulon  Pol 

abɪtᴜd     „habitude‟    habit   Walk 

harɪko    „haricot‟   green bean  Déch 

ʏmɪd    „humide‟   humid   Pol 

ilyminɪsm   „illuminisme‟   illuminism  Pol 

klɪnɪk     „clinique‟    clinic   Walk 

kᴐmʏnɪs    „communiste‟   communist  Déch 

kᴜzɪn     „cousine‟    cousin, f.  Walk  

kute     „coûter‟   to cost   Pol 

kᴜtʏm    „coutume‟    custom   Walk 

fɪlɪp     „Philippe‟    Philip   Walk 

ʒymɛl    „jumelle‟   binoculars  Pol 

ɪnedɪt    „inédite‟   unpublished, f. Pol 

ɪlɪsɪt    „illicite‟   illicit   Pol 

mɪdi     „midi‟    noon   DumB 

mɪnɪs     „ministre‟    minister  Walk 

mɪnʏt     „minute‟    minute   Walk 

mɪsi :v    „missive‟   missive  Pol 
mɪtεn     „mitaine‟    mitten   Déch 
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mʏkʏs    „mucus‟    mucus   Pol 

mʏzikal   „musical‟   musical, m.  DumB 

nʏmero   „numéro‟   number  Walk 

pɪlʏl     „pilule‟    pill   Pol 

pɪtᴜn    „pitoune‟   flashy girl  Walk 

pᴜri/ purɪsse   „pourri‟/‟pourrissent‟  rotten/rot  DumB 

        p.p./ 3rd pers. pl. 

 

pᴜrɪt     „pourrite‟    rotten, f.  Pol 

prɪmɪtɪf   „primitif‟   primitive, m.  Pol 

pʏni/pʏnɪsse   „puni‟/‟punissent‟  punished/punish DumB 

        p.p./ 3rd pers. pl. 

pʏpɪt    „pupitre‟    desk   Walk 

r  pi .re  (pi꞉r)   „rempire‟ („pire‟)      to worsen (worse)          DumA 

rɪdɪkʏl    „ridicule‟   ridiculous   DumC 

ri vjɛ:r  (ri v)   „rivière‟ („rive‟)  river (shore)  Walk  

rᴜtɪn    „routine‟   routine   Déch 

rᴜtɪnje    „routinier‟   routine, adj.  Déch 

salytɛ r     „salutaire‟   salutory  Déch 

sɪmᴐ     „Simon‟   Simon   Côté 

stʏpɪd     „stupide‟   stupid   Pol 

stʏpœr    „stupeur‟   stupor   Déch 

sᴜkᴜp     „soucoupe‟    saucer   Walk 

sᴜla ʒ    „soulage‟   relieve 

sᴜri    „souri‟    mouse   DumB                             

tɪpɪk    „typique‟   typical   Pol 

tᴜpi    „toupie‟   top   Déch 

tᴜrɪs     „touriste‟    tourist   Walk 

trɪby    „tribu‟    tribe   Pol 

trɪbʏnal   „tribunal‟   tribunal  Déch 

tʏmᴜʃ    „tue-mouche‟    fly swatter  Pol 

vɪtes     „vitesse‟   speed   Déch 

 

  

II. Devoicing and deletion of high vowels 

  

A. Devoicing 

  

  py te     „amputé‟   amputated, m.  Walk 

kapy ʃᴐ     „capuchon‟   hood   Walk 

kapy sɛ      „capucin‟   Capuchin friar  Walk 

klasi  fje    „classifier‟   classify  Walk 

kõ  ty:r    „confiture‟   jam   Walk 
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deku pe    „découper‟   to cut up  Walk 

depy   
te     „député‟   deputy   Walk   

dispy te    „disputer‟   to dispute  Walk   

eku te    „écouter‟   to listen  Walk 

eki  pe     „équiper‟   to provide  Walk 

eki  te     „équité‟   equity   Walk  
eti  kεt      „étiquette‟   label   Walk    

etᴜ fm      „etouffement‟   strangling  Déch 

grafɪ  km     „graphiquement‟  graphically  Déch 

ɛ si  te    „inciter‟   to encourage  Walk  

ᴐky pe     „occupé‟   busy, m.  Walk  

prati  ke    „pratiquer‟   to practice  Walk   

pro  tab    „profitable‟   profitable  Walk   

ruti  nje     „routinier‟   routine, adj.  Walk 

skrypy l     „scrupuleux‟   scurpulous, m.  Walk  

trebʏ ʃm     „trébuchement‟  stumbling  Déch 

  

 

B. Deletion 

 

ʃbugamu   „Chibougamou‟  Chibougamou  Déch 

ʃkan    „chicane‟   bickering, n.  Déch 

ʃkutimi    „Chicoutimi‟   Chicoutimi  Déch 

klasfikasjᴐ    „classification‟   classification  Déch 

kᴐmte    „comité‟   committee  Walk 

degze    „déguiser‟   to disguise  Walk 

ɛlɛktriste   „électricité‟   electricity  Walk  

abɪlte    „habilité‟   empowered, m. Walk  

maɲfɪk    „magnifique‟   magnificent, m. Walk 

mᴐdfikasjᴐ    „modification‟   modification  Cout 

myzkal    „musical‟   musical, m.  Walk   

pᴐltɪk    „politique‟   politics   Walk   

pᴐplasjᴐ    „population‟   population  Walk  

stasjᴐ     „citation‟   quotation  Walk 

tapse    „tapisser‟   to upholster  Walk  

ynvɛrste   „université‟   university  Walk   

 

     

III. Forms supplied by YB for the purpose of exposition. These forms are aligned 

with the adopted distributional generalizations and forms reported in the 

literature. 

 

aksid      „accident‟   accident   

balbysje   „balbutier‟   to stammer 
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kalkyle    „calculer‟   calculate   

kamuflaᴣ   „camouflage‟   camouflage   

kapasite   „capacité‟   capacity  

kapitᴐne   „capitonner‟   to pad 

ʃarite    „charité‟   charity    

kuraᴣøzmα    „courageusement‟  courageously   

kᴐ disjᴐnmα    „conditionnement‟  condiotioning   

distraksjᴐ    „distraction‟   entertainment  

fasilite    „facilité‟   facility  

fasinasjᴐ    „fascination‟   fascination  

felisitasjᴐ    „félicitations‟   congratulations  

feminite   „féminité‟   femininity  

filigran    „filigrane‟   watermark  

filtrasjᴐ    „filtration‟   filtration  

furnɪs    „fournissent‟   they supply   

finira    „finira‟    will finish, 3rd pers.sing.  

        1st/3rd pers. sing. 

inaksjᴐ     „inaction‟   inaction   

inikite    „iniquité‟   iniquity  

inisi    „initie‟    initiate  

ɛ sɪ  ste    „insister‟   to insist  

ɛ stryktœ:r   „instructeur‟   instructor 

miᴣᴐte    „mijoter‟   to mix    

militɛ r    „militaire‟   military  

militɛrmα    „militairement‟  militarily  

mirakylø   „miraculeux‟   miraculous    

mutᴐnmα    „moutonnement‟  rolling    

pi     „picard‟   Picard    

pilᴐte    „piloter‟   to pilot    

pirat    „pirate‟    pirate  

restriksjᴐ    „restriction‟   restriction  

trikᴐte    „tricoter‟   to knit   

vᴐlypte   „volupté‟   voluptuousness  

   

   

  OTHER 
 

elɛktris꞉te   „électricité‟   electricity  Walk 

ynivɛrs꞉te   „université‟   university  Walk 

s꞉tasjᴐ    „citation‟   quotation  Walk  

pres꞉ze    „préciser‟   to clarify  Walk  
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APPENDIX B 

List of OT constraints  

(with definitions, in alphabetical order) 

 
 

AGREE(-tense): High vowels agree for [-tense]. One violation per tense vowel when a 

lax high vowel is present. (AGREE) 

 

 LIGN(Head σ/Head F, R): The head syllable of the head foot of the PrWd stands at 

the right edge of the Prosodic Word. (ALIGN) 

 

 LIGN(F,R,σ,R)&  LIGN(F,L,σ,L): The right edge of a foot corresponds to the right 

edge of a syllable, the left edge of a foot must correspond to the left edge of the same 

syllable (based on McCarthy and Prince 1993a). One violation per foot that violates this 

condition. 

 

BEWEIGHT-BEARING: All vowels must be associated to some weight. One violation 

per weightless vowel. (After Morén 2003) 

 

*CC.C: Sequences of CC.C are prohibited. One * per such sequence. 

 

CONTOUR(tense): High nuclei in adjacent syllables must have opposing tenseness 

specifications. One violation per pair of high nuclei in adjacent syllables with the same 

tenseness specifications. (CONTOUR) 

 

DEP: Every mora and segment in the output has a correspondent in the input (after 

McCarthy and Prince 1995a) 

 

DEP-W: every mora and hypomora has an input correspondent. One violation for each 

inserted weight value. 

 

Edgemost (HeadFT,L,R; PrWd): The head stands at either the left or the right edge of a 

Prosodic Word. One violation per head that does not stand at the edge of a PrWd. 

 

Exhaustivity(FT): Prosodic words dominate feet (Selkirk 1995) 

 

FAITH-µ:  The moraic association of a segment in the input is identical to that in the 

output. One violation per vowel that fails to satisfy this condition. 

 

FTBin: Feet are binary at either syllabic or moraic level of analysis (Prince and 

Smolensky 1993) 
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FTMin-µ: feet are minimally monomoraic. One violation per foot with the total moraic 

association lower than µ. 

 

FT-to-Head: Every foot dominates a head element. One violation per headless foot. 

(Crowhurst 1996)  

 

GrWd=PrWd: A grammatical word must be a prosodic word. One violation per output 

that violates this condition. (Kager 1999: 152) 

 

HeadFTMin-µ : Head feet are minimally monomoraic. One violation per candidate 

whose head foot is associated to inferior weight (hypomora). 

 

IDENT-µ-OO: The mora count between the two output segments participating in the 

correspondence relationship is identical. One violation per candidate that violates this 

condition. 

 

IDENT-V(-high)-IO(Vce): the voicing specification of non-high vowels is identical 

from the input to the output. One violation per vowel that violates this condition. 

 

IDENT-voice-IO(Head): The foothead nucleus has the same voicing specification in the 

input as in the output. One violation per nucleus. 

 

MAX-V(Head): The vowel in the Head foot in the output has a correspondent in the 

input. One violation per vowel that violates this condition. 

 

MAX-V(-high): a non-high vowel in the input must have a correspondent in the output. 

One violation per vowel that does not. 

 

MAX-V(cont__cont): The vowel surrounded by two fricative consonants in the output 

must have a correspondent in the input. One violation per vowel surrounded by two 

fricative consonants that does not have a correspondent in the input. 

 

MAX-V(_cont_): The vowel adjacent to a fricative consonant in the output must have a 

correspondent in the input. One violation per vowel adjacent to a fricative consonant 

that does not have a correspondent in the input. 

 

MAX-V(_non-cont_): The vowel adjacent to a consonant that is not a fricative in the 

output must have a correspondent in the input. One violation per vowel adjacent to a 

consonant that is not a fricative, that does not have a correspondent in the input 

 

PARSE-σ: Syllables are parsed by feet. One violation per syllable not dominated by a 

foot node. (Prince and Smolensky 1993) 

 

PrWd=FT: Prosodic words dominate feet (after McCarthy and Prince 2002) 
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RIGHTMOST (Align Hd-Ft, Right, PrWd, Right) 

The head foot is rightmost in PrWd. One violation per candidate whose Head foot is not 

final in the word. (McCarthy and Prince 1993a) 

 

SON-Weight (analogous to Son in Montreuil 2004b): A vowel‟s surface weight 

association corresponds to its degree of sonority, i.e. mid and low vowels are 

monomoraic, high vowels are hypomoraic. A vowel that surfaces with an improper 

weight association incurs a violation. 

 

SON-Weight(N): The weight association of the nuclear mora must be based on sonority. 

  

SON-Weight(HeadFT): In the head foot, a vowel‟s surface weight association is based 

on sonority, i.e. mid and low vowels are monomoraic, high vowels are hypomoraic. A 

vowel that surfaces with a weight association other than dictated by SON-Weight incurs 

a violation. 

 

The TMH constraints: *(SL SL), *(SL L), *(SL H), *(L SL), *(H SL), *(H L), *(L H). 

One violation per foot that does not conform to the given shape.   

 

TROCHEE: feet are L-dominant. One violation per R-dominant foot. (Prince and 

Smolensky 1993/2002/2004) 

 

Weight-by-Position (WbyP): Coda consonants are associated to µ on the surface. One 

violation per coda consonant that is not projecting a mora.(Hayes 1989b) 

  

V-µ: The moraic association of a vowel must be a mora. One violation per vowel that is 

associated to something other than a single mora. 

 

*λ: Vowels must not be associated to λ. One violation per λ in the vowel‟s weight 

association. 

 

*λ(HE D): Rimes associated to prosodic head positions should not be hypomoraic. 

One violation per hypomoraic rime in the foot head position. 

 

µ-share: Voiced continuants in final coda position share their µ with the preceding 

nucleus. One violation per voiced continuant that does not share its µ. 

 

*µ-share: Segments that are not voiced continuants do not share their mora. One 

violation is incurred by a segment that is not a voiced continuant but shares its mora. 
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